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PART 1:

USING PTOLEMYII

The chapters in this part describe how to construct Ptolemy II models for web-based modeling or
building applications. The first chapter includes an overview of Ptolemy II software, and a brief
description of each of the models of computation that have been implemented (and some that arejust
planned). Itdescribes the package structure of the software, and includes asan appendix a brief tutorial
on UML notation, which is usedthroughout thisdocument to explain thestructure of thesoftware. The
second chapter is a tutorial onbuilding models using Vergil, a graphical user interface where models
arebuilt pictorially. Thenext chapter gives anoverview ofactorlibraries. These twochapters, plusone
of thedomain chapters, will be sufficient for users to start building interesting models in the selected
domain. The fourth chapter gives a tutorial on designing actors in Java. The fifth explains MoML, the
XML schema usedby Vergil to store models. Andthe sixth chapter, the final one in this part, explains
how to construct custom applets.
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Introduction

Author: Edward A. Lee

1.1 Modeling and Design

The Ptolemy project studies heterogeneous modeling, simulation, and design of concurrent sys
tems. The focus is on embedded systems [49], particularly those that mix technologies including, for
example, analog and digital electronics, hardware and software, and electronics and mechanical
devices. The focus is also on systems that are complex in the sense that they mix widely different oper
ations, such as signal processing, feedback control, sequentialdecisionmaking, and user interfaces.

Modeling is the act of representing a system or subsystemformally. A model might be mathemati
cal, in which case it can be viewed as a set of assertions about properties of the system such as its func
tionality or physical dimensions. A model can also be constractive, in which case it defines a
computational procedure that mimics a set of properties of the system. Constructive models are often
used to describe behavior of a system in response to stimulus from outside the system. Constructive
models are also called executable models.

Design is the act of defining a system or subsystem. Usually this involves defining one or more
models of the system and refining the models until the desired functionality is obtained within a set of
constraints.

Design and modeling are obviously closely coupled. In some circumstances, models may be
immutable, in the sense that they describe subsystems, constraints, or behaviors that are externally
imposed on a design. For instance, they may describe a mechanical system that is not under design, but
must be controlled by an electronic system that is under design.

Executable models are sometimes called simulations, an appropriate term when the executable
model is clearly distinct from the system it models. However, in many electronic systems, a model that
starts as a simulation mutates into a software implementation of the system. The distinction between
the model and the system itself becomes blurred in this case. This is particularly true for embedded
software.

Embedded software is software that resides in devices that are not first-and-foremost computers. It

Heterogeneous Concurrent Modeling and Design 1-1
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is pervasive, appearing in automobiles, telephones, pagers, consumer electronics, toys, aircraft, trains,
security systems, weapons systems, printers, modems, copiers, thermostats, manufacturing systems,
appliances, etc. A technically active person probably interactsregularly with more piecesof embedded
software than conventional software. A key feature of embedded software is that it engages the physi
cal world, and hence has temporal constraints that desktop software does not share.

A major emphasis in Ptolemy II is on the methodologyfor defining and producing
embedded software together with the systems within which it is embedded.

Executable models are constructed under a model of computation, which is the set of "laws of
physics" that govern the interaction of components in the model. If the model is describinga mechani
cal system,then the modelof computation may literallybe the laws of physics.Morecommonly, how
ever, it is a set of rules that are more abstract, and provide a framework within which a designer builds
models.A set of rules that govern the interaction of components is called the semanticsof the modelof
computation. A model of computation may have more thanone semantics, in that there mightbe dis
tinct sets of rules that impose identical constraints on behavior.

The choice of model of computation depends strongly on the type of model being constructed. For
example, for a purely computational system that transforms a finite body of data into another finite
body of data, the imperative semantics that is common in programming languages such as C, C++,
Java, and Matlab will be adequate. For modeling a mechanical system, the semantics needs to be able
to handleconcurrency and the time continuum, in which case a continuous-time modelof computation
such that found in Simulink, Saber, Hewlett-Packard's ADS, and VHDL-AMS is more appropriate.

The abilityof a model to mutateinto an implementation depends heavily on the modelof compu
tation that is used. Some models of computation, for example, are suitable for implementationonly in
customizedhardware, while others are poorlymatchedto customizedhardwarebecauseof their intrin
sically sequential nature. Choosing an inappropriate model of computation maycompromise the qual
ity of designby leading the designerinto a morecostlyor less reliableimplementation.

A principle of the Ptolemyproject is that the choices of models of computation
strongly affect the quality ofa systemdesign.

Forembedded systems, the most useful models of computation handle concurrency and time. This
is because embedded systems consist typically of components that operate simultaneously and have
multiple simultaneous sources of stimuli. Inaddition, they operate in a timed (real world) environment,
where the timeliness of their response to stimuli may be as important as the correctness of the
response.

The objective in Ptolemy II is to support the construction and interoperability of
executable models that are built under a wide variety ofmodels ofcomputation.

Ptolemy II takes a component view of design, in that models areconstructed asa setof interacting
components. A model ofcomputation governs thesemantics of theinteraction, and thus imposes a dis
cipline on the interaction of components.

Component-based design in Ptolemy II involves disciplined interactions between
componentsgoverned bya model of computation.

1.2 Ptolemy n
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1.2 Architecture Design

Architecture description languages (ADLs), such asWright [3] and Rapide [60], focus onformal
isms fordescribing the rich sorts of component interactions that commonly arise in software architec
ture. Ptolemy II,bycontrast, might becdledanarchitecture design language, because itsobjective is
not so much to describe existing interactions, but rather to promote coherent software architecture by
imposing some structure onthose interactions. Thus, while an ADL might focus onthe compatibility
of a senderandreceiver in twodistinct components, wewould focus on a pattern of interactions among
a setof components. Instead of,forexample, verifying thata particular protocol in a single port-to-port
interaction does not deadlock [3],we wouldfocuson whetheran assemblage of components can dead
lock.

It is arguable that our approach is less modular, because components must be designed to the
framework. Typical ADLs can describe pre-existing components, whereas in Ptolemy II, such pre
existing components would have to wrapped in Ptolemy II actors. Moreover, designing components to
a particular interface may limit their reusability, and in fact the interface may not match their needs
well. Allof these arevalid points, and indeed a major partof ourresearch effort is to ameliorate these
limitations. The net effect, we believe, is an approach that is much more powerfulthan ADLs.

First, we design components to be domain polymorphic, meaning that they can interact with other
components within a wide variety of domains. Inother words, instead of coming upwith anADL that
can describe a number of different interaction mechanisms, we have come up with an architecture
where components can be easily designed to interact in a number of ways. We argue that this makes
the components more reusable, not less, because disciplined interaction within a well-defined seman
tics is possible. By contrast, with pre-existing components that have rigid interfaces, the best we can
hope for is ad-hoc synthesis of adapters between incompatible interfaces, something that is likely to
lead to designs that are very difficult to understand and to verify. Whereas ADLs draw an analogy
between compatibility of interfaces and type checking [3], we use a technique much more powerful
than type checking alone, namely polymorphism [51].

Second, to avoid the problem that a particular interaction mechanism may not fit the needs of a
component well, weprovide a rich setof interaction mechanisms embodied in thePtolemy II domains.
Thedomains force component designers to think about theoverall pattern of interactions, andtrade off
uniformity for expressiveness. Where expressiveness is paramount, theability of Ptolemy 11 to hierar
chically mixdomains offersessentially the samerichness of more ad-hoc designs, but withmuchmore
discipline. By contrast, a non-trivial component designed without such structure is likely to use a
melange, or ad-hoc mixture of interaction mechanisms, making it difficult to embed it within a com
prehensible system.

Third, whereas an ADL might choose a particularmodel of computation to provide it with a for
mal structure, such as CSP for Wright [3], we have developed a more abstract formal framework that
describes modelsof computation at a meta level [55].This means that we do not have to performawk
ward translations to describe one model of computation in terms of another. For example, stream based
communication via FIFO channels are awkward in Wright [3].

We make these ideas concrete by describing the models of computation implemented in the
Ptolemy II domains.
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1.3 Models of Computation

There is a rich variety of models of computation that deal with concurrency and time in different
ways. Each gives an interaction mechanism for components. In this section, we describe models of
computation that are implemented in Ptolemy II domains, plus a couple of additional ones that are
planned. Our focus hasbeenon models of computation that are most usefulfor embedded systems. All
of these can lend a semantics to the same bubble-and-arc, or block-and-arrow diagram shown in figure
1.1.PtolemyII modelsare (clustered, or hierarchical) graphsof the formof figure 1.1,where the nodes
are entities and the arcs are relations. For most domains, the entities are actors (entities with function
ality) and the relations connecting them represent communication between actors.

1.3.1 Communicating Sequential Processes - CSP

In the CSP domain (communicating sequential processes), created by Neil Smyth [86], actors rep
resentconcurrently executing processes, implemented as Java threads. These processes communicate
by atomic, instantaneous actions called rendezvous (or sometimes, synchronous message passing). If
twoprocesses are to communicate, andone reaches the pointfirst at which it is ready to conununicate,
then it stalls until the other process is ready to communicate. "Atomic" means that the two processes
are simultaneously involved in theexchange, and that the exchange is initiated andcompleted in a sin
gle uninterruptable step. Examples of rendezvous models include Hoare's communicating sequential
processes(CSP) [40] andMilner'scalculusofcommunicating systems (CCS) [64]. Thismodel of com
putation has been realized in a number of concurrent programming languages, including Lx)tos and
Occam.

Rendezvous models are particularly well-matched to applications where resource sharing is a key
element, such as client-server database models and multitasking or multiplexing of hardware
resources. A key feature of rendezvous-based models is theirability to cleanly model nondeterminate
interactions. The CSP domain implements both conditional send and conditional receive. It also
includes an experimental timed extension.

1.3.2 Continuous Time - CT

In the CT domain (continuous time), created Jie Liu [57], actors represent components that interact
via continuous-time signals. Actors typically specify algebraic or differential relations between inputs
and outputs. The jobof the director in thedomain is to find a fixed-point, i.e., a setof continuous-time
functions that satisfy all the relations.

FIGURE 1.1. A single syntax(bubble-and-arc or block-and-arrow diagram)
can havea numberof possiblesemantics(interpretations).
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The CT domain includes an extensible set of differential equation solvers. The domain, therefore,
is useful formodeling physical systems with linear ornonlinear algebraic/differential equation descrip
tions, suchas analog circuits andmany mechanical systems. Its model of computation is similar to that
used in Simulink, Saber, and VHDL-AMS, and is closely related to that in Spice circuit simulators.

Embedded systems frequently contain components that are best modeled using differential equa
tions, such as MEMS and other mechanical components, analog circuits, and microwave circuits.
These components, however, interact with an electronic system that may serve as a controller or a
recipient of sensor data. This electronic system may be digital. Joint modeling of a continuous sub
system with digital electronics isknown asmixed signal modeling [58]. The CTdomain is designed to
interoperate with other Ptolemy domains, such as DE, to achieve mixed signal modeling. To support
such modeling, theCTdomain models of discrete events as Dirac delta functions. It also includes the
ability to preciselydetect thresholdcrossings to producediscreteevents.

Physical systems often have simple models thatareonly valid overa certain regime of operation.
Outside that regime, another model may be appropriate. A modalmodel is one that switches between
these simple models when the system transitions between regimes. The CTdomain interoperates with
the FSM domain to create modal models. Such modal models are often called hybrid systems.

1.3.3 Discrete-Events - DE

In the discrete-event (DE) domain, created by Lukito Muliadi [68], the actors communicate via
sequences of events placed in time, along a real time line. An eventconsistsof a value and timestamp.
Actorscan eitherbe processes that react to events (implemented as Java threads) or functions that fire
when new events are supplied. This model of computation is popular for specifying digital hardware
and for simulating telecommunications systems, and hasbeen realized in a large number of simulation
environments, simulation languages, and hardware description languages, including VHDL and Ver-
ilog.

DE models are excellent descriptions of concurrent hardware, although increasingly the globally
consistent notion of time is problematic. In particular, it over-specifies (or over-models) systems where
maintaining such a globally consistent notion is difficult, including large VLSI chips with high clock
rates. Every event is placed precisely on a globally consistent time line.

The DE domain implements a fairly sophisticated discrete-event simulator. DE simulators in gen
eral need to maintain a global queue of pending events sorted by time stamp (this is called a priority
queue).This can be fairly expensive, since inserting new events into the list requires searchingfor the
right position at which to insert it. The DE domain uses a calendarqueue data structure [12] for the
global event queue. A calendarqueue may be thoughtof as a hashtable that uses quantized time as a
hashingfunction. As such, both enqueue and dequeueoperationscan be done in time that is indepen
dent of the number of events in the queue.

In addition, the DE domain gives deterministic semantics to simultaneous events, unlike most
competingdiscrete-event simulators. This means that for any two events with the same time stamp, the
order in which they are processedcan be inferredfrom the structureof the model.This is done by ana
lyzing the graph structure of the model for data precedences so that in the event of simultaneous time
stamps, events can be sorted according to a secondary criterion given by their precedence relation
ships. VHDL, for example, uses delta time to accomplish the same objective.
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1.3.4 Distributed Discrete Events - DDE

The distributed discrete-event (DDE) domain, created by John Davis [21], can be viewed either as
a variant of DB or as a variant of PN (described below). Still highly experimental, it addresses a key
problem with discrete-event modeling, namely that the global event queue imposes a central point of
controlon a model,greatlylimitingthe ability to distribute a modelover a network. Distributing mod
els might be necessary either to preserve intellectual property, to conserve network bandwidth, or to
exploit parallel computing resources.

The DDE domain maintains a local notion of time on each connection between actors, instead of a
singleglobally consistent notion of time. Each actor is a process, implemented as a Java thread, that
can advance its local time to the minimum of the local times on each of its input connections. The
domain systematizes the transmission of null events, whichin effect provide guarantees that no event
will be supplied with a time stampless than somespecifiedvalue.

1.3.5 Discrete Time - DT

The discrete-time (DT) domain, written by Chamberlain Fong [25], extends the SDF domain
(described below) with a notion of time between tokens. Communication between actors takes the
form of a sequence of tokens where the time between tokens is uniform. Multirate models, where dis
tinct connections have distinct time intervals between tokens, are also supported. There is considerable
subtlety in this domain when multirate components are used. The semantics is defined so that compo
nent behavior is always causal, in that outputs whose values dependon inputs are never produced at
times prior to those of the inputs.

1.3.6 Finite-State Machines - FSM

The finite-state machine (FSM) domain, written by Xiaojun Liu, is radically different from the
otherPtolemy II domains. Theentities in thisdomain represent not actors but rather state, and thecon
nections represent transitions between states. Execution is a strictly ordered sequence of state transi
tions. The FSM domain leverages the built-in expression language in Ptolemy II to evaluate guards,
which determine when state transitions can be taken.

FSMmodelsare excellent for controllogic. FSMmodels are amenable to in-depth formal analysis,
and thus can be used to avoid surprising behavior.

FSM models have some key weaknesses. First, at a very fundamental level, they are not as expres
siveas the other models of computation described here. They are not sufficiently rich to describe all
partial recursive functions. However, this weakness is acceptable in light of the formal analysis that
becomes possible. Many questions about designs are decidable for FSMs and undecidable for other
models ofcomputation. A second key weakness is that thenumber of states can get very large even in
the faceof only modest complexity. This makes the models unwieldy.

Both problems can often besolved by using FSMs incombination with concurrent models ofcom
putation. This was first noted byDavid Harel, who introduced that Statecharts formalism. Statecharts
combine a loose version of synchronous-reactive modeling (described below) with FSMs [34]. FSMs
have also been combined with differential equations, yielding the so-called hybrid systems model of
computation [36].

The FSM domain in Ptolemy II can be hierarchically combined with other domains. We call the
resulting formalism "*charts" (pronounced "starcharts") where the star represents a wildcard [31].
Since most other domains represent concurrent computations, *charts model concurrent finite state
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machines with a varietyof concurrency semantics. Whencombinedwith CT,they yieldhybridsystems
and modal models. When combined with SR (described below), they yield something close to State-
charts. When combined with process networks, they resemble SDL [85].

1.3.7 Process Networks - PN

In the process networks (PN) domain, created by Mudit Goel [32], processes communicate by
sendingmessages through channels that can buffer the messages. The sender of the messageneed not
wait for the receiver to be ready to receive the message. This style of communication is often called
asynchronous messagepassing.There are severalvariantsof this technique, but the PN domainspecif
ically implements one that ensuresdeterminate computation, namely Kahn processnetworks [44].

In the PN model of computation, the arcs represent sequences of data values (tokens), and the enti
ties represent functions that map input sequences into output sequences. Certain technical restrictions
on these functions are necessary to ensure determinacy, meaning that the sequencesare fully specified.
In particular, the function implemented by an entity mustbe prefixmonotonic. The PN domainrealizes
a subclass of such functions, first described by Kahn and MacQueen [45], where blocking reads ensure
monotonicity.

PN models are loosely coupled, and hence relatively easy to parallelize or distribute. They can be
implemented efficiently in both software and hardware, and hence leave implementation options open.
A key weakness of PN models is that they are awkward for specifying control logic, although much of
this awkwardness may be ameliorated by combining them with FSM.

The PN domain in Ptolemy II has a highly experimental timed extension. This adds to the blocking
reads a method for stalling processes until time advances. We anticipate that this timed extension will
make interoperation with timed domains much more practical.

1.3.8 Synchronous Dataflow - SDF

The synchronous dataflow (SDF) domain, created by Steve Neuendorffer, handles regular compu
tations that operate on streams. Dataflow models, popular in signal processing, are a special case of
process networks (for the complete explanation of this, see [54]). Dataflow models construct processes
of a process network as sequences of atomic actor firings. Synchronous dataflow (SDF) is a particu
larly restricted special case with the extremely useful property that deadlock and boundedness are
decidable. Moreover, the schedule of firings, parallel or sequential, is computable statically, making
SDF an extremely useful specification formalism for embedded real-time software and for hardware.

Certain generalizations sometimes yield to similar analysis. Boolean dataflow (BDF) models
sometimes yield to deadlock and boundedness analysis, although fundamentally these questions are
undecidable. Dynamic dataflow (DDF) uses only run-time analysis, and thus makes no attempt to stat
ically answer questions about deadlock and boundedness. Neither a BDF nor DDF domain has yet
been written in Ptolemy II. Process networks (PN) serves in the interim to handle computations that do
not match the restrictions of SDF.

1.3.9 Giotto

The Giotto domain, created by Christoph Meyer Kirsch, realizes a model of computation devel
oped by Tom Henzinger, Christoph Meyer Kirsch, and Ben Horowitz. This domain has a time-trig
gered flavor, where each actor is invoked periodically with a specified period. The domain is-designed
to work with the FSM domain to realize modal models. It is intended for hard-real-time systems.
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where resource allocation is precomputed.

I.3.10 Synchronous/Reactive - SR

In the synchronous/reactive (SR) modelof computation [8], the arcs represent data valuesthat are
aligned with global clock ticks. Thus, they are discrete signals, but unlike iscrete time, a signal need
not have a valueat everyclock tick.The entitiesrepresent relations between inputand outputvaluesat
each tick, and are usually partial functions with certain technical restrictions to ensure determinacy.
Examples of languages that use the SR model of computation include Esterel [10], Signal [9], Lustre
[18], and Argos [61].

SR models are excellent for applications with concurrent and complex control logic. Because of
the tight synchronization, safety-critical real-time applications are a good match. However, also
because of the tightsynchronization, some applications areoverspecified in the SR model, limiting the
implementation altematives. Moreover, in most realizations, modularity is compromised by the need
to seeka global fixed pointat eachclocktick. AnSRdomain hasnot yetbeenimplemented in Ptolemy
II, although the methods used by Stephen Edwards in Ptolemy Classic can be adapted to this purpose
[22].

1.4 Choosing Models of Computation

The rich variety of concurrent models of computation outlined in the previous section can be
daunting to a designer faced with having to select them. Most designers today do not face this choice
because they getexposed to only oneor two. This is changing, however, as thelevel ofabstraction and
domain-specificity of design software both rise. We expect that sophisticated and highly visual user
interfaces will be needed to enable designers to cope with this heterogeneity.

An essential difference between concurrent models of computation is their modeling of time.
Somearevery explicit by taking time to be a real number that advances uniformly, andplacing events
on a time line or evolving continuous signals along the time line. Others are more abstract and take
time to be discrete. Others are still more abstract and take time to be merely a constraint imposed by
causality. This latter interpretation results in time that is partially ordered, and explains much of the
expressiveness in process networks and rendezvous-based models of computation. Partially ordered
time provides a mathematical framework for formally analyzing and comparing models of computa
tion [55].

A grand unified approach to modeling would seek a concurrent model of computation that serves
allpurposes. This could beaccomplished by creating a melange, a mixture ofall ofthe above, but such
a mixture would be extremely complex and difficult to use, and synthesis and simulation tools would
be difficult to design.

Another alternative would be to choose one concurrent model of computation, say the rendezvous
model, andshow thatall theothers are subsumed as special cases. This is relatively easy to do, in the
ory. It is the premise ofWright, for example [3]. Most of these models ofcomputation are sufficiently
expressive tobe able to subsume most of the others. However, this fails toacknowledge the strengths
andweaknesses of each model of computation. Rendezvous is very good at resource management, but
very awkward for loosely coupled data-oriented computations. Asynchronous message passing is the
reverse, where resource management is awkward, but data-oriented computations are natural'. Thus,
to design interesting systems, designers need to use heterogeneous models.
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1.5 Visual Syntaxes

Visual depictions of systems have always held a strong human appeal, making them extremely
effective in conveying information about a design. Many of the domains of interest in the Ptolemy
project use suchdepictions to completely andformally specify models.

One of theprinciples of the Ptolemy project is that visualdepictions of systems can
help tooffset theincreased complexity that is introduced byheterogeneous modeling.

These visual depictions offer an alternative syntax to associate with thesemantics of a model of com
putation. ^^sual syntaxes can be every bit as precise and complete as textual syntaxes, particularly
when they are judiciously combined with textual syntaxes.

Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show twodifferent visual renditions of Ptolemy II models. Both renditions are
constructed in Vergil, the visual editor framework in Ptolemy II. In figure 1.2, a Ptolemy II model is
shown as a block diagram, which is an appropriate rendition for many discrete event models. In this
particular example, records are constructed at theleftbycomposing strings with integers representing
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The Record Assembler actor composes a stnng with an
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a channel that has random delay. The tokens arrive
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FIGURE 1.2. Visual rendition of a Ptolemy II model as a block diagram in Vergil(in the DE domain).

1. Considerthe differencebetweenthe telephone(rendezvous) and email (asynchronous messagepassing).If you
are trying to schedule a meeting between four busy people, getting them all on a conference call would lead to a
quick resolutionof the meetingschedule.Schedulingthe meetingby email could take severaldays, and may in
fact never converge. Other sorts of communication, however, are far more efficient by email.
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a sequencenumber. The recordsare launchedinto a networkthat introduces randomdelay. The records
may arrive at the right out of order, but the Sequence actor is used to re-order them using the sequence
number.

Figure 1.3 also shows a visual rendition of a Ptolemy II model, but now, the components are repre
sentedby circles,and the connections between components are represented by labeledarcs.Thisvisual
syntaxis a familiarway to represent finite statemachines (FSMs). Eachcircle represents a stateof the
model, and the arcs represent transitions between states. The particularexample in the figure comes
from a hybrid system model, where the two states. Separate and Together, represent two different
modesof operation of a continuous-time system. The arcs are labeledwith two lines, the first of which
is a guards and the second of which is an action. The guard is a boolean-valued expression that speci
fies when the transition should be taken, and the action is a sequence of commands that are executed
when the transition is taken.

The visual renditions in figures 1.2 and 1.3 are both constructed using the same underlying infra
structure, Vergil, builtby Stephen Neuendorffer. Vergil, in turn,in builton topof a GUIpackage called
Diva, developed by John Reekie and Michael Shilman at Berkeley. Diva, in turn, is built on top of
Swing and Java 2D, which are part of the Java platform from Sun Microsystems. In Vergil, a visual
editor is constructed as an assemblyof components in a Ptolemy II model.Thus, the system is config
urable and customizable, and a great deal of infrastructure can be shared between the two distinct
visual editors of figures 1.2 and 1.3.

Visual representations of models havea mixed history. In circuitdesign, schematic diagrams used
to be routinely used to capture all of the essential information needed to implement some systems.
Schematics are oftenreplaced today by text in hardware description languages suchas VHDL or Ver-
ilog. In othercontexts, visual representations havelargely failed, for example flowcharts for capturing
the behaviorof software. Recently, a numberof innovativevisual formalisms have beengarneringsup
port, including visual dataflow, hierarchical concurrent finite state machines, andobject models. The
UMLvisual language forobjectmodeling has beenreceiving a greatdeal of attention. The static struc
turediagrams of UML, in fact, areusedfairly extensively in the design of Ptolemy II itself(seeappen
dix A of this chapter). Moreover, the Statecharts diagrams of UML are very similar to a hierarchical
composition of the FSMand SR domains in Ptolemy II.
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A subset of visual languages that are recognizable as "block diagrams" represent concurrent sys
tems. There are many possible concurrency semantics (and many possible models of computation)
associated with such diagrams. Formalizing the semantics is essential if these diagrams are tobeused
for system specification and design. Ptolemy n supports exploration of the possible concurrency
semantics. A principle of the project is that the strengths and weaknesses of these alternatives make
them complementary rather than competitive. Thus, interoperability ofdiverse models is essential.

1.6 Ptolemy II Architecture

Ptolemy II offers a unified infrastructure for implementations of a number of models of computa
tion. The overall architecture consists of a set of packages that provide generic support for all models
of computation and a setof packages that provide more specialized support for particular models of
computation. Examples of the former include packages that contain math libraries, graph algorithms,
aninterpreted expression language, signal plotters, and interfaces to media capabilities such as audio.
Examples of thelatter include packages that support clustered graph representations of models, pack
ages Aat support executable models, and domains, which are packages that implement a particular
model of computation.

Ptolemy n is modular, with a careful package structure that supports a layered approach. Thecore
packages support the data model, or abstract syntax, of Ptolemy II designs. They also provide the
abstract semantics that allows domains to interoperate with maximum information hiding. The UI
packages provide support forourXML fileformat, called MoML, anda visual interface forconstruct
ing models graphic^ly. The library packages provide actor libraries that are domain polymorphic,
meaning that they can operate in a variety of domains. And Enally, the domain packages provide
domains, each of which implements a model of computation, and some of which provide their own,
domain-specific actor libraries.

1.6.1 Core Packages

The core packages are shown in figure 1.4. This is a UML package diagram. The name of each
package is in the tab at the top of each box. Subpackages are contained within their parent package.
Dependencies between packages are shown by dotted lines with arrow heads. For example, actor
depends on kernel which depends on kemeiutil Actoralso depends on data and graph. The role of
each package is explained below.

actor This packagesupportsexecutableentities that receiveand send data throughports.
It includesboth untypedand typed actors. For typed actors, it implements a sophis
ticated type systemthat supports polymorphism. It includesthe base class Director
that is extended in domains to control the execution of a model,

actor.process This subpackage provides infrastructure for domains where actors are processes
implemented on top of Java threads,

actonsched This subpackage providesinfrastructure for domainswhere actors are statically
scheduled by the director,or where there is static analysis of the topology of a
model associated with scheduling,

actor.util This subpackagecontains utilities that support directors in various domains. Spe
cifically, it contains a simple FIFO Queue and a sophisticated priority queue called
a calendar queue.

data This package provides classes that encapsulate and manipulate data that is trans-
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ported between actorsin Ptolemy models. The key class is theToken class, which
defines a set of polymorphic methodsfor operatingon tokens, such as add(), sub-
tractO, etc.

data.expr Thisclasssupports an extensible expression language and an interpreter for that
language. Parameters can havevalues specified by expressions. Theseexpressions
may refer to other parameters. Dependencies betweenparameters are handled
transparently, as in a spreadsheet, whereupdatingthe valueof one will result in the
update of all those that depend on it

data.type This package contains classes and interfaces for the type system,
graph This package provides algorithms for manipulating and analyzing mathematical

graphs.This packageis expectedto supplya growing libraryof algorithms. These
algorithms support schedulingand analysis of Ptolemy II models,

kernel This packageprovidesthe softwarearchitecture for the Ptolemy11 data model,or
abstract syntax. This abstract syntax has the structure of clustered graphs. The
classes in this package support entities withports, and relations that connect the
ports. Clusteringis wherea collectionof entitiesis encapsulatedin a singlecom
posite entity, and a subsetof the portsof the insideentitiesare exposedas portsof
the composite entity.

kemehutil This subpackage of the kernel packageprovidesa collectionof utility classes that
do not depend on the kernel package. It is separated into a subpackageso that these
utility classes can be used without the kernel. The utilities include a collection of
exceptions, classes supporting namedobjects with attributes, lists of named
objects, a specializedcross-reference list class, and a thread class that helps
Ptolemy keep track of executing threads,

math This package encapsulates mathematical functions and methods for operating on
matrices and vectors. It also includes a complex number class, a class supporting
fractions, and a set of classes supporting fixed-point numbers.

1.6.2 Overview of Key Classes

Some of the key classes in Ptolemy II are shown in figure 1.5. This is a UML static structure dia
gram (see appendix A of this chapter). The key syntactic elements are boxes, which represent classes,
the hollow arrow, which indicates generalization (or subclassing), and other lines, which indicate asso
ciations. Some lines have a small diamond, which indicates aggregation. The details of these classes
will be discussed in subsequent chapters.

Instances of all of the classes shown can have names; they all implement the Nameable interface.
Most of the classes generalize NamedObj, which in addition to being nameable can have a list of
attributes associated with it. Attributes themselves are instances of NamedObj.

Entity, Port, and Relation are three key classes that extend NamedObj. These classes define the
primitives of the abstract syntax supported by Ptolemy II. They are fully explained in the kernel chap
ter. ComponentPort, ComponentRelation, and ComponentEntity extend these classes by adding sup
port for clustered graphs. CompositeEntity extends ComponentEntity and represents an aggregation of
instances of ComponentEntity and ComponentRelation.

The Executable interface, explained in the actors chapter, defines objects that can be executed. The
Actor interface extends this with capability for transporting data through ports. AtomicActor and Com-
positeActor are concrete classes that implement this interface. The Executable and Actor interfaces are
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key to the Ptolemy II abstract semantics.
Anexecutable Ptolemy II model consists of a top-level CompositeActor with an instance of Direc

tor and an instance of Manager associated with it. The manager provides overall control of the execu
tion (starting, stopping, pausing). The director implements a semantics of a model of computation to
govern theexecution of actors contained by theCompositeActor.

Director is the base class for directors that implementmodels of computation. Each such director
is associated with a domain. We have defined in Ptolemy II directors that implement continuous-time
modeling (ODE solvers), process networks, synchronous dataflow, discrete-event modeling, and com
municating sequential processes.

1.6.3 Domains

The domains in Ptolemy II are subpackages of the ptolemy.domains package, as shown in figure
1.6. These packages generally contain a kernel subpackage, which defines classes that extend those in
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FIGURE 1.5. Some ofthe key classes inPtolemy II.These are defined inthe kernel, kemei.util, and actor
packages. They define the Ptolemy IIabstract syntax and abstract semantics.
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theactor or kernel packages of Ptolemy II. The lib subpackage, when it exists, includes domain-spe
cific actors.

1.6.4 Library Packages

Most domains extendclasses in the actor package to give a specific semantic interpretation to an
interconnection of actors. It is possible, and strongly encouraged, to define actors in such a way that
they can operate in multiple domains. Such actors are said to bedomain polymorphic. Actor that are
domain polymorphic are organized in the packages shown in figure 1.7. These packages are briefly
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described below:

actonlib This subpackage is the mainlibrary of polymorphic actors. Eventually, this pack
age will be reorganized into subpackages.

actor.lib.gui This subpackage is a libraryof polymorphic actorswith user interfacecomponents,
such as plotters.

actor.Ub.conversions

This subpackage providesdomainpolymorphic actors that convert data between
different types.

actor.lib.javasound
This package providessound actorson systemsthat are runningJava 1.3or later,

actor.lib.logic This subpackage providesactors that perform logicalfunctions like AND, OR and
NOT.

1.6.5 User Interface Packages

The UI packages provide support for our XML file format, called MoML, and a visual interface
for constructing models graphically, called Vergil. These packages are organized as shown in figure
1.8. The intent of each package is described below:

actor.gui This subpackage contains the configuration inhrastructure, which supports modular
construction of user interfaces that are themselves Ptolemy II models.

actor.gui.styIe This package contains classes that decorate attributes to serve as hints to a user
interface about how to present these attributes to the user,

gui This package contains generically useful user interface components,

media This package encapsulates a set of classes supporting audio and image processing,
momi This package contains classes support our XML modeling markup language

(MoML), which is used to describe Ptolemy II models,

plot This package and its subpackages provides two-dimensional signal plotting wid
gets.

vergll This package and its subpackages contains the Ptolemy II graphical user interface

1.6.6 Capabilities

Ptolemy II is a second generation system. Its predecessor, Ptolemy Classic, still has many active
users and developers, and may continue to evolve for some time. Ptolemy II has a somewhat different
emphasis, and through its use of Java, concurrency, and integration with the network, is aggressively
experimental. Some of the major capabilities in Ptolemy II that we believe to be new technology in
modeling and design environments include:

• Higher level concurrent design inJava^^. Java support for concurrent design is very low level,
based on threads and monitors. Maintaining safety and liveness can be quite difficult [47]. Ptolemy
II includes a number of domains that support design of concurrent systems at a much higher level
of abstraction, at the level of their software architecture. Some of these domains use Java threads
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asanunderlying mechanism, while others offer an alternative toJava threads that is much more
efficient and scalable.

Better modularization through theuse ofpackages. Ptolemy IIis divided intopackages thatcanbe
used independently and distributed on the net, ordrawn ondemand from aserver. This breaks with
tradition indesign software, where tools are usually embedded inhuge integrated systems with
interdependent parts.

Complete separation ofthe abstract syntaxfrom the semantics. Ptolemy designs are structured as
clustered graphs. Ptolemy II defines a clean and thorough abstract syntax for such clustered
graphs, and separates into distinct packages the infrastructure supporting such graphs from mecha
nisms that attach semantics(such as dataflow, analogcircuits, finite-state machines, etc.) to the
graphs.

Improved heterogeneity via a well-defined abstract semantics. Ptolemy Classic provided a worm-
hole mechanism for hierarchically coupling heterogeneous models of computation. Thismecha
nism is improved inPtolemy II through the use ofopaque composite actors, which provide better
support for models ofcomputation that are very different from dataflow, the best supported model
in Ptolemy Classic. These include hierarchical concurrent finite-state machines and continuous-
time modeling techniques.
Thread-safe concurrent execution. Ptolemy models are typically concurrent, but in thepast, sup
port forconcurrent execution ofa Ptolemy model has been primitive. Ptolemy II supports concur
rency throughout, allowing forinstance fora model to mutate (modify itsclustered graph
structure) while theuserinterface simultaneously modifies thestructure in different ways. Consis
tency is maintained through theuseof monitors and read/write semaphores [40] built upon the
lower level synchronization primitives of Java.
Asoftware architecture based onobject modeling. Since Ptolemy Classic was constructed, soft
ware engineering hasseen theemergence of sophisticated object modeling [63][80][83] and
design pattem [28] concepts. We have applied these concepts to thedesign of Ptolemy II,andthey
have resulted in a more consistent, cleaner, and more robust design. We have also applied a simpli
fiedsoftware engineering process that includes systematic design and codereviews [78].
Atrulypolymorphic type system. Ptolemy Classic supported rudimentary polymorphism through
the "anytype" particle. Even with such limited polymorphism, type resolution proved challenging,
andtheimplementation isad-hoc andfragile. Ptolemy II hasa more modem type system based on
a partial order of types and monotonic type refinement functions associated with functional blocks.
Type resolution consists of finding a fixed point, using algorithms inspired by thetype system in
ML [66]. The type system is described in [91].
Domain-polymorphic actors. In Ptolemy Classic, actor libraries wereseparated by domain.
Through thenotion of subdomains, actors could operate in more thanonedomain. In Ptolemy II,
this idea is taken much further. Actors with intrinsically polymorphic functionality can be written
to operate in a much larger setof domains. The mechanism they useto communicate with other
actors depends on the domain in which they are used. This is managed through a concept that we
call a process level type system.

Extensible XML-basedfile formats. XML is an emergingstandardfor representation of informa
tion that focuses on the logical relationships between piecesof information. Human-readable rep
resentations are generated with the helpof stylesheets. Ptolemy II will useXMLas its primary
format for persistent design data.
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1.6.7 Future Capabilities

Capabilities that we anticipatemakingavailable in the future include:
• Interoperabilitythroughsoftwarecomponents. PtolemyII will use distributed softwarecomponent

technology suchas CORBA, JavaRMI, or DCOM, in a number of ways. Components (actors) in a
Ptolemy II model will be implementable on a remoteserver. Also,components maybe parameter
ized whereparameter valuesare supplied by a server (this mechanism supports reduced-order
modeling, where the model is provided by the server). Ptolemy II models will beexported via a
server. And finally, Ptolemy 11 will support migrating software components.

• Code generation. Ptolemy n has an evolving codegeneration mechanism that is verydifferent
fromthat in Ptolemy Classic. In Ptolemy Classic, eachcomponent has to havea definition in the
target language, andthecodegenerator merely stitches together these components. In Ptolemy II,
components aredefined in Java, andtheJavadefinition is parsed. AnAPI for performing optimi
zation transformationson the abstract syntax tree is defined, and then compiler back ends can be
usedto generate target code.A preliminary implementation of thisapproach is described in [87]
and [88].

• Integrated verification tools. Modem verification tools based on model checking [37] could be
integrated with Ptolemy 11 at leastto theextent thatfinite state machine models can be checked.
Webelieve thattheseparation of control logic from concurrency willgreatly facilitate verification,
since onlymuch smaller cross-sections of the system behavior will be offered to theverification
tools.

• Reflection ofdynamics. Javasupports reflection of static stmcture, butnotof dynamic properties
ofprocess-based objects. For example, the data layout required tocommunicate with anobject is
available through thereflection package, butthecommunication protocol is not. We plan toextend
the notion of reflection to reflect such dynamic properties of objects.

• Meta modeling. Thedomains in Ptolemy II areconstructed based onan intuitive understanding of
a useful class of modeling techniques, and then the supportinfrastmcture for specifying andexe
cuting models inthe domain arebuilt byhand bywriting Java code. Others have built tools that
have thepotential of improving on this situation bymeta modeling. In Dome (from Honeywell)
and GME(fromVanderbilt), for example, a modeling strategy itself is modeled, and user inter
faces supporting that modeling strategy aresynthesized from that model. We canview the current
component-based architecture ofVergil asa starting point in this direction. In thefuture, weexpect
to seemuch more useof Ptolemy II itselftodefine andconstruct Ptolemy II domains andtheiruser
interfaces.
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Appendix A: UML — Unified Modeling Language

UML (the unified modeling language) [26][77] defines a suite of visual syntaxes for describing
various aspects of software architecture. We makeheavy use of two of these visual syntaxes, package
diagrams andstatic structure diagrams. These syntaxes are summarized here. Aswith most descriptive
syntaxes, anyuse of thesyntax involves certain stylistic choices. These stylistic choices arenotpartof
UML, but nonetheless can be important to understanding the diagrams. Weexplain the style that we
use here.

A.1 Package Diagrams

Figures 1.4 and 1.6 show UML package diagrams, which have a simple syntax. A package is
given as a box witha tab, with the tab containing the name of the package. Subpackages are enclosed
in the box of the parent package, and package dependencies are indicated with arrows. A package
dependency occurs when a Java file in a package includes a class in another package (using import in
Java).

A.2 Static Structure Diagrams

Figure 1.5 is a differentkind of UML diagram,called a static structure diagram or class diagram.
It represents the relationships between classes, including inheritance relationships, containment rela
tionships, and cross references. These relationships are called an object model, and represent many
essential features about the design.

A.2.1 Classes

A simplified static structurediagram for some Ptolemy II classes is shown in figure 1.9.In this dia
gram, each class is shown in a box. The class name is at the top of each box, its attributes are below
that, and its methods below that. Thus, each box is divided into three segments separated by horizontal
lines. The attributes are members of the Java classes, which may be public, package friendly, pro
tected, or private. Private members are prefixed by a minus sign as for example the .container
attribute of Port. Although private members are not visible directly to users of the class, they may
nonetheless be a useful part of the object model because they indicate the state information contained
by an instance of the class. Public members have a leading "+" and protected methods a leading "#" in
a UML diagram. There are no public or protected members shown in figure 1.9. The type of a member
is indicated after a colon, so for example, the .container method of Port is of type Entity.

Methods, which are shown below attributes, also have a leading "+" for public, "#" for protected,
and for private. Our object models do not show private methods, since they are not inherited and
are not visible in the interface to the object. Figure 1.9 shows a number of public methods and one pro
tected method, .link() in Port. The return value of a method is given after a colon, so for example, get-
ContainerO of Port returns an Entity.

Although not usually included in UML diagrams, our diagrams show class constructors. They are
listed first among the methods and have names that are the same as the name of the class. No return
type is shown. For completeness, our object models typically show all public and protected methods of
these classes, although a proper object model might only show those relevant to the issues being dis
cussed. Figure 1.9 does not show all methods, so that we can simplify the discussion of UML. Our dia-
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grams do not include deprecated methods or methods that are present in parent classes.
Arguments to a method or constructor are shown in parentheses, withthe typesaftera colon, so for

example, ComponentEntity shows a singleconstructor that takes two arguments, one of typeCompos-
iteEntity and the other of type String.

A.2.2 Inheritance

Subclasses are indicated by lines with white triangles(or outlinedarrow heads). The class on the
side of the arrow head is the superclass or base class. The class on the other end is the subclass or
derived class. The derived class is said to specialize the base class, or conversely, the base class to gen
eralize the derived class. The derived class inherits all the methods shown in the base class and may
override or someof them. In our object models,we do not explicitlyshow methods that overridethose
defined in a base class or are inherited from a base class. For example, in figure 1.9, ComponentEntity
has all the methods of Entityand NamedObj, and mayoverridesomeof those methods, but only shows
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FIGURE 1.9. Simplified static structure diagram for some Ptolemy IIclasses. This diagram illustrates fea
tures of UML syntax that we use.
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the one method it adds. Thus, the complete set of methods of a class is cumulative. Every class has its
own methods plus those of all its superclasses.

An exception to this is constructors. In Java, constructors are not inherited. Thus, in our class dia
grams, the only constructors available for a class are those shown in the box defining the class. Figure
1.9 does not show all the constructors of these classes, for simplicity.

Classes shown in boxes outlined with dashed lines, such as NamedObj in figure 1.9, are fully
described elsewhere. This is not standard UML notation, but it gives us a convenient way to partition
diagrams. Often, these classes belong to another package.

A.2.3 Interfaces

Figure 1.9 also shows two examples of interfaces. Executable and Actor. An interface is indicated
by the label "«Interface»" and by italics in the name. An interface defines a set of methods without
providing an implementation for them. It cannot be instantiated, and therefore has no constructors.
When a class implements an interface, the object model shows the relationship with a dotted-line with
an arrow. Any concrete class (one that can be instantiated) that implements an interface must provide
implementations of all its methods. In our object models, we do not show those methods explicitly in
the concrete class, just like inherited methods, but their presence is implicit in the relationship to the
interface.

One interface can extend another. For example, in figure 1.9, Actor extends Executable. This
means that any concrete class that implements Actor must implement the methods of Actor and Exe
cutable.

We will occasionally show abstract classes, which are like interfaces in that they cannot be instan
tiated, but unlike interfaces in that they may provide default implementations for some methods and
may even have private members. Abstract classes are indicated by italics in the class name. There are
no abstract classes in figure 1.9.

A.2.4 Associations

Inheritance and implementation are types of associations between entities in the object model.
Associations of other types are indicated by other lines, often annotated with ranges like "0..n" or with
diamonds on one end or the other.

Aggregations are shown as associations with diamonds. For example, an Entity is an aggregation
of any number (0..n) instances of Port. More strongly, we say that a Port is contained by 0 or 1
instances of Entity. By containment, we mean that a port can only be contained by a single Entity. In a
weaker form of aggregation, more than one aggregate may refer to the same component. The stronger
form of aggregation (containment) is indicated by the filled diamond, while the weaker form is indi
cated by the unfilled diamond. There are no unfilled diamonds in figure 1.9. In fact, they are fairly rare
in Ptolemy 11, since many of its architectural features depend on containment relationships, where an
object can have at most one container.

The relationship between ComponentEntity and CompositeEntity is particularly interesting. An
instance of CompositeEntity can contain any number of instances of ComponentEntity, but Composi
teEntity is derived fi^om ComponentEntity. Thus, a CompositeEntity can contain any number of
instances of either ComponentEntityor CompositeEntity. This is the classic Composite design pattern
[28], which supports arbitrarily deeply nested containment hierarchies.

In figure 1.9, a CompositeActor is an aggregation of AtomicActors and CompositeActors. These
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twoaggregation relatioiis arederived from theaggregation relationship between ComponentEntity and
CompositeEntity. This derived association is indicated with a dashed line with anopen arrowhead.
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Appendix B: Ptolemy 11 Naming Conventions

We have made an effort to be consistent about naming of classes, methods and members. This
appendix describes our policy.

B.l Classes

Class names are capitalized with internal word boundaries also capitalized (as in "CompositeEn-
tity"). Most names are made up of complete words ("CompositeEntity" rather than "CompEnt")'-
Interface names suggest their potential (as in "Executable," which means "can be executed").

Despite having packages to divide up the namespace, we attempt nonetheless to keep class names
unique. This helps avoid confusion and bugs that may arise from having Java import statements in the
wrong order. In many cases, a domain includes a specialized version of some more generic class. In
this case, we create a unique name by prefixing the generic name with the domain name. For example,
while Director is a base class in the actor package, DEDirector is a derived class in the DE domain.

For the most part, we try to avoid prefixing actor names with the domain name, e.g., we define
Delay rather than DEDelay. Occasionally however, the domain prefix is useful to distinguish two ver
sions of some similar functionality, both of which might be useful in a domain. For example, the DE
domain can use actors derived from Transformer or from DETransformer, where the latter is special
ized to DE.

B.2 Members

Member names are not capitalized, although internal word boundaries usually are (e.g. "declared-
Type"). If the member is private or protected, then its name begins with a leading underscore (e.g.
".declaredlype").

B.3 Methods

Method names are similar to member names, in that they are not capitalized, except on internal
word boundaries. Private and protected methods have a leading underscore. In text referring to meth
ods, the method name is followed by open and close parentheses, as in "getName()." Usually, no argu
ments are given, even if the method takes arguments.

Method names that are plural, such as insideRelations(), usually return an enumeration (or some
times an array, or an iterator). Methods that return Lists are usually of the form portList().

1. There are some (perhaps regrettable) exceptions to this, such as NamedObj.
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Using Vergil
Authors: Steve Neuendorjfer

2.1 Introduction

Vergil is the Graphical User Interface for Ptolemy II. This chapter will guide you though using
Vergil to create and manipulate Ptolemy models. Figure 2.1 shows a simple Ptolemy II model in
Vergil, showing thegraph editor, oneof several editors available in Vergil.

'i riie:/C:/uscrs/neuendor/pUl/ptoleinY/ifcimains/«dfyW>/Specttitinu>;iji;^ -Jnjxj

File View Edit Graph Help

_J utilities
i director library

j Graphics

SDFO

Wave'orm

FIGURE 2.1. Example of a Vergil window.
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This composite actor produces a magnitude-oniy
frequency-domam representation of the input.
The number of inputs requ-red to produce any
output IS 2'^order. and the number of outputs
produced will be 2'^order. The output represents
frequencies from -pi to pi radians per second,
centered at zero frequency.

AbsotuteValueO DB
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2.2 Quick Start

The traditional first programming example is Hello World. Why break tradition?
First start Vergil. From the command line, enter "vergil", or select Vergil from the Start menu. You

should see a welcome screen that looks like the one in figure 2.2. Feel free to explore the links in this
window. Most useful is probably the "Quick tour" link.

Create a new graph editor from the File->New menu in the welcome window. You should see
something like the window shown in Figure2.3. Ignoring the menus and toolbarfor a moment, on the
left is a palette of objects that can be dragged onto the pageon the right. To begin with, the page on the
right is blank. Open the actor library in the palette, and go into the sources library. Find the Const
actor and drag an instance over onto the blank page. Then go into the sinks library and drag a Display
actor onto the page. Eachof these actorscan be dragged around on the page. However, we wouldlike
to connect one to the other. To do this, drag a connection from the output port on the right of the Const
actor to the input port of the Display actor. Lastly, open the director library and drag an SDFDirector
onto the page. The Director gives an execution meaning to thegraph, but for now we don't have to be
concerned about exactly what that is.

Now you should have something that looks like Figure2.4. The Constactor is going to createour
string, and the Display actor is going to print it out for us. We need to take care of one small detail
before we run our example: we need to tell the Constactor that we want the string "Hello World". To
do this we need to editone of the parameters of the Const. Todo this, rightclickon the Constactorand
select "Edit Parameters". You should see the dialog box in figure 2.5. Enter the string "Hello World"
for the value parameter and click the Commit button. Be sure to include the double quotes, so that the
expression is interpreted as a string.

Torun the example, go to theView menu and selectthe RunWindow. If you clickthe "Go" button,
you will seea large number of strings in the Display at the right. To stop the execution, click the "Stop
button. To see only one string, change the iterations parameter of the directorto 1, whichcan be done

File Help

FIGURE 2.2. Welcome window.

Ptoleniv II Version 1.0

♦ Qvennew

♦ AutllGfg

♦ Quick tour

♦ Limitatiorig

♦ Troubleshootirig

♦ ActaiQwledgenients
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in the run window, or in the graph editor in the same way you edited the parameter of the Const actor
before. The run window is shown in Figure 2.6.

2.3 Data Types and the Type System

So what is really going on here? The Const actor is creating values on its output port. The Display
actor is consuming data values from its input port and displaying them in the run window. The value
that is created by the Const actor can be any type of object. For example, try giving the value 1 (the
integer with value one), or 1.0 (the floating point number with value one), or {1.0} (An array contain
ing a one), or {value=l, name="one"} (A record of two elements: an integer named value and a string
named name), or even [1,1;1,1] (a two by two matrix). They all seem pretty much the same in the Dis
play, but Ptolemy knows the difference between them! To see the difference, try creating the model in
Figure 2.7. The Ramp actor is listed under sources and the AddSubtract actor is listed under math. Set

File View Edit Graph Help

jtiiities

director library

actor library

Graphics

FIGURE 2.3. An empty Vergil Graph Editor.

value: ['Hello World"!

Commit I Add Remove EditStyles Cancel

FIGURE 2.5. The Const parameter editor.
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the value parameter of the constant to be 0 and the iterations parameter of the director to 5. Running
the model should result in 5 numbers between 0 and 4. These are the values produced by the Ramp,
which are having the value of the Const actor subtracted from them. Experiment with changing the
value of the Const actor and see how it changes the 5 numbers at the output. Now for the real test:

File View Edit Graph Help

uti ities

director library

_S actor library
+ i sources

•±: I sinks
'+ j math
'± 1flow control
:+ i logic
+ 1conversions
+ {signal processing
!+ I sdf
+: I continuous time

RGURE 2.4. The Hello World example.

File View Debug Help

Pause Resume

Const

Model parameters:

has no parameters.

Director parameters:

iterations: 1

vectorizationFactor: p

execution finished.

FIGURE 2.6. Execution of the Hello World example.

Display

ieilo Uotld
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Change the value of the Const actor back to"Hello World". When you execute the model, you should
see anerror window popup. Not to worry, this window isjusttelling you that you have tried to subtract
a string value from an integer value, which doesn'tmake much sense at all.

Let's try a small change to the model to get something that is executable. Disconnect the Const
from the lower port of the AddSubtract actor and connect it instead to the upper port. You can do this
byselecting the connection and deleting it (using the delete key), then adding a new connection orby
selecting itand dragging one of its endpoints to the new location^. Notice that the upper port is hollow;
this indicates that it is a multiparty meaning that you can make more than one connection to it. Now
whenyou run the modelyou shouldsee stringslike "OHelloWorld".

There are actually two things going on here. The first is that all the connections to the same port
must have the same type. Ptolemy automatically converts the integers from the Ramp to strings. The
second is thatthe strings areadded together as strings usually arein Java, which means concatenating
them.

2.4 Hierarchy

Let's lookat a slightly more interesting problem. In this case, a small signal processing problem,
where we are interested in recovering a signal basedonly on noisy measurements of it. First open a
new document anddrag in a Typed Composite Actorfrom theutilities library. This actor is going toadd
the noise to our measurements. First, using the context menu (right click over the composite actor),
select "Rename" and give the composite a good name, like "Channel". Then, using the context menu
again, select "lookinside" on the actor. You should geta blank graph editor. Theoriginal graph editor
is still open. To see it, move the new one using its title bar.

First we have to add someexternalports.There are severalways to do this, but clickingon the port
toolbar button is probably the easiest. The port toolbar button is the small blacktriangle at the upper
left. Create two portsand rename them inputand output. Using the context menu on the background.

SDF

Ramp

AddSubtract Display

Const

FIGURE 2.7. Another example

1. Hint: The connection can sometimes be difficult to select by clicking on it, since you have to precisely on it. To
select it more easily, drag out a small box that overlaps it.
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select Configure ports and set input to be an input port and output to be an output port. Then using
these ports, create the diagram shown in Figure 2.8^

The Gaussian actor creates values from a Gaussian distributed random variable, and is found in
the sources library. Now if you closethis editorand return to the previous one, you should be able to
easily create themodel shown in figure 2.9. The Sinewave actor is listed under signal processing, and
theSequencePlotter actor is found insinks. Notice that the Sinewave actor is also a hierarchical model,
as suggested byits red outline. If you execute this model (you will probably want to set the iterations
to something reasonable, like 200), you should see something like Figure 2.10.

2.5 Broadcast Relations

In the previous section we showed only one noisy measurement of the original signal. Now let's
try toremove some ofthe noise. First, make three copies ofthe channel byselecting the one we created
before, copying and pasting. We want to feed the original signal through allfour channels and average

2-6

SDF

input AddSubtract
output

Gaussian

FIGURE 2.8. Anexampleof a hierarchical model.

SDF

Sinewave Channel SequencePlotter

y
FIGURE 2.9. A simplesignalprocessing example.

1. Hint: tocreate a connection starting ononeof theexternal ports, hold down thecontrol key
when dragging.
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the outputs ofthe channel. To broadcast the output ofthe Sinewave to more than one place, first create
a relation (represented by a diamond), and then connect each of the ports to the relation. The relation
ran be created using the toolbar, or by control-clicking on the background. This should allow you to
create the model shown in Figure 2.11. The parameter of the Const actor is 4, and theMultiplyDivide
actor is found in the math library.

2.6 SDF and Multirate Systems

Sofar wehave been dealing with relatively simple systems. They aresimple in thesense thateach
actor produces and consumes one token from each port ata time. Inthis case, the SDF director simply
ensures that an actor fires after the actors whose value it dependson. The numberof output values that

i^ file:/C:/users/neuendof/ptIl/ptoltany/vefigH/niDi^jw^,^!
File View Debug Help

Go Pause

Model parameters;

noisy has no parameters

Director parameters:

iterations;

vectorizabonFactor

execution finished.

Resume

poo
jT-

Stop

0.0 0.5

FIGURE 2.10. The output of the simple signal processing example above.

Channel

SDF

Copyl; Channel

-loi "I

Risil

I i f! 11 |i' n I

1.0 15 2.0

xlO

Sinewave AddSubtract MultiplyDivide SmoothedSpectrum

Copy2: Channel

Const

Copy3; Channel SequencePlotter

FIGURE 2.11. An example of a broadcast relation.
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is created is determined by the number of iterations.

It turns out that the SDF scheduler is actually much more sophisticated. It is capable of scheduling
the execution of actorswitharbitrary prespecified data rates. Notall actors produce and consume just a
single sample each time they are invoked (fired). Some require several input samples (tokens) before
theycan be fired, and produceseveral tokens when they are fired.

Onesuch actoris a spectral estimation actor. Figure 2.12shows a system that computes the spec
trum of a sine wave. The spectrum actorhasa single parameter, which gives theorderof theFFTused
to calculate the spectrum. Figure 2.13 shows the output of the model with order set to 8 and the num
ber of iterations set to 1. Note that there are 256 output samples. This is because the Spectrum actor
requires 2'̂ 8, or256 input samples tofire, and produces 2'̂ 8, or256 output samples when itfires. Thus,
one iteration of the model produces 256 samples.

2.7 Using the Plotter

The plot shown in figure 2.13 is not particularly satisfying. It has no title, the axes are not labeled,
and the horizontal axis ranges from 0 to 255because in one iteration, the Spectrum actorproduces
256 output tokens. These outputs represent frequency bins that range between -n and n radians per

Smewawc Spxicifun SequencePlottef

FIGURE 2.12. A muUiraie SDF model.

File Vtew Debug Help

Pause Resume Stop

Mooel[E«efute the mooel |

has no parameters.

Director parameters

vectorizatlonFactor:

lexetubon fmished

FIGURE 2.13. Execution of the multirate SDF model.

1 0 1 5 20 2.5

I. Hint: Notice the "x10^" at the bottom right, which indicates that the label "2.5" stands for "250"
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second.

The SequencePlotter actor has some pertinent parameters, shown infigure 2.14. The xlnit parame
ter specifies the value to use on the horizontal axis for the first token. The xUnit parameter specifies the
value to increment this by for each subsequent token. Setting these to"-PI" and "PI/128" respectively
results in the plot shown in figure 2.15.

This plot isbetter, but still missing useful information. To control more precisely the visual appear
ance of the plot, click on the second button from the right in the row ofbuttons at the top right of the
plot. This button brings up a format control window. It is shown in figure 2.16, filled in with values
that result in the plot shown in figure 2.17. Most ofthese are self-explanatory, but the following point
ers may be useful:

• The grid is turned off to reduce clutter.
• Titles and axis labels have been added.

• The X range and Y range are determined by thefill button at the upper right of the plot.
• Stem plots can be had by clicking on "Stems"
• Individual tokens can be shown by clicking on "dots"

• Connecting lines can be eliminated by deselecting"connect"
• The X axis label has beenchangedto symbolically indicate multiples of PI/2. This is done by

entering the following in the X Ticks field:

filtOnWrapup [true
legenu {
starlingDataset: jcT

Commi] I Add Remove Edit Styles Cancel

FIGURE 2.14. Parameters of the SequencePlotter actor.

File View Debug Help

Model parameters

has no parameters.

Director parameters'

vectorizalionFactor

execution finished

FIGURE2.15. Better labeledplot, wherethe horizontalaxis now properlyrepresentsthe frequencyvalues.
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-PI -3.14159, -Py2 -1.570795, 0 0.0, PI/2 1.570795, PI 3.14159

The syntax in general is:

label value, label value,...

wherethe label is any string (enclosed in quotation marks if it includes spaces), and the value is a
number.

Title; jspectrum
XLabel: jftequencv

X Range: Ml 592653589793, 3 11704896098361

YRange. 1-18900959335714024, 42 0276991961768
Stems, r

Connect cr

none ^ oomis dots various pixels Use Color

XTicks- 114159.-PI/2-1.570795,0 0 0,PI/2 1570795, PI3 14159

Apply I Cancel

FIGURE 2.16. Format control window for a plot.

File View Debug Help

Model parameters:

SineSpectrum has no parameters.

Director parameters

vectorcalionFactor

execution flmsned

FIGURE 2.17. Still better labeled plot.
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3.1 Overview

Ptolemy II is about component-based design. Components are aggregated and interconnected to
construct a model. One of the advantages of such an approach to design is that re-use of components
becomes possible. In Ptolemy II, re-use potential is maximized through the use of polymorphism.
Polymorphism is one of the key tenets of object-oriented design. It refers to the ability of a component
to adapt in a controlled way to the type of data being supplied. For example, an addition operation is
realized differently for vectors vs. scalars.

We call this classical form of polymorphism data polymorphism, because objects are polymorphic
with respect to data types. A second form of polymorphism, introduced in Ptolemy n, is domain poly
morphism, where a component adapts in a controlled way to the protocols that are used to exchange
data between components. For example, an addition operation can accept input data delivered by any
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of a numberof mechanisms, includingdiscrete-events, rendezvous, or asynchronous message passing.
Ptolemy includes libraries of polymorphic actors using both kinds of polymorphism to maximize

re-usability. Actors from these libraries can be used in a broad range of domains, where the domain
provides the communication protocol between actors. In addition, most of these actors are data poly
morphic, meaning that they can operate on a broad range of data types. In general, writing data and
domain polymorphic actors is considerably more difficult than writing more specialized actors. This
chapter discusses some of the issues.

3.2 Actor Classes

Figure 3.1 shows a UML static structure diagram for thekeyclasses in the ptolemy.actor.lib pack
age (see appendix A of chapter 1 for an introduction to UML). All the classes in figure 3.1 extend
TypedAtomicActor, except TimedActor and SequenceActor, which areinterfaces. lypedAtomicActor
is in the ptolemy.actor package, and is described in more detail in the Actor chapter. Forour purposes
here, it is sufficient to know that it provides a base class for actors with ports where the ports carry
typed data (encapsulated in objects called tokens).

None of the classes in figure 3.1 have any methods, except those inherited from the base classes,
which are not shown. They do, however, have public members, mostof which are instances of Type-
dlOPort. By convention, actors in Ptolemy II expose their ports and parameters as public members,
and much of the functionality of an actor is accessed through the ports and parameters.

Many of theactors are transformers, which extend the Transformer base class. These actors read
input data, modify it in some way, and produce output data. Some other actors that also have this char
acter, such as AddSubtract, MultiplyDivide, and Expression, do not extend Transformer because they
have somewhat unconventional port names. These actors are represented in the figure by the box
labeled "... Other Actors...".

The stacked boxes labeled "... Transformers..." and "... Other Actors..." in figure 3.1 are not stan
dard UML. They are used here to refer to a set of actors that are listed below. There are too many
actors to show them indivually in the static structure diagram. The diagram would lose its utility
because of the resulting clutter.

Most of the library actors canbe used in any domain. Some domains, however, canonly execute a
subset of theactors in this library. Forexample, the CTdomain (continuous time), which solves ordi
nary differential equations, may present data to actors that represents arbitrarily closely spaced sam
ples ofa continuous-time signal. Thus, the data presented toanactor cannot beassumed bythe actor to
be a sequence, since the domain determines how closely spaced the samples are. For example, the
SampleDelay actor would produce unpredictable results, since the spacing of samples is likely to be
uneven over time.

The TimedActor or SequenceActor interfaces are intended to declare assumptions that the actor
makes about the inputs. They are empty interfaces (no methods), and hence are used only as markers.
An actor that implements SequenceActor declares that its inputs are assumed tobe sequences ofdis
tinct datavalues, andthat theoutputs it produces will be sequences of distinct data values. In particu
lar, the input must not be a continuous-time waveform. Thus, any actor that will not work properly in
the CT (continuous-time) domain should declare that it implements this interface'. Most actors do not

1. Unfortunately, ascan ofthe current actor library (as ofversion 1.0) will reveal that we have not been very rigor
ous about this, and many actors that make a sequential assumption about the input fail toimplement this inter
face.
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implement SequenceActor, because they do not care whether the inputis a sequence.
Implementing theTimedActor interface declares that thecurrent time in a model execution affects

the behavior of the actor. Currently, all domains can execute actors that implement TimedActor,
because all directors provide a notion of current time. However, the results may not be what is
expected. TheSDFdomain (synchronous dataflow), forexample, does notadvance current time. Thus,
if it is thetop-level domain, current time will always bezero, which is likely to lead to some confusion
with timed actors.

Sink

♦Input: TypedAtcmicActor(multl)

•Interfece*

TImadAetor

Sourte

♦output:TypedlOPort
♦IriflBer: TypedlOPort(Token,multl)

... Sources...

Transformer

•finput: TypedlOPoit
4-otitput: TypedlOPoit

.. Other Actors...

♦slopTime:Parameter (double) •fseed: PafameteffLongToken) ♦stopTiine:Parameter (double)

TbiMd Sources...

FIGURE 3.1. Key actor base classes and interfaces.
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3.3 Actor Summaries

In this section, we summarize the actors that are provided in the default Vergil library, shown at the
left in figure 3.2.This library is organized for user convenience, and the organization does not exactly
match the package structure. The following section will discuss the package architecture, explaining
why actors are defined where they are. This should be viewed as a summary only. Refer to the class
documentation for a complete description of these actors (in Vergil, youcan right-click on an icon and
select "Get Documentation" to gel the detailed documentation for an actor). This summary is useful,
however, because it gives a high-level view of what'savailable. Some general terms thatmay beuseful
in interpreting the descriptions are:

lub: Leastupperbound, referring particularly to data types. For typical data polymorphic actors,
theoutput data type is the lubof the input data types. Thismeans that each input data type can be
losslessly converted to the type of theoutput. In some cases, theoutput data type alsodepends on
the type of parameters. See the data package chapter for more detail.

multiport: A port that links to any number of channels. Ports described beloware multiports only
if they saysoexplicitly. Multiports can beleftdisconnected in alldomains, in which casenoinputs
are read. Multiports resolve to a single data type, so all channels must have the samedata type.

It is also useful to know some general patterns of behavior.
• Unless otherwise stated, actors will read at most one input token from each input channel of each

input port, and will produce atmost one output token. No output token is produced unless there are
input tokens.

Fjle View Edit Graph Help

• !♦!
_j utilities

j directorlipraiY

? I sources

♦ I sinks

♦ t math

"♦ j flow control
♦ _j logic
♦ i conversions

♦ _J array

:♦ I signal processing
♦ ! continuous time
.♦ i discrete event

._! Graphics

FIGURE 3.2. Thedefault Vergil actor library is shown at the left,expanded to the first level.
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• Unless otherwise stated, actors canoperate in all domains except FSM, where thecomponents are
instances of FSMState. The actors that implement the SequenceActor orTimedActor interfaces
may be rejected by some domains.

3.3.1 Sources

A source actor is a source of tokens. Mostsourceactors extend the Source baseclass, as shown in
figure 3.1. Such actors have a trigger input, which in some domains serves to stimulate an output. In
DE, for example, itcauses the current value ofthe source tobe produced atthe time stamp ofthe trig
ger input. The trigger port is amultiport, meamng that multiple channels can be connected to it. Itcan
alsobeleftunconnected in domains thatwill invoke theactor anyway (SDF, CT, DT, PN,...). There is
no need for a trigger in these domains.

Some source actors use the fireAt() method of the director to request firing at particular times in
the future. In domains that donotignore fireAtQ, such as DE, such actors will fire repeatedly even if
there isno trigger input. The fireAtO method schedules an event inthe future torefire the actor.

Those sources that implement TimedActor have a parameter stopTime. When the current time of
themodel reaches this time, then theactor requests of the director that this actor notbe invoked again.
This can be used togenerate afinite source signal. By default, this parameter has value 0.0, which indi
cates unbounded execution.

Those sources that implement SequenceActor have a parameteryinngCoMn/Limit. When the num
ber of iterations of the actor reaches this limit, then again the actor requests of the director that this
actor not be invoked again. This again can beused to generate a finite source signal. By default, this
parameter has value 0, which indicates unbounded execution.

In the summary below, we show the names of ports and parameters in italics, and their type in
parentheses. The type indicator "general" means that the port accepts any token. If the port is marked
"multiport" then itcan be linked tomultiple channels. Some ofthe most useful actors are Clock, which
is used extensively in DE models to trigger regularly timed events. Ramp, which produces a counting
sequence. Const, which produces a constant, and Pulse, which produces anarbitrary sequence.

Bernoulli

Ports: trigger (input multiport, general), output (boolean).
Parameters: trueProbability (double), seed (long).

Produce a random sequence of booleans (a source of coin flips).

Clock (implements TimedActor)
Ports: trigger (inputmultiport, general), output(type of elements of values).
Parameters: offsets (array of doubles), (double), values (array), stopTime (double).

Produce a piecewise-constant, periodic signal (oratminimum, a sequence ofevents corresponding
to transitions in this signal). Thisactor uses fireAtO to schedule firings when time matches the
transition times.

Const

Ports: trigger (input multiport, general),output (type of value).
Parameters: value (general).

Produce a constant output with value given by value.
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CurrentTime (implements TimedActor)
Ports: trigger (inputmultiport, general),output (double).
Parameters: stopTime (double).

Produce an output token with value equal to thecurrent time (the model time when the actor is
fired).

DiscreteRandomSource

Ports: trigger (inputmultiport, general), output(double).
Parameters: pm/(array of doubles), values(array),seed (long).

Producetokens with the given probability mass function.

Gaussian

Ports: trigger (inputmultiport, general), output(double).
Parameters: mean (double), standardDeviation (double), seed (long).

Produce a random sequence where each output is theoutcome of a Gaussian random variable.

Interpolator (implements SequenceSource)
Ports: trigger(input multiport, general), output (type of elements of values)).
Parameters: indexes (array of ints), order(int), period(int), values (array of doubles),

firingCountLimit (int).

Produce anoutput sequence byinterpolating a specified setofvalues. This canbeused togenerate
complex, smooth waveforms.

PoissonClock

Ports: trigger(input multiport, general), output (type of elements of values).
Parameters: meanUme (double), values (array), stopTime (double).

Produce a piecewise-constant signal where transitions occur according toa Poisson process (orat
minimum, a sequence ofevents corresponding totransitions inthis signal). This actor uses fireAtO
toschedule firings at time intervals determined byindependent and identically distributed expo
nential random variables with mean meanTime.

Pulse (implements SequenceSource)
Ports: trigger(input multiport, general), output (type of elements of values).
Parameters: indexes (array of ints), values (anay),firingCountLimit (int), repeat (boolean).
Produce a sequence ofvalues atspecified iteration indexes. The sequence repeats itself when the
repeat parameter is set to true.

Ramp (implementsSequenceSource)
Ports: trigger (input multiport, general), output(lub(i>i/f, step)).
Parameters: init(general), step(genera]),firingCountLimit (int).

Produce a sequence that begins with the value given by init and isincremented by step after each
iteration. The types of initand steparerequired to support addition.

SequentialClock
Ports: output (typeof elementsof values).
Parameters: offsets (array ofdoubles), period(double), values (array).
Output a sequence ofvalues at the times given bythe offsets parameter.
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Sinewave

Ports: output (double).
Parameters: samplingFrequency {do\ih\&\frequency (double), phase (double).

Output a sinusoidal waveform.

SketchedSource

Ports: trigger (input multiport, general),output (double).
Parameters: dataset (int), length (ini), period (int).

Output a signal that has beensketched by the useron the screen.

Uniform
Ports: trigger (inputmultiport,general),output (double).
Parameters: lowerBound (double), upperBound (double), seed (long).

Produce a random sequence with a uniform distribution.

VariableClock (implements TimedActor)
Ports: trigger (input multiport, general), output (type ofelements of values), periodControl(mput,

double).
Parameters: offsets (array of doiihles), period(double), values (array), stopTime (double).

An extensionof Clock with an input to dynamically control the period.

3.3.2 Sinks

Sinks actors are the ultimate destinations for tokens. They have no outputs, and include actors that
display data in plots, textual form, or tables.

Many of these actors areshown in figure 3.3, which shows a UML static structure diagram. Sev
eral of these have both time-based and sequence-based versions. The TimedPlotter, for example, dis
plays a plot of its input data as a function of time. SequencePlotter, by contrast, ignores current time,
and uses for the horizontal axis the position of an input token in a sequence of inputs. XYPlotter, by
contrast, usesneither timenor the sequence number, and therefore implements neither TimedActor nor
SequenceActor. All three are derived from Plotter, an abstract base class with a public member, plot,
which implements the plot. This base class hasafillOnWrapup parameter, which has a boolean value.
If the value is true (the default), then at the conclusionof the executionof the model, the axes of the
plot will be adjusted to just fit the observed data.

These actors all implement the Placeable interface. Actors that implement this interface have
graphical widgets that a user of theactor may wish to place on the screen. Vergil constructs a display
panel by placing such actors. More customized placement can be achieved by calling the setPanel()
method in the Placeable interface in custom Java code.

BarGraph
Ports: input (multiport, array of doubles).
Parameters:fillOnWrapup (boolean), legend(sthng), startingDataset (int),

iterationsPerUpdate (int).

Plot bar graphs, given arrays of doubles as inputs.
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Discard

Ports: input (multiport, general).

Consume and discard input tokens.

Display
Ports: input (multiport, general).
Parameters: rowsDisplayed(int), columnsDisplayed{miX title (string).

Display input tokens in a text area on the screen.

HistogramPlotter
Ports: input (multiport, double).
Parameters: binOffset (double), binWidth (double),fillOnWrapup (boolean), legend (string).

Display a histogram of the data on each input channel.

MatrixViewer

Ports: input (matrix).
Parameters: height (int), width (int).

Display the entries of a matrix in a table.

Recorder

Ports: input (multiport, general).
Parameters: capacity (int).

Record the inputs for later querying.

SequencePlotter
Ports: input (multiport, double).
Parameters:fillOnWrapup (boolean), legend (string), startingDataset (int), xinit (double),

xUnit (double).

Plot the input tokens vs. their index number.

SequenceScope
Ports: input (multiport, double).
Parameters:fillOnWrapup (boolean), legend (string), persistence (int), startingDataset (int),

width (int), xInit (double), xUnit (double).

Plot sequences that are potentially infinitely long in an oscilloscope style.

Test

Ports: input (multiport, double).
Parameters: correctValues (array), tolerance (double).

Check the input streams against a parameter value, and throw an exception if they do not match.

TimedPlotter

Ports: input (multiport, double).
Parameters:fillOnWrapup (boolean), legend (string), startingDataset (int).

Plot inputs as a function of time.
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HmedScope
Ports: input (multiport, double).
Parameters:fillOnWrapup (boolean), legend(string), persistence (int), startingDataset(int),

width (int).

Plot inputs as a function of time in oscilloscope style.

XYPlotter

Ports: inputX(multiport, double), inputY(multiport, double).
Parameters:y?//OnWrapMp (boolean), legend(string),startingDataset (int).

Display a plotof thedataoneach inputX channel vs.thedataon thecorresponding inputY channel.

XYScope
Ports: inputX(multiport, double), inputY(multiport, double).
PaiamctGrs:fillOnWrapup (boolean), legend persistence(int),startingDataset (int).

Display a plotof the data oneach inputX channel vs.thedata on the corresponding inputY channel
with finite persistence.

3.3.3 Math

The math library (see figure 3.2) consists mostly of transformer actors, each of which calculates
some mathematical function. Some of these actors operate on type "scalar", meaning all numerical
data types (complex, double, int, long, and fix)^

AbsoluteValue

Ports: input (scalar), output (scalar).

Produce an output oneachfiring with a value thatis equal to theabsolute value of the input.

AddSubtract

Ports: plus (multiport, general), minus (multiport, general), output(lubiplus, minus)).

Addtokens on theplus inputchannels and subtract tokens on the minus inputchannels.

Average
Ports: input (general), reset (boolean), output (typeof input).
Parameters:Junction (string).

Output the average of the inputs since the last time a true token was received at the reset port. The
resetinputmaybe left disconnected in mostdomains.

DotProduct

Ports: inputl (array),input! (array),output (array).

Output the dot product of two input arrays.

1. In futurereleases, theseactorsmayoperatealsoon arraysand matrices.
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Expression
Ports: output (general).
Parameters: expression (string).

Oneachfiring, evaluate the expression parameter, whosevalueis set by an expression that may
include references to anyinputportsthathavebeenaddedto theactor. Theexpression language is
described in section 9.5 below, with the addition that the expressions can refer to the values of
inputs, and to thecurrent timeby thevariable name "time,"andto thecurrent iteration countby
the variable named"iteration."To add input ports to the actor in Vergil, rightclick on its icon and
select "Configure Ports," and then select "Add."

MathFunction

Ports:firstOperand (double), output (double).
Parameters:function (string).

Produce anoutput token with a value thatis a function of theinput(s). Thefunction is specified by
theJunction attribute, wherevalid functions are exp, logy modulo, sign, square, and sqrt.

Maximum

Ports: input (multiport, scalar), maximumValue (multiport, scalar),
channelNumber (multiport, int).

Produce an outputtokenon eachfiring on maximumValue witha valuethat is the maximum of the
valueson the input channels.The index of this maximum is output on channelNumber.

Minimum

Ports: input (multiport, scalar),minimumValue (multiport, scalar),channelNumber (multiport, int).

Produce an output tokenon each firing on minimumValue witha value that is the minimum of the
values on the input channels.The index of this minimum is output on channelNumber.

MultiplyDivide
Ports:multiply (multiport, general),divide(multiport, general),output (iohimultiply, divide)).

Multiply tokens on the multiply input, and divide by tokens on the divide input.

Quantizer
Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: levels (array of doubles).

Produce an output token with the value in levels that is closest to the input value.

Remainder

Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: divisor (double).

Produce an output token with the value that is the remainder after dividing the token on the input
port by the divisor.

Scale

Ports: input (general), output (\\Ai{input, factor)).
Parameters:factor (general).

Produce an output that is the product of the input and thefactor.
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TrigFunction
Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: function (string).

Produce an output token with a value that is a function of the input. The function is specified by
the function attribute, where valid functions are acoSj asin, atan^ cos, sin, and tan.

3.3.4 Flow Control

The flow control actor affect the routing of token of a topology.

Chop (implements SequenceActor)
Ports: input (multiport, general), output (type of input).
Parameters: numberToRead (int), numberToWrite (int), offset (int), usePastlnputs (boolean).

Chop an input sequence and construct from it a new output sequence.This actor can be used, for
example, for zero-padding, overlapping windows, delay lines, etc..

Commutator (implements SequenceActor)
Ports: input (multiport, general), output (type of input).

Interleave the data on the input channels into a single sequence on the output.

Distributor (implements SequenceActor)
Ports: input (general), output (multiport, type of input).

Distribute the data on the input sequence into multiple sequences on the output channels.

Multiplexor
Ports: input (multiport, general), select (int), output (type of input).

Produce as output the token on the channelof input specifiedby the select input (one token is read
from each channel of input in each firing).

RecordAssembler

Ports: output (record).

Produce an output token that results from combining a token from each of the input ports (which
must be added by the user). To add input ports to the actor in Vergil, right click on its icon and
select "ConfigurePorts," and then select "Add." The name of each field in the record is the name
of the port that supplies the field.

RecordDisassembler

Ports: input (record).

Produceoutput tokenson the output ports (whichmustbe added by the user) that result from sepa
rating the record on the inputport.Toaddoutput portsto the actorin Vergil, rightclickon its icon
and select "Configure Ports,"and thenselect "Add."The name of eachfield extracted from the
record is the name of the output port to which the value of the field is sent.
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RecordUpdater
Ports: input (record), output (record).

Produce anoutput token thatresults from replacing fields in therecord read from the input port
with values supplied byother ports. Theusermust create other input ports to usethis. The names
of those ports determinewhich field is replaced.

Repeat
Ports: input (multiport, general),output (type of input).
Parameters: numberOJTimes (int), blockSize(\n\).

Repeat on theoutput a block of tokens readfrom the input thespecified number of times.

SampleDelay
Ports: input (multiport, general), output (type of input).
Parameters: initialOutputs (array).

Produce on theoutputthe tokens readfrom the input, delayed by some number of firings. The
amount of delay is thelength of theinitialOutputs array. Thatarray alsoprovides theinitial outputs
for the first few firings.

Select

Ports: input (multiport, general), control (int), output (type of input).

Produce as output the token on the channel of input specified by the control input(only this token
is read).

Sequencer (implements SequenceActor)
Ports: input (general), sequenceNumber (int), output (type of input).
Parameters: startingSequenceNumber (int).

Put tokens in order according to their numbers in a sequence.

Sleep
Ports: input (multiport, general), output (multiport, general).
Parameters: delay (long).

Produceas output the tokens receivedon input after a time delay specifiedby delay.

Switch

Ports: input (general), control (int), output (multiport, type of input).

Produce the token read from the input port on the channel of output specified by the control input.

Synchronizer
Ports: input (multiport, general), output (multiport, type of input).

Wait until at least one token exists on each channel of input, and then produce these tokens on the
corresponding channels of output.
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3.3.5 Logic

Comparator
Ports: (double), right (double), output (boolean).
Parameters:comparison (string), tolerance (double).

Produce an output token with a value thatis a comparison of the input. Thecomparison is speci
fied by the comparison attribute, wherevalidcomparisons are >, >=, <, <=, and ==.

Equals
Ports: input (multiport, general), output (boolean).

Consume one token from each channel of input, and produce an output token with value true if
these tokens are equal in value, and false otherwise.

LogicalNot
Ports: input (boolean), output (boolean).

Producean output token which is the logicalnegationof the input token.

LogicFunction
Ports: input (multiport, boolean), output (boolean).
Parameters:^net/on (string).

Produce anoutput token with a value that is a logical function of thetokens onthechannels of
input. Thefunction is specified by thefunction attribute, where valid functions areand,or,xor,
nand, nor, and xnor.

3.3.6 Conversions

Ptolemy II has a sophisticated type system that allows actors to be polymorphic (to operate on
multiple data types). Typically, actors express type constraints between their ports and their parame
ters. Whenactors are connected, these type constaints are resolved to determine the type of each port.
Conversions between types are automatic if they result in no loss of data. However, sometimes, a
model builder may wish to force a particular conversion. Theactors in theconversions library support
this.

BitsToInt

Ports: input (boolean), output (int).

Convert 32 successive binary inputs into a two's complement integer.

CartesianToComplex
Ports: real (double), imag (double), output (complex).

Convert two tokens representing thereal and imaginary of a complex number into their complex
representation.

CartesianToPolar

Ports: X(double),y (double), angle (double), magnitude (double).

Convert a Cartesian pair (a token onjc and a token ony)to two tokens representing itspolar form
(which are output on angle and magnitude).
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ComplexToCartesian
Ports: input (complex), real (double), imag (double).

Convert a tokenrepresenting a complex number into its Cartesian components (which are output
on real and imag).

ComplexToPolar
Ports: input (complex), angle (double), magnitude (double).

Convert a token representing a complex number intotwotokens representing its polarform (which
are output on angle and magnitude).

DoubleToFix

Ports: input (double), output (fix).
Parameters: precision (matrix of ints), quantization (string).

Convert a double into a fix pointnumber witha specific precision, using a specific quantization
strategy.

FixToDouble

Ports: input (fix), output (double).
Parameters: precision (matrix of ints), quantization (string).

Convert a fixpointintoa double, by firstsetting theprecision of thefix point to the supplied preci
sion, using a specific quantization strategy.

FixToFix

Ports: input (fix), output (fix).
Parameters:overflow precision (matrix of ints), quantization (string).

Convert a fix pointintoanother fix pointwithpossibly a different precision, using a specific quan
tizer and overflow strategy.

IntToBits

Ports: input (int), output (boolean).

Convert an input integer into 32 successive binary outputs.

PolarToCartesian

Ports: angle (double), magnitude (double), x (double), y (double).

Convertstwo tokens representing a polar coordinate (a token on angle and a token on magnitude)
to two tokens representing their Cartesian form (which are output on x and y).

PolarToComplex
Ports: angle (double), magnitude (double), output (complex).

Converts two tokens representing polar coordinates (a token on angle and a token on magnitude)
to a token representing their complex form.

Round

Ports: input (double), output (int).
Parameters:Junction (string).

Produce an output token with a value that is a rounded version of the input. The rounding method
is specified by thefunction attribute, where valid functions are ceil, floor, round, and truncate.
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3.3.7 Array

The array library supports manipulations of arrays, which are ordered collections of tokens of arbi
trary type.

ArrayAppend
Ports: input (multiport, array), output (array).

Append arrays on the input channels to produce a single output array.

ArrayElement
Ports: input (array), output (array).
Parameters: index (int).

Extract an element from an array and produce it on the output port.

ArrayExtract
Ports: input (array), output (array).
Parameters: sourcePosition (int), extractLength (int), destinationPosition (int),

outputAnayLength (int).

Extract a subarray from an array and produce it on the output port.

ArrayLength
Ports: input (array), output (int).

Output the length of the input array.

ArrayToSequence
Ports: input (array), output (type of input element).
Parameters: arrayLength (int), enforceArrayLength (boolean).

Extract all elements from an input array and produce them sequentially on the output port.

SequenceToArray
Ports: input (general), output (array).
Parameters: arrayLength (int).

Collect a sequence of inputs into an array and produce the array on the output port.

3.3.8 Signal Processing

The signal processing library is divided into sublibraries.

Audio

The audio library provides actors that can read and write audio files, can capture data from an
audio input such as a CD or microphone, and can play audio data throughthe speakers of the comput
ers. It uses the javasound library, which is part of the 1.3 distribution of Java Plaform 2 from Sun
Microsystems. The AudioCapture and AudioPlayer actors are unusual in that they have coupled
parameter values. Changing the parameters of one resultsin the parameters of the otherbeingchanged.
Also, as of this writing, they have the restriction that only one of each may be used in a model at a
time, and that if there are two models that use them, then those two models may not be executed simul
taneously.
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AudioCapture
Ports: trigger (multiport, general), output (multiport, double).
Parameters: sampleRate (int), bitsPerSample (int), channels (int).

Capture audio from the audio input port of the computer, or from its microphone, and produce the
samples at the output.

AudioReader

Ports: trigger (multiport, general), output (multiport, double).
Parameters: sourceURL (string).

Read audio from a URL, and produce the samples at the output.

AudioPlayer
Ports: input (multiport, double).
Parameters: sampleRate (int), bitsPerSample (int), channels (int).

Play audio samples on the audio output port of the computer, or from its speakers.

AudioWriter

Ports: input (multiport, double).
Parameters: pathName (string), sampleRate (int), bitsPerSample (int), channels (int).

Write audio data to a frle.

Communications

The communications library, which has barely been started, will evenmally collect actors that sup
port modeling and design of digital communication systems. Currently, it contains only three actors.

LineCoder

Ports: input (boolean), output (type of element of table)
Parameters: table (array), wordLength (int).

Read a sequence of booleans (of length wordLength) and interpret them as a binary index into the
table, from which a token is extracted and sent to the output.

LMSAdaptive
Ports: input (double), error (input, double), output (double), tapValues (output, array of doubles).
Parameters: decimation (int), decimationPhase (int), Jt6/75fre(double), errorDelay(j.Xi\),

initialTapsianay of doubles).

Filter the input with an adaptive filter, and update the coefficients of the filter using the input error
signal according to the LMS (least mean-square) algorithm.

RaisedCosine

Ports: input (double), output (double)
Parameters: decimation (int), decimationPhase (int), interpolation (int), length(mi),

excejjBW(double), root (boolean), symbollnterval (int).

An FIR filter with a raised cosine frequency response. This is typically used in a communication
systems as a pulse shaper or a matched filter.
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Filtering

DelayLine
Ports: input (general), output (array).
Parameters: initialValues (array).

Ineachfiring, output then most recent input tokens collected intoanarray, where n is thelength of
initialValues. In thebeginning, before there aren mostrecent tokens, use the tokens from initial-
Values.

DownSample
Ports: input (general), output (type of input).
Parameters:/actor (int), phase (int).

Read/actor inputs and produceonly one of them on the output.

FIR

Ports: input (general), output (general).
Parameters: decimation (int), decimationPhase (int), interpolation (int), taps (array).

Produce anoutput token with a value that is the input filtered byan FIR filter with coefficients
given by taps.

IIR

Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: numerator (array of doubles), denominator (array of doubles).

Produce anoutput token with a value that is theinput filtered byan IIR filter using a direct form II
implementation.

Lattice

Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: reflectionCoejficients (array).

Produce an output token with a value that is the input filtered by an FIR lattice filter with coeffi
cients given by reflectionCoejficients.

LMSAdaptive
Ports: input (double), error(input, double), output (double), tapValues (output, array ofdoubles).
Parameters:decimation (int), decimationPhase (int), jre/75/zc(double), errorDelayixaX),

initialTaps{zndiy of doubles).

Filter the input with an adaptive filter, and update the coefficients ofthe filter using the input error
signal according to the LMS (least mean-square) algorithm.

RecursiveLattice

Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: refiectionCoefficients (array).

Produce an output token with a value that is the input filtered by arecursive lattice filter with coef
ficients given by refiectionCoefficients.
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UpSample
Ports: input (general), output (typeof input).
Parameters:factor (int), phase (int).

Read one input token and producefactor outputs, with all but one ofthe outputs being azero ofthe
same type as the input.

VariableFIR

Ports: input (general), newTaps (input, array), output (general-
Parameters: decimation (int), decimationPhase (int), interpolation (int), blockSize (int).

Filter the input sequence with an FIR filter with coefficients given on the newTaps input port. The
blockSize parameter specifies the number ofsuccessive inputs that are processed for each set of
taps provided on newTaps.

VariableLattice

Ports: input (double), newTaps (input, array of doubles), output (double).
Parameters: blockSize (int).

Filter the input sequence with an FIR lattice filter with coefficients given on the newCoefficients
input port. The blockSize parameter specifies the number ofsuccessive inputs that are processed
for each set of taps provided on newCoefficients.

VariableRecursiveLattice

Ports: input (double), newTaps (input, array of doubles), output (double).
Parameters: blockSize (int).

Filter the input sequence with a recursive lattice filter with coefficients given on the newCoeffi
cients input port. The blockSize parameter specifies the number ofsuccessive inputs that are pro
cessed for each set of taps provided on newCoefficients.

Image Processing

Apreliminary image processing library is provided with the 1.0 release, but it is at a sufficiently
early stage ofdevelopment that we donot document here. See the on-line documentation.

Spectrum

DB

Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: inputlsPower (boolean), min (double).

Produce a token thatis the value in decibels (k*\ogiQ(z)) of thetoken received, where /:is 10if
inputlsPower is true, and 20otherwise. The output isnever less than min (itis clipped if neces
sary).

FFT

Ports: input (complex), output (complex).
Parameters: order (int).

A fast Fourier transform of size
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IFFT

Ports: input (complex), output (complex).
Parameters: order (int).

An inverse fastFourier transform of size2°"^ '̂'.

LevinsonDurbin

Ports: autocorrelation (input, array of doubles), errorPower (output, array of doubles),
linearPredictor (output, array of doubles), reflectionCoefficients (output, array of doubles).

Calculate thelinear predictor coefficients (forboth anFIRandLattice filter) forthespecified auto
correlation input.

MaximumEntropySpectrum
Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: order (int), numberOflnputs (int), log2resolution(mt).

Afancy spectrum estimator that uses the LevinsonDurbin algorithm tocalculate linear predictor
coefficients, and then uses those as a parametric model for the random process.

SmoothedSpectrum
Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: order (int), numberOflnputs (int), log2resolution(int).

Aspectrum estimator called the Blackman-Tukey algorithm, which estimates an autocorrelation
function byaveraging products of the input samples, and then calculates the FFT of that estimate.

Spectrum
Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: order (int), numberOflnputs (int), log2resolution(int).

Asimple spectrum estimator that calculates the FFT ofthe input. For a random process, this is
called the periodogram spectral estimate.

PhaseUnwrap
Ports: input (double), output (double).

A simple phase unwrapper.

Statistical

A small number of statical actors are provided.

Autocorrelation

Ports: input(general), output(array of typeof input).
Parameters: numberOflnputs (int), numberOfLags (int),biasedifiooXtdXi)^

symmetricOutput (boolean).

Estimatethe autocorrelation by averaging productsof the input samples.

PowerEstimate

Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters:forgettingfactor (double).

Estimate the power of the input signal.
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3.3.9 Continuous Time

The continuous-time library contains a set of actors designed specifically for use in the CT
domain.

Integrator
Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: initialState (double).

Integrate the input signal over time toproduce the output signal. That is,the input is the derivative
of the output with respect to time. This actor can beused toclose feedback loops inCTtodefine
interesting differential equation systems.

ContinuousTransferFunction
Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: denominator (arrayof doubles),numerator (arrayof doubles),C

Filter the input with the specified rational Laplace transform transfer function. Note thatthisactor
constructs a submodel, so it mightbe interesting to lookinside the actorafter it is initialized.

LinearStateSpace
Ports: input (multiport, double), output (multiport, double).
Parameters:A (double matrix), B (double matrix), C (double matrix),D (double matrix),

initialSates (double row matrix).

Filterthe inputwitha linearsystem. Notethat thisactorconstructs a submodel, so it might be
interesting to look inside the actor after it is initialized.

DifferentialSystem
Parameters: stateVariableNames (array of strings), initialStates (array of doubles), C

Filterthe inputwith the specified system, whichcan nonlinear, and is specified usingthe expres
sion language. Note that this actor constructs a submodel, so it mightbe interesting to look inside
the actor after it is initialized.

CTPeriodicSampler
Ports: input (multiport, double), output (multiport, double).
Parameters: samplePeriod (double).

Sample the input signal with the specifiedrate, producing discreteoutputevents.

CTTriggeredSampler
Ports: input (multiport, double), trigger (input, general), output (multiport, double).

Sample the input signal at times where the trigger input has a discrete input events.

RateLimiter

Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: risingSlewRate {doubleXfallingSlewRate (double).

Limit the first derivative of the input signal, and produce the result as an output sequence.
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ThresholdMonitor

Ports: input (double), output (double).
Parameters: thresholdWidth (double), thresholdCenter (double).

Output true if the inputvalueis in the interval [a, fe], which is centered at thresholdCenter andhas
width thresholdWidth. This actor controls the the integration step size so that the input does not
cross the threshold without producing at least one true output.

ZeroCrossingDetector
Ports: input (double), trigger (input, double), output (double).
Parameters: errorTolerance (double).

Whenthe trigger is zero (within the specified errorTolerance), then output the value fromthe
inputport as a discrete event.This actorcontrols the integration step size to accurately resolve the
time at which the zero crossing occurs.

ZeroOrderHold

Ports: input (double), output (double).

Convertdiscreteevents at the input to a continuous-time signal at the output by holding the value
of the discrete event until the next discrete event arrives.

3.3.10 Discrete Event

A library of actors is provided to particularly support discrete-event models. In discrete-event
models, signals consist of events placed in time, where time is a double. Events areprocessed in chro
nological order.

TimedDelay
Ports: input (general), output (type of input).
Parameters: delay (double).

Delay input events by the specified amount.

Merge
Ports: input (multiport, general), output (typeof input).

Merge input events into a single signal.

Sampler
Ports: input(multiport, general), trigger (input, general), output(type of input).

On each trigger input, produceat the output the most recentlyseen input.

Server

Ports: input(general), newServiceTime (input, double), output(type of input).
Parameters: serviceTime (double).

Delay input events until they have been "served" for the specified amount of time.

SingleEvent
Ports: output (type of value).
Parameters: time (double), value (general).

Produce a single event with the specified time and value.
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TimeGap
Ports: input (general), output (double).

Produce at the output the amount of time between input events.

Timer

Ports: input (double), output (type of value).
Parameters: value (general).

Given an input time value, produce value on theoutput thatamount of time in thefuture.

VariableDelay
Ports: input (general), delay (input,double), output(type of input).
Parameters: defaultDelay (double).

Delay input events by the specified amount.

WaitingUme
Ports:waiter (input, general),waitee (input, general),output (double).

Measurethe amountof time that one event (arrivingon waiter) has to wait for an event to arriveon
waitee. Thereis an outputeventfor everyevent thatarrives on waiter, where the valueof thatout
put is the time spentwaiting, and the timeof the outputis timeof the arriving waiteeevent.

3.4 Data Polymorphism

A datapolymorphic actoris one thatcanoperateonanyof a number of inputdatatypes. Forexam
ple, AddSubtract can accept any type of input. Addition and subtraction are possible on any type of
token because they are defined in the base class Token.

Figure3.4 showsthe methods definedin the baseclass Token. All data exchanged between actors
in Ptolemy is wrapped in an instance of Token (or more precisely, in an instance of a class derived
from Token). Notice that add() and subtractO are methods of this base class. This makes it easy to
implement a data polymorphic adder.

It is instructive to examine the code in an actor that performs data polymorphic operations. The

Takan

-faddCrigtitAig;Token): Token
'faddReveiseCleltArg; Token): Token
•fconverttloken : Token): Token

•KlivtdeCdIvisor; Token); Token
•KlivIdeReversefdividend; Token); Token
•fgetTypeO: Type
+l3EdualTo{token; Token): BooleanToken
+modulo(rightArg: Token): Token
+nM>duloReverBe(leftArg: Token): Token
•fniuittiply(rightFactor; Token); Token
•fmiiltipl^eveise(leftFactor: Token); Token
•foneO: Token
+sublr8Ct(rightA(g: Token); Token
•fSubtr8ctReveise(lettArg; Token); Token
-t-zefoQ:Token

FIGURE 3.4. The Token class defines a polymorphic interface that includes basic arithmetic operations.
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fireO method of the AddSubtract actor is shown in figure 3.5. In this code, we first iterate through the
channels ofplus input.The first tokenread (by the get() method) is assigned to sum.Subsequently, the
polymorphic add() method of that token is used to addadditional tokens. Thesecond iteration, overthe
channels at theminus inputport, is slightly trickier. If no tokens werereadfrom theplus input,thenthe
variablesum is initializedby calling the polymorphic zero() methodof the first token read at the minus
port.The zero() methodreturnswhatever a zerovalue is for the tokenin question.

Not all classes derived from Token override all its methods. For example, StringToken overrides
addObut not subtract(). Addingstringsmeanssimplyconcatenating them, but it is hard to assigna rea
sonable meaningto subtraction. Thus, if AddSubtract is used on strings, then the minusport must not
ever receivetokens. It may be simplyleft disconnected, in whichcase minus.getWidth() returnszero.
If the subtractO methodof a StringToken is called, then a runtimeexceptionwill be thrown.

3.5 Domain Polymorphism

Most actors access theirports as shown infigure 3.5,using thehasTokenO, get(), andsend() meth
ods. Those methods arepolymorphic, in thattheir exact behavior depends onthedomain. Forexample,
get() in the CSP domain causes a rendezvous to occur, which means that the calling thread is sus
pended until another thread sends data to the same port (using, forexample, the send() method on one
of its ports). Correspondingly, a call to send() causes the calling thread to suspend until some other
thread calls a corresponding get(). In the PN domain, by contrast, send() returns immediately (if there
is room in the channelbuffers),and only get() causes the calling thread to suspend.

Each domain has slightly different behavior associated with hasTokenO, get(), send() and other
methods of ports. The actor, however, does not really care. The fire() method shown in figure 3.5 will
work for any reasonable implementation of these methods. Thus, the AddSubtract actor is domain
polymorphic.

public void fire{) throws lllegalActionException {
Token sum s null;

for (int i = 0; i < plus.getWidthO; i++) {
if (plus.hasToken(i)) {

if (sum null) {
sum s plus.get(i);

} else {
sum s sum.add(plus.get(i));

}
}

}
for (int i = 0; i < minus.getwidth0; i++) {

if (minus.ha8Token(i)) {
Token in » minus.get(i);
if (sum == null) {

sum B in.zero0;

}
sum s sum.subtract(in);

}
}
if (sum !b null) {

output.send(0, sum);
}

FIGURE 3.5. The fire() method ofthe AddSubtract shows the use ofpolymorphic add() and subtractO meth
ods in the Token class (see figure 3.4).
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Domains also have different behavior with respect to when the fire() method is invoked. In pro-
cess-oriented domains, such as CSP and PN, a thread is created for each actor, and an infinite loop is
created torepeatedly invoke the fireQ method. Moreover, in these domains, hasToken() always returns
rrwe, since you can call get() on a port and it will not return until there is data available. In the DE
domain, the fire() method is invoked only when there are new inputs thathappen to be theoldest ones
in the systems, and hasToken() returns true only if there is new data on the input port. The design of
actors for multiple domains is covered in theDesigning Actors chapter.
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4.1 Overview

Ptolemy is about component-based design. The domains define the semantics of the interaction
between components. This chapter explains the common, domain-independent principles in the design
of components thatare actors. Actors are components with inputand output thatat leastconceptually
operate concurrently with other actors.

As explained in the previous chapter, someactors are designed to be domain polymorphic, mean
ing that theycan operate in various domains. Others aredomain specific. Referto the domain chapters
in part 3 for domain-specific information relevantto the designof actors. This chapterexplains how to
designactors so that they are maximally domainpolymorphic. Asalso explained in the previous chap
ter, manyactorsare also data polymorphic. This meansthat they can operateon a widevariety of token
types. Domain and data polymorphism help to minimize the amount of duplicated code when writing
actors.

Code duplication can be also be avoidedusing object-oriented inheritance. Inheritance can also be
used to enforce consistency across a set of classes. Figure 3.1, shows a UML static-structure diagram
for an actor library.Three base classes. Source, Sink, and Transformer, exist to ensure consistent nam
ing of ports and to avoid duplicating code associated with those ports. Since most actors in the library
extend these base classes, users of the library can guess that an input port is named "input" and an out
put port is named "output," and they will probably be right. Using base classes avoids input ports
named "in" or "inputSignal" or something else. This sort of consistency helps to promote re-use of
actors because it makes them easier to use. Thus, we recommend using a reasonably deep class hierar-
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chy to promote consistency.

4.2 Anatomy of an Actor

The basic structure of an actor is shown in figure 4.1. In that figure, keywords in bold are features
of Ptolemy II that are briefly described here and described in more detail in the chapters of part 2. Italic
text would be substituted with something else in an actual actor definition.

We will go over this structure in detail in this chapter. The source code for existing Ptolemy II
actors, located mostly in $PriI/ptolemy/actor/lib, should also be viewed as a key resource.

4.2.1 Ports

By convention, ports are public members of actors. They represent a set of input and output chan
nels throughwhich tokens may pass to other ports. Figure4.1 shows a single portportName that is an
instance of lypedlOPort, declared in the line

public TypedlOPort portName;

Most ports in actors are instances of TypedlOPort, unless they require domain-specific services, in
which case they may be instances of a domain-specific subclass such as DEIOPort.The port is actually
created in the constructor by the line

portName = new TypedlOPort(this, "portName", true, false);

The first argument to the constructor is the containerof the port, this actor. The second is the nameof
the port, which can be any string, but by convention, is the same as the name of the public member.
The third argument specifies whether the port is an input (it is in this example), and the fourth argu
ment specifies whetherit is an output (it is not in this example). There is no difficulty with having a
port that is both an input and an output, but it is rarely useful to have one that is neither.

Multiportsand SinglePorts. A port can be a single port or a multiport. By default, it is a single port. It
can be declared to be a multiport with a statement like

portName.setMultiport(true);

All portshavea width, which corresponds to thenumber of channels the portrepresents. If a portis not
connected, the width is zero. If a port is a single port, the width can be zeroor one. If a port is a multi-
port, the width can be larger than one.

Reading and Writing. Data (encapsulated in a token) can be sent to a particular channel of an output
multiport with the syntax

portName.send(channelNumber, token);

where channelNumber is the number of the channel (beginning with 0 for the first channel). The width
of the port, the number of channels, can be obtained with the syntax
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/•♦ Javadoc coment for the class. */
public class ClassName extends BaseClass in^lements Markerlnterface {

/** Javadoc comment for constructor. */
public ClassName(ConpositeBntlty container, String name)

throws NBaeDuplieatlonBxception, IllegalActionBxception {
super(container, name);
11 Create and configure ports, e.g. ...
portName ° new TypedlOPort(this, "portName", true, false);
11 Create auid configure parameters, e.g. . . .
parameterName s new Parameter(this, "parameterName") ;
paramBterHama.setTypeBguals(BaseType.DODBLB);

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
1111 ports and parameters 1111

!** Javadoc comment for port. */
public TypedXOPort portName;

/** Javadoc comment for parameter. */
public Parameter parameterName;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//// public methods 1111

/** Javadoc comment for fire method. */
public void fireO {

super.fire 0;
... read inputs and produce outputs ...

1

/•• Javadoc comment for initialize method. */

public void Initialize() {
super.initialize();
... initialize local variables ...

}

/•* Javadoc comment for prefire method. */
public Iraolean prefire() {

... determine whether firing should proceed and return false if not ...
return super.prefire ()

}

/*• Javadoc comment for postfire method. ♦/

public boolean postfire() (
... update persistent state ...
... determine whether firing should continue to next iteration and return false if not
return super.postfireO ; •

}

/** Javadoc comment for vrapup method. */
public void wrapupO {

super.wrapupO ;
... display final results ...

}

FIGURE 4.1. Anatomy of an actor.
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int width = portName.getwidth() ;

If theport is unconnected, then the token is not sent anywhere. Thesend() method does notcomplain.
Note that in general, if the channel number refers to a channel thatdoes notexist, the send() method
does not complain.

A tokencan be sent to all outputchannels of a port (or none if thereare none)with the syntax

portName.broadcast(token);

If theport is nota multiport then there is only onechannel and it is more efficient to use thesyntax

pertWame.send(0, token);

A token can be read from a channel with the syntax

Token token = portName.get {channelNumber) ;

You can query an input port to see whether such a get() will succeed (whether a token is available or
can be made available) with the syntax

boolean tokenAvailable = portName.haaloken{channelNumber);

You can alsoquery anoutput portto see whether a send() willsucceed using

boolean spaceAvailable = portName.hasRoom (channelNumber) ;

although with most current domains, the answer isalways true. Note that the get(), hasRoomO and has-
TokenO methods throw IllegalActionException if the channel is out of range, but send() just silently
returns.

Ptolemy II includes a sophisticated type system, described fully in the Type System chapter. This
type system supports specification oftype constraints in the form ofinequalities between types. These
inequalities can be easily understood as representing the possibility of lossless conversion. Type a is
less than type b if an instance of a can be losslessly converted to an instance of b. For example,
IntToken is less than DoubleToken, which is less than ComplexToken. However, LongToken is not
less thanDoubleToken, and DoubleToken is not less thanLongToken, so these twotypesare saidto be
incomparable.

Suppose that you wish to ensure that the type ofan output is greater than orequal to the type ofa
parameter. You candosobyputting thefollowing statement in theconstructor:

portName. setTypeAtLeast (parameterName) ;

This iscalled a relative type constraint because it constrains the type ofone object relative to the type
ofanother. Another form of relative type constraint forces two objects tohave the same type, but with
out specifying what that type shouldbe:

portrName. setTypeSsuaeAs {parameterName) ;
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These constraints could be specified in the other order,

parameterName.setTypeSameAs {portName) ;

which obviously means the same thing, or

parameterName. setTypeAtLeast (portName) ;

which is not quite the same.

Another common type constraint is an absolute type constraint^ which fixes the type of the port
(i.e. making it monomorphic rather than polymorphic),

portName.setTypeEguals(BaseType.DOUBLE);

Theabove linedeclares that theportcanonlyhandle doubles. Another form of absolute typeconstraint
imposes an upper bound on the type,

porCiViame. setTypeAtHost (BaseType.COMPLEX) ;

which declares thatany type thatcan be losslessly converted to ComplexToken is acceptable.
If no typeconstraints are given for any portsof an actor, thenby default, the outputportsare con

strained to haveat least the type(s) of the inputports. If any typeconstraints are givenfor any ports in
the actor, then this default is not applied for any of the otherports. Thus, if you specify any type con
straints, you should specify all of them. For full details of the typesystem, see the TVP® System chap
ter.

Examples. To be concrete, consider first the code segment shown in figure 4.2, from the Transformer
class in the ptolemy.actor.lib package. This actoris a baseclass for actorswithone inputand one out
put.The codeshowstwo ports, one that is an input andone that is an output. By convention, the Java-
doc^ comments indicate type constraints on the ports, if any. If the ports are multiports, then the
Javadoc comment will indicate that. Otherwise, they are assumed to be single ports. Derived classes
may change this, making the ports into multiports, in which case they should document thisfact in the
class comment. Derived classes may also set the type constraints on the ports.

An extension of Transformer is shown in figure 4.3, the Scale actor. This actor produces an output
token on eachfiring witha valuethat is equalto a scaled version of the input. Theactoris polymorphic
in that it can support any token type that supports multiplication by thefactor parameter. In the con
structor, the output type is constrained to be at least as generalas both the inputand thefactor parame
ter.

Notice in figure 4.3 howthe fire() method uses hasToken() to ensurethat no outputis produced if
there is no input. Furthermore, only one token is consumed from each input channel, even if there is
more than one token available. This is generally the behavior of domain-polymorphic actors. Notice
also how it uses the multiplyO method of the Tokenclass. This method is polymorphic.Thus, this scale

1. Javadocis a program thatgeneratesHTML documentation fromJava filesbasedon comments enclosedin "!**
... *r.
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These constraints could be specified in the other order,

para/neterWame.setTypeSameAs {portName) ;

which obviously means the same thing, or

parameCerName.setTypeAtLeast {portName) ;

which is not quite the same.
Anothercommon type constraint is an absolute type constraint, which fixes the type of the port

(i.e. making it monomorphic rather than polymoiphic),

porCjName.setTypeEquals (BaseType.DOUBLE) ;

The aboveline declaresthat the port can only handledoubles. Anotherform of absolutetype constraint
imposes an upper bound on the type,

portName. setTypeAtMost (BaseType.COMPLEX) ;

which declares that any type that can be losslessly convertedto ComplexToken is acceptable.
If no type constraints are given for any ports of an actor, then by default, the output ports are con

strained to have at least the type(s)of the input ports. If any type constraints are given for any ports in
the actor, then this default is not applied for any of the other ports. Thus, if you specify any type con
straints, you shouldspecifyall of them. For full detailsof the type system, see the TypeSystemchap
ter.

Examples. Tobe concrete, consider first the code segment shown in figure 4.2, from the Transformer
class in the ptolemy.actor.lib package. This actor is a base class for actors withone input and one out
put.The codeshows twoports, one that is an inputandone that is an output. Byconvention, the Java-
doc' comments indicate type constraints on the ports, if any. If the ports are multiports, then the
Javadoc comment will indicate that. Otherwise, they are assumed to be single ports. Derived classes
may change this, making theports intomultiports, in which case they should document this fact in the
class comment. Derived classes may also set the type constraints on the ports.

An extension of Transformer is shown in figure 4.3, the Scale actor. This actor produces an output
token oneachfiring with a value thatis equal to a scaled version of the input. Theactoris polymorphic
in that it can support any token type that supports multiplication by thefactor parameter. In the con
structor, theoutput typeis constrained to be at leastasgeneral as boththe input andttiefactor parame
ter.

Notice in figure 4.3 how thefire() method uses hasTokenO toensure that nooutput is produced if
there is no input. Furthermore, only one token is consumed firom each input channel, even if there is
more than one token available. This is generally the behavior of domain-polymorphic actors. Notice
also how it uses themultiplyO method oftheToken class. This method is polymorphic. Thus, this scale

1. Javadoc isa program that generates HTML documentation from Java files based oncomments enclosed in"/**
*r
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actor can operate on any token type that supports multiplication, including all the numeric types and
matrices.

4.2.2 Parameters

Like ports, byconvention, parameters arepublic members of actors. Figure 4.3shows a parameter
factor that is an instanceof Parameter, declaredin the line

public Parameter factor;

and created in the line

factor = new Parameter(this, "factor", new IntToken(1));

The third argument to the constructor, which is optional, is a default value for the parameter. In this
example, thefactor parameter defaults to the integer one.

Aswith ports, you canspecify type constraints onparameters. The most common type constraint is
to fix the type, using

parameCer^ame.setTypeEguals(BaseType.DOUBLE);

In fact, exactlythe samerelativeor absolutetypeconstraints thatone can specifyfor portscanbe spec-

public class Transformer extends TypedAtomicActor {

/** Construct an actor with the given container and name.
* ©param container The container.
* ©param name The name of this actor.
* ©exception IllegalActionException If the actor cannot be contained
* by the proposed container.
* ©exception NameDuplicationException If the container already has an
* actor with this name.

*/
public Transformer(CompositeEntity container. String name)

throws NameDuplicationException, IllegalActionException {
super(container, name};
input = new TypedlOPortIthis, "input", true, false);
output = new TypedlOPort(this, "output", false, true);

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//// ports and parameters ////

/•• The input port. This base class imposes no type constraints except
* that the type of the input cannot be greater than the type of the
* output.

"/
public TypedlOPort input;

/•• The output port. By default, the type of this output is constrained
" to be at least that of the input.
*/

public TypedlOPort output;

FIGURE 4.2. Code segment showing the port deflnitions in the Transformer class.
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ified for parametersas well. But in addition, arbitrary constraints on parameter values are possible, not
just type constraints. An actor is notified when a parameter value changes by having its
attributeChangedO methodcalled. Consider the example shown in figure 4.4, taken from the Poisson-
Clock actor. Hiis actor generates timed events according to a Poisson process. One of its parameters is
meanTime, which specifies the mean time between events. This must be a double, as asserted in the
constructor.

The attributeChangedO methodis passedthe parameterthat changed. If this is meanlime, then this
method checks to make sure that the specified value is positive, and if not, it throws an exception.

public class Scale extends Transformer {

public ScaleICompositeEntity container, String name)
throws NameDuplicationException, IllegalActionException {

super(container, name);
factor = new Parameter(this, "factor", new IntToken(l));

// set the type constraints,
output.setTypeAtLeast(input);
output.setTypeAtLeast(factor);

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//// ports and parameters ////

/•* The factor.
* This parameter can contain any token that supports multiplication.
* The default value of this parameter is the IntToken 1.
*/

public Parameter factor;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//// public methods III I

/•♦ Clone the actor into the specified workspace. This calls the
* base class and then sets the type constraints.
* ©param workspace The workspace for the new object.
* ©return A new actor.

* ©exception CloneNotSupportedException If a derived class has
* an attribute that cannot be cloned.

*/
public Object clone(Workspace workspace)

throws CloneNotSupportedException {
Scale newObject = (Scale)super.clone(workspace);
newObject.output.setTypeAtLeast(newObject.input);
newObject.output.setTypeAtLeast(newObject.factor);
return newObject;

/** Compute the product of the input and the <i>factor</i>.
♦ If there is no input, then produce no output.
• ©exception IllegalActionException If there is no director.
*/

public void fireO throws IllegalActionException {
if (input.hasToken(O)) {

Token in = input.get(O);
Token factorToken = factor.getTokenO;
Token result = factorToken.multiply(in) ,-
output.send(0, result);

}

FIGURE 4.3. Code segment from theScale actor, showing thehandling of ports and parameters.
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Achange in a parameter value sometimes has broader repercussions than just the local actor. It
may, for example, impact the schedule ofexecution ofactors. An actor can call the invalidateSched-
ule() method ofthe director, which informs the director that any statically computed schedule (ifthere
is one) is no longer valid. This would be used, for example, if the parameter affects the number of
tokens produced or consumed when an actor fires.

When the type ofaparameter changes, the attributeiypeChangedO method inthe actor containing
that parameter will be called. The default implementation ofthis method in TypedAtomicActor is to
invalidate type resolution. So parameter type change will cause type resolution to be performed inthe
model. This default implementation is suitable for most actors. In fact, most of the actors in the actor
library do not override this method. However, if for some reason, an actor does not wish toredo type
resolution upon parameter type change, the attributeiypeChangedO method can be overridden. But
this is rarely necessary.

4.2.3 Constructors

We have seen already that the major task of the constructor is to create and configure ports and
parameters. In addition, youmay havenoticed that it calls

super(container, name);

andthatit declares that it throws NameDuplicationException andUlegalActionException. The latter is

public class PoissonClock extends TimedSource {

public Parameter meanTime;
public Parameter values;

public PoissonClock(CompositeEntity container, String name)
throws NameDuplicationException, UlegalActionException {

super(container, name);
meanTime = new Parameter(this, "meanTime", new DoubleToken(l.O));
meanTime.setTypeEguals (BaseType.DOUBLE) ,-

}

/** If the argument is the meanTime parameter, check that it is
• positive.
• ®exception UlegalActionException If the meanTime value is
• not positive.

public void attributeChanged(Attribute attribute) throws UlegalActionException (
if (attribute == meanTime) {

double mean « ((DoubleToken)meanTime.getToken()).doubleValueO;
if (mean <= 0.0) {

throw new UlegalActionException(this,
"meanTime is required to be positive. meanTime given: " + mean);

}
} else if (attribute == values) (

ArrayToken val = (ArrayToken)(values.getTokenO);
_length = val.length();

} else {
super.attributeChanged(attribute);

}
}

FIGURE 4.4. Codesegment from the PoissonClock actor, showing theattributeChangedO method.
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the mostwidely usedexception, andmanymethods in actors declare that theycan throw it. The former
is thrown if the specified container already contains an actorwiththe specified name. For more details
about exceptions, see the Kernel chapter.

4.2.4 Cloning

All actors are cloneable. A clone of an actor needs to be a new instance of the same class, with the
sameparameter values, but without any connections to otheractors.

Consider theclone() method in figure 4.5, takenfrom the Scale actor. Thismethod begins with

Scale newObject = (Scale)super.clone(workspace);

Theconvention in Ptolemy II is thateachclone method begins thesame way, so thatcloning works its
way up the inheritance tree until it ultimately uses the clone() method of the Java Object class. That
method performs what is called a "shallow copy," which is not sufficient for our purposes. Inparticu
lar, members of the class that are references to other objects, including public members such as ports
and parameters, are copied by copying the references. The NamedObj and TVpedAtomicActor base
classes (see the "Abstract Syntax" chapter) for most actors implement a "deep copy" so that all the
contained objects are cloned, and public members reference the proper cloned objects .

Although the base classes neatly handle most aspects of the clone operation, there are subtleties

public class Scale extends Tramsformer {

public Scale(CompositeEntity container, String name)
throws NameDuplicationException, lllegalActionException {

super(container, name);
output.setTypeAtLeast(input);
output. setTypeAtLeast (factor) ,-

}

iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
1111 ports and parameters 1111

/** The factor. The default value of this parameter is the integer 1. «/
public Parameter factor;

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
m/ public methods 1111

!** Clone the actor into the specified wor)cspace. This calls the
• base class and then sets the type constraints.
• @param workspace The workspace for the new object.
• @retum A new actor.

• Sexception CloneNotSupportedException If a derived class has
• has an attribute that cannot be cloned.

V . ,
public Object clone(Workspace workspace) throws CloneNotSupportedException {

Scale newObject = (Scale)super.clone(workspace);
newObj ect.output.setTypeAtLeast(newObj ect.input);
newObject.output.setTypeAtLeast(newObject.factor);
return newObject;

}

FIGURE 4.5. Code segment from theScale actor, showing thecloneO method.
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involved with cloning type constraints. Absolute type constraints on ports and parameters are carried
automatically into the clone, so clone() methods should never call setTypeEquals(). However, relative
type constraints are not cloned automatically because ofthe difficulty ofensuring that the other object
being referred to in a relative constraint is the intended one. Thus, in figure 4.5, the clone() method
repeats therelative type constraints thatwere specified in theconstructor:

newObj ect.output.setTypeAtLeast(newObject.input);
newObject.output.setTypeAtLeast(newObject.factor);

Note that at no time during cloning is any constructor invoked, soit is necessary to repeat in the
cloneO method any initialization inthe constructor. For example, the clone() method inthe Expression
actor sets the values of a few private Variables:

newObject._iterationCount =1;
newObject._tinie = (Variable)newObject.getAttribute("time");
newObject._iteration =

(Variable)newObject.getAttribute("iteration");

4.3 Action Methods

Figure 4.1 shows a set ofpublic methods called the action methods because they specify the action
performed by the actor. By convention, these are given in alphabetical order in Ptolemy IIJava files,
but we will discuss themhere in the order that they are invoked. The first to be invoked is the preini-
tializeO method, which is invoked exactly once before any other action method is invoked. The preini-
tializeO method is often use to set type constraints. After the preinitializeO method is called, type
resolution happens and all the type constraints are resolved. The initializeO method is invoked next,
and is typically used to initialize state variables in the actor, which generally depends on type resolu
tion.

After theinitialize() method, theactorexperiences some number of iterations, where an iteration is
defined tobeexactly oneinvocation of prefire(), some number of invocations of fire(), andat most one
invocation of postfire().

4.3.1 Initialization

The initializeO method of the Average actor is shown in figure 4.6. This data- and domain-poly
morphic actor computes the average of tokens that have arrived. To do so, it keeps a ranning sum in a
private variable _sum, and a running count of the number of tokens it has seen in a private variable
_count. Both of these variablesare initializedin the initializeO method. Notice that the actor also calls
supeninitializeO, allowing the base class to perform any initialization it expects to perform. This is
essential because one of the base classes initializesthe ports. An actor will almost certainly fail to run
properly if supeninitializeO is not called.

Notethat the initialization of the Average actor doesnot affect,or dependon, type resolution. This

2. Beaware thattheimplementation of thedeepcopyrelies ona strict naming convention. Public members that
reference ports andparameters must have thesame name as theobject thatthey arereferencing inordertobe
properly cloned.
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means that the code to initialize this actor can be placed either in the preinitializeQ method, or in the
initializeO method. However, in some cases an actor may require part of its initialization to happen
before type resolution, in the preinitializeO method, or part after type resolution, in the initializeO
method. For example, an actor may need to dynamically create type constraints before each execu
tion^. Such anactor must create its type constraints in preinitializeO. Onthe other hand, an actor may
wish to produce an initial output token once at the beginning ofan execution ofamodel. This produc
tion can only happen during initializeO, because data transport through ports depends on type resolu
tion.

4.3.2 Prefire

The prefireO method is the only method that is invoked exactly once per iteration"^. It returns a
boolean that indicates to thedirector whether the actor wishes for firing to proceed. The fireO method
of an actor should never be called until after its prefire method has returned true. The mostcommon
use of this method is to test a condition to see whether the actor is ready to fire.

Consider for example an actor that reads from truelnput ifaprivate boolean variable _state is true,
andotherwise reads fromfalselnput. TheprefireO method might look like this:

public boolean prefireO throws IllegalActionException {
if(_state) {

if(truelnput.hasToken(O)) return true;
} else {

if(falselnput.hasToken(O)) return true;

}
return false;

}

It isgood practice tocheck the superclass incase it has some reason to decline tobe fired. The above

public class Average extends Tremsformer {

public void initializeO throws IllegalActionException {
super.initializeO ;
_count = 0;

sum s null;

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
I III private members IIII

private Token _suro;
private int _count = 0;

FIGURE 4.6. Codesegment fromthe Average actor, showing the initializeO method.

3. Theneed forthisisrelatively rare, butimportant. Examples include higher-order functions, which areactors that
replace themselves with other subsystems, and certain actors whose ports are not created at the time they are
constructed, but ratherare addedlater.In mostcases, the typeconstraints of an actordo notchangeandare sim
ply specified in the constructor.

4. Some domains invoke thefire() method onlyonceper iteration, butothers will invoke it multiple times (search
ingfor globalconvergence to a solution, for example).
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example becomes:

public boolean prefireO throws IllegalActionException
if(_state) {

if(truelnput.hasToken(O)) return super.prefire 0;
} else {

if (falselnput .hasTok;en(0)) return super .prefireO;

}

}
return false;

Designing Actors

The prefireO method can also be used to perform an operation that will happen exactly once per
iteration. Consider the prefire method of the Bernoulli actor in figure 4.7:

public boolean prefireO throws IllegalActionException {
if (_random.nextDoubleO <

((DoubleToken)(trueProbability.getToken0)).doubleValue O) {
_current = true;

} else {
current = false;

public class Bernoulli extends RandomSource {

public Bernoulli(CompositeEntity container, String name)
throws NameDuplicationException, IllegalActionException (

super(container, name);

output.setTypeEquals(BaseType.BOOLEAN);

trueProbability = new Parameter(this, "trueProbability", new DoubleToken(0.5));
trueProbability.setTypeEquals(BaseType.DOUBLE);

}

public Parameter trueProbability;

public void fireO {
try {

super.fire0 ;
output.send(0, new BooleanToken(_current));

} catch (IllegalActionException ex) {
// Should not be thrown because this is an output port,
throw new lnternalErrorException(ex.getMessage());

}
}

public boolean prefireO throws IllegalActionException {
if ( random.nextDoubleO < ((DoubleToken)(trueProbability.getTokenO)

_current = true;
} else {

current = false;

}
return super.prefireO ;

)

).doubleValue()) {

private boolean current;

}

FIGURE 4.7. Code fortheBernoulli actor, which isnotdata polymorphic.
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}
return super.prefire();

}

This method selects a new boolean valuethat will correspond to the tokencreating during each firing
of that iteration.

4.3.3 Fire

The fireO method is themain point ofexecution and isgenerally responsible forreading inputs and
producing outputs. It may also read the current parameter values, and the output may depend onthem.
Things to rememberwhen writingfire() methods are;
• To get data polymorphism, use the methods of the Token class for arithmetic whenever possible

(see the Data Package chapter). Consider for example the Average actor, shown in figure 4.9.
Noticethe use of the add()and divideO methods of the Token class to achieve data polymorphism.

• When data polymorphism is not practical or notdesired, then it is usually easiest to use the set-
TypeEqualsO todefine the type of input ports. The type system will assure that you can safely cast
the tokens that you read to the type of the port. Consider again the Average actor shown in figure
4.9. This actor declares the type of its reset input port to be BaseType.BOOLEAN. In the fire()
method, the input token is read andcast to a BooleanToken. The type system ensures that no cast
error will occur. The samecan be done with a parameter, as with the Bernoulli actor shownin fig
ure 4.9.

• A domain-polymorphic actor cannot assume that there is data at all the input ports. Most domain-
polymorphic actors will read at most one input token from each port, and if there are sufficient
inputs, produce exactly one token on each output port.

• Some domains invoke the fire() method multiple times, iterating towards a converged solution.
Thus, each invocation can be thoughtof as doing a tentativecomputation with tentativeinputs and
producing tentative outputs. Thus, the fire() method should not update persistent state. Instead, that
should be done in the postfireO method, as discussed in the next section.

4.3.4 Postfire

The postfireO method has two tasks:

• updating persistent state, and

• determining whether the execution of an actor is complete.
Considerthe fire() and postfireO methods of the Average actor in figure4.9. Noticethat the persistent
state variables _sum and _count are not updated in fireC). Instead, they are shadowed by _latestSum
and _latestCount, and updated in postfireO.

The return value of postfireO is a boolean that indicates to the director whether execution of the
actor is complete. By convention, the directorshouldavoid iterating furtheran actor that returns false.
Considerthe two examplesshownin figure4.9. These are base classesfor sourceactors (those with no
input ports).

SequenceSource is a base class for actors that output sequences. Its key feature is a parametery?r-
ingCountLimit, which specifies a limit on the number of iterations of the actor. When this limit is
reached,the postfireO methodreturnsfalse.Thus, this parametercan be used to define sourcesof finite
sequences.
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public class Average extends Transformer {

... constructor ...

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//// ports emd parameters ////

public TypedlOPort reset;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//// public methods ////

... clone method ...

public void fireO throws lllegalActionException {
_latestSum = _sum;
_latestCount = _count + 1;
// Check whether to reset,
for (int i = 0; i < reset.getwidth0; i++) {

if (reset.hasToken(i)) {
BooleanToken r ° (BooleanToken)reset.get(0);
if(r.booleanValue()) {

// Being reset at this firing.
_latestSum = null;

latestCount = 1;

)
}

)
if (input.hasToken(O)) {

Token in = input.get(0);
if (_latestSum == null) {

_latestSum = in;
} else {

latestSum & _latestSum.add(in);

}
Token out = _latestSum.divide(new IntToken(_latestCount));
output. send (0, out)

}
}

public void initialize 0 throws lllegalActionException {
super.initialize 0;
_count t= 0;

sum = null;

public boolean postfireO throws lllegalActionException {
_8um = _late6tSum;
_count = _latestCount;
return super.postfireO ;

}

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHI
11II private members I III

private Token _8um;
private Token _latestSum;
private int _count = 0;
private int _latestCount;

FIGURE 4.8. Code segment from the Average actor, showing the action methods.

Designing Actors
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TimedSource is similar, except that instead of specifying a limit on the number of iterations, it
specifies a limit on the current model time. When that limit is reached, the postfireO method returns
false.

4.3.5 Wrapup

The wrapupO method is invoked exactly once at the end of an execution, unless an exception
occurs during execution. It is used typically fordisplaying final results.

public class SequenceSource extends Source implements SequenceActor {

public SequenceSource(Con?x>siteEntity container. String name)
throws NameE)uplicationException, IllegalActionException {

super(container, name);
firingCountLimit = new Parameter(this, "firingCountLimit", new IntTo)cen(O))
firingCountLimit.setTypeEquals(BaseType.INT);

)

public Parameter firingCountLimit;

public boolean postfireO throws IllegalActionException {
if (_firingCountLimit != 0) {

_iterationCount++;
if ( iterationCount == ((lntToken)firingCountLimit.getTo)cen()).intValue())

return false;

}
}
return true;

protected int _firingCountLimit;
protected int _iterationCount = 0;

public class TimedSource extends Source implements TimedActor {

public TimedSource(CompositeEntity container, String name)
throws NameDuplicationException, IllegalActionException {

super(container, name);
stopTime = new Parameter(this, "stopTime", new DoubleTolcen(0.0))
stopTime.setTypeEquals(BaseType.DOUBLE);

public Parameter stopTime;

public boolean postfireO throws IllegalActionException {
double time = ((DoubleTolten)stopTime.getTo)cenO) .doubleValueO
if (time > 0.0 && getDirectorO .getCurrentTiraeO >= time) {

return false;

}
return true;

}

FIGURE4.9. Code segments fromthe SequenceSource andTimedSource baseclasses.
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4.4 Time

An actor whose behaviordepends on currentmodel time shouldimplement the TimedActor inter
face. This is a marker interface (with no methods). Implementing this interface alerts the director that
the actordepends on time. Domains thathave no meaningful notion of timecan reject suchactors.

An actor can access current model time with the syntax

double currentTime = getDirector().getCurrentTime();

Notice that although the director has a public method setCurrentTime(), an actorshould never use it.
TVpically, onlyanother enclosing director willcall this method.

Anactor canrequest an invocation at a future time using thefireAtO method of thedirector. This
method retums immediately (for a correctly implemented director). It takes two arguments, an actor
and a time. The director is responsible for iterating the specified actor at the specified time. This
method can be used to get a source actor started, and to keep it operating. In its initializeO method, it
can call fireAt() witha zero time. Then in each invocation of postfireO, it calls fireAtO again. Notice
that thecall should be in postfireO not in fire() because a request for a future fuing is persistent state.

4.5 Code Format

Ptolemy software follows fairly rigorous conventions forcode formatting. Although many of these
conventions are arbitrary, the resulting consistency makes reading the code much easier, onceyouget
used to the conventions. We recommend that if you extend Ptolemy II in any way, that you follow
these conventions. To be included in future versions of Ptolemy II, the code must follow the conven
tions.

Atemplate that corresponds tothese rules can befound in$(PriI)/doc/coding/templates. There are
also templates for other common files. Ingeneral, if you have questions that are not covered here, then
consult the template or highly rated code.

Several useful tools areprovided in the$PTII/util/testsuite directory to help enforce the
standards, pt javastyle. el is a lisp module for GNU Emacs that has appropriate indenting rules,
j indent is a unix script that uses Emacs and the above module toproperly indent many files atonce,
ptspell isa script that checks Java code for proper spelling. It properly handles namesWithEmbed-
dedCapitalization and has a list ofauthor names, chkj ava isa Unix script for checking various other
potentially badthings in Javacode, such as debugging code, andFIXME's.

4.5.1 Indentation

Nested statements should be indented 4 characters, as in:

if (container != null) {
Manager manager = container.getManager();
if (manager 1= null) {

manager.requestChange(change);

}
}
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Closing brackets should be on aline by themselves, aligned with the beginning ofthe line that contains
the open bracket. Tabs are 8 space characters, not a Tab character. The reason for this is that code
becomes unreadable when the Tab character is interpreted differently by different programs. Do not
override this in your text editor. Long lines should be broken up into many small lines. The easiest
places to break long lines are usually just before operators, with the operator appearing on the next
line. Long strings can be broken up using the +operator in Java, with the +starting the next line. Con
tinuation lines are indented by 8 characters, asinthe throws clause ofthe constructor infigure 4.1.

4.5.2 Spaces

Use a space after each comma:
Right: foo(a, b);
Wrong: foo(a,b);

Use spaces around operators such as plus, minus, multiply, divide orequals signs, and after semi
colons:

Right: a = b + 1;
Wrong: a=b+l;
Right: for(i =0; i < 10; i += 2)
Wrong: for(i=0 ;i<10;i+=2)

4.5.3 Comments

Comments should becomplete sentences and complete thoughts, capitalized at the beginning and
with a period at the end. Spelling and grammar should be correct. Comments should include honest
information about the limitations of the object definition.

Comments for base class methods that are intended to be overridden should include information
about what the method generally does, along with a description of how the base class implements it.
Comments in derivedclasses for methods that overridethe base class shouldcopy the generaldescrip
tion from the base class, andthen document the particular implementation. In general comments with
FIXME's and implementation details should be used liberally in the code, but never in the interface
description.

4.5.4 Names

In general, the names of classes, methods and members should consist of complete words sepa
rated using internal capitalization^. Class names, and only class names have their first letter capital
ized, as in AtomicActor. Method and member names are not capitalized, except at internal word
boundaries, as ingetContainer(). Protected or private members and methods are preceded bya leading
underscore as in _protectedMethod().

Static final constants should be in uppercase, with words separated by underscores, as in
INFINITE_CAPACITY. A leading underscore should be usedif theconstant is protected or private.

Package names should beshort and not capitalized, as in "de" forthe discrete-event domain.
In Java, there is no limit to name sizes (as it should be). Do not hesitate to use long names.

5. Yes, there areexceptions (NamedObj, CrossRefList, lOPort). Many discussions dealt with these names, and we
still regret not making them complete words.
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4.5.5 Exceptions

A number of exceptions are provided in the ptolemy.kemel.util package. Use these exceptions
when possible because they provide convenient aiguments of type Nameable that identify the source of
the exception by name in a consistent way.

A key decision you need to make is whether to use a compile-time exception ora run-time excep
tion. A run-time exception is one that implements the RuntimeException interface. Run-time excep
tions are more convenient in that they do not need to be explicitly declared by methods that throw
them. However, this can have the effect of masking problems in the code.

The convention we follow is that a run-time exception is acceptable only if the cause of the excep
tion can betested for prior tocalling the method. This iscalled a testable precondition. For example, if
a particular method will fail if the argument isnegative, and this fact is documented, then the method
canthrow a run-time exception if the argument is negative. On theother hand, consider a method that
takes a string argument and evaluates it asan expression. The expression may be malformed, inwhich
case an exception will bethrown. Can this be a run-time exception? No, because todetermine whether
the expression is malformed, you really need to invoke the evaluator. Making this a compile-time
exception forces the caller to explicitly deal with the exception, or to declare that it too throws the
same exception. Ingeneral, we prefer to use compile-time exceptions wherever possible.

When throwing an exception, the detail message should be a complete sentence that includes a
string thatfully describes what caused the exception. Forexample

throw IllegalActionException(this,
"Cannot append an object of type: "
+ obj.getClass0.getName0 +
+ "because it does not implement Cloneable.");

Note that the exception not only gives a way toidentify the objects that caused the exception, but also
why the exception occurred. There isno need toinclude in the message an identification of the "this"
object passed as the first argument to the exception constructor. That object will be identified when the
exception is reported to the user.

4.5.6 Javadoc

Javadoc is a program distributed with Java that generates HTML documentation files from Java
source code files. Javadoc comments begin with "/**" and endwith The comment immediately
preceding a method, member, orclass documents that member, method, orclass. Ptolemy II classes
include Javadoc documentation for all classes and all public and protected members and methods. Pri
vate members and methods need not be documented. Documentation can include embedded HTML
formatting. For example, by convention, in actor documentation, we set in italics the names of the
ports and parameters using the syntax

/** In this actor, inputs are read from the <i>input</i> port ... */

By convention, method names are set in the default font, but followed by empty parentheses, as in

/** The fireO method is called when ... */
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The parentheses are empty even if the method takes arguments. The arguments are not shown. If the
method is overloaded (has several versions with different argument sets), then the text of the documen
tation needs to distinguish which version is being used.

It is common in the Java community to use the following style for documenting methods:

/** Sets the expression of this variable.
* Oparam expression The expression for this variable.
*/

public void setExpression(String expression) {

}

We use instead the imperative tense, as in

/** Set the expression of this variable.
* ©param expression The expression for this variable.
*/

public void setExpression(String expression) {

}

The reason we do this is that our sentence is a well-formed, grammatical English sentence, while the
usual convention is not(it is missing thesubject). Moreover, calling a method is a command "dothis,"
so it seems reasonable that the documentation say "Do this." The use of imperative tense has a large
impact on how interfaces are documented, especially when using the Listener design pattern. For
instance, thejava.awt.event.ItemListener interface has themethod:

^ h-k

* Invoked when an item has been selected or deselected.
* The code written for this method performs the operations
* that need to occur when an item is selected (or deselected).
*/

void itemStateChanged(ItemEvent e);

A naive attempt to rewrite this in imperative tensemight result in:

^ it it

* Notify this object that an item has been selected or deselected.
*l

void itemStateChanged(ItemEvent e);

However, this sentence does not capture what the method does. The method may becalled in orderto
notify the listener, but the listener does not "notify this object". The correct way toconcisely document
this method in imperative tense (and with meaningful names) is:

I it it

* React to the selection or deselection of an item.

*/
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void itemStateChangeddtemEvent event);

The annotation for the arguments (the @param statement) is not a complete sentence, since it is
usually presented in tabular format. However, we do capitalize itand end itwith aperiod.

Exceptions that are thrown by a method need to be identified in the Javadoc comment. An
©exception tag should read like this:

* ©exception MyException If such and such occurs.

Notice that the body always starts with "If, not "Thrown if, oranything else. Just look atthe Javadoc
output to see why this occurs. In the case ofan interface orbase class that does not throw the excep
tion, use the following:

* ©exception MyException Not thrown in this base class. Derived
* classes may throw it if such and such happens.

The exception still has tobedeclared sothat derived classes can throw it,soit needs tobedocumented
as well.

The Javadoc program gives extensive diagnostics when run on a source file. Ourpolicy is to for
mat the comments until there are no Javadoc warnings.

4.5.7 Code Organization

The basic file structure that we use follows the outline in figure 4.1, preceded by a one-line
description of the file anda copyright notice. The key points to noteabout thisorganization are:
• The file is divided into sections with highly visible delimiters. The sections contain constructors,

ports andparameters (andotherpublic members, if there are any), public methods, protected meth
ods, protected members, private methods, and private members, in that order. Note in particular
that although it is customary in the Java community to list private members at the beginning of a
class definition, we put them at the end. They are not part of the public interface, and thus should
not be the first thing you see.

• Within each section,methodsappear in alphabetical order, in order to easily search for a particular
method. If you wish to group methods together, try to name them so that they have a common pre
fix. Static methods are generally mixed with non-static methods.
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Authors: Edward A. Lee

Steve Neuendorffer

5.1 Introduction

Ptolemy II models might be simulations (executable models of some other system) or implementa
tions (the system itself). They might be classical computer programs (applications), or any of anumber
ofnetwork-integrated programs (applets, servlets, orCORBAservices, for example).

Models can be specified in a number ofways. You can write Java code that instantiates compo
nents, parameterizes them, and interconnects them. Or you can use Vergil (see the Vergil chapter
above) to graphically construct models. Vergil stores models in ASCII files using an XML schema
called MoML. MoML (which stands for Modeling Markup Language) is the primary persistent file
format for Ptolemy II models. It is also the primary mechanism for constructing models whose defini
tion and execution is distributed over the network.

This chapter explains MoML. Most users will not need to edit MoML files directly. Use Vergil
instead. Occasionally, however, it isuseful to examine and/or edit MoML files directly.

MoML is a modeling markup schema in the Extensible Markup Language (XML). It is intended
for specifying interconnections of parameterized components. AMoML file can be executed as an
application using any of the following commands,

ptolemy filename.xml
ptexecute filename.xml
vergil filename.xml
moml configuration.xml filename.xcal

These commands are defined in the directory $PTli/bin, which must be in your path^ where $PTII
is the location ofthe Ptolemy II installation. In all cases, the filename can be replaced by a URL. The
ptolemy command assumes that the file defines an executable Ptolemy II model, and opens acontrol
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panel to execute it. The ptexecute command executes it without a control panel. The vergil
command opens a graphical editor toedit and execute the model. The moml command uses the speci
fied configuration file (aMoML file containing a Ptolemy IIconfiguration) to invoke some set ofcus
tomized views or editors on the model. The filename extension can be ".xml" or ".moml" for MoML
files. And the same XML file can be used in an applet .

To geta quick start, tryentering thefollowing intoa file called test .xml (This file is also avail
able as $FTII/ptolemy/moml/demo/test.xml):

<?xml version="l.0" standalone="no"?>

<!DOCTYPE entity PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http;//ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/MoML_l.dtd">

<entity name="test" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">
<property name="director"

class="ptolemy.domains.sdf.kernel.SDFDirector"/>
<entity name="ramp" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp"/>
<entity name="plot" class="ptolemy.actor.gui.SequencePlotter"/>
<relation name="r" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedIORelation"/>
<link port="ramp.output" relation="r"/>
<link port="plot.input" relation="r"/>

</entity>

This code defines a model in a top-level entity called "test". By convention, we use the same name for
the top-level model and the file in which it resides. The top-level model is an instance of the Ptolemy II
class ptolemy. actor .TypedCompositeActor. It contains a director, two entities, a relation, and
two links. The model is depicted in figure 5.1, where the director is not shown. It can be run using the
command

ptolemy test.xml

You should get a window looking like that in figure .5.2. Enter "10" in the iterations box and hit the
"Go" button to execute the model for 10 iterations (leaving the default "0" in the iterations box exe
cutes it forever, until you hit the "Stop" button).

test

ramp

output

FIGURE 5.1. Simple example in the file SPTII/ptolemy/moml/demo/test.xml.

1. These commands are executed this way on Unix systems and on Windows systems with Cygwin installed. On
other conhgurations, the equivalent commands are invoked in some other way.

2. An applet is a Java program that is downloaded from a web server by a browser and executed in the client's
computer (usually within a plug-in for the browser).
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The structure of the above MoML text is explained in detail in this chapter. A more interesting
example is given in the appendix to this chapter. You may wish to refer to that example as you read
about the details. The next chapter explains how to bypass MoML and write applets directly. The chap
ter after that describes the actors libraries that are included in the current Ptolemy II version.

5.2 MoML Principles

The key features of MoML include:

• V/eb integration. MoML is an XML schema. XML, the popular extensible markup language[%9\,
provides a standard syntax and a standard way ofdefining the content within that syntax. The syn
tax is a subsetof SGML[90], and is similarto HTML. It is intended for use on the Internet, and is
intended for precisely this sort of specialization into schemas. File references are via URIs (in
practice, URLs), both relative and absolute, so MoML is equally comfortable working in applets
and applications.

• Implementation independence. MoML isdesigned to work with a variety oftools. Amodeling tool
that reads MoML files is expected to provide a class loader in some form. Given the name of a
class, and possibly a URL for the class definition, the class loader must be able to instantiate it.
Classes might be defined in MoML orin some base language such as Java. In Java, the class loader
could be that built in to the JVM. In C++ or other languages, the class loader would have to be
implemented by the modeling tool. Ptolemy II can be viewed as a reference implementation ofa
MoML tool that uses Java as its base language.

• Extensibility. Components can be parameterized in two ways. First, they can have named proper
ties with string values. Second, they can be associated with an external configuration file that can
be in any format understood by the component. Typically, the configuration will be in some other
XML schema, such as PlotML or SVG (scalable vector graphics).

• Classes and inheritance. Components can be defined in MoML as classes which can then be
instantiated in a model. Components can extend other components through an object-oriented
inheritance mechanism.

-ini xi

File Debug Help

Go I Pause Resume Stop

Director parameters

iterations

vectorizationFactor

execution fmisned

FIGURE 5.2. Simple example of a Ptolemy II model execution control window.
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• Semantics independence. MoML defines no semantics for an interconnection of components. It
represents only the hierarchical containment relationships between entities with properties, then-
ports, and the connections between their ports. In Ptolemy II, the meaning of a connection (the
semantics of the model) is defined by the director for the model, which is a property of the top-
level entity. The director defines the semantics of the interconnection. MoML knows nothing
about directors except that they are instances of classes that canbe loaded by the class loader and
assigned as properties.

5.2.1 Clustered Graphs

A model is given as a clustered graph, which is an abstract syntax for representing netlists, state
transition diagrams, block diagrams, etc. An abstract syntax is a conceptual data organization. A par
ticular clustered graph configuration is called a topology. A topology is a collection of entities and
relations. Furthermore, entities haveports and relations connect the ports. We consistently use the term
connection to denote the association between connected ports (or their entities), and the term link to
denote the association betweenports and relations.Thus, a connection consistsof a relationand two or
more links.

The conceptof an abstract syntaxcan be contrasted with a concretesyntax, which is a persistent,
readable representation of the data. For example, EDIF is a concrete syntax for representing netlists.
MoML is a concrete syntax for the clustered graph abstract syntax. Furthermore, we use the visual
notation shown in figure 5.3, where entities are depicted as rounded boxes, relations as diamonds, and
entities as filled circles.

The use of ports and hierarchy distinguishes our topologies from mathematical graphs. In a mathe
matical graph, an entity would be a vertex, and an arc would be a connection between entities. A vertex
could be represented in our schema using entities that always contain exactly one port. In a directed
graph, the connections are divided into two subsets, one consisting of incoming arcs, and the other of
outgoing arcs. The vertices in such a graph could be represented by entities that contain two ports, one
for incoming arcs and one for outgoing arcs. Thus, in mathematical graphs, entities always have one or
two ports, depending on whether the graph is directed. Our schema generalizes this by permitting an
entity to have any number of ports, thus dividing its connections into an arbitrary number of subsets.

A second difierence between our graphs and mathematical graphs is that our relations are multi-
way associations, whereas an arc in a graph is a two-way association. A third difference is that mathe-

Connectior

ConnectionConnections

Port

Entity

FIGURE 5.3. Visual notation and terminology.
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matical graphs normally have no notion of hierarchy (clustering).
Relations are intended to serve a mediators, in the sense of the Mediator design pattem[28].

"Mediator promotes loose coupling by keeping objects from referring to each otherexplicitly..." For
example, a relation could be used to direct messages passed between entities. Orit could denote a tran
sition between states in a finite state machine, where the states are represented as entities. Or it could
mediate rendezvous between processes represented as entities. Or it could mediate method calls
between loosely associated objects, as forexample in remote method invocation overa network.

5.2.2 Abstraction

Composite entities (clusters) are entities that can contain a topology (entities and relations). Clus
tering is illustrated by the example infigure 5.4. A port contained by a composite entity has inside as
well as outside links. Such a port serves to expose ports in the contained entities as ports of thecom
posite. This is the converse ofthe "hiding" operator often found in process algebras. Ports within an
entity are hidden by default, and must be explicitly exposed tobe visible (linkable) from outside the
entity^. The composite entity with ports thus provides an abstraction ofthe contents ofthe composite.

5.3 Specification of a Model

In thissection, wedescribe theXML elements thatareused to define MoML models.

d)
FIGURE 5.4. Ports (P3 andP4)arelinked torelations (R1 andR2) below their container (El) inthehierar
chy. They may also belinked to relations at the same level (R3 and R4).

3. Unless level-crossing links areallowed. MoML supports these, butthey arediscouraged.
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5.3.1 Data Organization

As withall XMLfiles, MoMLfiles have two parts, one definingthe MoML languageand one con
taining the model data. The first part is called the document type definition, orDTD. This dual specifi
cation of content andstructure is a keyXMLinnovation. TheDTDforMoML is given in figure 5.5. If
you are adept at reading these, it is a complete specification of the schema. However, since it is not
particularly easy to read, we explainits key features here.

Every MoML file must either contain or referto a DTD. The simplest way to do this is with the
following file structure:

<?xml version="l.0" standalone="no"?>

<iDOCTYPE entity PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/MoML_l.dtd">

<entity name="modelname" class="classname">
model definition ...

</entity>

Here, ''model defini tion" is a set of XML elements that specify a clustered graph. The syntax for
these elements is described in subsequent sections. The first line above is required in any XML file. It
asserts the version of XML that this file is based on (1.0) and states that the file includes external refer
ences (in this case, to the DTD). The second and third lines declare the document type (model) and
provide references to the DTD.

The references to the DTD above refer to a "public" DTD. The name of the DTD is

-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN

which follows the standard naming convention of public DTDs. The leading dash indicates that
this is not a DTD approved by any standards body. The first field, surrounded by double slashes, is the
name of the "owner" of the DTD, "UC Berkeley." The next field is the name of the DTD, "DTD
MoML 1" where the "i" indicates version 1 of the MoML DTD. The final field, "EN" indicates that the
language assumed by the DTD is English. The Ptolemy II MoML parser requires that the public DTD
be given exactly as shown, or it will not recognize the file as MoML.

In addition to the name of the DTD, the doctype element includes a URL pointing to a copy of
the DTD on the web. If a particular MoML tool does not have access to a local copy of the DTD, then
it finds it at this web site.

The "entity" element may be replaced by a "class" element, as in:

<?xml version="l.0" standalone="no"?>

<!D0CTYPE class PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/MoML_l.dtd">

<class name="modelname" class="classname">

class definition ...

</class>

We will say more about class definitions below.
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<!ELEMENT class {class 1 configure | deleteEntity | deletePort | deleteRelation | director |
doc I entity | group j import | input 1 link | port | property | relation | rename |
rendition | unlink)*>

<iATTLIST class name CDATA #REQUIRED

extends CDATA #IMPLIED

source CDATA #1MPLIED>

<!element configure (#PCDATA)>
<iATTLIST configure source CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT deleteEntity EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST deleteEntity name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT deletePort EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST deletePort name (DATA #REQUIRED>

<jelement deleteProperty EMPTY>
<1ATTLIST deleteProperty name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT deleteRelation EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST deleteRelation name (DATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT doC (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST doc name CDATA #IMPLIED>

<1ELEMENT entity {class | configure | deleteEntity | deletePort | deleteRelation | director
doc I entity | group | import 1 input I link | port | property | relation | rename |
rendition | unlink)

<!ATTLIST entity name CDATA #REQUIRED
class CDATA {{IMPLIED

source CDATA {{IMPLIED>

•ELEMENT group ANY>
<!ATTLIST group name (DATA {{IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT input EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST input source CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT link EMPTy>

<!ATTLIST link insertAt CDATA #IMPLIED
port CDATA {{REQUIRED
relation CDATA #REQUIRED

vertex CDATA {{IMPLIED>

<{ELEMENT port {configure ] doc \ property | rename)•>
<!ATTLIST port class CDATA {{IMPLIED

name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<{ELEMENT property {configure | doc | property ) rename)*>
<{ATTLIST property class CDATA {{IMPLIED

name CDATA {{REQUIRED

value CDATA #IMPLIED>

<{ELEMENT relation {configure 1 doc | property \ rename \ vertex)•>
<{ATTLIST relation name CDATA {{REQUIRED

class CDATA {{IMPLIED*

<{ELEMENT rename EMPTY*

<{ATTLIST rename name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<{ELEMENT unlink EMPTY*

<!ATTLIST unlink index CDATA {{IMPLIED
insidelndex CDATA {{IMPLIED

insidelndex CDATA {{IMPLIED

port CDATA {{REQUIRED
relation CDATA {{REQUIRED*

<"ELEMENT vertex {configure | doc | location 1 property 1 rename)**
<{ATTLIST vertex name CDATA ^REQUIRED

pathTo CDATA {{IMPLIED
value CDATA {{IMPLIED*

HGURE 5.5. MoML version 1.2 DTD.
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5.3.2 Overview of XML

AnXML document consists of theheader tags "<?xml ... ?>"and"<idoctype ... >' fol
lowed by exactly oneelement. Theelement has the structure:

start tag

body
end tag

where the start tag has the form

<elementName attributes>

and the end tag has the form

</elemeutName>

The body, if present, can contain additional elements as well as arbitrary text. If the body is not
present, then theelement is saidto be empty; it canoptionally be written using theshorthand:

<eIementWame attrijbutes/>

where the body and end tag are omitted.

The attributes are given as follows:

<elementName attributeName="attributeValue" .../>

Which attributes are legal in an element is defined by the DTD. The quotation marks delimit the value
of the attributes, so if the attribute value needs to contain quotation marks, then they must be given
using the special XML entity "&quotas in the following example:

<elementName attrijbuteWame="&quot;foo&quot;"/>

The value of the attribute will be

"foo"

(with the quotation marks).

In XML "&quot;" is called an entity, creating possible confusion with our use of entity in
Ptolemy II. In XML, an entity is a named storage unit of data. Thus, "&quot;" references an entity
called "quot" that stores a double quote character.

5.3.3 Names and Classes

Most MoML elements have name and class attributes. The name is a handle for the object being
defined or referenced by the element. In MoML, the same syntax is used to reference a pre-existing
object as to create a new object. If a new object is being created, then theclass attribute (usually) must
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be given. If a pre-existingobject is being referenced,or if the MoML reader has a built-in default class
for the element, then the class attribute is optional. If the class attribute is given, then the pre-existing
object must be an instance of the specified class.

A name is either absolute or relative. Absolute names begin with a period and consist of a
seriesof namefieldsseparated by periods, as in ".x.y.z".Each namefieldcan havealphanumeric char
acters, spaces, or the underscore character. The first field is the name of the top-level model or
classobject. The second fieldis the nameof an objectimmediately contained by that top-level.

Any name thatdoes not begin witha period is relative to thecurrent context, the object defined or
referenced by anenclosing element. Thefirst field of such a name refers to or defines anobject imme
diately contained by that object. For example, inside of an object with absolute name ".x" the name
"y.z" refers to an object with absolute name ".x.y.z".

A name is required to be unique within its container. That is, in any given model, the absolute
names of all the objects must be unique. There can be two objects named "z", but they must not be
both contained by ".x.y".

Not much morewill be saidaboutclasses. Particular implementations of MoML can use this field
asnecessary tospecify different variations of the basic syntactic objects. The class names that are used
inthe Ptolemy IIimplementation ofMoML are always fully qualified Java class names. Inaddition, in
Ptolemy II a MoMLfile can be referenced as a class in the sameway

5.3.4 Model Element

A very simple MoML file looks like this:

<?xml versions"1.0" standalone="no"?>

<!DOCTYPE entity PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/moml.dtd">

<entity name="modelname" class="classname">
</entity>

A model element has name and class attributes. This value of the class attribute must be a class that
instantiable bythe MoML tool. For example, inPtolemy II, we can define a model with:

<?xml versions"1.0" standalones"no"?>

<!D0CTYPE entity PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/moml.dtd">

<entity names"ptilmodel" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">
</entity>

Here, ptolemy. actor.TypedCompositeActor is a class that a Java class loader can find and that
the MoML parser can instantiate. In Ptolemy II, it isa container class for clustered graphs representing
executable models or libraries of instantiable model classes. A model can be an instance of
ptolemy .kernel .util .NamedObj or any derived class, although most useful models will be
instances of ptolemy. kernel. CompositeEntity or a derived class. TypedCompositeAc
tor, as in the above example, is derived from CompositeEntity.

5.3.5 Entity Element

A model typically contains entities, as in thefollowing Ptolemy II example:
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<?xinl version="l.0" standalone="no"?>

<!D0CTYPE entity PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http://ptoletny.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/moinl.dtd">

<entity name="ptIlmodel" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">
<entity name="source" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp"/>
<entity name="sink" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.SequencePlotter"/>

</entity>

Notice the common XML shorthand here of writing "<entity ... />" rather than "<entity
... ></entity>." Of course, the shorthand only works if there is nothing in the body of the entity
element.

An entity can contain other entities, as shown in this example:

<entity name="ptIlmodel" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">
<entity name="container" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">

<entity name="source" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp"/>
</entity>

</entity>

An entity must specify a class unless the entity already exists in the containing entity or model. The
name of the entity reflects the container hierarchy. Thus, in the above example, the source entity has
the full name ".ptilmodel.container. source".

The definition of an entity can be distributed in the MoML file. Once created, it can be referred to
again by name as follows:

<entity name="top" class="classname">
<entity name="x" class="cIassname"/>

<entity name="x">
<property name="y">

</entity>
</entity>

The property element (see section 5.3.6 below) is added to the pre-existing entity with name "x" when
the second entity element is encountered.

In principle, MoML supports multiple containment, as in the following:

<entity name="top" class="classname">
<entity name="x" class="cIassname"/>

<entity name="y" class="classname">
<entity name=".top.x"/>

</entity>
</entity>

Here, the element named "x" appears both in "top" and in ".top.y", i.e. the same instance appears in
two different places. Thus, it would have two full names, ".top.x" and ".top.y.x". However, Ptolemy n
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does not support this, as it implements a strictcontainer relationship, where an object can have only
one container. Thus,attempting to parsethe above MoML will result in an exception beingthrown.

5.3.6 Properties

Entities (andsomeotherelements) can be parameterized. Thereare two mechanisms. The simplest
one is to use the property element:

<entity naine="source" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp">
<property name="init"

value="5"

class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter"/>
</entity>

The property element has a name, atminimum (the value and class are optional). It iscommon for the
enclosing class toalready contain properties, inwhich case the property element is used only toset the
value. For example:

<entity name="source" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp">
<property name="init" value="5"/>

</entity>

Inthe above, the enclosing object {source, an instance ofptolemy. actor. lib. Ramp) must already
contain a property with the name init. This is typically how library components are parameterized. In
Ptolemy II, the value ofa property may be an expression, as in "pi/50". The expression may refer to
other properties of the containing entity orofits container. Note that the expression language is not
part ofMoML, but is rather part ofPtolemy H. In MoML, aproperty value is simply an uninterpreted
string. It isuptoa MoML tool, such asPtolemy 11, to interpret that string.

Aproperty can be declared without a class and without a pre-existing property ifit is^pure prop
erty, one withonlya nameand no value. Forexample:

<entity name="source" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp">
<property name="abc"/>

</entity>

A property can also containa property, as in

<property name="x" value="5">
<property name="y" value="10"/>

</property>

A second, much more flexible mechanism is provided for parameterizing entities. The configure
element can be used to specify a relative or absolute URL pointing to a file that configures the entity,
or it can beused to include the configuration information in line. That information need notbe MoML
information. It neednot even be XML,and can even be binaryencodeddata (although binarydata can
not be in line; it must be in an external file). For example,

<entity name="sink" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.SequencePlotter">
<configure source="urI"/>
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</entity>

Here, url can give the name of a file containing data, or a URL for a remote file. (For the Sequence-
Plotter actor, that extemal data will have PlotML syntax; PlotML is another XML schema for config
uring plotters.) Configure information can also be given in the body of the MoML file as follows:

<entity name="sink" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.SequencePlotter">
<configure>

configure information
</configure>

</entity>

With the above syntax, the configure information must be textual data. It can contain XML markup
with only one restriction: if the tag "</configure>" appears in the textual data, then it must be pre-
ceeded by a matching "<configure>". That is, any configure elements in the markup must have bal
anced start and end tags.^

You can give both a source attribute and in-line configuration information, as in the following:

<entity name="sink" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.SequencePlotter">
<configure source="urI">

configure information
</configure>

</entity>

In this case, the file data will be passed to the application first, followed by the in-line configuration
data.

In Ptolemy II, the configure element is supported by any class that implements the Configurable
interface. That interface defines a configure() method that accepts an input stream. Both extemal file
data and in-line data are providedto the class as a character stream by calling this method.

There is a subtle limitation with using markup within the configure element. If any of the elements
within the configure element match MoMLelements, then the MoMLDTD will be applied to assign
default values, if any, to their attributes. Thus, this mechanism works best if the markup within the
configure element is not using an XML schema that happens to have element names that match those
in MoML. Altematively, if it does use MoML element names, then those elements are used with their
MoML meaning. This limitation can be fixed using XML namespaces, something we will eventually
implement.

5.3.7 Doc Element

Some elements can be documented using the doc element. For example,

<entity name="source" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp">
<property name="init" value="5">

4. XML allow markup to be included in arbitrarydata as long as it appears within either a processing instructionor
a CDATAbody. However, for reasons that would only baffle anyone familiar with modem programming lan
guages, processing instructions and CDATA bodies cannot be nested within one another. The MoML configure
element can be nested, so it offers a much more flexible mechanism than the standard ones in XML.
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<doc>Initialize the ramp above the default because... </doc>
</property>
<doc>

This actor produces an increasing sequence beginning with 5.
</doc>

</entity>

With the above syntax, thedocumentation information must be textual data. It can include markup, as
in the following example, which uses XHTML^ formatting within the doc element:

<entity name="source" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp">
<doc><Hl>Using HTML</Hl>Text with <I>markup</I>.</doc>

</entity>

An alternative methodis to use an XML processing instruction as follows:

<entity name="source" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp">
<doc><?xhtml <Hl>Using HTML</Hl>Text with <I>markup</I>.?></doc>

</entity>

This requires that any utility that uses the documentation information be able to handle the xhtml pro
cessing instruction, but it makes itvery clear that the contents are XHTML. However, for reasons we
donot understand, XML does not allow processing instructions tobenested, sothis technique has its
limitations.

More than one doc element can be included in an element. To do this, give each doc element a
name, as follows:

<entity name="entityname" class="classname">
<doc name="docname">

doc contents

</doc>
</entity>

The name must not conflict with any preexisting property. Ifa doc element oraproperty with the spec
ified name exists, then it is removed and replaced with the property. If noname is given, then the doc
element is assigned the name "_doc".

A common convention, used in Ptolemy II, is to add doc elements with the name tooltip to
define a tooltip for GUI views ofthe component. Atooltip isa small window with short documenta
tionthatpopsup when the mouse hngerson the graphical component.

Note that the same limitation of using markup within configure elements also applies to doc ele
ments.

5. XHTML is HTML withadditional constraints sothatit conforms withXML syntax rules. Inparticular, every
start tag must be matched by an end tag, something that ordinary HTML does not require (but fortunately, does
allow)
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5.3.8 Ports

An entity can declare a port:

<entity name="A" class="classname">
<port naine="out"/>

</entity>

In the above example, no class isgiven for the port. If a port with the specified name already exists in
the class forentity A, then that port is the one referenced. Otherwise, a new port is created in Ptolemy
n by calling the newFortQ method ofthe container. Altematively, we can specify a class name, as in

<entity name="A" class="classname">
<port name="out" class="cIassname"/>

</entity>

In this case, a port will becreated if one does not already exist. If it does already exist, then itsclass is
checked for consistency with the declared class (the pre-existing port must be an instance of the
declared class). In Ptolemy n, the typical classname for a port would be

ptolemy.actor.TypedlOPort

In Ptolemy II, thecontainer of a portis required to be an instance of ptolemy.kemel.Entity or a derived
class.

It is often useful to declarea port to be an input, an output,or both.To do this, enclose in the port a
propertynamed "input" or "output" or both, as in the following example:

<port natne="out" class="ptolemy.actor.IOPort">
<property naine= "output" / >

</port>

This is an example of a pureproperty. Optionally, the property can be givena boolean value, as in

<port name="out" class="ptolemy.actor.lOPort">
<property name="output" value="true"/>

</port>

The value can be either "true" or "false", where the latter will define the port to not be an output. A
port can be defined to be both an input and an output, as follows

<port name="out" class="ptolemy.actor.lOPort">
<property name="output" value="true"/>
<property name="input" value="true"/>

</port>

It is also sometimes necessary to declare that a port is a multiport. Todo this,enclose in the port a
property named"multiport" as in the following example:
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<port name="out" class="ptoleray.actor.IOPort">
<property name="multiport"/>

</port>

The enclosingport must be an instanceof lOPort (or a derivedclass such as TypedlOPort), or else the
property is treated as an ordinary property. As withthe inputand output attribute, the multiport prop
erty can be given a boolean value, as in

<port name="out" class="ptolenvy.actor.lOPort">
<property name="multiport" value="true"/>

</port>

If a port is aninstance of TVpedlOPort (for library actors, most are), then you can set the type of
the port in MoML as follows:

<port name="out" class="ptolemy.actor.IOPort">
<property name="type"

value=" doiible "

class="ptolemy.actor.TypeAttribute"/>
</port>

Thisis occasionally useful when you need to constrain the types beyond what thebuilt-in type system
takescare of. The names of the built-in typesare (currently) boolean, booleanMatrix, complex, com-
plexMatrix, double, doubleMatrix, fix, fixMatrix, int, intMatrix, long, longMatrix, object, string, and
general. Theseare defined in theclassptolemy.data.type.BaseType.

5.3.9 Relations and Links

To connect entities, you create relations and links. The following example describes the topology
shown in figure 5.6:

<entity name="top" class="classname">

FIGURE 5.6. Example topology.
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<entity name="A" class="classname">
<port name="out"/>

</entity>
<entity naine="B" class="class2iame">

<port name="out"/>
</entity>
<entity name="C" class="classname">

<port name="in">
<property name="multiport"/>

</port>
</entity>
<relation name="rl" class="cIassi3aine"/>
<relation name="r2" class="cIassjianie"/>

<link port="A.out" relations"rl"/>
<link port="B.out" relations"r2"/>
<link ports"C.in" relations"rl"/>
<link ports"C.in" relations"r2"/>

</entity>

In Ptolemy 11, the typical classname for a relation would be ptolemy.actor.TypedlORelation.
The classname may be omitted, in which case the newRelationQ method of the container is used to cre
ate a new relation. The container is required to be an instance of ptolemy.kemel.CompositeEntity, or a
derived class. As usual, the class attribute may be omitted if the relation already exists in the contain
ing entity.

Notice that this example has two distinct links to C. in from two different relations. The order of
these links may be important to a MoML tool, so any MoML tool must preserve the order in which
they are specified, as Ptolemy II does. We say that C has two links, indexed 0 and 1.

The link element can explicitly give the index number at which to insert the link. For example,
we could have achieved the same effect above by saying

<link port="C.in" relation="rl" insertAt="0"/>
<link port="C.in" relation="r2" insertAt="l"/>

Whenever the insertAt option is not specified, the link is always appended to the end of the list of
links.

When the insertAt option is specified, the link is inserted at that position, so any pre-existing links
with larger indices will have their index numbers incremented. For example, if we do

<link port="C.in" relations"rl" insertAt="0"/>
<link port="C.in" relation="r2" insertAt="l"/>
<link port="C.in" relations"r3" insertAts"i"/>

then there will be a link to rl with index 0, a link to r2 with index 2 (note! not 1), and a link to r3 with
index 1.

If the specified index is beyond the existing number of links, then null links (i.e. links to nothing)
are created to fill in. So for example, if the first link we create is given by •

<link ports"C.in" relations•'r2" insertAts"i"/>
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then theportwill have two hnks, notone, but thefirst onewill be anempty link. If wethen say

<link port="C.in" relation="r2"/>

thentheportwillhave three links, withthefirstonebeing empty. If we thensay

<link port="C.in" relation="r2" insertAt="0"/>

then there will befour links, with the secondone beingempty.
Note that the index numberis not the samething as the channel numberin Ptolemy II. In Ptolemy

II, a relation may have a width greater than one, soa single link may represent more than one channel
(actually, itcould even represent zero channels if that relation isnot linked toanother ports).

5.3.10 Classes

Sofar, entities have been instances of externally defined classes accessed via a class loader. They
can also be instances of classes definedin MoML. To define a class in MoML, use the class element,
as in the following example:^

<?xtnl version="l.0" standalone="no"?>

<ID0CTYPE class PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/moml.dtd">

<class name="Gen" extends="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">
<entity name="ramp" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp">

<port name="output"/>
<property name="step" value="2*PI/50"/>

</entity>
<entity name="sine" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.TrigFunction">

<port name="input"/>
<port name="output"/>

</entity>
<port name="output" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort"/>
<relation name="rl" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedIORelation"/>
<relation name="r2" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedIORelation"/>
<link port="ramp.output" relation="rl"/>
<link port="sine.input" relation="rl"/>
<link port="sine.output" relation="r2"/>
<link port="output" relation="r2"/>

</class>

The class element may be the top-level element in a file, in which case the doctype should be
declared as "class" as done above. It canalsobe nested within a model. The above example specifies
the topology shown in figure 5.7. Once defined, itcan be instantiated as ifitwere aclass loaded by the
class loader:

6. This isasimplified version ofthe Sinewave class, whose complete definition isgiven in the appendix.
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<entity name="instancename" class="classname"/>

or

<entity name="instancename" class="classname" source="urI"/>

The first form can be used if the class definition can be found from the classname. There are two ways
that this could happen. First, the classname might be an absolute name for a class defined within the
same top level entity that this entity element is in. Second, the classname might be sufficient to find the
class definition in a file, much the way Java classes are found. For example, if the classname is
ptolemy.actor.lib.Sinewave and the class is defined in the file $PTll/ptolemy/actor/
lib/Sinewave .xml, then there is no need to use the second form to specify the URL where the class
is defined. Specifically, the CLASSPATH^ is searched for a file matching the classname. By conven
tion, the file defining the class has the same name as the class, with the extension " ,xml" or ".moml".

In the first of these techniques, the class name follows the same convention as entity names, except
that a classname referring to a class defined within the same MoML top-level must be absolute. In fact,
a class is an entity with the additional feature that one can create new instances of it with the entity ele
ment. Consider for example,

<?xml version="l.0" standalone="no"?>

<!DOCTYPE entity PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/moml.dtd">

<entity name="top" extends="ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity">
<class name="Gen" extends="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">

class definition ...

</class>
<entity name="derived" class=".top.Gen"/>

</entity>

Here, the entity derived is an instance of .top.Gen, which is defined within the same MoML top
level. The absolute class name is". top. Gen".

The ability to give a URL as the source of a class definition is very powerful. It means that a model
may be build from component libraries that are defined worldwide. There is no need to localize these.

Ramp

output

Sine
output

input output

FIGURE 5.7. Sine wave generator topology.

7. CLASSPATHis an environment variable that Java uses to find Java classes. The Ptolemy 11 implementation of
MoML simply leverages this so that MoML classes can also be found if they are on the CLASSPATH.
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Of course, referencing a URL means the usual risks that the link will become invalid. It is our hope
that reliable and trusted sources of components will emerge who will not allow this to happen.

The Gen class given at the beginning of this subsection generatesa sine wave with a period of 50
samples. It isnot all that useful without being parameterized. Let us extend itand add properties:®

<class name="Sinegen" extends="Gen">
<property naine="samplingFrequency"

value="8000.0"

class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter">
<doc>The sampling frequency in Hertz.</doc>

</property>
<property name="frequency"

value="440.0"

class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter">
<doc>The frequency in Hertz.</doc>

</property>
<property name="ramp.step"

value="f requency* 2*PI/samplingFrequency">
<doc>Formula for the step size.</doc>

</property>
<property name="ramp.init"

value="phase">

</property>
</class>

This class extends Gen byadding twoproperties, andthen setstheproperties of thecomponent entities
to have values that are expressions.

5.3.11 Inheritance

MoML supports inheritance by permitting you to extend existing classes. For example, consider
the following MoML file:

<?xml version="l.0" standalone="no"?>

<!DOCTYPE entity PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/moml.dtd">

<entity name="top" class="ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity">
<class name="base" extends="ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity">

<entity name="el" class="ptolemy.kernel.ComponentEntity">
</entity>

</class>

<class name="derived" extends=".top.base">
<entity name="e2" class="ptolemy.kernel.ComponentEntity"/>

</class>
<entity name="instance" extends=".top.derived"/>

</entity>

8. Thisis still notquite aselaborate as theSinewave class defined intheappendix, which is why wegive it a
slightly different name, Sinegen.
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Here, the "derived" class extends the "base" class by adding another entity to it, and "instance" is an
instance of derived. The class "derived" can also give a source attribute, which gives a URL for the
source definition.

5.3.12 Directors

Recall that a clusteredgraph in MoML has no semantics. However, a particularmodel has seman
tics. It may be a dataflow graph, a state machine, a process network, or something else. To give it
semantics, Ptolemy n requires the specification of a director associated with a model, an entity, or a
class. The director is a property of the model. The following example gives discrete-eventsemantics to
a Ptolemy II model:

<entity name="top" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">
<property name="director"

class="ptolemy.domains.de.kernel.DEDirector">
<property name="stopTime" value="lOO.0"/>

</director>

</entity>

This example also sets a property of the director. The name of the director is not important, except that
it cannot collide with the name of any other property in the model.

5.3.13 Input Element

It is possible to insert MoML from another file or URL into a particular point in your model. For
example:

<entity name="top" class="...">
<entity name="a" class="...">

<input source="urI"/>
</entity>

</entity>

This takes the contents of the URL specified in the source attribute of the input element and places
them inside the entity named "a". The base of the current document (the one containing the import
statement) is used to interpret a relative URL, or if the current document has no base, then the current
working directory is used, or if that fails, the current CLASSPATH.

5.3.14 Annotations for Visual Rendering

The abstract syntax of MoML, clustered graphs, is amenable to visual renditions as bubble and arc
diagrams or as block diagrams. To support tools that display and/or edit MoML files visually, MoML
allows a relation to have multiple vertices that form a path. Links can then be made to individual verti
ces. Consider the following example:

<relation name="r" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedlORelation">
<vertex name="vl" class="classname" value="location"/>

<vertex name="v2" class="classname" value="location" pathTo="vl"/>
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</relation>
<link port="A.out" relation="r" vertex="vl"/>
<link port="B.in" relation="r" vertex="vl"/>
<link port="C.in" relation="r" vertex="v2"/>

This assumes that there are three entities named A, B, and C. The relation is annotated with a set of
vertices, vl and v2, which will normally be rendered as graphical objects. The vertices are linked
together with paths, which in a simple visual tool might be straight lines, or in a more sophisticated
tool might be autorouted paths. In the above example, vi and v2 are linked by a path. The link ele
ments specify not just a relation, but alsoa vertex within that relation. This tells the visual rendering
tool to draw a path from the specified port to the specified vertex.

Figure 5.8 illustrates how the above fragment might be rendered. The square boxes are icons for
the three entities. They have ports with arrowheads suggesting direction. There is a single relation,
which shows up visually only as a set of lines and twovertices. The vertices are shown as small dia
monds.

A vertex is exactly like a property, except that it has an additional attribute, pathTo, used to link
vertices, and it can be referenced in a link element. Like any other property, it has a class attribute,
which specifies the class implementing the vertex. In Ptolemy II, the class for a vertex is typically
ptolemy.moml.Vertex. Like other properties, a vertex can have a value. This value will typically spec
ifya location fora visual rendition. Forexample, in Ptolemy II, the first vertex above might be given
as

<vertex name="vl"

class="ptolemy.inoinl .Vertex"
value="184.0, 93.0"/>

This indicates that the vertex should be rendered at the location 184.0,93.0.

Ptolemy II uses ordinary MoML properties to specify other visual aspects of a model. First, an
entity cancontain a location property, which is a hinttoa visual tenderer, as follows:

<entity name="ramp" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp">
<property name="location"

class="ptolemy.moml.Location"
value="50.0, 50.0"/>

</entity>

Thissuggests to thevisual tenderer thattheRamp actor should be drawn at location 50.0,50.0.
Ptolemy II also supports a powerful and extensible mechanism for specifying the visual rendition

FIGURE 5.8. Example showing how MoML might be visually rendered.
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of an entity. Consider the following example:

<entity name="ramp" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp">
<property name="location"

class="ptolemy.moml.Location"
value="50.0, 50.0"/>

<property name="iconDescription"
class="ptolemy.kernel.util.SingletonAttribute">

<configure><svg>
<rect x="0" y="0" width="80" height="20"

style="fill:green;stroke:black;stroke-width:5"/>

</ svgx/ configure >
</property>

</entity>

The SingletonAttribute class is used to attach an XML description of the rendition, which in this case
is a wide box filled with green. The XML schema used to define the icon is SVG (scalable vector
graphics), which can befound athttp://www.w3.org/TR/SVG/.^

The rendering of the icon is done by another property of class XMLIcon, which need not be
explicitly specified because the visual renderer will create it if it isn't present. However, it is possible
to create totally customized renditions by defining classes derived fi^om XMLIcon, and attaching them
to entities as properties. This is beyond the scope of this chapter.

5.4 Incremental Parsing

MoML may be used as a command language to modify existing models, as well as being used to
specify complete models. This technique is known as incremental parsing.

5.4.1 Adding Entities

Consider for example the simple model created as follows:

<?xml version="l.0" standalone="no"?>

<!DOCTyPE entity PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/moml.dtd">

<entity name="top" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">
... contents of the model ...

</entity>

Later, the following MoML element can be used to add an entity to the model:

<entity name=".top">
<entity name="inside" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor"/>

</entity>

9. Currently, the Diva graphics infrastructure, which is used by Veigil to render these icons, only supports a small
subset of SVG Eventually, we hope it will support the full speciflcation.
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The nameof the outer entity". top" is the nameof the top-level model createdby the first segmentof
MoML. (Recall that the leading period means that the name is absolute.) The line

<entity name=".top">

defines the context for evaluation of the element

<entity name="inside" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor"/>

Any entity constructed in a previous parsing phase can be specified as the context for evaluation of a
new MoML element.

Ofcourse, the MoML parser must have a reference to the context inorder to later parse this incre
mental element. This is accomplished by either using the same parser, which keeps track of the top-
level entity in the last model it parsed, or by calling the setTopLevel() or setContextO methods of the
parser,passingas an argument the model.

5.4.2 Using Absolute Names

Above, we have used the fact that an entity element can refer to a pre-existing element by name.
That name can be relative to the context in which the entityelementexists, or it can be absolute. If it is
absolute, then it must nonetheless be properly contained by the enclosing entity. Thefollowing exam
ple is incorrect, and will triggeran exception:

<entity name="top" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCoinpositeActor">
<entity name="a" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor"/>
<entity name="b" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">

<entity name=".top.a"/>
</entity>

</entity>

The ".top. a" cannot bespecified within "b"because it is already contained within "top."

5.4.3 Adding Ports, Relations, and Links

Aport orrelation can be added to an entity that has been previously constructed by the parser. For
example, assuming that .top. inside has been constructed as before, we can add aport to itwith the
following MoML segment:

<entity name=".top.inside">
<port name="input" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort"/>

</entity>

A relation and link can then be added as follows:

<entity name=".top">
<relation name="r" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedIORelation"/>
<link port="inside.input" relation="r"/>

</entity>
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5.4.4 Changing Port Configurations

A port that is an input can be convertedto an output with the following MoML segment:

<port name="portname">
<property name="input" value="false"/>
<property name="output" value="true"/>

</port>

A port can be made into a multiport as follows:

<port name="portname">

<property name="multiport" value="true"/>
</port>

5.4.5 Deleting Entities, Relations, and Ports

An entity that has been previously constructed by a parser can be deleted by evaluating MoML.
For example, assuming that .top.inside has been constructed as before, we can delete it with the
following MoML segment:

<entity name=".top">
<deleteEntity name="inside"/>

</entity>

Any links to ports of the entity will also be deleted. Similarly, relations can be deleted using the dele-
teRelation element, and ports can be deleted using the deletePort element.

5.4.6 Renaming Objects

A previously existing entity can be renamed using the rename element, as follows:

<entity name="entityName">
< rename name="newName"/>

</entity>

The new name is required to not have any periods in it. It consists of alphanumeric characters, the
underscore, and spaces.

5.4.7 Changing Documentation, Properties, and Directors

Documentation is attached to entities using the doc element (see section 5.3.7). A doc element can
optionally be given a name; if no name is given, then the name is implicitly "_doc". To replace a doc
element, just give a new doc element with the same name. To remove a doc element, give a doc ele
ment with the same name and an empty body, as in

<doc name="doci2ame"></doc>
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or

<doc namG="docname"/>

Properties can have their value changed using the property element (see section 5.3.6) with a new
value, for example:

<property name="propertyname" valuer"propertyvalue"/>

A property can be deleted using the deleteProperty element

<deleteProperty name='*propertyname"/>

Since a director is a property, this same mechanism canbe used to remove a director.

5.4.8 Removing Links

Toremove individual links, use the unlink element. Thiselement has threeforms. The first is

<unlink port="portname" relation="reIationnanje"/>

This unlinks aport from the specified relation. Ifthe port islinked more than once to the specified rela
tion, then alllinks to this relation are removed. It makes nodifference whether the link isaninside link
or anoutside link, since thiscanbe determined from thecontainers of the portandthe relation.

The second and third forms are

<unlink port="portname" index="linknumber"/>
<unlink port="portname" insidelndex="linknumber'7>

These both remove a link by index number. The first isused for an outside link, and the second for an
inside link. The valid indices range from 0 toone less than the number of links that the port has. If the
port is not amultiport, then there isat most one valid index, number 0. Ifan invalid index isgiven then
the element is ignored. Note that the indexes of links above that of the removed link will bedecre
mented by one.

The unlink element can also be used to remove null links. For example, if we have created a link
with

<link port="portname" relation="r" insertAt="l"/>

where there was previously no link on this port, then this leaves a null link (not linked to anything)
with index 0 (see section 5.3.9), and of course a linkto relation r with index 1.Thenull link canbe
removed with

<unlink port="portname" insidelndex="0'7>

which leaves the link to r as the sole link, having index 0.
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Note that the index is not the same thing as the channel number. A relation may have a width
greater than one, so a single link may represent more than one channel (actually, it could even repre
sent zero channels if that relation is not linked to other suitable ports).

5.4.9 Grouping Elements

Occasionally, you may wish to incrementally parse a set of elements. For example, in the Ptolemy
II implementation, the parser has a method for setting the context, so you could set the context to a
CompositeEntity and then create severalentitiesby parsing the following MoML:

<entity name="firstEntity" class="cIassname"/>
<entity Tiame="firstEntity" class="cIassname"/>
<entity name="firstSntity" class="cIassname"/>

However, the XML parser will fail to parse this because it requires that there be a single top-level ele
ment. The group element is provided for this purpose:

<group>

<entity name="firstEntity" class="cIassname"/>
<entity name="firstEntity" class="cIassname"/>
<entity name="firstEntity" class="cIassname"/>

</group>

This element is ignored by the parser, in that it does not define a new container for the enclosed enti
ties. It simply aggregates them, leaving the context the same as it is for the group element itself.

The group element may be given a name attribute, in which case it defines a namespace. All
named objects (such as entities) that are immediately inside the group will have their names modified
by prepending them with the name of the group and a colon. For example,

<group name="a">

<entity name="b" class="classname">
<entity name="c" class="ciassname"/>

</entity>
</group>

The entity "b" will actually be named "a:b". The entity "c" will not be affected by the group name. Its
fiill name, however, will be "a:b.c".

5.5 Parsing MoML

MoML is intended to be a generic modeling markup language, not one that is specialized to
Ptolemy II. As such, Ptolemy II may be viewed as a reference implementation of a MoML tool. In
Ptolemy 11, MoML is supported primarily by the moml package.

The moml package contains the classes shown in figure 5.9 (see appendix A of chapter 1 for UML
syntax).The basis for the MoML parser is the parser distributed by Microstar. The parse() methodsof
the MoMLParser class read MoML data and construct a Ptolemy II model. They return the top-level
model. The same parser can then be used to incrementally parse MoML segments to modify that
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model.

The EntityLibrary class takes particular advantage of MoML. Thisclassextends CompositeEntity,
and is designed to contain a library of entities. But it is carefully designed to avoid instantiating those
entities untilthereis somerequest for them. Instead, it maintains a MoML representation of the library.
This allows for arbitrarily large libraries without the overhead of instantiating components in the
library that might not be needed.

Incremental parsing is when a MoML parser is used to modify a pre-existing model (see section
5.4). AMoML parser that was used tocreate the pre-existing model canbeused tomodify it. If there is
no such parser, then it is necessary to call the setToplevel () method of MoMLParser to associate
the parser with the pre-existing model.

Incremental parsing should (usually) bedone using a change request. Achange request isanactive
object that makes a modification to a Ptolemy model. They are queued with a composite entity con-
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FIGURE5.9. Classes supportingMoMLparsing in the momlpackage.
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tainer bycalling its requestChangeO method. Thisensures thatthemutation is executed only when it is
safeto modify thestructure of themodel. Theclass MoMLChangeRequest (see figure 5.9)canbe used
for this purpose. Simply create an instance of this class, providing the constructor with a string con
taining die MoML code that specifies the change.

The exportMoMLO methods of Ptolemy II objects can be used to produce a MoMLfile given a
model. Thus, MoML can be used as the persistent file format for Ptolemy II models

5.6 Exporting MoML

Almost any Ptolemy II objectcan exporta MoML description of itself. The following methods of
NamedObj (and derivedclasses)are particularly useful:

exportMoMLO ; String
exportMoML(output: Writer)
exportMoML(output: Writer, depth: int)
exportMoML(output: Writer, depth: int, name: String)
_exportMoMLContents(output: Writer, depth: int)

Since any object derived from NamedObj can export MoML, MoML becomes an effective persistent
format for Ptolemy II models. Almost everything in Ptolemy II is derived from NamedObj. It is much
more compact than serializing the objects, and the description is much more durable (since serialized
objects are not guaranteed to load properly into future versions of the Java virtual machine).

There is one significant subtlety that occurs when an entity is instantiated from a class defined in
MoML. Consider the example:

<entity name="top" class="ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity">
<class name="master" extends="ptolemy.kernel.ComponentEntity">

<port name="p" class="ptolemy.kernel.ComponentPort"/>
</class>
<entity name="derived" class=".top.master"/>

</entity>

This model defines one class and one entity that instantiates that class. When we export MoML for this
top-level model, we get:

<entity name="top" class="ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity">
<class name="master" extends="ptolemy.kernel.ComponentEntity">

<port name="p" class="ptolemy.kernel.ComponentPort">
</port>

</class>
<entity name="derived" class=".top.master">
</entity>

</entity>

Aside from some minor differences in syntax, this is identical to our specification above. In particular,
note that the entity "derived" does not describe its port "p" even though it certainly has such a port.
That port is implied because the entity instantiates the class ". top .master".
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Suppose that using incremental parsing we subsequently modify the model as follows:

<entity name=".top.derived">
<port name="q" class="ptoletny.kemel.ComponentPort"/>

</entity>

That is, we add a port to the instantiated entity. Then the added port is exported when we export
MoML. That is, we get:

<entity name="top" class="ptolemy.kernel.CompositeEntity">
<class name="master" extends="ptolemy.kernel.ComponentEntity">

<port name="p" class="ptolemy.kernel.ComponentPort">
</port>

</class>
<entity name="derived" class=".top.master">

<port name="q" class="ptolemy.kernel.ComponentPort">
</port>

</entity>
</entity>

This is what we would expect. The entity is basedon the specified class, but actually extends it with
additional features. Those features are persistent.

Properties aretreated more simply. They arealways described when MoML is exported, regardless
of whether they aredefined in the class on which anentity is based. The reason for this is that proper
ties are usually modified in instances, for example by givingthem newvalues.

Thereis an additional subtlety. If a topology is modified by making directkernel calls, thenexport-
MoML() will normally export themodified topology. However, if a derived component is modified by
direct kernel calls, then exportMoML() will fail to catch the changes. In fact, only if the changes are
made by evaluating MoML will the modifications be exported. This actually can prove to be conve
nient. It means that if a model mutates during execution, and is later saved, that a user interface can
ensure that only the original model,before mutations, is saved.

5.7 Special Attributes

The moml package also includes a setof attribute classes that decorate the objects ina model with
MoML-specific information, as shown in figure 5.10. These classes areused to decorate a Ptolemy II
object with additional information that is relevant to a GUI or other user interface. Forexample, the
Location class is used to specify the location of visual rendition of a component in a visual editor. A
Vertex decorates a relation with one of several visual handles to which connections can be made. A
MoMLAttribute decorates an objectwith a property that can describe itself witharbitrary MoML.
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Appendix C: Example

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show a simple Ptolemy II model in the SDFdomain. Figure 5.13 shows the
execution window for this model. This model generates two sinusoidalwaveformsand multiplies them
together. This appendix gives the complete MoML code. The MoML code is divided into two files.
The firstof thesedefined a component, a sinewave generator. The second creates two instances of this
sinewave generator and multiplies theiroutputs. The codelistings are (hopefully) self-explanatory.

C.1 Sinewave Generator

The Sinewave component is defined in the file $FTII/ptolemy/actor/lib/Sinewave.xml, which is
listed below. This file defines a MoML class, which can then be referenced by the class name
ptolemy.actor.lib.Sinewave. The Vergil renditionof this model is shown in figure 5.11.

<?xml version="l.O" 8tandalone="no"?>

<lDOCTyPE class PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http; //ptolemy. eecs .berkeley. edu/xml/dtd/MoML_l. dtd''>

<class name="Sinewave" extends="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">
<doc>This composite actor generates a sine wave.</doc>
<property name="samplingFrequency" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="8000.0*>

<doc>The sanpling frequency, in the same units as the frequency.</doc>
</property>
<property name="frequency" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="440.0">

<doc>The frequency of the sinusoid, in the same units as the sampling frequency.</doc>
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<;/property>
<property name="phase" class=''ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="0.0">

<doc>The phase, in radians.</doc>
</property>
<port name="output" class="ptoleray.actor.TypedIOPort">

<property name="output"/>
<doc>Sinusoidal waveform output.</doc>
<property name="_location" class="ptolemy.moral.Location" value="460.0, 225.0">
</property>

</port>
<entity name="Ramp" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Ramp">

<property name="firingCountLimit" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="0">
</property>
<property name="init" cla8s=»ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="phase">
</property>
<property namen"step" class®"ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter"

value®"frequency* 2•PI/saraplingPrequency">
</property>
<property name="_location" class®"ptolemy.moral.Location" value="140.0, 225.0">
</property>
<port name="output" class®"ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort">

<property name®"output"/>
</port>
<port name®"trigger" class®"ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort">

<property name®"input"/>
<property name®"multiport"/>

</port>
</entity>
<entity name®"Sine Function" class="ptoleray.actor.lib.TrigFunction">

<property name®"function" class®"ptolemy.kernel.util.StringAttribute" value®"sin">
<property name®"style" class®"ptolemy.actor.gui.style.ChoiceStyle">

<property narae="acos" class="ptoleray.kernel.util.StringAttribute" value="acos >
</property>
<property narae®"asin" class="ptolemy.kernel.util.StringAttribute" value®"asin >
</property>
<property narae®"atan" class="ptolemy.kernel.util.StringAttribute" value®"atan >
</property>
<property name="cos" class="ptolemy.kernel.util.StringAttribute" value="cos">
</property>
<property narae®"sin" class®"ptolemy.kernel.util.StringAttribute" value®"sin">
</property>
<property name="tan" class="ptolemy.kernel.util.StringAttribute" value="tan">
</property>

</property>
</property>

nie:/C:/ptII/ptolemy/actor/Bfa/Sinewaygj^

File View Edit Graph Help

• ♦:
Iutilities
I director library
I actor library
I Graphics

ramp

FIGURE 5.11. Rendition of the Sinewave class in Vergil 1.0.
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<property name="_location" class="ptoletny.moral.Location" value="300.0, 225.0">
</property>
<port name="input" clas8="ptolemy.actor.TypedlOPort">

<property name="input"/>
</port>
<port namen"output" cla88="ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort">

<property name="output"/>
</port>

</entity>
<relation narae="relationl" clas8="ptolemy.actor.TypedlORelation">
</relation>
<relation namec"relation2" cla88=*ptolemy.actor.TypedIORelation">
</relation>
<link port="output" relation="relationl"/>
<link ports"Ramp.output* relation="relation2"/>
<link port="Sine Function.input" relations"relation2"/>
<link ports"Sine Function.output" relations"relationl"/>

</cla8s>

MoML
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C.2 Modulation

The top-level is defined in the file $PTII/ptolemy/moml/demo/modulation.xml, which is listed
below. The Vergil rendition ofthis model is shown infigure 5.12, and its execution isshown infigure
5.13.

<?xml versions*1.0" standalone="no*?>

<!DOCTYPE entity PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD MoML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/MoML_l.dtd* >

<entity name="modulation" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor">
<doc>Multiply a low-frequency sine wave {the signal) by a higher frequency one (the carrier).</doc>
<property name=»frequencyl" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value=''PI"0.2">

<doc>Frequency of the carrier</doc>
</property>
<property name="frequency2" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="PI*0.02">

<doc>Frequency of the sinusoidal signal</doc>
</property>
<property name="director" class="ptolemy.domains.sdf.kernel.SDFDirector">

<property name="iterations" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="lOO">
<doc>Number of iterations in an execution.</doc>

</property>

File View Edit Graph Help _

1utilities
director library

actor library

Graphics

irisj

e>

director

FIGURE 5.12. Rendition of the modulation model in Vergil 1.0.
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<property name="veceorizationFactor" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="l">
</property>
<property nanie="_location" class="ptolemy.moml.Location" value="62.0, 23.0">
</property>

</property>
<entity name="carrier" classo"ptolemy.actor.lib.Sinewave">

<doc>This composite actor generates a sine wave.</doc>
<property name="samplingFrequency" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="2*PI">

<doc>The sampling frequency, in the same units as the frequency.</doc>
</property>
<property name="frequency" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="frequencyl">

<doc>The frequency of the sinusoid, in the same units as the sani)ling frequency.</doc>
</property>
<property narae="phase" cla8S="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="0.0">

<doc>The phase, in radians.</doc>
</property>
<property name="_location" class="ptolemy.moml.Location" values"215.0, 250.0">
</property>

</entity>
<entity name="signal" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.Sinewave">

<doc>This composite actor generates a sine wave.</doc>
<property name="aamplingFrequency" class=*ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="2*PI">

<doc>The sampling frequency, in the same units as the frequency.</doc>
</property>
<property name="frequency" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="frequency2">

<doc>The frequency of the sinusoid, in the same units as the sampling frequency.</doc>
</property>
<property name="phase" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="0.0">

<doc>The phase, in radians.</doc>
</property>
<property name="_location" class="ptolemy.moml.Location" value="l43.0, 135.0">
</property>

</entity>
<entity name="mult" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.MultiplyDivide">

<property name="_location" class="ptolemy.moml.Location" value="347.0, 196.0">
</property>
<port names"multiply" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort">

<property name="input"/>
<property name="multiport"/>

</port>
<port names"divide" clas8s»ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort">

<property names"input"/>

»3f'le:/C:/ptII/ptolerny/rnoml/derno/modulatiah4oiiltf^;j;ii^{/^;

File View Debug Help
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FIGURE 5.13. Execution window for the modulation model.
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<property name="multiport"/>
</port>
<port name="output" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedlOPort">

<property name="output"/>
</port>

</entity>
<entity name="display" class="ptolemy.actor.lib.gui.SequencePlotter">

<property iiame="fillOnWrapup" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="true">
</property>
<property name="startingDataset" claas="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="0">
</property>
<property name="xlnit" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="0.0">
</property>
<property name="xUnit" class="ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter" value="1.0">
</property>
<property name="_location" clas8="ptolemy.moml.Location" value="479.99998474121094, 135.0">
</property>
<port narae="input" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedIOPort">

<property name="input"/>
<property name="multiport"/>

</port>
<conf igure><?plotml

<!DOCTYPE plot PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD PlotML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/PlotML_l.dtd">
<plot>
<title>Modulated Waveform Example</title>
<xLabel>sample cotmt</xLabel>
<yLabe1>amplitude</yLabe1>
<xRange min="l.O" max="lOO.O"/>
<yRange rain="-l.O" max="1.0"/>
<noGrid/>
</plot>?>

</configure>
</entity>
<relation name="rl" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedIORelation">
</relation>
<relation name="r2" class="ptolemy.actor.TypedlORelation">

<vertex name="vertexO" class="ptolemy.moml.Vertex" value="279.0, 141.0">
</vertex>

</relation>
<relation name="r3" cla8s="ptolemy.actor.TypedIORelation">
</relation>
<link port="carrier.output" relations"rl"/>
<link ports"signal.output" relations"r2"/>
<link ports"mult.multiply" relations*rl"/>
<link ports"mult.multiply" relations"r2"/>
<link ports"mult.output" relations"r3"/>
<link ports"display.input" relations"r2"/>
<link ports"display.input" relations"r3"/>

</entity>
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Authors: Edward A. Lee

Christopher Hylands

6.1 Introduction

Ptolemy n models can be embedded in applets. In most cases, the MoMLApplet class can be used.
For the MoMLApplet class, the model is given by a MoML file, which can be created using Vergil.
The URL fortheMoML file isgiven bythe modelURL applet parameter in the HTML file.

Occasionally, however, it is useful tocreate an applet that exercises more control over the display
and user interaction, or constructs or manipulates Ptolemy II models in ways that cannot be done in
MoML. Insuch cases, the PtolemyApplet class can beuseful. The MoMLApplet class is derived from
PtolemyApplet, as shown infigure 6.1 (see appendix Aofchapter 1for UML syntax). Developers may
either use PtolemyApplet directly orextend it toprovide a more sophisticated user interface ora more
elaborate method for model construction or manipulation.

The PtolemyApplet class provides four applet parameters:
• background: The background color, typically given asa hex number of the form "^rrggbb" where

rr gives thered component, gggives the green component, and bbgives the blue component.
• controls: This gives a comma-separated list ofany subset ofthe words "buttons", "topParameters",

and"directorParameters" (case insensitive), or the word "none". If thisparameter is notgiven, then
it isequivalent togiving "buttons", and only the control buttons mentioned above will be dis
played. Ifthe parameter isgiven, and its value is"none", then no controls are placed on the screen.
Ifthe word "topParameters" isincluded inthe comma-separated list, then controls for the top-level
parameters ofthe model are placed onthe screen, below the buttons. If the word "directorParame
ters" is included, then controls for the director parameters are also included.

• modelClass: The fully qualified class name of a Java class that extends NamedObj. This class
defines the model.

• orientation: This can have value "horizontal","vertical",or "controls_only" (case insensitive). If
it is "vertical", then thecontrols areplaced above the visual elements of thePlaceable actors. This
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FIGURE 6.1. UML static structure diagram for PtolemyApplet, a convenience class for constructing applets.
PtolemyApplet is in the ptolemy.actor.guipackage.

is the default. If it is "horizontal", then the controls are placed to the left of the visual elements. If
it is "controls_only" then no visual elements are placed.

The use of these applet parameters is explained in more detail below.

6.2 HTML Files Containing Applets

An applet is a Java class that can be referenced by an HTML file and accessed either locally or
over the web and run in a secure manner on the local machine in a web browser. Unfortunately, most
browsers available today are shipped with an earlier version of Java that does not provide features that
Ptolemy II requires. The work around is to use Sun's Java Plug-In, which invokes the 1.3 version of
the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), instead of the default Java runtime that is shipped with the
browser.

Sample HTML for a custom applet is shown in figure 6.2. The incredible ugliness and awkward
ness of this text is hopefully transitory, while browser vendors agree on how to properly support plug-
ins. You should be able to essentially copy what we have, making very few modifications. An HTML
file containing the segment shown in figure 6.2 can be found in SPTII/doc/tutorial/
TutorialApplet Lhtm, where $FTII is the home directory of the Ptolemy II installation. Also in that
directory are a number of sample Java files for applets, each named TutorialAppletn.java, where n is
an integer starting with 1. These files contain a series of applet definitions, each with increasing
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sophistication, that are discussed below. Each applet has a corresponding TutorialAppletn.htm file.
Since our example applets are ina directory SPTII/doc/tutorial, the codebase for the applet is

infigure 6.2, which is the directory $PTII. This permits the applets torefer toany class in the Ptolemy
n tree.

There are some parameters inthe HTML infigure 6.2 that you may want tochange. The width and
the height, for example, specify the amount ofspace on the screen that the browser gives tothe applet.
Unfortunately, theyare specified twice in the file.

Fortunately, getting the Java code right is easy compared togetting the HTML right.

6.3 Defining a Model in a Java File

PtolemyApplet supports two techniques for instantiating models;

1. Themodel canbe defined as a Javaclassthatextends NamedObj, withtheclassname givenby the
modelClass appletparameter in the HTMLfile.

2. The model can be defined as a Javaclass thatextends PtolemyApplet and overrides the protected
method _createModel() tocreate the model, and optionally overrides the _createView() method to
create the visual display for the model.

Thefirstof these is simpler, so webegin byexplaining thistechnique.

6.3.1 A Model Class as a Composite Actor

If the model is defined in a Java class that extends NamedObj, then we can use the modelClass
applet parameter to pass the class name to PtolemyApplet and invoke the PtolemyApplet code from
the applet. PtolemyApplet will then construct our model and provide the basic functionality we need.

<OBJECT classid="clsid:8AD9C840-044E-llDl-B3E9-00805F499D93"
widths. "700"

height="300"
codebase-"hctp://java.sun.com/products/plugin/1.3/jinstall-13-Win32.cab#Version=l,3,0,0 >

<PARAM NAME="code" VALUE="ptolemy/actor/gui/PtolemyApplet">
<PARAM NAME="modelClass" VALUE="doc.tutorial.TutorialAppletl">
<PARAM NAME="codebase" VALUE=".

<PARAM NAME="type" VALUE="application/x-java-applet;version=1.3">
<COMMENT>

<EMBED type="application/x-java-applet;version=l.3"
width="700"

heights"300"
code="ptolemy/actor/gui/PtolemyApplet"
modelCla88»"doc.tutorial.TutorialAppletl"
codebase="."
plugin8page="http://java.sun.com/products/plugin/1.3/plugin-install.html">

</COMMENT>
<KOEMBED>

No JDK 1.3 support for applet!
</NOEMBED>
</EMBED>
</OBJECT>

FIGURE 6.2. An HTML segment that invokes the Java 1.3 Plug-in under both Netscape and Internet
Explorer (it isregrettable how complex this is). This text can befound in
$Pni/doc/tutorial/TutorialAppletl.htm.
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In figure 6.3 is a listing of an extremely simple applet that runs in the discrete-event(DE) domain.
The first line declares that the applet is in a package called "doc.tutorial," which matches the directory
name relative to the codebase specified in the HTML file. In the next several lines, the applet imports
the following classes from Ptolemy II:

• TypedCompositeActor: Our model extends TypedCompositeActor, which itself eventually
extends NamedObj. This is the typical top-level container class for models in most Ptolemy II
domains.

• PtolemyApplet: This base class creates a top-level composite actor called _toplevel, a manager
called .manager, and a workspace called .workspace (all protected members of the class, shown
in figure 6.1). We will see shortly how to use these.

• Clock: This is an actor that generates a clock signal, which by default is a sequence of events
placed one time unit apart and alternating in value between 1 and 0.

• TimedPlotter: This is an actor that plots functions of time.

• DEDirector: The discrete-event domain director that manages execution of the model.

• lllegalActionException: This exception thrown on an attempt to perform an action that
would result in an inconsistent or contradictory data structure if it were allowed to complete.

• NameDuplicationException: This exception is thrown on an attempt to add a named object to
a collection that requires unique names, and finding that there already is an object by that name in
the collection.

• Workspace: An object for synchronization and version tracking of groups of objects.

Next, the construct:

package doc.tutorial;
import ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor;
import ptolemy.actor,gui.PtolemyApplet;
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Clock;
import ptolemy.actor.lib.gui.TimedPlotter;
import ptolemy.domains.de.kernel.DEDirector;
import ptolemy. keme1. ut i 1.11legalActionBxcept ion ;
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException;
import ptolemy. keme1.uti1.Workspace ;

public class TutorialAppletl extends TypedCompositeActor {
public TutorialAppletl(Workspace workspace)

throws lllegalActionException, NameDuplicationException {
super(workspace);

// Create the director
DEDirector director = new DEDirector(this, "director");
setDirector(director);
director.stopTime.setExpression("10");

// Create two actors.
Clock clock = new Clock(this,"clock");
TimedPlotter plotter = new TimedPlotter(this,"plotter");

// Connect them.
connect(clock.output, plotter.input);

)
)

FIGURE 6.3. An extremely simple applet that runs in the DE domain. This text can be found in $FTII/tuto-
rial/TutorialAppletl .Java.
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public class TutorialAppletl extends TypedCompositeActor { ... }

defines a class called TutorialAppletl that extends TypedCompositeActor. The new class provides a
constructor thattakes oneargument, theWorkspace intowhich to place themodel:

public TutorialAppletKWorkspace workspace)
throws IllegalActionException, NameDuplicationException {...}

The body ofthe constructor first invokes the constructor in the base class with:

super(workspace);

It then creates a DE director.

DEDirector director = new DEDirector(this, "director");

The director implements the discrete-event model ofcomputation, which controls when the component
actors are invoked and how they communicate. The next line tells the model touse the director.

setDirector(director);

The next line sets a director parameter that controls the duration ofan execution ofthe model:

director.stopTime.setExpression("10");

Ifwe don't set the stop time, then the model will run forever, or until the user hits the stop button. The
next few lines create aninstance of Clock and aninstance of TimedPlotter, and connect them together.

// Create two actors.

Clock clock = new Clock(this,"clock");
TimedPlotter plotter = new TimedPlotter(this,"plotter");

// Connect them.
connect(clock.output, plotter.input);

The constructors for Clock and TimedPlotter take two arguments, the container (a composite actor),
and an arbitrary name (which must be unique within the container). This example uses the variable
this, which refers to the class we are creating, a TypedCompositeActor, as a container. The connec
tion is accomplished by the connectO method of the composite actor, which takes two ports as argu
ments. Instances ofClock have one output port, output, which isa public member, and instances of
TimedPlotter have one input port, input, which is also a public member.

6.3.2 Compiling

To compile this class definition, you must tell the Java compiler where to find the Ptolemy classes
by using the -classpath command line argument. For example, in bash ora similar shell, assuming the
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environment variable PTII is set to the location of the Ptolemy II installation:

bash-2.02$ cd $PTII/doc/tutorial
bash-2.02$ javac -classpath ../•• TutorialAppletl.java

(The part before the "$" is the prompt issued by bash). Java requires that classes are defined in files
that have the same name as the class. The Ptolemy II style convention is to extend this notion and have
HTML files have the same name as the model they use, so the HTML file that runs the model in
TutorialAppletl.java is named TutorialAppletl.htm.

You should now be able to run the applet with the command:

bash-2,02$ appletviewer TutorialAppletl.htm

The result of running the applet is a new window which should look like that shown in figure 6.4. The
following applet parameters are useful to customize the display:
• controls: This gives a comma-separated list of any subset of the words "buttons", "topParameters",

and "directorParameters" (case insensitive), or the word "none". If this parameter is not given, then
it is equivalent to giving "buttons",and only the control buttons mentionedabove will be dis
played. If the parameter is given, and its value is "none", then no controls are placed on the screen.
If the word "topParameters" is included in the comma-separated list, then controls for the top-level
parameters of ±e model are placed on the screen, below the buttons. If the word "directorParame
ters" is included, then controls for the director parameters are also included.

• orientation: This can have value "horizontal", "vertical", or "controls_only" (case insensitive). If
it is "verticar', then the controls are placed above the visual elements of the Placeable actors. This
is the default. If it is "horizontal", then the controls are placed to the left of the visual elements. If
it is "controls_only" then no visual elements are placed.

^Applet Viewer: pto!emy/actor/gui/Ptol«nyApptet-'i;^"^,^V(-^V '̂|;:-^i^

0 1

execution finished.

Applet

r Go I ; Pause Resume ' ' Stop j

FIGURE 6.4. Result of running the (all too simple) applet of Hgure6.3.
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For example, if the HTMLincludes the following lines withinthe OBJECT element:

<PARAM NAME="controls" VALUE="buttons, directorParameters">

<PARAM NAME="orientation" VALUE="horizontal">

and the following lines within the EMBED element:

controls="buttons, directorParameters"

orientation="horizontal"

then the result of execution looks like figure 6.5. Regrettably, both must be added or the applet will
behave differently inInternet Explorer and Netscape. The layout is now horizontal, with the controls to
the left of the displays instead ofon top, and the director parameters have been made available to the
applet user.

6.3.3 Executing the Model in an Application

A model created as above can also be executed as an application, in addition to running it as a
mode. Any class that extends CompositeActor, the base class for lypedCompositeActor, can beexe
cuted using the CompositeActorApplication class, shown infigure 6.6. The command is simply:

bash-2.02$ cd $PTII/doc/tutorial
bash-2.02$ java -classpath \

ptolemy.actor.gui.CompositeActorApplication \
-class doc.tutorial.TutorialAppletl

The result will look like figure 6.5. This ability touse the same class definition inboth an applet and an

^Applet Viewer: ptolemy/actcw/gui/KolcmyA(>plet';V;5N3y^^Vr
Applet

Go Pause i Resume

Director parameters:

startT«me;

stopTime:

stopWlietiOiieuelsEmpty:

syucl»ror»izeToRealTKiie:

isCOAdaptnre:

ininBiriCount:

tjinCouDtPactor:

execution finished.

Stop

iTi^
true

'^se

itrue

1.0

' ! 1 i I
i \ i I I -
I I II I
• I I i

0.8
i < ) I

\ ! I i
I II I
I i ! I

I I I
i I I
1 ; I

0.6 • 1 1
1 1

! i ' i
! 1 i

0.4

! 1
; 1

I
1 1 w w

\ : \ i

I

0.2
I /
I

\ I 1 (
1 ! 1 !

/ ' '

1

1

'l

0.0 'J li ii
'i

li
II

I I I
I I :

I li

10

FIGURE 6.5. Result of running theapplet of figure 6.3with horizontal layout, andincluding thedirector
parameters.
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application is convenient.

6.3.4 Extending PtolemyApplet

Another way to use PtolemyApplet is to define the model as a Javaclassthatextends it andover
rides the protected method _createModel() to create a model and optionally overrides the
_createView() protected method to createa custom display. Extending PtolemyApplet givesthe devel
opertheopportunity to control the lookandfeel of theapplet in as much detail as necessary, including
creatingcompletely customized displays andcontrols.

In figure 6.7 we define the same applet by extending PtolemyApplet insteadof extending lyped-
CompositeActor. This class overridesthe _createView() method,which takes a Workspace as an argu
ment and returns a NamedObj. Note that since we are no longer extending lypedCompositeActor, we
need to instantiate a lypedCompositeActornamedtoplevel and use it wherewe used "this" in the pre
vious example. Otherwise, the code is very similar to that in figure 6.3.

Wecan improvethis applet by giving the user more specialized controlover its execution.

6.3.5 Using Model Parameters

Typically, a model has a set of parameters that you wish for the user to be able to control in the
applet. Suppose for example that in the above applet you wish for the user to be able to control the stop
time of the director and the period of the clock actor. You can modify the Java code in figure 6.3 as
shown in figure 6.8. This code uses the Parameter class to define two top-level parameters. The follow
ing lines create the top-level parameters:

Parameter stopTime = new Parameter(this, "stopTime");
Parameter clockPeriod = new Parameter(this, "clockPeriod");

The default values of these two parameters are set by the following lines:

StopTime.setExpression("10.0");
clockPeriod.setExpression("2.0");

Finally, the values of the director and Clock actor parameters are coupled to these top-level parameters

6-8

ComposKaActorApplication

0_models: List

•»ComponentActorAppliC8tion()
•Knajnla/os: StrinoHI

iprocessArigsO: string[)
•••rapoft(ex: Exception)
'frepoft(message: String)
•4-repoit(mes3age : String, ex; Exception)
•f8tartRun(model: CompositeActor)
•t-stopRun(model: CompositeActor)
+waitForFlni8h()
#_parseArg(arg : String): boolean
ff_parseArg$(args: String!])
#_usageO: String

!

CompositeActor I

FIGURE6.6. Anyclass that extendsCompositeActor can be executedusingtheCompositeActorAppli-
cation class.
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by the lines

director.stopTime.setExpression{"stopTime");
clock.period.setExpression("clockPeriod");

The expressions being sethere can bemuch more elaborate. The expression language isdocumented in
the Data Package chapter. Here, the expressions each contain a single variable reference, referring to
the top-level parameters by name.

Inorder for the top-level parameters to appear in the controls ofan applet, wemust configure the
HTML file as shown in figure 6.9. The lines

<PARAM NAME="controls" VALUE="buttons, topParameters">

and:

controls="buttons, topParameters"

accomplish the objective. The result of invoking the appletviewer on the HTML file in figure 6.9 is
shown in figure 6,10.

6.3.6 Adding Custom Actors

The intent of Ptolemy II istohave a reasonably rich setofactors in the actor libraries. However, it
is anticipated that model builders will often need to define their own, custom actors. This is relatively

package doc.tutorial;
import ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor;
import ptolemy.actor.gui.PtolemyApplet;
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Clock;
import ptolemy.actor.1ib.gui.TimedPlotter;
import ptolemy.domains.de.kernel.DEDirector;
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NamedObj;
import ptolemy.kerne1.ut i1.Workspace;

public class TutorialApplet2 extends PtolemyApplet {
public NamedObj _createModel(Workspace workspace)

throws Exception {
TypedCompositeActor toplevel = new TypedCompositeActor(workspace)

// Create the director.
DEDirector director = new DEDirector(toplevel, "director");
director.stopTime.setExpression("10");

// Create two actors.
Clock clock = new Clock(toplevel,"clock");
TimedPlotter plotter = new TimedPlotter(toplevel,"plotter");

// Connect them.
toplevel.connect(clock.output, plotter.input);
return toplevel;

FIGURE 6.7. Asimple applet that extends PtolemyApplet instead ofextending TypedCompositeActor. This
text can be found in $PTni/doc/tutorial/rutorialApplet2.java.
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easy to do, as discussed in the Designing Actors chapter. By convention, when a specialized actor is
created for aparticular applet orapplication, we store that actor inthe same directory with the applet or
application, rather than intheactor libraries. The actor libraries are for generic, reusable actors.

6.3.7 Using Jar Files

Ajar file is a Java Archive File that contains multiple .class files. Applets that are being down
loaded over thenetwill start upmore quickly if all therelevant Java .class files are collected together
intooneor more jar files. This dramatically reduces thenumber of HTTP transactions.

Models in the Ptolemy II demodirectories typically use threeseparate jar files:
• ptolemy/ptsupport.jar —Ajarfile containing classes from ptolemy.kemel, ptolemy.actor and

otherpackages, see SPTII/ptolemy/makefile for a complete list;
• ptolemy/domains/£?omam/Jo/nam.jar —Adomain specific jarfile such asde.jar, where domain is

replaced by a domain name;
• ptoleTny/domsdns/domain/demo/Demo/Demo.jai —Amodel-specific jarfile. Models with sophis-

package doc.tutorial;
import ptolemy.actor.TypedComposi teActor;
import ptolemy.actor.gui.PtolemyApplet;
import ptolemy.actor.lib.Clock;
import ptolemy.actor.lib.gui.TimedPlotter;
iaport ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter;
import ptolemy.domains.de.kernel.DEDirector;
import ptolemy.kemel.util.lllegalActionException;
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException;
import ptolemy.kerae1.uti1.Workspace;

public class TutorialApplet3 extends TypedCompositeActor {
public TutorialApplet3(Workspace workspace)

throws lllegalActionException, NameDuplicationException {
super(workspace);

// Create model parameters
Parameter stopTime b new Parameter(this, "stopTlme");
Parameter clockPeriod b new Parameter(this, "clockPeriod'};

// Give the model parameters default values.
StopTime.setBxpressionC10.0");
clockPeriod.setBxpression(•2.0*);

// Create the director
DEDirector director = new DEDirector(this, "director");
setDirector(director);

// Create two actors.
Clock clock = new Clock(this,"clock");
TimedPlotter plotter = new TimedPlotter(this,"plotter");

// Set the user controlled parameters,
director.stopTime.setBxpression('stopTime');
clock.period.setBxpression('clockPeriod');

// Connect the actors.
connect(clock.output, plot ter.input);

FIGURE 6.8. Code that adds model parameters control totheapplet. This code canbefound in$FTII/doc/
tutorial/TutorialAppletS.java.
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ticated GUIs that use Listeners can result in multiple .class files per .Java file, so having ajar file
can help download speeds.

The third jar file is not needed if the model resides in a single .class file. To use jar files, you must
modify the HTML shown in figure 6.2 to read as shown in figure 6.11.

An importantdownside of usingjar files is that during Java development, one must regenerate the
jar files each time a Java file is recompiled. If you are developing an applet, you may want to avoid
usingjar files, or only includejar files that are from packages that are not actively beingdeveloped.

HowJarfiles are built. Toknow whichjar files in the Ptolemy II tree you mightneed for yourapplet,
you need to know how thejar files areconstructed. Theshort story is that every package has a jar file
that includes subpackages. Since the package structure mirrors the directory structure, it is easy to
peruse thePtolemy 11 tree(rooted at $PTII) andlook forjar files. There area few exceptions; forexam
ple,domain jar files, such as de.jar, donotinclude thedemos, even though thedemos arein a subpack-
age of the domain package.

The longer story is that the make install rule in Ptolemy II makefiles builds various jar files
that contain the Ptolemy II .class files. In general, make install builds a jar file in each directory that
contains more than one .class file. If a directory contains subdirectories that in turn containjar files.

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-l">
<TITLE>TutorialApplet3</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

<Hl>TutorialApplet3</Hl>
<OBJECT classid="clsid:8AD9C840-044E-llDl-B3E9-00805F499D93"

width="700"

heights"300"
codebase="http://java.sun.com/prcducts/plugin/1.3/jinstall-13-Win32.cab#Version=l,3,0,0">

<PARAM NAME="code" VALUE="ptolemy/actor/gui/PtolemyApplet">
<PARAM NAME="modelClass" VALUE="doc.tutorial.TutorialApplet3">
<PARAM NAME="controls" VALUES"buttons, topParameters">
<PARAM NAME="orientation" VALUE="horizontal">

<PARAM NAME="codebase" VALUE="

<PARAM NAME="type" VALUE="application/x-java-applet;version=l.3">
<COMMENT>

<EMBED types"application/x-java-applet;version=l.3"
widths"700"

heights"300"
codes"ptolemy/actor/gui/PtolemyApplet"
modelClasss"doc.tutorial.TutorialApplet3"

controlss"buttons, topParameters"
orientat ions•hor i zonta1"

codebases"

pluginspages"http://j ava.sun.com/products/plugin/1.3/plugin•instal1.html">
</C(»WENT>
<NOEMBED>

Ko JDK 1.3 support for applet!
</NOEMBED>
</EMBED>
</OBJECT>
<p>This applet uses the <code>modelClass</code> PtolemyApplet applet parameter.
</BODY>
</HTML>

FIGURE 6.9. The HTML thatdisplays model parameters for theapplet userto control. Thisfilecanbe
found in $P l ll/doc/tutorial/TutorialApplet3.htm
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then the subdirectory jar files are expanded and included in the upper level jar file. For example, the
SPTII/ptolemy/kemel/makefile contains:

# Used to build jar files

Go i Pause I | Resume , Stop

Model parameters:

stopTitne:

clockPerlod:

execution finished

^xj

0.8 h \

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

FIGURE6.10. Resultof running the applet of figure6.8 with horizontal layout,and includingthe top-level
parameters.

<OBJECr classid="clsid:eAD9C840-044E-llDl-B3E9-00805F499D93"

width="700"

heighc="300"
codebase="htcp://java.sun.coni/products/plugin/1.3/jinstall-13-win32.cab#Version=l,3,0,0">

<PARAM NAME="code" VALUE="doc.tutorial.TucorialAppletS.class">
<PARAM NAME="codeba8e" VALUE="../..
<PABAM KAHBs'archive* VALtJB-*

ptolam/Zpteupport.jar,
ptolemy/domains/de/de.jar*>

<PARAM NAME="type" VALUE="application/x-java-applet;ver8ion=l.3">
<COMMENT>

<EMBED type="application/x-java-applet;version®!.3"
tfidth="700"

height="300"
code®"doc/tutorial/TutorialAppleSt.class"
codebase®"../..*

archive®*

ptoleoy/ptaupport.j ar,
ptolemy/domaiDs/de/de.jar*

pluginspage="http://java.sun.com/products/plugin/1.3/plugin-install.htnil">
</COMMENT>
<NO£MBED>

No JDK 1.3 support for applet 1
</NOEMBBD>
</EMBED>

</OBJECTS

FIGURE 6.11. An HTML segment that modifies that of figure 6.2 to useJar files. This text can be found in
$PTII/doc/tutorial/tutorialJar.htm.
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PTPACKAGE = ptolemy.kernel

PTDIST = $(PTPACKAGE)$(PTVERSION)
PTCLASSJAR =

# Include the .class files from these jars in PTCLASSALLJAR
PTCLASSALLJARS = \

util/util.jar
PTCLASSALLJAR = kernel.jar

In this case make install will build ajar file called kernel. j ar that contains all the .class files in
the current directoiy and the contents of $PTII/ptolemy/kemel/util/util.jar.

6.3.8 Hints for Developing Applets

Unfortunately,Java Plug-in technology is fairly immature. In the current version, we have encoun
tered a number of problems, and have found workaroundsthat we can share. Other hints may be found
in $PTII/doc/coding/applets.htm

Processes Linger After the Browser Quits. Sometimes, after running an applet under a browser, a pro
cess remains live even after the browser has been exited. This appears to be a bug with the just-in-time
(JIT)compilerincludedin the plug-in. You can configure the plug-in to disablethe JIT.On a Windows
installation, the plug-in comeswitha controlpanel (lookunderPrograms in the Start menu). Select the
"advanced" tab, and disable the JIT. This will noticeably slow down your applets, but you will not
have to kill lingering processes. We have not seen this problem sinceupgrading to the 1.3 version of
the Java Plug-in.

Difficulty ReloadingApplets. While developing applets, it is helpful to be able to reload the applet
after modifying the Java code. In Netscape, you must use Shift-reload, and in IE, Control-reload.
Unfortunately, this does not always cause the applet to be reloaded. A workaround is described on the
Sun website, http://java.sun.eom/products/plugin/l.3/docs/controlpanel.html. which says:

"Cache JARs in memory. If this option is checked, the applet classes already
loaded will be cached and reused when applet is reloaded. This allows much more
efficient memory use. You should leave this option unchecked ifyou are debugging
an applet or are always interestedin loading the latest applet classes. Thedefault
setting is to cache JARs in memory. Warning: turning off this option makes it more
likely that you willget OutOfMemoryErrors, as this reducessharing of memory."

This option is under the "basic" tab of the same control panel described in the previous hint. Rather
than usingthe browserto viewyour appleteach time you modify the Java code,you mayfind it easier
to use the standalone appletviewer command provided with the JDK.
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PART 2:

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The chapters in this part describe the software architecture ofPtolemy 11. The first chapter covers the
kernel package, which provides a set ofJava classes supporting clustered graph topologies for models.
Cluster graphs provide a very general abstract syntax for component-based modeling, without assum
ing orimposing any semantics on the models. The actor package begins toadd semantics by providing
basic infrastructure for data transport between components. The data package provides classes to
encapsulate the data that is transported. It also provides an extensible type system and an interpreted
expression language. The graph package provides graph-theoretic algorithms that are used inthe type
system and by schedulers in the individual domains. The plot package provides a visual data plotting
utility that isused inmany ofthe applets and applications. Vergil is the graphical front end to Ptolemy
n and.Vergil itselfuses Ptolemy II to describe its ownconfiguration.
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7.1 Abstract Syntax

The kernel defines a small set of Javaclasses thatimplement a datastructure supporting a general
form of uninterpreted clustered graphs, plus methods for accessing and manipulating such graphs.
These graphs provide an abstract syntax for netlists, state transition diagrams, block diagrams, etc. An
abstract syntax isaconceptual data organization. Itcan be contrasted with a concrete syntax, which is
a syntax for a persistent, readable representation of the data, such as EDIF for netlists. Aparticular
graph configuration is called a topology.

Although this idea of an uninterpreted abstract syntax is present in the original Ptolemy kernel
[14], in fact the original Ptolemy kernel has more semantics than we would like. It is heavily biased
towards dataflow, the model of computation used most heavily. Much of the effort involved in imple
menting models of computation that are very different from dataflow stems from having to work
around certain assumptions inthe kernel that, inretrospect, proved tobeparticular todataflow.

Atopology is a collection of entities and relations. We use the graphical notation shown infigure
7.1, where entities are depicted as rounded boxes and relations as diamonds. Entities have ports,
shown as filled circles, and relations connect the ports. We consistently use the term connection to
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denotethe association between connected ports(or theirentities), and the termlinkto denote the asso
ciation between ports and relations. Thus, a connection consists ofa relation and two or more links.

The use ofports and hierarchy distinguishes ourtopologies from mathematical graphs. Ina mathe
matical graph, anentity would bea vertex, and anarcwould bea connection between entities. Avertex
could be represented in ourschema using entities that always contain exactly one port. In a directed
graph, the connections are divided into two subsets, one consisting of incoming arcs, and the other of
outgoing arcs. Thevertices in such a graph could berepresented by entities thatcontain two ports, one
for incoming arcs andoneforoutgoing arcs. Thus, in mathematical graphs, entities always have oneor
two ports, depending on whether the graph is directed. Our schema generalizes this by permitting an
entity tohave any number ofports, thus dividing itsconnections into anarbitrary number of subsets.

A second difference between our graphs and mathematical graphs is that our relations are multi-
way associations whereas an arcin a graph is a two-way association. A third difference is that mathe
maticalgraphs normallyhave no notionof hierarchy (clustering).

Relations are intended to serve as mediators, in the sense of the Mediator design pattern of
Gamma, et at. [28]. "Mediator promotes loose coupling by keeping objects from referring to each
otherexplicitly..." Forexample, a relation could beused todirect messages passed between entities. Or
it could denote a transition between states in a finite state machine, where the states are represented as
entities. Or it could mediate rendezvous between processes represented as entities. Or it could mediate
method calls between loosely associated objects, as for example in remote method invocation over a
network.

7.2 Non-Hierarchical Topologies

The classes shown in figure 7.2 support non-hierarchical topologies, like that shown in figure 7.1.
Figure 7.2 is a UML static structure diagram (see appendix A of chapter 1).

7.2.1 Links

An Entity contains any numberof Ports; such an aggregation is indicated by the association with
an unfilled diamond and the label "0..n" to show that the Entity can contain any number of Ports, and
the label "O-.l" to show that the Port is contained by at most one Entity. This association is uses the
NamedList class shown at the bottom of figure 7.2 and defined fully in figure 7.3. There is exactly one

Connection

Link Link

Connection ^

Relation

Connection

Port

Entity

FIGURE 7.1. Visual notation and teiminology.
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instance of NamedList associated with Entity, and it aggregates the ports.

A Port is associated with any number of Relations (the association is called a link), and a Relation
is associated with any number of Ports. Link associations use CrossRefList, shown in figure 7.3. There
is exactly one instance of CrossRefList associated with each port and each relation. The links define a
web of interconnected entities.

On the port side, links have an order.They are indexedfrom 0 to n, where n is the numberreturned
by the numLinks() method of Port.

7.2.2 Consistency

A major concern in the choice of methods to provide and in their design is maintaining consis
tency. By consistency we mean that the following key properties are satisfied:
• Every link between a portan a relation is symmetric andbidirectional. That is, if a porthas a link

to a relation, then the relation has a link back to that port.

• Every object thatappears on a container's list of contained objects hasa backreference to its con
tainer.

In particular, thedesign of these classes ensures thatthe_container attribute of a portrefers toanentity
that includes the porton its _portList. This is done by limiting the access to bothattributes. The only
way tospecify that a port is contained byanentity is tocallthesetContainer() method of theport. That
method guarantees consistency by first removing the port from any previous container's _portList,

Entity

-_portUst: l^ecflJsl

♦EntltyO
•fEntlt^name; String)
r-Entitvlw;Woricspace, nante ; String)
-fConnectedPoitUstO: List
roonnectionsCtiangerHp: Port)
+getPort(name: String): Port
+llnkedRetaticnUstO: List
mewPoitCnanne: String); Port
+portLlst(): Ust
♦removeAllPoftsQ

container

0..1

Port

-.container: Entity
-.relatlonsUst: CrossfteiLlst

+PortO
•fPort(w; Woitcspace)
+Port(container; Entity, name : String)
fconnecteriPortListO; List
-finsaitUnk^Int: Index, r; Relation)
'»isLinkad(r: Relation): Ixxtlean
+isOpa(tue(): Iwolean
4tink^RelBtionLi8t(): List
4tinkedRelations(): Enumeration
•ftink(r: Relation)
-HiumLinksO: int
•tsetContainet(c: Entity)
•Hinlink(index: Int)
+unlink(r: Relation)
MinllnkMO
»_checkiJnk(felation: Relation)

ports In list 10..n
0..n

port list

link

0..n

r

0..n

link

CrossRefList

Relation

•jortUst: CrossRellist

<fRelation()
r-Relationiname: String)
^Relationjw: Workspace, name; String)
-flinkedPortUstO: List
-fllnkedPortUstfexcept: Port): List
+{lnkedPortsO: Enumeration
.numUnksO: int
•funlinkAIIQ

FIGURE 7.2. Key classes inthekernel package andtheirmethods supporting basic (non-hierarchical) topol
ogies. Methods thatoverride those defined ina base class or implement those inan interface arenotshown.
The"+"indicates public visibility, "#" indicates protected, and indicates private. Capitalized methods are
constructors. The classes shown with dashed outlines are in the kemel.util subpackage.
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*_changeListenere: List
V.dotMjgging: boolean
w.debugLlstenere: UnkedUst
»_unl()ueNametndex: int
v.wortBpsce: Woitapaoe

.attributes: NamedUst

.MoMUnto: MoMUnfo

.name: String

4-NafnedObjO
+NamedObi(name: String)
4'NaniedOt^(wort(space: Wottepace)
'fNamedObjiwoikspace: Woricspace, name: String)
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'fettributeChanged(attribute: Attribute)
'fettributeUstO: Ust
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+ettributeTypeChanged(attribute; Attribute)
'fcIoneO: Object
4Clone(destination: Woriepace); Oltject
'KleepContains(ins)de: NamedObj): boolean
4des«tption(): String
4<lescription(detBil: int): String
«exporiMoML();String
4«g)ortMoML<name: String); Siring
'fe)g)ortMoML(output: Writer)
rexportMoMUoutpul: Writer, deptti: inl)
4e)g)ortMoM14output: Writer, deptti: mt, name: String)
4gstAttribute(naine: String): Attribute
igetAttrtbute(name: String, attributeClass: Class): Attribute
rgetMoMUn^): MoMUnfo
rgetNamelpatent: NamedObj): String
tremoveCtiangeUstenertlistener: ChangeUstener)
^removeOebugUstenerOistener: debugUstener)
HequestCtiange(ctiange: CtiangeRequest)
reetDeleiMoMLOefinitionTo(deleiTo; NamiedObl)
+toplevel(); NamedObj
runk)ueN3me{prefix: Siring): String
rwikspaceO: Woitcspaoe
•_addAttrilNite(attribute: Attribute)
•_attaciiText(name: String, text: String)
»_debug(event: OebugEvent)
»_debug(mess8ge; String)
lt_debug(peit1: String, part2: String)
a.debugdpartl; Sting, _pai12: String, jiartS: String)
»_debiig(pait1: String, part2: String, pariS; String, pait4; String)
*_e)q»itMoMLContente(output: Writer, depth: int)
t_gettndentPiefix(depth: int): String
•_iemoveAttribute(Bttribute: Attribute)
«_splitName(nan>e:String): Stringfl

container; NamedObj

'•'AttributeO
-fAttrtbutejworkspeoe: Woikspaoe)
Mttributejcontabier; NamedObj. name; String)
-fsetContainerfcontabier: NamedObj)
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Ptolem/rhraed

r-readPepth: Int

j-fgetContainert): Nameablei
j-fgetFulINamed: String I
j+getName{): String !
[♦8etttemo(name: String) j

r-RolemyThreadO
'•'PtotemyThreadjtatget: Runable)
•fRolemyThreadjtarget: Runnable. name: String)
r-RoIecnyThteadjname; String)
4'PtoletnyThiead(gnNjp:ThreadOraup, target: Runnable)
+PtoletrqThread(group:ThreadGroup,target: Ruinatile, name: String)
r^PtotemyThreedlgroiA);ThreadGroup. name; String)
-fgetReadOeplhO: bit

^

Workspace

•_(firectoiy: UnkedUst
•.name: String
'.readere: HashTable
'.readonly: boolean
'.writer; Thread

•fWotkepaceO
-fWorkspaceCname: String)
-faddritem: NatnedObj)
'fdiiectoryO: Enumeration
'fdoneReadingO
'KtonoWritingO

'»getWriteAccess()
'>getVeision(): long
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-fisReadOnlyO: boolean
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'•'lemoveAllO
•«eetReadOnty(flagVaIue: boolean)
•fwailjohj: Object)

0..n

attributes

0..1

calls getReadOepthO

'.istVerton: long
'.size tint

'^CressReflJsKcontainer: Object)
-^CressRefUst^container: Object, original: CrossRefUst)
't'fiistO: Object
'^getContainereO; Enumeration
'ftnseriUnkjindex: bit, leiUst: GressRefUst)
'fislinkedjo^: Object): boolean
'»tink(larList; CrossRefUst)
'fSizeO: int
'funlb)k(index: int)
-funlbikjotij: Object)
•funlinkAilO

•Interface-

DebugUstener

"Utility-
CrossRefUst

•Interface-
OebugEvent

|+evtn(event: OebugEvent) ;
t'tmessagefmessage: Stri^);

|r^tSouroe();NamedObj;
i+toStringO: String j

0..1 attributes list

RecorderUstener

Stream
-fRecorderUsteneit)
-tgelMessagesO =String
-i-resetfl

'♦StreamUstenerj)

'fStreamUstenerjstream: Ou tputStream)

•utffity-
NamedUst

-.container: Nameable
namedlist: UnkedUst

'i-NamedUstO
-fNamedUstjcontabier: Nameable)
'fNamedUst(originai: NamedUst)
'i'appetxl(element: NameatXe)
+cione{): Object
-fOlementUsti): Ust
-flirsto: Nameable
•fgetjname: String): Nameable
-t-indudesjelement: Nameable): boolean
«insertAfter(name; String, element: Nameable)
•I'insertBelo^name: String, element; Namealite)
'••iBStO: Nameable
••prependjelement; Nameable)
-freniovejelement: Namealile)
•fremovejname: String): Nameable
-t-removeAIlO
't'SizeO: inl

•Interface-

Settsble

tNONE: Saltable.Vtsibllitv

♦EXPERT :Seltab!B.Visihililv

♦FUU-:Settable.Vistbililv

'♦addVatueUstenerjtistener;VatueUstener)
-rgetExpressionO: String
'rgetVisibilityO: Settable.Visibility
-r-removeVeiueUstenerO: ValueUstener)
-fsetErgiressionjeiqptession: String)
'I'SetVisibilityfvisibility: Settabie.Visibiiity)
■♦vaiidateO

StrlngAttrlbuts

•fStringAttributejcontatner: NamedObj, name: String)

FIGURE 7.3. Support classes in the kemel.util package.
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then adding it to the new container's port list. A port is removed from an entity by calling setCon-
tainerO with a null argument.

A change in a containment association involves several distinct objects, and therefore must be
atomic, in the sense that other threads must not be allowed to intervene and modify or access relevant
attributes halfway through the process. This is ensured by synchronization on the workspace, as
explainedbelow in section7.6. Moreover, if an exceptionis thrownat any point during the process of
changinga containmentassociation,any changes that have been made must be undone so that a consis
tent state is restored.

7.3 Support Classes

The kernel package has a subpackage called kemel.util that provides underlying supportclasses,
some of which are shown in figure 7.3. These classes define notions basic to Ptolemy II of contain
ment, naming,and parameterization, and providegeneric support for relevantdata structures.

7.3.1 Containers

Although these classes donotprovide support forconstructing clustered graphs, they provide rudi
mentary support for container associations. An instance of these classes can have at most one con
tainer.That container is viewed as the owner of the object, and "managed ownership" [47] is used as a
central tool in thread safety, as explained in section 7.6 below.

In the baseclasses shown in figure 7.2,onlyan instance of Portcan havea non-null container. It is
the only class with a setContainer() method. Instances ofallother classes have nocontainer, and their
getContainerO method will return null. Intheclasses of figure 7.3, only Attribute has a setContainer()
method.

Every object is associated with exactly one instance of Workspace, as shown in figure 7.3,but the
workspace is notviewed as a container. The workspace is defined when an object is constmcted, and
no methods areprovided to change it. It is said to be immutable, a critical property in itsusefor thread
safety.

7.3.2 Name and Full Name

The Nameable interface supports hierarchy in the naming so that individual named objects in a
hierarchy can be uniquely identified. Byconvention, the full name of an object is a concatenation of
the fullnameof its container, if there is one, a period and the nameof the object. The fiill name is
used extensively forerrorreporting. A top-level object always has a period as the first character of its
full name. The full nameis returned by the getFullName() method of the Nameable interface.

NamedObj is a concrete class implementing the Nameable interface. It also serves as an aggrega
tion of attributes, as explained below in section 7.3.4.

Names of objects areonly required to beunique within a container. Thus, even the full name is not
assured of being globally unique.

Here, names are a property of the instances themselves, rather than properties of an association
between entities. Asargued by Rumbaugh in [84], this is not always the rightchoice. Often, a name is
more properly viewed as a property of an association. For example, a file name is a property of the
association between a directory and a file. A file may have multiple names (through the use of sym
boliclinks). Ourdesign takesa stronger position on names, andviews themas properties of theobject.
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much as we view the name of a person as a property of the person (vs. their employee number, for
example,whichis a property of their association with an employer).

7.3.3 Workspace

Workspace is a concrete class that implements the Nameable interface, as shown in figure7.3. All
objects in a topology are associatedwith a workspace, and almost all operationsthat involve multiple
objects are only supported for objects in the same workspace. This constraint is exploited to ensure
thread safety, as explained in section 7.6 below.

7.3.4 Attributes

In almost all applications of Ptolemy II, entities, ports, and relations need to be parameterized. The
base classes shown in figure 7.3 provide for these objects to have any number of instances of the
Attribute class attached to them. Attribute is a NamedObj that can be contained by another NamedObj,
and serves as a base class for parameters.

Attributes are added to a NamedObj by calling their setContainer() method and passing it a refer
ence to the container. They are removed by calling setContainer() with a null argument. The Named
Obj class provides the getAttribute() method, which takes an attribute name as an argument and returns
the attribute, and the attributeListQ method, which returns a list of the attributes contained by the
object.

By itself, an instance of the Attribute class carries only a name, which may not be sufficient to
parameterize objects. Several derived classes implement the Settable interface, which indicates that
they can be assigned a value via a string. A simple attribute implementing the Settable interface is the
StringAttribute. It has a value that can be any string. A derived class called Variable that implements
the Settable interface is defined in the data package. The value of an instance of Variable is typically an
arithmetic expression.

An attribute that is not an instance of Settable is called a pure attribute. Its mere presence has sig
nificance.

Attribute names can be any string that does not include periods, but it is recommend to stick to
alphanumeric characters, the space character, and the underscore. Names beginning with an underscore
are reserved for system use. The following names, for example, are in use:

Table T.lrNames of special attributes

name class use

_doc ptolemy.actor.gui.Documentation Default documentation attribute name.

.generator ptolemy.codegen.saveasjava.GeneratorTableauAttribute Parameters for code generators.

.icon ptolemy.vergil.toolbox.Editorlcon Icon tenderer attribute.

JconDescription ptolemy.kemeLutil.StringAttribute XML description of an icon.

.library ptolemy.inoml.LibraryAttribute Associates an actor library with a model.

JibraiyMarker ptolemy.kemel.util.Attribute Marks its container as a library vs. a composite entity.

.location ptoIenty.momLLocation Records the location of a visual rendition of an object.

.parser ptolemy.momLParserAttribute Records the MoML parser used.
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Table 7.1:Names of special attributes

name class use

_uri ptolemy.moml.URLAttribute Identifies the URL for the model definition.

_vergiILocation ptolemy.actor.gui.LocatioiiAttribute Location of the veigil window.

_vergilSize ptoIemy.actor.gui.SizeAttribute Size of thegraph pane in the vergilwindow.

7.3.5 List Classes

Figure 7.3 shows two list classes that are used extensively inPtolemy II. NamedList implements
an ordered list ofobjects with the Nameable interface. It is unlike a hash table in that it maintains an
ordering ofthe entries that is independent oftheir names. It is unlike a vector ora linked list in that it
supports accesses by name. Itisused in figure 7.3 to maintain a list ot attributes, and in figure 7.2 to
maintain the list of ports contained by an entity.

The class CrossRefList is a bit more interesting. It mediates bidirectional links between objects
that contain CrossRefLists, in this case, ports and relations. It provides a simple and efficient mecha
nism for constructing a web ofobjects, where each object maintains a list ofthe objects it is linked to.
Thatlist is an instance of CrossRefList. Theclassensures consistency. Thatis, if oneobject in theweb
is linked toanother, then the other is linked back to the one. CrossRefList also handles efficient modi
fication of the cross references. In particular, if a link is removed from the list maintained by one
object, the back reference in the remote object also has to be deleted. This is done in 0(1) time. Amore
brute force solution would require searching the remote list for the back reference, increasing the time
required and making it proportional tothe number oflinks maintained by each object.

7.4 Clustered Graphs

The classes shown infigure 7.2 provide only partial support for hierarchy, through the concept ofa
container. Subclasses, shown in figure 7.4, extend these with more complete support for hierarchy.
ComponentEntity, ComponentPort, and ComponentRelation are used whenever a clustered graph is
used. All ports ofaComponentEntity are required to be instances of ComponentPort. CompositeEntity
extends ComponentEntity with the capability ofcontaining ComponentEntity and ComponentRelation
objects. Thus, itcontains a subgraph. The association between ComponentEntity and CompositeEntity
is the classic Composite design pattern [28].

7.4.1 Abstraction

Composite entities are non-atomic (isAtomicO return false). They can contain agraph (entities and
relations). By default, a CompositeEntity is transparent (isOpaqueO retums false). Conceptually, this
means that its contents are visible from the outside. The hierarchy can be ignored (flattened) by algo
rithms operating on the topology. Some subclasses of CompositeEntity are opaque (see the Actor
Package chapter for examples). This forces algorithms to respect the hierarchy, effectively hiding the
contents ofa composite and making it appear indistinguishable from atomic entities.

AComponentPort contained by aCompositeEntity has inside as well as outside links. Itmaintains
two lists of links, those to relations inside and those to relations outside. Such a port serves to expose
ports in the contained entities as ports ofthe composite. This is the converse ofthe "hiding" operator
often found inprocess algebras [64]. Ports within an entity are hidden by default, and must be explic-
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>0-

-.container: Entity
-.relalionsUst: CrossReiLlst

♦PortO

-fPortiw: Workspace)
r-Porticontainer: Entity, name: String)
'fConnectedPortLislO: List
'i'insertLink(int: iivdex,r: Relation)
'fisLlnked(r: Relation): boolean
'fUnkedRelationlJstO; List
-filnkedRelatlonsO: Enumeration
r-Bnl^r: Relation)
'fnumLlnksO: Int
'fsetContaineitc: Entity)
+un!ink(index: inl)
+unlink(r: Relation)
MinlinkAHO
*_dieckCont8inet<container: Entity)
»_checkLink(relalion: Relation)

Enety

•_pottUst: NamedUst

4-EntttyO
+Entit^nan»: String)
f Entlty(w; Wofkspace, name; String)
'HmnnectedPortUetO: List
tconn0ctionsCtianged(p: Port)
*getPort(name: String); Port
ttlntodRelationlistO: List
tnewPort(name: String): Port
'H>ortList(): List
♦removeAllPoftsQ

1..1

containee

potts in list

port list

CocnporwntEntity

1°"
NamedUst

0..1

.container: CompositeEnlity j: 2.2
'fComponentEntityO
'tComfionentEntityfw: Workspace)
'rComponentEntlty<contalner:CornpositeEntity,name: String)
-flsAtomicO: boolean
-risOpaqueO '•boolean
'f8etContainer(container: CornpositeEntity)
»_ctteckContait<er(container: CompositeEnlity)

0..n

container 0..1

CompositeEntity

-.containedEntHies: NamedLlst
.containedRelations: NarnedList

4CompositeEntityO
-fCompositeEntitytw: Workspace)
-rCompositeEntityCoontainer: CornpositeEntity,name: String)
'faIlowLeveICros3ingConnect(b; boolean)
4connect(p1: ComponentPort, p2: ComponentPort): ComponentRetation
-rconnectlpl: ComponentPort p2: ComponentPort. name: String); ComponentRetation
«deepEntityList(): Ust
4entityUstO: List
4entit^st(f!tter; Class): List
'texpottUnksOndentatlon: Int, filter; Collection): String
♦getEntityfname: String): CompcnentEntity
'>getRelatior)(name: String): ComponentRetation
-MtewReiationCname; String); ComponentRetation
-fnumEntttiesO; int
mumRelationsO: Int
rfetationListO: List
•KemoveAOEntitiesO
•fremovaADReiationsO
«_addEntity<entity: CompcnentEntity)
«_addRelation(reiation: ComponentRetation)
•.removeEntit^entity: Com|:^mEntity)
»_remoweReiation(teiation: ComporrentRetation)

FIGURE 7.4. Key classes supporting clustered graphs.
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itly exposed tobe visible (linkable) from outside the entity'. The composite entity with ports thus pro
vides an abstraction of the contents of the composite.

A port of a composite entity may be opaque or transparent. It is defined to be opaque if its con
taineris opaque.Conceptually, if it is opaque, then its insidelinksare not visiblefrom the outside,and
the outside links are not visible from the inside. If it is opaque, it appears from the outside to be indis
tinguishable from a port of an atomic entity.

The transparent port mechanism is illustrated by the example in figure 7.5^. Some ofthe ports in
figure 7.5 are filledin whiteratherthan black.Theseportsare said to be transparent.Transparent ports
(P3 and P4) are linked to relations (R1 and R2) below their container(El) in the hierarchy. They may
also be linked to relations at the same level (R3 and R4).

ComponentPort, ComponentRelation, and CompositeEntity have a setof methods with the prefix
"deep," as shown in figure 7.4. These methods flatten the hierarchy bytraversing it.Thus, for example,
the ports that are"deeply" connected to port PI in figure 7.5 are P2, P5, and P6. Notransparent port is
included, so note that P3 is not included.

Deep traversals of a graph follow a simple rule. If a transparent port is encountered from inside,
then the traversal continues with its outside links. If it is encountered from outside, then the traversal
continues with its inside links. Thus, for example, the ports deeply connected to P5 are PI and P2.
Note that P6 is not included. Similarly, the deepEntityList() method of CompositeEntity looks inside
transparent entities,but not insideopaqueentities.

Since deep traversals are more expensive than justchecking adjacent objects, both ComponentPort
and ComponentRelation cache them. To determine the validity of the cached list, the version of the
workspace is used. As shown in figure 7.2, the Workspace class includes a getVersion() and incrVer-
sionO method. All methods of objects within a workspace that modify the topology in any way are
expected toincrement the version count ofthe workspace. That way, when a deep access isperformed

FIGURE 7.5. Transparent ports (P3 and P4) arelinked torelations (R1 and R2) below their container (El)
in thehierarchy. Theymayalsobe linked torelations at thesame level (R3 andR4).

1. Unless level-crossing links are allowed, which is discouraged.
2. Inthat figure, every object has been given a unique name. This isnot necessary since names only need tobe

unique within acontainer. Inthis case, we could refer toP5 by its full name .E0.E4.P5 (the leading period indi
cates that this nameis absolute). However, usinguniquenames makesourexplanations morereadable.
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by a ComponentPort, it can locally store the resulting list and the current version of the workspace.
The next time the deepaccessis requested, it checksthe version of the workspace. If it is still the same,
then it returns the locally cached list. Otherwise, it reconstructs it.

For ComponentPort to support both inside links and outsidelinks, it has to override the link()and
unlinkO methods. Given a relation as an argument, these methods can determine whether a link is an
inside link or an outside link by checking the container of the relation. If that container is also the con
tainer of the port, then the link is an inside link.

7.4.2 Level-Crossing Connections

For a few applications, such as Statecharts [34], level-crossing links and connections are needed.
The example shown in figure 7.6 has three level-crossing connections that are slightly different from
one another. The links in these connections are created using the liberalLink() method of Component-
Port. The link() method prohibits such links, throwing an exception if they are attempted (most appli
cations will prohibit level-crossing connections by using only the link() method).

An alternative that may be more convenient for a user interface is to use the connectO methods of
CompositeEntity rather than the link() or liberalLink() method of ComponentPort. To allow level-
crossing links using connectO, first call allowLevelCrossingConnect() with a true argument.

The simplest level-crossing connection in figure 7.6 is at the bottom, connecting P2 to P7 via the
relation R5. The relation is contained by El, but the connection would be essentially identical if it were
contained by any other entity. Thus, the notion of composite entities containing relations is somewhat
weaker when level-crossing connections are allowed.

The other two level-crossing connections in figure 7.6 are mediated by transparent ports. This sort

FIGURE 7.6. An example with level-crossing transitions.
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of hybrid could come about in heterogeneous representations, where level-crossing connections are
permitted in some parts but not in others. It is important, therefore, for the classes to support such
hybrids.

To support such hybrids, we have to modify slightly the algorithm by which a port recognizes an
inside link. Given a relation and a port, the link is an inside link if the relation is contained by an entity
that is either the same as or is deeply contained (i.e. directly or indirectly contained) by the entity that
containsthe port.The deepContains() methodof NamedObj supports this test.

7.4.3 Hinneling Entities

Thetransparent portmechanism wehave described supports connections likethatbetween PI and
P5infigure 7.7.Thatconnection passes through theentity E2.Therelation R2is linked to theinside of
each of P2 and P4, in addition to its link to the outside of P3. Thus, the ports deeply connected to PI
are P3 and P5, and those deeply connected to P3 are PI and P5, and those deeply connected to P5 are
PI and P3.

A tunneling entity is one thatcontains a relation with links to the inside of more than oneport. It
may of course also contain more standard links, but the term "tunneling" suggests that at least some
deep graph traversals will see right throughit.

Support for tunneling entities is a major increment in capability overthe previous Ptolemy kernel
[14] (Rolemy Classic). That infrastructure required anentity (which was called a star) to intervene in
any connection through a composite entity (which was called a galaxy). Two significant limitations
resulted. The first was that compositionality was compromised. A connection could not be subsumed
into a composite entity without fundamentally changing the structure of the application (by introduc
ing a new intervening entity). The second was that implementation of higher-order functions that
mutated the graph [54] was made much more complicated. These higher-order functions had to be
careful to avoid mutations that created tunneling.

7.4.4 Cloning

The kernel classes are all capable of being cloned, with some restrictions. Cloning means that an
identical but entirely independent object is created. Thus, if the object being cloned contains other
objects, then those objects are also cloned. If those objects are linked, then the links are replicated in
the new objects. The clone() method in NamedObj provides the interface for doing this. Each subclass
provides an implementation.

FIGURE7.7. A tunneling entitycontainsa relation with inside linksto morethan one port.
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There is a key restriction to cloning. Because they break modularity, level-crossing links prevent
cloning. With level-crossing links, a linkdoesnot clearlybelong to anyparticular entity. Anattempt to
clone a composite that containslevel-crossing links will triggeran exception.

7.4.5 An Elaborate Example

An elaborateexampleof a clusteredgraph is shown in figure 7.8. This example includesinstances
of all the capabilities we have discussed. The top-level entity is named "EO." All otherentities in this
example havecontainers. A Javaclass that implements thisexample is shown in figure 7.9. A scriptin
the Tel language [73] that constructs the same graph is shown in figure 7.10. This script uses Tel
Blend, an interface between Tel and Java that is distributed by Scriptics.

The order in which links are constructed matters, in the sense that methods that return lists of
objects preserve this order. The order implemented in both figures 7.9 and 7.10 is top-to-bottom and
left-to-right in figure 7.8. A graphical syntax, however, does not generally have a particularly conve
nient way to completely control this order.

The results of various method accesses on the graph are shown in figure 7.11. This table can be
studied to better understand the precise meaning of each of the methods.

FIGURE 7.8. An example of a clustered graph.
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publicclass ExampleSystem {
private CompositeEntity eO, e3,e4,e7,elO;
private ComponentEntity el, e2,eS,e6,e8,e9;
private CompoRentPon pO, pi, p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7.p8,p9,plO, pi I, pl2, pl3, p4:
private ConqwnentRelatton rl, r2,r3,r4, i5, r7,r8,f9,rIO, rll, rl2;

public ExampieSystemO throws lllegalActionException, NameDuplicationException {
eO= newCompositeEntityO;
e0.setName("E0");
e3 = newCompositeEntity(eO, "E3");
e4 = newCoinpositeERtity(e3. "E4");
e7 = newCompositeEntity(eO. "E7"):
elO= newCoinpositeEntity(eO, "ElO");

el =newComponentEntity(e4, "El");
e2 = newComponentEntity(e4, "E2");
eS= newComponentEnlity(e3, "E5");
e6 = newComponentEntity(e3, "E6");
e8 = newComponentEntity(e7, "E8");
e9 = newComponentEntity(elO, "E9");

pO = (ComponentPort) e4.newPort("P0");
pi = (ComponentPort) el.newPort("PI");
p2= (ComponentPort) e2.newPort("P2");
p3= (ComponentPort) e2.newPort("P3");
p4= (ComponentPort) e4.newPort("P4");
p5= (ComponentPort) e5.newPort(T5");
p6= (ComponentPort) c5.newPort("P6");
p7=(ComponentPort) e3.newPort("P7");
p8= (ComponentPort) e7.newPort("P8");
p9= (ComponentPort) e8.newPort("P9");
plO=(ComponentPort) e8.newPort("PI0");
pi1= (ComponentPort) e7.newPort("PH");
pl2 = (ComponentPort) el0.newPort("PI2");
pl3 = (ComponentPort) el0.newPort("PI3");
pl4 = (ComponentPort) e9.newPort("PI4");

rl = e4.conncct(pl,pO. "Rl");
r2 = e4.conRect(pl, p4,"R2");
p3.link(r2);
r3 = e4.connect(pl,p2. "R3");
r4=e3.conRect(p4.p7. "R4");
r5 = e3.connect(p4, p5. "R5");
e3.allowLevelCrossingConnect(true);
r6 = e3.conncct(p3, p6. "R6");
r7 = e0.connect(p7, pi 3. "R7");
r8 = e7.connect(p9, p8. "R8"):
r9 = e7.connect(pI0.pi I, "R9");
rl0 = e0.connect(p8, pl2. "RIO");
rll =el0.connect(pl2. pl3. "Rll");
rl2 = el0.connect(pl4, pl3. "R12");
pll.link(r7);

FIGURE7.9. The same topologyas in figure7.8 implemented as a Java class.
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7.5 Opaque Composite Entities

One of the majortenets of the Ptolemy project is that of modeling heterogeneous systems through
the use of hierarchicalheterogeneity. Information-hidingis a central part of this. In particular, transpar
ent portsand entitiescompromise information hidingby exposing the internaltopology of an entity. In
some circumstances, this is inappropriate, for example when the entity internallyoperatesunder a dif
ferent model of computation from its environment. The entity should be opaque in this case.

An entity can be opaque and composite at the same time. Ports are defined to be opaque if the
entity containing them is opaque (isOpaqueQ returns true), so deep traversals of the topology do not
cross these ports, even though the ports support inside and outside links. The actor package makes

7-14

# Createcomposite entities
seteO [javaimew pt.keniel.CompositeEntity EO]
sete3 |java::new ptkemel.ConqxtsiteEntity $eO E3]
sete4 [java::new pLkeniel.ComptKiteEntity $e3E4]
sete7 [java::new pLkemel.CompositeEntity $eO E7]
setelO (java:;new pLkemel.CompositeEntity $eO ElO]

# Createcomponententities.
set el [java::new ptkemelComponentEntitySe4El]
set e2 [java::new pt.keinel.ComponentEntity Se4E2]
set eS |java::newpLkemelComponentEntity Se3ES]
sete6 [java::new pLkemelComponentEntity $e3E6]
seteS (java::new pt.kemel.ComponentEntity $e7E8]
sete9 |java::newpLkemelComponentEntity SelOE9]

# Createpmts.
set pO [$^newPoit PO]
set pi($el newPoitPlj
set p2 ($e2newPortP2]
setp3 ($e2newPoitP3)
set p4 [$e4newPortP4]
set pS [SeS newPortP5]
set p6 [$e6newPortP6]
set p7 [$e3newPortP7]
set p8 [$e7newPortP8]
set p9 [$e8newPortP9]
set plO ($e8newPortPIO]
set pll [Se7newPortPI 1]
setpl2 [SelOnewPortP12]
set pl3 (SelOnewPortP13]
set pl4 iSe9 newPort P14]

ft Create links

setrl [Se4connect Spl SpO Rl]
set r2 [Se4connectSpl Sp4R2]
Sp3linkSr2
set r3 [Se4connectSpl Sp2R3]
set r4 [Se3connectSp4Sp7R4]
set rS[$e3connectSp4SpS R5]
Se3ailowLevelCrossingConnect true
set r6 [Se3connectSp3Sp6R6]
set r7 (SeO connectSp7Spl3 R7]
set r8 (Se7connectSp9Sp8R8]
set i9 [Se7connectSplOSpl1R9]
set rlO[SeO connectSp8$pl2 RIO]
setrll [SelOc(ninect$pl2Spl3Rll]
set rl2 [SelOconnectSpl4 Spl3 R12]
Spl1 linkSr7

FIGURE 7.10. The same topology as in ftgure 7.8 described by the Tel Blend commands to create it.
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extensive use of such entitles to support mixed modeling. That use is described in the Actor Package
chapter. In the previous generation system, Ptolemy Classic, composite opaque entities were called
wormholes.

7.6 Concurrency

We expect concurrency. Topologies often represent the structure of computations. Those computa
tions themselves may be concurrent, and a user interface may be interacting with the topologies while
they execute their computation. Moreover, Ptolemy II objects may interact with other objects concur
rently over the network via RMI or CORBA.

Both computations within an entity and the user interface are capable of modifying the topology.
Thus, extra care is needed to make sure that the topology remains consistent in the face of simulta
neous modifications (we defined consistency in section 7.2.2).

Concurrency could easily corrupt a topology if a modification to a symmetric pair of references is
interrupted by another thread that also tries to modify the pair. Inconsistencycould result if, for exam
ple, one thread sets the reference to the container of an object while another thread adds the same
object to a differentcontainer's list of contained objects. Ptolemy 11 prevents such inconsistenciesfrom
occurring. Such enforced consistency is called thread safety.

Ibble 7.1:Methods of ComponentRelation

Method Name R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 RIO Rll R12

getLinkcdPorts PI PI PI P4 P4 P3 P7 P9 PIO P8 P12 P14

PO P4 P2 P7 P5 P6 P13 P8 Pll P12 P13 P13

P3 Pll

deepGetLinkedPorts PI PI PI PI PI P3 PI P9 PIO P9 P9 P14

P9 P2 P3 P3 P6 P3 PI PI PI PI PI

P14 P9 P5 P9 P3 P3 P3 P3 P3

PIO P14 P14 PIO P9 PIO PIO PIO

P5 PIO PIO P14

P3

Table 7.2:Methods of ComponentPort

Method Name PO PI P2 P3 P4 PS P6 P7 P8 P9 PIO Pll P12 P13 P14

getConncctedPorts PO PI PI P7 P4 P3 P13 P12 P8 Pll P7 P8 P7 P13

P4 P4 P5 Pll P13 Pll

P3 P6

P2

deepGetConnectedPorts P9 PI PI P9 PI P3 P9 PI PI PI PI P9 PI PI

P14 P9 PI4 P3 P14 P3 P3 P3 P3 P3 P3

PIO P14 PIO PIO PIO PIO P9 P9 PIO PIO

P5 PIO P5 P14 P14

P3 P5

P2 P6

FIGURE 7.11. Key methods applied to figure 7.8.
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7.6.1 Limitations of Monitors

Java threadsprovidea low-level mechanism called a monitor for controlling concurrent access to
data structures. A monitor locksan objectpreventing otherthreads from accessing the object(a design
pattern called mutual exclusion). Unfortunately, the mechanism is fairly tricky to use correctly. It is
non-trivial to avoid deadlock and race conditions. One of the major objectives of Ptolemy II is provide
higher-level concurrency modelsthat can be used with confidenceby non experts.

Monitorsare invoked in Java via the "synchronized"keyword.This keywordannotates a body of
code or a method, as shown in figure 7.12. It indicates that an exclusive lock should be obtainedon a
specific object before executing the body of code. If the keyword annotates a method, as in figure
7.12(a), then the method's object is locked (an instanceof class A in the figure). The keywordcan also
be associated with an arbitrary body of code and can acquire a lock on an arbitrary object. In figure
7.12(b), the code body represented by ellipses (...) can be executed only after a lock has been acquired
on object obj.

Modifications to a topology that run the risk of corrupting the consistency of the topology involve
more than one object. Java does not directly provide any mechanism for simultaneously acquiring a
lock on multiple objects. Acquiring the locks sequentially is not good enough because it introduces
deadlock potential. I.e., one thread could acquire the lock on the first object block trying to acquire a
lock on the second, while a second thread acquires a lock on the second object and blocks trying to
acquire a lock on the first. Both methods block permanently, and the application is deadlocked. Neither
thread can proceed.

One possible solution is to ensure that locks are always acquired in the same order [47]. For exam-
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publtcclass A {
publicsynchronized voidfoo(){

(a)

publicclass B {
publicvoid foo() {

synchronized(obj)(

(b)

publicclass C extends NamedObj{
publicvoidfoo(){

synchronized(worlcspace()) (

try {
workspace().getReadAccess():
//... c^e thatreads

} finally{
workspace().doReReading();

}

(d)

try I
workspaccO.getWriteAccessO;
II... code that writes

I finally (
workspace().doneWriting();

(e)

(c)

FIGURE 7.12. Using monitors for thread safety. The method used in Ptolemy n is in (d) and (e).
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pie, we could use the containment hierarchy and always acquire locks top-down in the hierarchy. Sup
pose for example that a body of code involves two objects a and where a contains b (directly or
indirectly). In this case, "involved" means that it either modifies members of the objects or depends on
their values. Then this body of code would be surrounded by:

synchronized(a) {
synchronized (b) {

}
1

If all code that locks a and b respects this same order, then deadlock cannot occur. However, if the
code involves two objects where one does not contain the other, then it is not obvious what ordering to
use in acquiringthe locks. Worse, a change might be initiated that reverses the containment hierarchy
whileanother thread is in the processof acquiring locks on it. A lock must be acquiredto read the con
tainment structure before the containment structure can be used to acquire a lock! Some policy could
certainlybe defined, but the resulting code wouldbe difficultto guarantee. Moreover, testingfor dead
lock conditions is notoriously difficult, so we implement a more conservative, and much simpler strat
egy.

7.6.2 Read and Write Access Permissions for Workspace

Onewayto guarantee thread safety without introducing the riskof deadlock is to giveeveryobject
an immutable association with another object, which we call its workspace.Immutable means that the
association is set up when the object is constructed, and then cannot be modified. When a change
involves multiple objects, those objects must be associated with the same workspace. We can then
acquire a lock on the workspace before making any changes or reading any state, preventing other
threads from making changes at the same time.

Ptolemy 11 uses monitors only on instances of the class Workspace. As shown in figure 7.3, every
instance of NamedObj (or derived classes) is associated with a single instance of Workspace. Each
body of code that alters or depends on the topology must acquire a lockon its workspace. Moreover,
the workspace associated with anobject is immutable. It is set in the constructor and never modified.
This is enforced by a very simple mechanism: a reference to the workspace is stored in a private vari
able of the base class NamedObj, as shown in figure 7.3, and no methods are provided to modify it.
Moreover, in instances of these kernel classes, a container and its containees must share the same
workspace (derived classes may be more liberal in certain circumstances). This"managed ownership"
[47] is our central strategy in thread safety.

As shown in figure 7.12(c), a conservative approach would be to acquire a monitor on the work
space foreachbody of codethatreadsor modified objects in the workspace. However, thisapproach is
too conservative. Instead, Ptolemy II allows any number of readers to simultaneously access a work
space. Only one writer can access the workspace, however, and only if no readers are concurrently
accessing the workspace.

The code for readers and writers is shown in figure 7.12(d) and (e). In (d), a reader first calls the
getReadAccessO method of the Workspace class. That method does not return until it is safe to read
data anywhere in the workspace. It is safe if there is no other thread concurrently holding (or request
ing) a write lock on the workspace (the thread calling getReadAccessO may safely hold both a read
and a write lock). When the user is finished reading the workspace data, it must call doneReading().
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Failure to do so willresultin no writer everagain gaining write access to the workspace. Because it is
so important to call this method, it is enclosed in the finally clause ofa try statement. That clause is
executedeven if an exception occurs in the bodyof the try statement.

Thecode for writers is shown in figure 7.12(e). The writerfirst callsthe getWriteAccessO method
of the Workspace class. That method does not return until it is safe to write into the workspace. It is
safe if no other thread has read or write permission on the workspace. The calling thread, of course,
may safely have both read andwrite permission at the same time. Once again, it is essential that done-
WritingO be called after writing is complete.

This solution, while not as conservativeas the single monitorof figure 7.12(c), is still conservative
in that mutual exclusion is applied even on write actions that are independent of one another if they
sharethe sameworkspace. This effectively serializes somemodifications that mightotherwise occur in
parallel. However, there is no constraint in Ptolemy II on the number of workspaces used, so sub
classes of these kernel classes could judiciously use additional workspaces to increase the parallelism.
But theymustdo so carefully to avoiddeadlock. Moreover, mostof the methods in the kernelrefuseto
operate on multiple objects that are not in the same workspace, throwing an exception on any attempt
to do so. Thus, derived classes that are more liberal will have to implement their own mechanisms sup
porting interaction across workspaces.

There is one significant subtlety regarding read and write permissions on the workspace. In a mul
tithreaded application, normally, when a thread suspends (for example by calling wait()), if that thread
holds read permission on the workspace, that permission is not relinquished during the time the thread
is suspended. If another thread requires write permission to perform whatever action the first thread is
waiting for, then deadlock will ensue. That thread cannot get write access until the first thread releases
its read permission, and the first thread cannot continue until the second thread gets write access.

The way to avoid this situation is to use the wait() method of Workspace, passing as an argument
the object on which you wish to wait (see Workspace methods in figure 7.3). That method first relin
quishes all read permissions before calling wait on the target object. When wait() returns, notice that it
is possible that the topology has changed, so callers should be sure to re-read any topology-dependent
information. In general, this technique should be used whenever a thread suspends while it holds read
permissions.

7.6.3 Making a Workspace Read Only

Acquiring read and write access permissions on the workspace is not free, and it is performed so
often in a typical application that it can significantly degrade performance. In some situations, an
application may simply wish to prohibit all modifications to the topology for some period of time. This
can be done by calling setReadOnlyO on the workspace (see Workspace methods in figure 7.3). Once
the workspace is read only, requests for read permission are routinely (and very quickly) granted, and
requests for write permission trigger an exception. Thus, making a workspace read only can signifi
cantly improve performance, at the expense of denying changes to the topology.

7.7 Mutations

Often it is necessary to carefully constrain when changes can be made in a topology. For example,
an application that uses the actor package to execute a model defined by a topology may require the
topology to remain fixed during segments of the execution. During these segments, the workspace can
be made read-only (see section 7.6.3), significantly improving performance.
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The util subpackage of the kernel package provides support for carefully controlled mutations that
can occur during the execution of a model. The relevant classes and interfaces are shown in figure
7.13. Also shown in the figure is the most useful mutation class, MoMLChangeRequest, which uses
MoML to specify the mutation. That class is in the moml package.

The usage pattern involves a source that wishes to have a mutation performed, such as an actor
(see the Actor Package chapter) or a user interface component. The originator creates an instance of
the classChangeRequest andenqueues thatrequest by calling the requestChange() of any objectin the
Ptolemy n hierarchy. That objecttypically delegates the requestto the top-level of the hierarchy, which
in tum delegatesto the manager. When it is safe, the managerexecutesthe changeby callingexecute()
on each enqueued ChangeRequest. In addition, it informs anyregistered change listeners of the muta
tions so that they can react accordingly. Their changeExecuted() method is called if the change suc
ceeds, andtheirchangeFailed() method is called if the change fails. Thelist of listeners is maintained

NamedObj

;«_chan9eUstenef5: List

: t

i Ob|ect i
1 K request change

'
source

|-faddChangeListener(listener: ChangeUstener)
i-fremoveCltangeListenerOistener: CliangeUstener)

spe^^Sieltet 6llisrenei5~j-»re<l"estCtange(request: ChangeRequest)

ChangeRequest

description: String
-.exception: Exception
•Jisteneis: List
•_errorReported: Iwotean
-.source: Object
•jiending: boolean

delegates change request t^

Manager

execut |̂te change

notifies ol xxnpietion

4ChangeRequest(source: Object,description: String)
+8ddChangeUstener(iistener:ChangeUstener)
•foxecuteO
•»getDescription():String
-fgetSourc^): Object
-fisErrorReportedO: booiaan
-HemoveChangeListener^tistener: ChangeUstener)
<»setErrofRepotted(repoited; booiaan)
4setUsteneis(listensrs; List)
•»waitFotComptetion()
0_execute()

moml package

.base: URL

.context; NamedObj
j)ai8er; MoMLPatser
•jrropagating: troolean

X

MoMLChaitgeRequest

•Interlace-

ChangeUstaner

*changeExecuted(change: ChangeRequest)
•HOtangeFeBeafatange: ChangeRequest. error: Exception)

t

StreamChangeUstener

•.output: PrintStream
•fStreamChangeUstenerO
•»SireamChangeUstener(out: OutputStream)

•fMoMLChangeRequestjoriginator; Object, request: String)
•••MoMLChangeRequestjoriginator: Object,context: NamedObj, request; String)
•fMoMLChangeRequestjoriginator: Object, context; NamedObj, request:String, base; URL)
•loetDeferredToParenttobiert: NamedOfait: NamedOfai

FIGURE 7.13. Classes andinterfaces thatsupport controlled topology mutations. A source requests topology
changes anda manager performs themat a safetime.
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by the manager, so when a listener isadded toorremoved from any object inthe hierarchy, that request
is delegated to the manager.

7.7.1 Change Requests

Amanager processes a change request by calling itsexecuteQ method. That method then calls the
protected _execute() method, which actually performs the change. If the _execute() method completes
successfully, then the ChangeRequest object notifies listeners of success. If the _execute() method
throws anexception, thentheChangeRequest object notifies listeners of failure.

The ChangeRequest class is abstract. Its_execute() method is undefined. Ina typical use, an origi
nator will define an anonymous inner class, like this:

CompositeEntity container =...;
ChangeRequest change= newChangeRequest(originator, "description") {

protectedvoid_execute()throwsException {
... perform change here...

}
};
container.requestChange(change);

By convention, the change request is usually posted with the container that will be affected by the
change. The body of the _execute() method can create entities, relations, ports, links, etc. For example,
the code in the _execute() method to create and link a new entity might look like this:

Entity newEntity = new MyEntityClass(originator, "NewEntity");
relation.link(newEntity.poit);

When _execute() is called, the entity named newEntity will be created, added to originator (which is
assumed to be an instance of CompositeEntity here) and linked to relation.

A key concrete class extending ChangeRequest is implemented in the moml package, as shown in
figure 7.13. The MoMLChangeRequest class supports specification of a change in MoML. See the
MoML chapter for details about how to write MoML specifications for changes. The context argument
to the second constructor typically gives a composite entity within which the commands should be
interpreted. Thus, the same change request as above could be accomplished as follows:

CompositeEntity container = ...;
String moml = "<group>"

+ "<entity name=\"V' class=\"MyEntityClass\"/>"
+ "<link port=\"portname\" relation=\"relationname\'7>"
+ "</group>";

ChangeRequest change =
new MoMLChangeRequest(originator, container, moml);

container.requestChange(change);

7.7.2 NamedObj and Listeners

The NamedObjclass provides addChangeListener() and removeChangeListener() methods, so that
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interestedobjects can register to be notified when topology changes occur. In addition, it provides a
method that originators can use to queue requests, requestChange().

A change listener is any object that implements the ChangeListener interface, and will typically
include user interfaces and visualization components.The instance of ChangeRequest is passed to the
listener. Typically the listener will call getOriginatorO to determine whether it is being notified of a
changethat it requested. This mightbe used for exampleto determine whethera requestedchangesuc
ceeds or fails.

The ChangeRequest class also provides a waitForCompletionQ method. This method will not
return until the change request completes. If the request fails with an exception, then waitForComple-
tionO will throw that exception. Note that this methodcan be quite dangerous to use. It will not return
until the change request is processed. If for some reason change requestsare not being processed(due
for a example to a bug in user code in some actor), then this method will never return. If you make the
mistake of calling this method from within the event thread in Java, then if it never returns, the entire
user interface will freeze, no longer responding to inputs from the keyboard or mouse, nor repainting
the screen. The user will have no choice but to kill the program, possibly losing his or her work.

7.8 Exceptions

Ptolemy II includes a set of exception classes that provide a uniform mechanism for reporting
errors that takes advantage of the identification of named objects by full name. These exception are
summarized in the class diagram in figure 7.14.

7.8.1 Base Class

KemelException. Not used directly. Provides common functionality for the kernel exceptions. In par
ticular, it provides methods that take zero, one, or two Nameable objects plus an optional detail mes
sage (a String). The arguments provided are arranged in a default organization that is overridden in
derived classes.

7.8.2 Less Severe Exceptions

These exceptions generally indicate that an operation failed to complete. These can result in a
topology that is not what the caller expects, since the caller's modifications to the topology did not suc
ceed. However, they should never result in an inconsistent or contradictory topology.

IllegalActionException. Thrown on an attempt to perform an action that is disallowed. For example,
the action would result in an inconsistent or contradictory data structure if it were allowed to complete.
E.g., attempt to set the container of an object to be another object that cannot contain it because it is of
the wrong class.

NameDuplicationException. Thrown on an attempt to add a named object to a collection that requires
unique names, and finding that there already is an object by that name in the collection.

NoSuchltemException. Thrown on access to an item that doesn't exist. E.g., attempt to remove a port
by name and no such port exists.
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7.8.3 More Severe Exceptions

The following exceptions should nevertrigger. If they trigger, it indicates a serious inconsistency
in the topology and/or a bug in the code. At the very least, the topology being operated on should be
abandoned and reconstructed from scratch. They are runtime exceptions, so they do not need to be
explicitly declared to be thrown.

InvalidStateException. Someobject or set of objects has a state that in theory is not permitted. E.g.,a
NamedObj has a null name. Or a topology has inconsistent or contradictory information in it, e.g. an
entitycontains a port that has a different entity as its container. Our design should makeit impossible
for this exception to everoccur, so occurrence is a bug. Thisexception is derived from the Java Runt-
imeException.

IntemalErrorException. An unexpected error other than an inconsistent state has been encountered.
Our design should make it impossible for this exception to ever occur, so occurrence is a bug. This

Exception

KernelException

•.message: String
.KemelExceptionO
<fKsmelExc8ptian(o1; Nameable, o2: Nameable, message: String)
♦getMessageO: String

InvalkiStsteExeeptlon

•.message: String

+lnvaIidStateExceptlon(msg;String)
+tnvalidStateException(obi:Nameable, msg: String)
.InvalidStateExceptioftlot: Nameable, o2:Nameable, msg: String)
4tnvalidSt8teExceptton(ob)ect8: Enumeration, msg: String)
.getMessageQ: String

NoSucItttemExcepUon IntemalErrarExcepUon

'*NoSuctittentExc8ption(msg; String)
♦NoSucttltemException(obi: Nameable. msg: String)

•^message: String

.lntemaIErrorException(n)essage: String)

.getMessageQ: String

NameDupticstlonException

+NameOupiicationException(container: Nameable, msg: String)
.NameOupllcationExceptionjcontainer: Nameable, wouldBeContainer: Nameal>le)
•i-NaroeDuplicationException(contalner: Nameable, wouldBeContainef: NameatXe, msg: String)

(IlegatActionExoeption

.IttegaIActionExcaption(message: String)

.IIIegalActlonExceptloniobj: Nameable)

.IllegaIActlonExceptioR(obi: Nameable, message: String)

.IIIegaIActioRException(ol; Nameable. a2: Nameable)

.lllegalActlonExceptlon(ol: Nameable, o2: Nameable, msg: String)

FIGURE 7.14, Sununary of exceptions defined in the kemeLutil package. These are used primarily through
constructor calls. The form of the constructors is shown in the text. Exception and RuntimeException are
Java exceptions.
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exception, is derivedfrom the Java RuntimeException.
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8.1 Concurrent Computation

Inthe kernel package, entities have nosemantics. They are syntactic placeholders. In many of the
uses of Ptolemy II, entities are executable. The actor package provides basic support for executable
entities. It makes a minimal commitment to the semantics of these entities by avoiding specifying the
order in which actors execute (or even whether they execute sequentially or concurrently), and by
avoiding specifying the communication mechanism between actors. These properties are defined inthe
domains.

In mostuses, theseexecutable entitiesconceptually (if not actually) executeconcurrently. The goal
of the actor package is to provide a clean infrastructure for such concurrent execution that is neutral
about the model of computation. It is intended to support dataflow, discrete-event, synchronous-reac
tive, continuous-time, communicating sequential processes, andprocess networks models of computa
tion, at least. The detailed model of computation is then implemented in a set of derived classes called
a domain. Each domain is a separate package.

Ptolemy II is anobject-oriented application framework. Actors [1] extend theconcept ofobjects to
concurrent computation. Actors encapsulate a thread ofcontrol andhave interfaces for interacting with
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Other actors. They provide a framework for "open distributed object-oriented systems." An actor can
create other actors, send messages, and modify its own local state.

Inspired bythismodel, wegroup a certain setofclasses thatsupport computation within entities in
the actor package. Our use of the term "actors," however, is somewhat broader, in that it does not
require an entity to beassociated with a single thread of control, nordoes it require theexecution of
threads associated with entities to be fair. Some subclasses, in other packages, impose such require
ments, as we will see, but not all.

Agha's actors [1] canonly send messages toacquaintances —actors whose addresses it was given
at creation time, or whose addresses it has receivedin a message, or actors it has created. Our equiva
lent constraintis that an actor can only send a messageto an actor if it has (or can obtain)a referenceto
an input port of that actor. The usual mechanism for obtaining a reference to an input port uses the
topology, probing fora port that it is connected to. Ourrelations, therefore, provide explicit manage
ment of acquaintance associations. Derived classes may provide additional implicit mechanisms. We
define actor more loosely to refer to an entity that processes datathatit receives through its ports, or
that creates and sends data to other entities through its ports.

The actor package provides templates fortwo key support functions. These templates support mes
sage passing and the execution sequence (flow ofcontrol). They are templates inthat no mechanism is
actually provided for message passing or flow of control, but rather base classes are defined so that
domains onlyneedto override a few methods, and so that domains can interoperate.

8.2 Message Passing

The actor package provides templates for executable entities called actors that communicate with
oneanother viamessage passing. Messages areencapsulated in tokens (see the Data Package chapter).
Messages are sent and received via ports. lOPort is the key class supporting message transport, and is
shown infigure 8.2. An lOPort can only beconnected toother lOPort instances, and only via lORela-
tions. The lORelation class is also shown in figure 8.2. TypedlOPort and TypedlORelation are sub
classes that manage type resolution. These subclasses are used much more often, in order to benefit
from the typesystem. This is described in detail in the TVpe System chapter.

An instance of lOPort can be an input, an output, or both. An input port (one that is capable of
receiving messages) contains one ormore instances ofobjects that implement the Receiver interface.
Each of these receivers is capable of receiving messages from a distinct channel.

The type ofreceiver used depends on the communication protocol, which depends on the model of
computation. The actor package includes two receivers. Mailbox and QueueReceiver. These are
generic enough to be useful in several domains. The QueueReceiver class contains a FIFOQueue, the
capacity ofwhich can be controlled. It also provides a mechanism for tracking the history oftokens
that are received by the receiver. The Mailbox class implements a FIFO (first in, first out) queue with
capacity equal to one.

8.2.1 Data Transport

Data transport isdepicted in figure 8.1. The originating actor El has an output port PI,indicated in
the figure with an arrow in the direction oftoken flow. The destination actor E2 has an input port P2,
indicated in the figure with another arrow. El calls the send() method of PI to send a token t to a
remote actor. The port obtains a reference toa remote receiver (via the lORelation) and calls the put()
method of the receiver, passing it the token. The destination actor retrieves the token by calling the
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get() method of its input port, which in turn calls theget() method of the designated receiver.
Domains typically provide specialized receivers. These receivers override get() and put() to imple

mentthe communication protocol pertinent to thatdomain. A domain thatuses asynchronous message
passing, forexample, canusually use theQueueReceiver shown infigure 8.2. Adomain that uses syn
chronousmessagepassing (rendezvous) has to providea new receiverclass.

In figure 8.1 there is only a single channel, indexed 0. The "0" argument of the send() and get()
methods referto thischannel. A portcan support more thanone channel, however, as shown in figure
8.3. This canbe represented by linking more than onerelation to theport, or by linking a relation that
has a width greater than one. A port thatsupports this is called a multipart. The channels are indexed
0,..., N- 1, where N is the number of channels. An actor distinguishes between channels using this
index in its send() and get() methods. By default, an lOPort is not a multiport, and thus supports only
one channel (or zero, if it is left unconnected). It is converted into a multiportby calling its setMulti-
portO method with a true argument. After conversion, it cansupport anynumber of channels.

Multiports aretypically used by actors thatcommunicate viaanindeterminate number ofchannels.
Forexample, a "distributor" or "demultiplexor" actor might divide an input stream into a number of
output streams, where the number of output streams depends on the connections made to the actor. A
stream is a sequence of tokens sent over a channel.

An lORelation, by default, represents a singlechannel. By calling its setWidthO method, however,
it can be converted to a bus. A multiport may use a bus instead of multiple relations to distribute its
data, as shown in figure 8.4. The width ofa relation is the number of channels supported by the rela
tion. If the relation is not a bus, then its width is one.

The width of a port is the sum of the widths of the relations linked to it. In figure 8.4, both the
sending and receiving portsare multiports with widthtwo.This is indicated by the "2" adjacent to each

\ receiver.putft)
send(0,t)

El^ ^ QP2 E2

token tJ
FIGURE 8.1. Message passing is mediated by the lOPortclass.Its send() method obtains a reference to a
remote receiver, and calls the put() method of the receiver,passing it the token /. The destination actor
retrieves the token by calling the get() method of its input port.

send(O.tO)

E1

^send(l.tl)

receiver.put(t1)

receiver.putitO)

token toy

token ty

FIGURE 8.3. A port can support more than one channel, permittingan entity to send distinct data to distinct
destinations via the same port. This feature is typically used when the number of destinations varies in dif
ferent instances of the source actor.
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FIGURE8.2. Port and receiverclasses that provide infrastructure for messagepassing under variouscom
munication protocols.
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port. Note that the width ofa port could bezero, if there arenorelations linked toa port (such a port is
said to be disconnected). Thus,a port mayhavewidthzero,even though a relation cannot. Byconven
tion, in Ptolemy H, if a token is sentfrom such a port, the token goes nowhere. Similarly, if a token is
sent via a relation that is not linkedto any input ports, then the tokengoes nowhere. Such a relationis
said to be dangling.

Agiven channel may reach multiple ports, as shown in figure 8.5. This is represented bya relation
thatis linked to multiple input ports. In the default implementation, in classlOPort, a reference to the
token is sent to all destinations. Note that tokens are assumed to be immutable, so the recipients cannot
modify the value. Thisis important because in most domains, it is notobvious in what ordertherecip
ients will see the token.

The sendO method takes a channel number argument. If the channel does not exist, the send()
method silently returns without sending the token anywhere. This makes it easierfor model builders,
sincetheycan simply leaveportsunconnected if theyare not interested in the output data.

lOPort provides a broadcast() method for convenience. Thismethod sends a specified token to all
receivers linkedto the port, regardless of the width of the port.If the widthis zero, of course, the token
will not be sent anywhere.

8.2.2 Example

Anelaborate example showing all of theabovefeatures is shown in figure 8.6.In thatexample, we
assume that linksare constructed in top-to-bottom order. The arrowsin the ports indicatethe direction
of the flow of tokens, and thus specify whether the port is an input, an output, or both. Multiports are
indicated by adjacent numbers larger than one.

The top relation is a bus with width two, and the rest are not busses. The width of port PI is four.

receiver.put(tO)

get(O), get(1)

E2

token to, t1y

V receiver.put{t1) /"send(0,t0)"-.O^- 2"^1'

send(1.t1)-^

FIGURE 8.4. A bus is an lORelation that represents multiplechannels. It is indicated by a relation with a
slash through it, and the number adjacent to the bus is the width of the bus.

send(0,t)

rBceiver.put(t)

recelvef.put(l)

get(0)token{done
ott)

E3

FIGURE 8.5. Channels may reach multiple destinations. This is represented by relations linking multiple
input ports to an output port.
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Its first two outputs (channels zero and one) go to P4 and to the first two inputs of P5. The third output
of PI goes nowhere. The fourth becomes the third input of P5. the first input of Pd, and the only input
of P8, which is both an input and an output port. Ports P2 and P8 send their outputs to the same set of
destinations, except that P8 does not send to itself. Port P3 has width zero, so its send() method returns
without sending the token anywhere. Port P6 has width two, but its second input channel has no output
ports connected to it, so calling get(l) will trigger an exception that indicates that there is no data. Port
P7 has width zero so calling get() with any argument will trigger an exception.

8.2.3 Transparent Ports

Recall that a port is transparent if its container is transparent (isOpaque() returnsfalse). A Com-
positeActor is transparent unless it has a local director. Figure 8.7 shows an elaborate example where
busses, input, and output ports are combined with transparent ports. The transparent ports are filled in
white, and again arrows indicate the direction of token flow. The Jacl code to construct this example is
shown in figure 8.8.

By definition, a transparent port is an input if either
• it is connected on the inside to the outside of an input port, or

• it is connected on the inside to the inside of an output port.

That is, a transparent port is an input port if it can accept data (which it may then just pass through to a
transparentoutput port). Correspondingly, a transparent port is an output port if either
• it is connected on the inside to the outside of an output port, or

• it is connected on the inside to the inside of an input port.

Thus, assuming PI is an output port and P7, P8, and P9 are input ports, then P2, P3, and P4 are both
input and output ports, while P5 and P6 are input ports only.

Two of the relations that are inside composite entities (R1 and R5) are labeled as busses with a star
(*) instead of a number. These are busses with unspecified width. The width is inferred from the topol
ogy. This is done by checking the ports that this relation is linked to from the inside and setting the
width to the maximum of those port widths, minus the widths of other relations linked to those ports on

FIGURE 8.6. Anelaborateexampleshowingseveral features of the data transport mechanism.
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FIGURE 8.7. An exampleshowingbussescombined with input,output,and transparent ports.

set eO [java;;new ptolemy.actor.CompositeActor] $rl setwidth 0

$eO setDirector $director $r2 setwidth 3

$eO setManager $tnanager $r4 setwidth 2

$r5 setwidth 0

set el [java::new ptolemy.actor.CompositeActor $eO El] .
set e2 (java::new ptolemy.actor.AtomicActor $el E2] $pl link $rl

set e3 (java;:new ptolemy.actor.CompositeActor $eO E3} $p2 link $rl

set e4 (java;:new ptolemy.actor.AtomicActor $e3 E4] $p3 link $rl

set eS (java::new ptolemy.actor.AtomicActor $e3 E5] $p4 link $rl

set e6 (java::new ptolemy.actor.AtomicActor $eO E6] $p2 link $r2

$p5 link $r2

set pi tjava::new ptolemy.actor.lOPort $e2 PI false true] $p2 link $r3

set p2 [java::new ptolemy.actor.lOPort $el P2] $p5 link $r3

set P3 [java;:new ptolemy.actor.lOPort $el P3] $p6 link $r3

set P4 [java::new ptolemy.actor.lOPort $el P4] $p3 link $r4

set p5 [java::new ptolemy.actor.lOPort $e3 P5] $p7 link $r4

set p6 [java::new ptolemy.actor.lOPort $e3 P6] $p5 link $r5

set P7 [java::new ptolemy.actor.lOPort $e6 P7 true false]' $p8 link $r5

set p8 [java::new ptolemy.actor.lOPort $e4 P8 true false] $p5 link $r6

set P9 [java::new ptolemy.actor.lOPort $e5 P9 true false] $p9 link $r6

Sp6 link $r7

set rl [java::new ptolemy.actor.lORelation $el Rl] $P9 link $r7

set r2 (java::new ptolemy.actor.lORelation $eO R2]
set r3 (java::new ptolemy.actor.lORelation $eO R3]

set r4 (java::new ptolemy.actor.lORelation $eO R4]
set r5 (java::new ptolemy.actor.lORelation $e3 R5]

set r6 (java;;new ptolemy.actor.lORelation $e3 R6]
set r7 (java::new ptolemy.actor.lORelation $e3 R7]

Spl setMultiport true
$p2 setMultiport true
Sp3 setMultiport true
Sp4 setMultiport true
Sp5 setMultiport true
$p7 setMultiport true
$p8 setMultiport true
Sp9 setMultiport true

FIGURE 8.8. Tcl Blend code to construct the example in figure 8.7.
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the inside. Each such port is allowed to have at most one inside relation with an unspecified width, or
an exception is thrown. If this inference yields a width of zero, then the width is defined to be one.
Thus, R1 will have width 4 and R5 will have width 3 in this example. The width of a transparent port is
the sum of the widths of the relations it is linked to on the outside (just like an ordinary port). Thus, P4
has width 0, P3 has width 2, and P2 has width 4. Recall that a port can have width 0, but a relation can
not have width less than one.

When data is sent from PI, four distinct channels can be used. All four will go through P2 and P5,
the first three will reach P8, two copies of the fourth will reach P9, the first two will go through P3 to
P7, and none will go through P4.

By default, an lORelation is not a bus, so its width is one. To turn it into a bus with unspecified
width, call set>\ldth() with a zero argument. Note that getWidth()will nonethelessnever return zero (it
returns at least one). To find out whether setWidth() has been called with a zero argument, call
isWidthFixedO(see figure 8.2). If a bus with unspecified width is not linked on the inside to any trans
parent ports, then its width is one. It is not allowed for a transparent port to have more than one bus
with unspecified width linked on the inside (an exception will be thrown on any attempt to construct
sucha topology). Note further thata bus withunspecified width is stilla bus, and socan onlybe linked
to multiports.

In general, bus widths insideandoutside a transparent portneednot agree. Forexample, if M<N
in figure 8.9, then first M channels from PI reach P3, and the last N-M channels are dangling. If
M>N, then all N channels from PI reach P3, but the last M-N channels at P3 are dangling.
Attempting to get a tokenfromthesechannels will triggeran exception. Sending a tokento thesechan
nels just results in loss of the token.

Note that data is not actually transported through the relations or transparent ports in Ptolemy II.
Instead, each outputport caches a list of the destination receivers (in the form of the two-dimensional
array returned by getRemoteReceiversO), and sends data directly to them. The cache is invalidated
whenever the topology changes, and only at that point will the topology be traversed again. This sig
nificantly improves the efficiency of data transport.

8.2.4 Data Transfer in Various Models of Computation

The receiver used by an input portdetermines the communication protocol. This is closely bound
to the model of computation. The lOPort class creates a new receiver when necessary by calling its
_newReceiver() protected method. That method delegates to the director returned by getDirector(),
calling itsnewReceiver() method (the Director class will bediscussed in section 8.3 below). Thus, the
director controls the communication protocol, in addition to its primary function of determining the
flow of control. Here we discuss the receivers that are made available in the actor package. This should
not be viewed as an exhaustive set, but rather as a particularly useful set of receivers. These receivers

FIGURE 8.9. Bus widths inside and outside a transparent port need not agree.
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are shown in figure 8.2.

Mailbox Communication. The Director base class by default returns a simple receiver called a Mail
box. A mailbox is a receiver that has capacity for a single token. It will throw an exception if it is
empty and get() is called, or it is fiill and put() is called. Thus, a subclass of Director that uses this
should schedule the calls to putQ and get() so that these exceptions do not occur, or it should catch
these exceptions.

Asynchronous MessagePassing. This is supportedby the QueueReceiver class. A QueueReceiver con
tains an instance of FIFOQueue, from the actor.util package, which implements a first-in, first-out
queue. This is appropriate for all flavors of dataflow as well as Kahnprocessnetworks.

In the Kahn process networks model of computation [44], which is a generalization of dataflow [54],
each actor has its own thread of execution. The thread calling get() will stall if the corresponding queue
is empty. If the size of the queue is bounded, then the threadcallingput() may stall if the queue is fiill.
This mechanism supports implementation of a strategy that ensures boundedqueues whenever possi
ble [75].

In the processnetworks modelof computation, the historyof tokensthat traverse any connection is
determinate under certain simple conditions. With certain technical restrictions on the functionality of
the actors (they must implement monotonic functions under prefix ordering of sequences), our imple
mentation ensures determinacy in that the history does not depend on the order in which the actors
carry out their computation. Thus, the history does not depend on the policies used by the thread
scheduler.

FIFOQueue is a support class that implements a first-in, first-out queue. It is part of the actor.util
package, shown in figure 8.10. This class has two specializedfeatures that make it particularly useful
in this context. First, its capacity can be constrained or unconstrained.Second, it can record a finite or
infinite history, the sequence of objects previously removed from the queue. The history mechanismis
useful both to support tracing and debugging and to provide access to a finite buffer of previously con
sumed tokens.

An example of an actor definition is shown in figure 8.11. This actor has a multiport output. It

public class Distributor extends TypedAtomicActor {

public TypedlOPort _input;
public TypedlOPort _output;

public Distributor(CompositeActor container. String name)
throws NameDuplicationException, IllegalActionException {

super(container, name);
_input = new TypedlOPort(this, "input", true, false);
_output = new TypedlOPort(this, "output", false, true);
_output.setMultiport(true);

public void fireO throws IllegalActionException
for (int i=0; i < _output.getwidth(); i++) {

_output.send(i, _input.get(0));

FIGURE 8.11. An actor that distributes successive input tokens to a set of output channels.
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reads successive input tokens from the input port and distributes them to the output channels. This
actor is written in a domain-polymorphic way, and can operate in any of a numberof domains. If it is
used in the PN domain, then its input will have a QueueReceiver and the output will be connected to
ports with instances QueueReceiver.

Rendezvous Communications. Rendezvous, or synchronous communication, requires that the origina
tor of a token and the recipientof a token both be simultaneously ready for the data transfer. As with
process networks, theoriginator andthe recipient are separate threads. Theoriginating thread indicates
a willingness to rendezvous by calling send(), which in turn calls the put() method of the appropriate
receiver. Therecipient indicates a willingness to rendezvous by calling get() on aninput port, which in
turn calls getQ of the designated receiver. Whichever thread does this first must stall until the other
thread is ready to complete the rendezvous.

Thisstyleof communication is implemented in theCSPdomain. In thereceiver in thatdomain, the
put() method suspends thecalling thread if theget()method hasnot beencalled. Theget()method sus
pends thecalling thread if theput() method has notbeen called. When thesecond of these twomethods
is called, it wakes up the suspended thread andcompletes the data transfer. The actorshown in figure
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FIGURE8.10. Static structurediagramfor the actor.util package.
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8.11 works unchanged in the CSP domain, although its behavior is different in that input and output
actions involve rendezvous with another thread.

Nondeterministic transferscan be easily implemented using this mechanism. Suppose for example
thata recipient is willing to rendezvous with anyof several originating threads. It could spawn a thread
for each.Thesethreads shouldeach call get(),whichwill suspendthe threaduntil the originatoris will
ing to rendezvous. When one of the originating threads is willing to rendezvous with it, it will call
put(). Themultiple recipient threads will allbe awakened, butonly oneof them will detect thatits ren
dezvoushas been enabled. That one will complete the rendezvous, and others will die. Thus, the first
originating thread to indicate willingness to rendezvous will be theone thatwill transfer data. Guarded
communication [4] can also be implemented.

Discrete-Event Communication. In the discrete-event model of computation, tokens that are trans
ferred between actors have a time stamp, which specifies the order in which tokens should be pro
cessed by the recipients. The order is chronological, by increasing time stamp. To implement this, a
discrete-event system willnormally usea single, global, sorted queue ratherthanan instance of FIFO-
Queue in each input port. The kemel.util package, shownin figure 8.10, provides the CalendarQueue
class, which gives an efficient and flexible implementationof such a sorted queue.

8.2.5 Discussion of the Data Transfer Mechanism

This data transfer mechanism has a number of interesting features. First, note that the actual trans
fer of data does not involve relations, so a model of computation could be defined that did not rely on
relations. For example, a global name server might be used to address recipient ports. To construct
highly dynamic networks, suchas wireless communication systems, it maybe more intuitive to model
a systemas an aggregation of unconnected actors with addresses. A name server would return a refer
ence to a port given an address. This could be accomplished simply by overriding the getRemoteRe-
ceiversO method of lOPort or TypedlOPort, or by providing an alternative method for getting
references to receivers. The subclass of lOPort would also have to ensure the creation of the appropri
ate number of receivers. The base class relies on the width of the port to determine how many receivers
to create, and the width is zero if there are no relations linked.

Note further that the mechanism here supports bidirectional ports. An lOPort may return true to
both the isInputO and isOutput() methods.

8.3 Execution

The Executable interface, shown in figure 8.12, is implemented by the Director class, and is
extended by the Actor interface. An actor is an executable entity. There are two types of actors, Atom-
icActor, which extends ComponentEntity, and CompositeActor, which extends CompositeEntity. As
the names imply, an AtomicActor is a single entity, while a CompositeActor is an aggregation of
actors. Two further extensions implement a type system, TypedAtomicActor and TypedCompositeAc-
tor.

The Executable interface defines how an object can be invoked. There are eight methods. The
preinitializeO method is assumed to be invoked exactly once during the lifetime of an execution of a
model and before the type resolution (see the type system), and the initializeO methods is assumed to
be invoked once after the type resolution. The initializeO method may be invoked again to restart an
execution, for example, in the *-chart model (see the FSM domain). The prefire(), fire(), and postfireO
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FIGURE 8.12. Basic classes in the actor package that support execution.
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methods will usually be invoked many times. Thefire() method may be invoked several times between
invocations of prefire() and postfire(). The stopFire() method is invoked to request suspension of fir
ing. The wrapupO method will be invoked exactly once perexecution, at theend of the execution.

The terminateO method is provided as a last-resort mechanism to interrupt execution based on an
external event.It is not calledduring the normal flow of execution. It should be usedonly to stoprun
away threads thatdo not respond to more usual mechanism for stopping an execution.

An iteration is defined to be one invocationof prefireO, any number of invocation of fire(), and
one invocation of postfireQ. An execution is defined to be one invocation of preinitializeO, followed
byone invocation of initialize(), followed byany number of iterations, followed byone invocation of
wrapupO. Themethods preinitializeO, initializeO, prefireQ, fireQ, postfireO, and wrapupO are called
the action methods. While, the action methods in the executable interface are executed in order during
the normal flow of an iteration, the terminateO method can be executed at any time, even during the
execution of the other methods.

ThepreinitializeO method of each actor gets invoked exactly once. Typical actions of the preini
tializeO method include creating receivers and defining the types of the ports. Higher-order function
actors should construct their models in this method. The preinitializeO method cannot produce output
data since type resolution is typically not yet done. It also gets invoked prior to any static scheduling
that mightoccur in the domain, so it can change scheduling information.

The initializeO method of each actor gets invoked once after type resolution is done. It may be
invoked again to restart theexecution of an actor. Typical actions of theinitializeO method include cre
atingand initializing private data members. An actor may produce outputdataand schedule events in
this method.

The prefireO method may be invoked multiple times during an execution, but onlyonce per itera
tion.TheprefireO returns trueto indicate thatthe actoris ready to fire. In otherwords, a return valueof
true indicates "you can safely invoke my fire method," while a false value from prefire means "My
preconditions for firing are not satisfied. Call prefire again later when conditions have change." For
example, a dynamic dataflow actor might return false to indicate that not enough data is available on
the input ports for a meaningful firing to occur.

The fireO method may be invoked multiple times during an iteration. In most domains, this
method defines the computation performed by the actor. Some domains will invoke fire() repeatedly
until some convergence condition is reached. Thus, fire() should not change the state of the actor.
Instead, update the state in postfire().

In opaque compositeactors, the fire() method is responsible for transferring data from the opaque
portsof the composite actor to the portsof the contained actors,callingthe fire() methodof the direc
tor,and transferring data from the output portsof the compositeactor to the portsof outside actors.See
section 8.3.4 below.

In some domains, the fire method initiates an open-ended computation. The stopFire() method
may be used to request that firing be ended and that the fire() method return as soon as practical.

The postfireO method will be invokedexactly once during an iteration,after all invocations of the
fireQ method in that iteration. An actor may retum false in postfire to request that the actor should not
be fired again. It has concludedits mission. However, a director may elect to continue to fire the actor
until the conclusion of its own iteration. Thus, the request may not be immediately honored.

The wrapupO method is invoked exactly once during the execution of a model, even if an excep
tion causes premature termination of an execution. Typically, wrapupO is responsible for cleaning up
after execution has completed, and perhaps flushing output buffers before execution ends and killing
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active threads.

The terminateO method may be called at any time during an execution, but is not necessarily
called at all. When terminateO is called, no more execution is important, and the actor should do every
thing in its power to stop execution right away. This method should be used as a last resort if all other
mechanisms for stopping an execution fail.

8.3.1 Director

A director governs the execution of a composite entity. A manager governs the overall execution
of a model. An example of the use of these classes is shown in figure 8.13. In that example, a top-level
entity, EO, has an instance of Director, Dl, that serves the role of its local director. A local director is
responsible for execution of the components within the composite. It will perform any scheduling that
might be necessary, dispatch threads that need to be started, generate code that needs to be generated,
etc. In the example, Dl also serves as an executive director for E2. The executive director associated
with an actor is the director that is responsible for firing the actor.

A composite actor that is not at the top level may or may not have its own local director.If it has a
local director, then it defined to be opaque (isOpaqueQ returns true). In figure 8.13, E2 has a local
director and E3 does not. The contents of E3 are directly under the control of Dl, as if the hierarchy
were flattened. By contrast, the contents of E2 are under the control of D2, which in turn is under the
control of Dl. In the terminology of the previous generation, Ptolemy Classic, E2 was called a worm-
hole. In Ptolemy II, we simply call it a opaque composite actor. It will be explained in more detail
below in section 8.3.4.

We define the director (vs. local director or executive director) of an actor to be either its local
director (if it has one) or its executive director (if it does not). A composite actor that is not at the top
level has as its executive director the director of the container. Every executable actor has a director
except the top-level composite actor, and that director is what is returned by the getDirectorO method
of the Actor interface (see figure 8.12).

When any action method is called on an opaque composite actor, the composite actor will gener
ally call the corresponding method in its local director. This interaction is crucial, since it is domain-
independent and allows for communication between different models of computation. When fire() is
called in the director, the director is free to invoke iterations in the contained topology until the stop
ping condition for the model of computation is reached.

M; Manager

EO Dl: local direcior

D2: local director E3

FIGURE 8.13. Example application, showing a typical arrangement of actors, directors, andmanagers.
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The postfireO method ofadirector returns false to stop its execution normally. Itis the responsibil
ity ofthe next director up in the hierarchy (or the manager ifthe director is at the top level) to conclude
the executionof this directorby calling its wrapupO method.

The Director class provides a default implementation ofan execution, although specific domains
may override this implementation. In order to ensure interoperability of domains, they should stick
fairly closely to the sequence.

Two common sequences ofmethod calls between actors and directors are shown in figure 8.14 and
8.15. These differ in the shaded areas, which define thedomain-specific sequencing of actorfirings. In
figure 8.14, the fire() method ofthe director selects an actor, invokes its prefireO method, and if that
returns true, invokes its fire() method some number of times (domain dependent) followed byits post
fireO method. In figure 8.15, the fireQ method of the director invokes the prefireO method ofall the
actors before invoking any of their fire() methods.

When a director is initialized, via its initialize() method, it invokes initializeO on all the actors in
the next level of the hierarchy, in the order in which these actors were created. The wrapupO method
works in a similar way, deeply traversing the hierarchy. In other words, calling initializeO ona com
posite actor isguaranteed to initialize in all the objects contained within that actor. Similarly for wra
pupO.

The methods prefireO and postfireO, on the other hand, are not deeply traversing functions. Call
ing prefireO on adirector does not imply that the director call prefireO actors. Some directors
may need to call prefireO some orall contained actors before being able to return, but some direc
tors may not need to call prefireO on any contained objects at all. A director may even implement
short-circuit evaluation, where it calls prefireO ononly enough of the contained actors to determine its
own return value. PostfireO works similarly, except that it may only be called after at least one suc
cessful call to fire().

The fireO method is where the bulk of work for a director occurs. When a director is fired, it has
complete control over execution, and may initiate whatever iterations ofother actors are appropriate
for the model ofcomputation that it implements. It is important to stress that once a director is fired,
outside objects do not have control over when the iteration will complete. The director may not iterate
any contained actors atall, orit may iterate the contained actors forever, and not stop until terminate()
iscalled. Ofcourse, inorder topromote interoperability, directors should define a finite execution that
they perform in the fire() method.

In case it is not practical for the fire() method to define a bounded computation, the stopFire()
method is provided. Adirector should respond when this method iscalled by returning from its fire()
method as soon as practical.

In some domains, the firing of a director corresponds exactly to the sequential firing of the con
tained actors in a specific predetermined order. This ordering is known as a static schedule for the
actors. Some domains support this style of execution. There is also a family of domains where actors
are associated with threads.

8.3.2 Manager

While a director implements a model of computation, a manager controls the overall execution of
a model. The manager interacts with a single composite actor, known as a top level composite actor.
The Manager class is shown in figure 8.12. Execution of a model is implemented by three methods,
executeO, run() andstartRun(). ThestartRunO method spawns a thread thatcallsrun(), andthenimme
diately returns. The run() method calls executeO, butcatches allexceptions and reports them to listen-

Heterogeneous Concurrent Modeling and Design
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ers (if there are any) or to the standard output (if there are no listeners).
More fine grain control over the execution can be achieved by calling initialize(), iterateO, and

wrapupO on the manager directly. The execute() method, in fact, calls these, repeating the call to iter
ateO until it returns false. The iterate method invokes prefireO, fire() and postfire() on the top-level
compositeactor,and returns false if the postfireO in the top-levelcomposite actor returns false.

An execution can also be ended by calling terminate() or finishO on the manager. The terminate()
method triggers an immediate halt of execution, and should be used only if other more gracefulmeth
ods for endingan executionfail. It will probably leave the modelin an inconsistent state, sinceit works
by unceremoniously killing threads. The fmish() method allows the system to continue untilthe endof
the current iteration in the top-level composite actor, and then invokes wrapup(). Finish() encourages
actors to end gracefully by calling their stopFireQ method.

Execution may also be paused between top-level iterations by calling the pause() method. This
method sets a flag in the managerand calls stopFireO on the top-level compositeactor. Aftereach top-
level iteration, the manager checks the flag. If it has been set, then the manager will not start the next
top-level iteration until after resume() is called. In certain domains, such as the process networks
domain, there is not a very well defined concept of an iteration. Generally these domains do not rely on
repeated iterationfirings by the manager. The call to stopFire() requests of thesedomains that theysus
pend execution.

8.3.3 ExecutionListener

The ExecutionListener interfaceprovidesa mechanism for a managerto reporteventsof interest to
a user interface. Generally a user interface willuse the events to notify the userof the progress of exe
cutionof a system. A user interface can register one or more ExecutionListeners witha manager using
the method addExecutionListenerO in the Manager class. When an event occurs, the appropriate
method will get called in all the registered listeners.

Two kinds of events are defined in the ExecutionListener interface. A listener is notified of the
completion of an execution by theexecutionFinished() method. TheexecutionError() method indicates
that execution has ended with an error condition. The managerStateChanged() indicates to the listener
that the manager has changed state. The new state can be obtained by calling getState() on the man
ager.

A default implementation of the ExecutionListener interface is provided in the StreamExecution-
Listener class. This class reports all events on the standard output.

8.3.4 Opaque Composite Actors

Oneof thekeyfeatures of Ptolemy II is its ability to hierarchically mixmodels of computation in a
disciplined way. The way that it does this is to have actors that are composite (non-atomic) and
opaque. Suchan actorwascalled a wormhole in the earlier generation of Ptolemy. Its ports areopaque
and its contents are not visible via methods like deepEntityList().

Recallthat an instance of CompositeActor that is at the top levelof the hierarchy musthavea local
directorin order to be executable. A CompositeActor at a lower level of the hierarchy may also have a
local director, in which case, it is opaque (isOpaque() returns true). It also has an executive director,
which is simply thedirector of itscontainer. Fora composite opaque actor, the local director andexec
utive director need not follow the same model of computation. Hence hierarchical heterogeneity.

The ports of a composite opaque actor are opaque, but it is a composite (itcan contain actors and

g.|g Ptolemy II
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relations). This hasa number of implications onexecution. Consider the simple example shown in fig
ure 8.16. Assume that both EO and E2 have local directors (D1 and D2), so E2 is opaque. The ports of
E2therefore areopaque, as indicated in thefigure bytheir solid fill. Since itsports are opaque, when a
token is sent from the output port PI, it is depositedin P2, not P5.

Inthe execution sequences of figures 8.14 and 8.15, E2is treated asanatomic actor byDl; i.e. D1
acts as an executive director to E2. Thus, the fire() method of Dl invokes the prefireO, fire(), and post-
fireO methods of El, E2,andE3. ThefireQ method of E2is responsible for transferring thetoken from
P2 to P5. It does this by delegating to its local director, invoking its transferlnputs() method. It then
invokes the fire() method of D2, which in turn invokes the prefireO, fire(), and postfireO methods of
E4.

During its fire() method, E2will invoke thefireQ method of D2, which typically will fire theactor
E4, which may send a token via P6. Again, since theports ofE2are opaque, that token goes only asfar
as P3.The fireQ method of E2 is thenresponsible for transferring that tokento P4.It doesthisby dele
gating to its executive director, invoking its transferOutputsQ method.

The CompositeActor class delegates transfer of its inputs to its local director, and transfer of its
outputs to its executive director. This is the correct organization, because in each case, the director
appropriate to the model of computation of the destination port is theonehandling the transfer. It can
therefore handle it in a manner appropriate to the receiver in that port.

Note thattheportP3 is anoutput, butit has to becapable of receiving data from theinside, as well
as sending data to theoutside. Thus, despite being an output, it contains a receiver. Such a receiver is
called an inside receiver. The methods of lOPort offer only limited access to the inside receivers (only
via the getlnsideReceiversQ method and getReceivers(re/a//ow), where relation is an inside linked
relation).

Ingeneral, a port may beboth aninput andan output. Anopaque portof a composite opaque actor,
thus, must becapable of storing twodistinct types of receivers, a setappropriate to theinside model of
computation, obtained from the local director, anda set appropriate to the outside model of computa
tion, obtained from its executive director. Most methods that access receivers, such as hasTokenQ or
hasRoomQ, refer only to the outside receivers. The use of the inside receivers is rather specialized,
only for handlingcompositeopaqueactors, so a morebasic interfaceis sufficient.

M: Managef

EO 01: local directof

02: local direcior

FIGURE 8.16. An example of an opaque composite actor. EO and E2 both have local directors, not necessar
ily implementing the same model of computation.
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8.4 Scheduler and Process Support

The actor package has two subpackages, actor.sched, which provides rudimentary support for
domains that use static schedulers to control the invocation of actors, and actor.process, which pro
vides support for domains where actors are processes. The UML diagrams are shown in figure 8.17
and figure 8.18.

8.4.1 Statically Scheduled Domains

The StaticSchedulingDirector class extends the Directorbase class to add a scheduler. The sched
uler (an instance of the Scheduler class) creates an instance of the Schedule class which represents a
statically determined sequence of actor firings. The scheduler also caches the schedule as necessary
until it is invalidated by the director. This means that domains with a statically determined schedule
(such as CT and SDF) needonly implementthe action methods in the directorand a schedulerwith the

CNreetor

StaticSchedulingDirector

-.scheduler: Scheduler

•fStaticSchedulingDirectorO
+StaticScheduiingDirector(worksp3ce; Workspace)
•••StaticSchedu[ingDirector(container: CompositeEntity,name: String)
•rgetSchedulerO: Scheduler
•finvalidateScheduleO
•HsScheduleValidO: boolean
•t-setScheduIer(scheduier: Scheduler)
•t'SetScheduleValid(valid: boolean)

SeheduleElement

•hScheduIeElementO
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FIGURE 8.17. UML static structure diagram for the actor.schedpackage.
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appropriate scheduling algorithm.
The Schedule base class contains a list of schedule elements, each with a repetitions factor that

determines the number of times that element will be repeated. Since a schedule itself is a scheduleele
ment, schedulescan be derinedrecursively. Another type of scheduleelement is a firing, which repre
sents a firing of a single actor. An iterator over all firings contained by a schedule is retumed by the

Dlractor

ProoessDirector

•_rx>tDone: boolean

-fProcessDIrectorO
'»Proc8SsDirector(woikspace: Workspace)
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•rgetlnptJtGontrotterO: BranehControIler
+getOutputControIler(): BranehControIler
+8toplnputBianchControtlerO
+stopOutputBratKhControtler()
s.areActorsExtemallyBlockedO: boolean
*_controller6locfced(c: BraiKhControIter)
*_controllerUnt>locked(c; BranehControIler)
«_islnputControIler6lo^ed(): boolean
*_isOutputCoRtrolletBlocked(): boolean
*_reglster6lockedRcvrsWithExecutlve(): boolean
»_re8olvelntemalDeacflock(): boolean

Thread

creator

ProcessTtiraad

Branch

•»getConsReceiverO: ProcessReceiver
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•fisActiveO: boolean
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'fselActive(b: boolean)
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-fgetParentO: CompositeActor
'•'hasBrsnchesO: boolean
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#_branch8locked(r; ProcessReceiver)
#_branchUnblocketl(r: ProcessReceiver)

createe

createe

-Interface*

Roeavhr

'Interface-

+get(b: Branch)
♦isCkrnnectedToBoundaiyO:boolean
4{sConnectedToBoundatylnsideO: boolean
•fis ConnectedToBocnda ryOulsideO; boolean
'fIsCottsumerReeeiverO: boolean
fisInsideBoundaiyO; boolean
+lsOutsideBound8iyO: boolean
+isProducerReoeive^): t>oolean
-tisReadBlockedO: boolean
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+ToquestFinssh()

'fNotifyThread(lock: Otiject)
»NotifyThread(lodts: UnkedUat)
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♦wraptipO

♦put(t: Token, b: Branch)

FIGURE 8.18. UML static structure diagram for the actor.process package.
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firingIterator() method on the schedule. In the iterator, the schedule is expanded recursively, witheach
firing repeated the appropriate number oftimes. ^

8.4.2 Process Domains

Many domains, such as CSP, PNandDDE, consist of independent processes that arecommunicat
ing in some way. Thesedomains are collectively termed processdomains. The actor.process package
provides the following baseclasses thatcanbeused to implement process domains.

ProcessThread. In a process domain, each actor represents an independently executing process. In
Ptolemy II, this is achieved by creating a separate Java thread for each actor [72][47]. Each of these
threads is an instance of ptolemy.actor.ProcessThread.

The threadfor each actor is startedin the prefireO methodof the director. After starting, this thread
repeatedly calls the prefire(), fire(), and postfireO methods of its associated actor. This sequence con
tinues until the actor's postfireO method of returns false. The onlywayfor an actorto terminate grace
fully in PNis by returning from its fire() method andthen returning false in its postfireO method. If an
actor finishes execution as above, then the thread calls the wrapupO method of the actor. Once this
method returns, the thread informs the director about the termination of this actor and finishes its own
execution. The actor will not be fired again unless the director creates and starts a new thread for the
actor.

ProcessReceiver. In the process domains, receivers represent the communication and synchronization
points between different threads. To facilitate creating these domains, receivers in process domains
should implement the ProcessReceiver interface. This interface provides extended information about
status of the receiver, and the threads that may be interacting with the receiver.

ProcessDirector and CompositeProcessDirector. These classes are base classes for directors in the
process-based domains. It provides some basic infrastructure forcreating and managing threads. Most
importantly, it provides a strategy pattern for handling deadlock between threads. Subclasses usually
override methods in this class to handle deadlock in a domain-dependent fashion. In order to detect
deadlocks, this base class maintains a count of how many actors in the system are executing and how
many are blocked for some reason. This method of detecting deadlock is suggested in [46]. When no
threads are able to mn, the director calls the _resolveDeadlock() method to attempt to resolve the dead
lock.

TheinitializeO method of theprocess director creates the receivers in the inputportsof theactors,
creates a thread for each actor and initializes these actors. It also initializes the count of active actors in
the model to the number of actors in the composite actor. The prefireO method starts up all thecreated
threads. This method returns trueby default. The fire() method of a process director does not actually
fire any contained actors. Instead, each actor is iterated by its associated process thread. The fire
method simply blocks the calling thread until deadlock of the process threads occurs. In this case, the
calling thread isunblocked and the fire method returns. The postfireO method simply returns true if the
director was able to resolve the deadlock at the end of the fire method, or false otherwise. Returning
true implies that if some new data isprovided to the composite actor it can resume execution. Return
ing false implies that this composite actor will not be fired again. Inthat case, the executive director or
the manager will call the wrapupO method of the top-level composite actor, which in turn calls the

1. Note that creating an iterator does not require expanding thedata structure of the schedule
into a list first.
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wrapupO method of the director. This causes the director to terminate the execution of the composite
actor.

Introduction toJava Threads. The process domains, like the restof Ptolemy II, are written entirely in
Java and take advantage of the features built into the language. In particular, they rely heavily on
threads andonmonitors forcontrolling theinteraction between threads. Inanymulti-threaded environ
ment, care has to be taken to ensure that the threads do not interact in unintended ways, and that the
model does not deadlock. Note that deadlock in this sense is a bug in the modeling environment, which
is different from the deadlock talked about before which may or may not be a bug in the model being
executed.

A monitor is a mechanism for ensuring mutual exclusion between threads. In particular if a thread
has a particular monitor, acquired in order to execute some code, then no other thread can simulta
neously have that monitor. If another thread tries to acquire that monitor, it stalls until the monitor
becomes available. A monitor is also called a lock, and one is associated with every object in Java.

Code that is associated with a lock is defined by the synchronized keyword. This keyword can
either be in the signature of a method, in which case the entire method body is associated with that
lock, or it can be used in the body of a method using the syntax:

synchronized(object) {
.., //Part of code that recpaires exclusive lock on object

}

This causes the code inside the brackets to be associated with the lock belonging to the specified
object. In either case, when a thread tries to execute code controlled by a lock, it must either acquire
the lock or stall until the lock becomes available. If a thread stalls when it already has some locks,
those locks are not released, so any other threads waiting on those lockscannotproceed. This can lead
to deadlock when all threads are stalled waiting to acquire some lock they need.

A threadcan voluntarily relinquish a lockwhenstalling by callingoiy>c/.wait() whereobjectis the
object to relinquish and wait on. This causes the lock to become available to other threads. A thread
can also wakeup any threads waiting on a lockassociated withan objectby calling notifyAll() on the
object. Note thatto issue a notifyAll() on anobject it is necessary to own the lock associated with that
object first. By careful use of these methods it is possible to ensure that threads only interact in
intended ways and that deadlock does not occur.

Approaches to locking usedin theprocessdomains. One of the key coding patterns followed is to
wrapeach wait{) call in a while loop that checks someflag. Only when the flag is set to false can the
thread proceed beyond that point. Thus the code will often look like

synchronized(object) {

while(flag) {
obj ect.wait();

}

}

The advantageto this is that it is not necessary to worryabout what other thread issued the notifyAll()
on the lock; the thread can only continue when the notifyAll() is issued and the flag has been set to
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wrapupO methodof the director. This causes the director to terminate the executionof the composite
actor.

Introductionto Java Threads. The process domains, like the rest of Ptolemy II, are written entirely in
Java and take advantage of the features built into the language. In particular, they rely heavily on
threads and on monitors for controlling the interaction between threads. In any multi-threaded environ
ment, care has to be taken to ensure that the threads do not interact in unintended ways, and that the
model does not deadlock. Note that deadlock in this sense is a bug in the modeling environment, which
is different from the deadlock talked about before which may or may not be a bug in the model being
executed.

A monitor is a mechanism for ensuring mutual exclusion between threads. In particular if a thread
has a particular monitor, acquired in order to execute some code, then no other thread can simulta
neously have that monitor. If another thread tries to acquire that monitor, it stalls until the monitor
becomes available. A monitor is also called a lock, and one is associated with every object in Java.

Code that is associated with a lock is defined by the synchronized keyword. This keyword can
either be in the signature of a method, in which case the entire method body is associated with that
lock, or it can be used in the body of a method using the syntax:

synchronized(object) {
... //Part of code that requires exclusive lock on object

}

This causes the code inside the brackets to be associated with the lock belonging to the specified
object. In either case, when a thread tries to execute code controlled by a lock, it must either acquire
the lock or stall until the lock becomes available. If a thread stalls when it already has some locks,
thoselocksare not released, so any otherthreads waiting on those lockscannotproceed. Thiscan lead
to deadlock when all threads are stalled waiting to acquire some lock they need.

A thread canvoluntarily relinquish a lockwhen stalling bycalling object.wmtO where objectis the
object to relinquish and wait on. This causes the lock to become available to other threads. A thread
canalsowake upanythreads waiting on a lockassociated with anobject by calling notifyAll() on the
object. Note thatto issue a notifyAll() onanobject it is necessary to own thelock associated with that
object first. By careful use of these methods it is possible to ensure that threads only interact in
intended ways and that deadlock does not occur.

Approaches to locking used inthe process domains. One of the key coding patterns followed is to
wrap each wait() call in a while loop that checks some flag. Only when the flag is set to false canthe
thread proceed beyond thatpoint. Thusthecode willoftenlooklike

synchronized(object) {

while(flag) {
object-wait();

}

}

The advantage tothis is that it is not necessary to worry about what other thread issued the notifyAll()
on the lock; the threadcan only continue when the notifyAll() is issued and the flag has been set to
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false.

One place that contention between threads often occurs is when a thread tries to acquire another
lock only to issue a notifyAll() on it. To reduce the contention, it often easiest if the notifyAll() is
issued from a new thread which has no locks that could be held if it stalls. This is often used in the CSP
domain to wake up anythreads waiting on receivers aftera pause or when terminating the model. The
ptolemy. actor .process .NotifyThread classcan be used for this purpose. This classtakes
a list of objects in a linked list, or a single object, and issues a notifyAll() on eachof the objects from
within a new thread.

Synchronization Hierarchy, Previously we have discussed how model deadlock is resolved in process
domains. Separate fromthesenotions is a different kindof deadlock thatcan occurin a modeling envi
ronment if the environment is not designed properly. This notion of deadlockcan occur if a system is
not thread safe. Given the extensive use of Java threads throughout Ptolemy II, great care has been
taken to ensure thread safety; we want no bugs to exist that might lead to deadlockbased on the struc
ture of the Ptolemy II modeling environment. Ptolemy II uses monitors to guarantee thread safety. A
monitor is a method for ensuring mutual exclusion between threads that both have access to a given
portion of code. To ensure mutual exclusion, threads must acquire a monitor (or lock) in order to
accessa givenportionof code. Whilea threadownsa lock,no other threadscan accessthe correspond
ing code.

There are several objects that serve as locks in PtolemyII. In the process domains, there are four
primary objects upon which locking occurs: Workspace, ProcessReceiver, ProcessDirector and Atomi-
cActor. Thedangerof having multiple locks is that separate threadscan acquirethe locks in competing
orders and this can lead to deadlock. A simple illustration is shown in ftgure 8.19. Assume that both
lock A and lock B are necessary to perform a given set of operations and that both thread 1 and thread
2 want to perform the operations. If thread 1 acquiresA and then attempts to acquire B while thread 2
does the reverse, then deadlock can occur.

There are several ways to avoid the above problem. One technique is to combine locks so that
large sets of operationsbecomeatomic.Unfortunately this approachis in directconflict with the whole
purposebehindmulti-threading. As largerand larger sets of operationsutilizea single lock, the limitof
the corresponding concurrent program is a sequential program!

Another approach is to adhere to a hierarchy of locks. A hierarchy of locks is an agreed upon order
in which locks are acquired. In the above case, it may be enforced that lockA is always acquired before
lock B. A hierarchy of locks will guarantee thread safety [47].

The process domains have an unenforced hierarchy of locks. It is strongly suggested that users of
Ptolemy II process domains adhere to this suggested locking hierarchy. The hierarchy specifies that

Thread 1 —

vLock A

O
o

Lock B

Thread 2

FIGURE 8.19. Deadlock Due to Unordered Locking.
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locks be acquired in the following order:

Workspace > ProcessRecelver > ProcessDireclor > AtomlcActor

The way to apply this rule is to prevent synchronized code in any of the above objects from making a
call to code that is to the left of the object in question.

There is one further rule that implementors of process domains should be aware of. A thread
should give up all the read permissions on the workspace before calling the wait() method on the
receiver object. This commonly happens in the get() and put() methods of process receivers, which
implement the synchronization between threads. We require this because ofthe explicit modeling of
mutualexclusionbetweenthe read and writeactivitieson the workspace. If a threadholds read permis
sion on theworkspace and suspends while a second thread requires a write access on the workspace
before performing the action that the first thread is waiting for, a deadlock results. Furthermore, a
thread must also regain those read accesses after returning from the call to the wait() method. For this a
wait(Object object) method isprovided inthe class Workspace that releases read accesses on the work
space, calls waitO on the argument obj, and regains read access on the workspace before returning.
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9.1 Introduction

The data package provides data encapsulation, polymorphism, parameter handling, anexpression
language, and a type system. Figure 9.1 shows thekey classes in the main package (subpackages will
be discussed later).

9.2 Data Encapsulation

The Tokenclass and its derivedclassesencapsulate application data. The encapsulated data can be
transported viamessage passing between Ptolemy II objects. Alternatively, it can be used to parame
terize Ptolemy II objects. Encapsulating the data in such a way provides a standard interface so that
such datacanbehandled uniformly regardless of itsdetailed structure. Such encapsulation allows fora
great degree of extensibility, permitting developers to extend the library of data types that Ptolemy II
can handle. It also permits a user interface to interact with application data without detailed prior
knowledge of the structure of the data.

Tokens in Ptolemy II, except ObjectToken, are immutable. This means that their value cannot be
changed after the instance ofToken is constructed. The value ofa token must therefore bespecified as
a constructor argument, and there must be no other mechanism for setting the value. If the value must
be changed, a new instance of Token mustbe constructed.

There are several reasons for making tokens immutable.

• First, when a tokenis to be sent to several receivers, we wantto be surethatall receivers get the
same data. Each receiver is sent a reference to the same token. If the Token were not immutable.
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FIGURE 9.1. Static Structure Diagram (Glass Diagram) for the classes in the data package.
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then it would be necessary to clone the token for all receivers after the first one,
• Second, we use tokensto parameterize objects,and parameters have mutual dependencies. That is,

the valueof a parametermaydependon the valueof otherparameters. The valueof a parameter is
represented by an instance of Token. If thattoken were allowed to change value without notifying
the parameter, thenthe parameter would notbe ableto notify otherparameters thatdepend on its
value. Thus, a mutable token would have to implement a publish-and-subscribe mechanism so that
parameters could subscribe andthus benotified ofanychanges. Bymaking tokens immutable, we
greatly simplify the design.

• Finally, having our Tokens immutable makes them similarinconcept to thedatawrappers in Java,
like Double, Integer, etc., which are also immutable.
AnObjectToken contains a reference to an arbitrary Javaobject created by theuser. Since theuser

may modify the object after the token is constructed, ObjectToken is an exception to immutability.
Moreover, thegetValue() method returns a reference to theobject. Thatreference canbe used to mod
ifytheobject. Although ObjectToken could clone theobject in theconstructor andreturn another clone
in getValueO, this would require the object tobecloneable, which severely limits the use ofthe Object-
Token. In addition, even if the object is cloneable, since the default implementation of clone() only
makes a shallow copy, it is still notenough to enforce immutability. In addition, cloning a large object
could beexpensive. Forthese reasons, theObjectToken does notenforce immutability, butrather relies
onthecooperation from theuser. Violating this convention could lead to unintended non-determinism.

For matrix tokens, immutability requires the contained matrix (Java array) to be copied when the
token is constructed, and when the matrix is returned in response to queries such as intMatrixO, dou-
bleMatrixO, etc.This is because arrays are objects in Java. Since the costof copying large matrices is
non-trivial, the user should not make morequeries than necessary. The getElementAt() methodshould
be used to read the contents of the matrix.

ArrayToken is a token thatcontains anarray of tokens. All theelement tokens must have the same
type, butthat type can be any token type, including the type of the ArrayToken itself. That is, we can
have an array of arrays. ArrayToken is different from the MatrixTokens in that MatrixTokens contain
primitive data, such as int, double, while ArrayToken contains Ptolemy Tokens. MatrixTokens are
very efficient for storing two dimensional primitive data, while ArrayToken offers more flexibility in
type specifications.

RecordToken contains a set of labeled values, like the strucmre in the C language. The values can
be arbitrary tokens, and they are not required to have the same type. ArrayToken and RecordToken
will be discussed in more detail in the TVpe System chapter.

9.3 Polymorphism

9.3.1 Polymorphic Arithmetic Operators

One of the goals of the data package is to support polymorphic operations between tokens. For
this, the base Token class defines methods for the primitive arithmetic operations, which are add(),
multiplyO, subtractO, divide(), moduloO and equals(). Derived classes override these methods to pro
vide class specific operation where appropriate. The objective here istobeable tosay, for example,

a.add(b)

where a and b are arbitrary tokens. If the operation a -i- b makes sense for the particular tokens, then
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the operation is carried out and a token of the appropriate type is returned. If the operation does not
make sense, then an exception is thrown. Consider the following example

IntToken a = new IntToken(5);

DoubleToken b = new DoubleToken(2.2);

StringToken c = new StringToken("hello");

then

a.add(b)

gives a new DoubleToken with value 7.2,
a.add(c)

gives a new StringToken with value "SHello", and
a.modulo (c)

throws an exception. Thus in effect wehave overloaded theoperators +, -, *, /, %,and==.
It is notalways immediately obvious what is thecorrect implementation of anoperation and what

the return type should be. For example, the result of adding an integer token to a double-precision
floating-point token should probably be a double, not an integer. The mechanism for making such
decisions depends on a type hierarchy that is defined separately from the class hierarchy. This type
hierarchy is explained in detail below.

Thetoken classes alsoimplement the methods zero() andone() which return theadditive andmul
tiplicative identities respectively. These methods are overridden sothat each token type returns a token
of its type with theappropriate value. Fornumerical matrix tokens, zero() returns a zero matrix whose
dimension is the same as the matrix of the token where this method is called; and one() returns the left
identity, i.e., it returns an identity matrix whose dimension is the same as the number of rows of the
matrix of the token. Another method oneRightO is also provided in numerical matrix tokens, which
returns the right identity, i.e., thedimension is the same as the number of columns of the matrix of the
token.

Since data is transferred between entitiesusingTokens, it is straightforward to write polymorphic
actors thatreceive tokens on theirinputs, perform oneor more of theoverloaded operations andoutput
the result. For example an add actor that looks like this:

might contain code like:

Token input1, input2, output;
// read Tokens from the input channels into inputl and input2 variables
output = input1.add(input2);
// send the output Token to the output channel.

We call such actors data polymorphic to contrast them from domain polymorphic actors, which are
actors thatcanoperate in multiple domains. Ofcourse, an actormay bebothdataanddomain polymor
phic.

9.4 Ptolemy II
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9.3.2 Lossless Type Conversion

Fortheabove arithmetic operations, if thetwo tokens being operated onhave different types, type
conversion is needed. In Ptolemy II, only conversions thatdo not lose information are implicitly per
formed. Lossy conversions must be explicitly done by the user, either through casting or by other
means. The lossless type conversion relation among different token types is modeled as a partially
ordered setcalled the type lattice, shown infigure 9.2. Inthat diagram, type Aisgreater than type Bif
there is a path upwards from BtoA. Thus, ComplexMatrix isgreater than Int. Type Ais less than type
Bif there is a path downwards from B to A. Thus, Int is less than ComplexMatrix. Otherwise, types A
andB are incomparable. Complex andLong, forexample, are incomparable.

In the type lattice, a type can be losslessly converted toany type greater than it.This hierarchy is
related to theinheritance hierarchy of the token classes in that a subclass is always less than its super
class in thetype lattice. However, some adjacent types in the lattice are not related byinheritance.

This hierarchy is realized by the T^peLattice class in the data.type subpackage. Each node in the
lattice is an instance of the Type interface. The TypeLattice class provides methods to compare two
token types.

Two ofthe types. Numerical and Scalar, are abstract. They cannot beinstantiated. This isindicated

General

Matnx

Numerical

BooleanMatnx FixMatrix

Boolean Scalar

LpngMatrix ComplexMatnx

DoubleMairix

IntMatrix

Long/ /Comple

Double

NaT

FIGURE 9.2. The type lattice.
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in the type lattice by italics.

Type conversion is done by the static method convertQ in the token classes. This method converts
theargument intoan instance of theclass implementing this method. Forexample, DoubleToken.con-
vert(Token token) converts the specified token intoan instance of DoubleToken. TheconvertO method
can convert any token immediately below it in the type hierarchy into an instance of its own class. If
theargument is higher in thetypehierarchy, or is incomparable with its own class, convertO throws an
exception. If theargument toconvertO is already aninstance of itsown class, it is returned without any
change. /

The implementation of the addO, subtractO, multiplyO, divideO, moduloO, andequalsO methods
requires that thetype of theargument and theimplementing class becomparable in thetype hierarchy.
If this conditionis not met, these methodswill throw an exception. If the type of the aigument is lower
than thetype of theimplementing class, then the argument is converted to thetype of theimplementing
class before the operation is carried out.

The implementation is more involved if the type of the argument is higher than theimplementing
class, in whichcase, the conversion must be done in the other direction. Since the convert () method
only knows how to convert types lower in the type hierarchy up, the operation must take place in the
class of the argument. Furthermore, since many of the supported operations arenot commutative, for
example, "Hello" + "world" is notthesame as "world" + "Hello", and 3-2 is not the same as
2-3, the implementation of the arithmetic operations cannot simply call the same method on theclass
of the argument. Instead, a separate set of methods must be used. These methods are addReverse(),
subtractReverseO, multiplyReverseO, divideReverse(), and moduloReverse(). The equality check is
always conunutative so no equalsReverseO is needed. Under this setup, a.add(b) means a+b, and
a.addReverse(b) meansb+a, wherea and b are both tokens. If, for example, whena.add(b) is invoked
and the type of b is higher than a, the add() method of a will automatically call b.addReverse(a) to
carry out the addition.

For scalar and matrix tokens, methods are also provided to convert the content of the token into
another numeric type. In ScalarToken, these methods are intValueO, longValueO, doubleValue(), fix-
ValueO, andcomplexValue(). In MatrixToken, the methods are intMatrix(), longMatrixO, doubleMa-
trixQ, fixMatrixO, and complexMatrix(). The default implementation in these two base classes just
throw an exception. Derived classes override the methods if thecorresponding conversion is lossless,
returning a new instance of the appropriate class. For example, IntToken overrides all the methods
defined in ScalarToken, but DoubleToken does not override intValue(). A double cannot, in general, be
losslessly converted to an integer.

9.3.3 Limitations

As of this writing, the following issues remain open:
• For numerical matrix tokens, only the add() and addReverseO methods are supported; otherarith

metic operations are not implemented yet.

9.4 Variables and Parameters

In Ptolemy II, any instance of NamedObj can have attributes, which are instances of the Attribute
class. A variable is an attribute that contains a token. Its value can be specified by an expression that
can refer to other variables. A parameter is identical to a variable, but realized by instances of the
Parameter class, which is derived from Variable and adds no fiinctionality. See figure 9.3.
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The reason for having twoclasses withidentical interfaces and functionality. Variable and Parame
ter, is that their intendeduses are different. Parameters are meantto be visibleto the end userof a com
ponent, whereas variables aremeant to operate behind thescenes, unseen. A GUI, for example, might
present parameters for editing, but not variables.

9.4.1 Values

The value of a variable can be specified by a token passedto a constructor, a token set using the
setTokenO method, or an expression set using the setExpressionO method.

When the value of a variable is set by setExpressionO, the expression is not actually evaluated
until you call getToken() or getType(). This is important, because it implies that a set of interrelated
expressionscan be specifiedin any order.Consider for examplethe sequence:

Variable v3 = new Variable(container,"v3");

Variable v2 =new Variable(container,"v2");

Variable vl = new Variable(container,"vl");
v3.setExpression("vl + v2");
v2.setExpression("1.0");
vl.setExpression("2.0");
v3.getToken();

Notice thattheexpression forv3 cannot beevaluated when it is setbecause v2 andvl donotyethave
values. But there is no problem because the expression is not evaluated until getToken() is called.
Obviously, an expression can only reference variables that are added to the scope of this variable
before theexpression is evaluated (i.e., before getTokenO is called). Otherwise, getTokenO will throw
an exception. By default, all variables contained by the same container, and those contained by the
container's container, are in the scope of thisvariable. Thus,in theabove, all threevariables are ineach
other's scope because they belong to thesame container. This is why theexpression "vl + v2" canbe
evaluated.

A variable can also be reset. If the variable was originally set from a token, then this token is
placed again in thevariable, andthetype of the variable is set to equal that of the token. If thevariable
was originally given an expression, then thisexpression is placed again in the variable (but notevalu
ated), and the type is reset to null. The type will be determined when the expression is evaluated or
when type resolution is done.

9.4.2 Types

Ptolemy II, in contrast to Ptolemy Classic, does not have a plethora of type-specific parameter
classes. Instead, a parameter has a type that reflectsthe token it contains. You can constrain the allow
able tjrpes of a parameteror variable using the following mechanisms:

• You can require the variable to have a specific type. Use the setTypeEqualsO method.
• You canrequire the typeto beat mostsomeparticular type in the type hierarchy (see theType Sys

tem chapter to see what this means).
• Youcan constrain the type to be the same as that of some other object that implements the Type-

able interface.
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• You canconstrain the typeto be at leastthatof some otherobject that implements theTypeable
interface.

Except for the first type constraint, these are notchecked bythe Variable class. They must bechecked
by a type resolution algorithm, whichis implemented in the graphpackage.

The type of the variable can bespecified in a number of ways, allof which require the type to be
consistent with the specified constraints (or an exception will be thrown):

• It canbe setdirectly by a call to setTypeEquals(). If thiscalloccurs after thevariable has a value,
then the specified type must becompatible with the value. Otherwise, an exception will bethrown.
T^pe resolution will not change the type set through set1VpeEquals() unless the argument ofthat
call is null. If this methodis not called,or calledwith a null argument, type resolution will resolve
the variable type according toallthetype constraints. Note that when calling setTypeEquals() with
a non-null argument while the variable already contains a non-null token, the argument must bea
type no less than the type ofthe contained token. To set type ofthe variable lower than the type of
the currently contained token, setToken() must becalled with a null argument before setType-
EqualsO.

• Setting the value ofthe variable toa non-null token constrains the variable type tobeno less than
thetype ofthetoken. This constraint will be used in type resolution, together with other con
straints.

• The type isalso constrained when anexpression isevaluated. The variable type must benoless
than the type of the token the expression is evaluatedto.

• If the variable doesnotyethavea value, thenthe typeof a variable may be determined by typeres
olution. In this case, a setof type constraints is derived from theexpression of thevariable (which
presumably has not yet been evaluated, orthe type would be already determined). Additional type
constraints can be added by callsto the setTypeAtLeast() and setTypeSameAs() methods.

Subject to specified constraints, the type of a variable can be changed at any time. Some of the type
constraints, however, are not verifieduntil type resolution is done. If type resolution is not done, then
these constraints are not enforced. Type resolution is normally done by the Manager that executes a
model.

The type of thevariable may change when setTokenO or setExpression() is called.
• Ifno expression, token, ortype has been specified for the variable, then the type becomes that of

the current value being set.

• If the variable already has a type, and thevalue can beconverted losslessly into a token of that
type, then the type is left unchanged.

• If the variable already has a type, and thevalue cannot be converted losslessly into a token of that
type, thenthe typeis changed to thatof thecurrent value being set.

If the type ofa variable is changed after having once been set, the container isnotified ofthis by call
ing its attributeTypeChangedO method. If the container does not allow type changes, it should throw
an exception in this method. If the value is changed after having once been set, then the container is
notified of this by calling its attributeChangedO method. If the new value is unacceptable to the con
tainer,it should throw.anexception. The old value will be restored.

The token returned bygetTokenO is always of the type given bythegetTypeO method. This is not
necessarily the same as the type of the token that was inserted via setToken(). It might be a distinct
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type if the contained token can be converted losslessly into one of the type given by getType(). In rare
circumstances, you may need to directly access the contained token without any conversion occurring.
To do this, use getContainedToken().

9.4.3 Dependencies

Expressions set by setExpression() can reference any other variable that is within scope. By
default, the scope includes all variables contained by the same container, and all variables contained by
the container's container. In addition, any variable can be explicitly added to the scope of a variable by
calling addToScope().

When an expression for one variable refers to another variable, then the value of the first variable
obviously depends on the value of the second. If the value of the second is modified, then it is impor
tant that the value of the first reflects the change. This dependency is automatically handled. When you
call getTokenO, the expression will be reevaluated if any of the referenced variables have changed val
ues since the last evaluation.

9.5 Expressions

Ptolemy II includes a simple but extensible expression language. This language permits operations
on tokens to be specified in a scripting fashion, without requiring compilation of Java code. The
expression language can be used to define parameters in terms of other parameters, for example. It can
also be used to provide end-users with actors that compute a user-specified expression that refers to
inputs and parameters of the actor.

9.5.1 The Ptolemy II Expression Language

Arithmetic operators. The arithmetic operators are +, -, *, /, and %. These operators, along with ==,
are overloaded^ sotheir implementation depends on the types being operated on. Operator overload
ing is achieved using the methods in the Token classes. These methods are add(), subtractO, multiplyO,
divideQ, moduloQ, and equals().

Bit manipulation. The bitwiseoperatorsare &, |, ^ and ~. They operateon integers.

Relational operators. The relational operators are <, <=, >, >=, == and !=. They return booleans.

Logical operators. The logical booleanoperators are &&, ||, !, & and |. They operate on booleans and
return booleans. Note that the difference between logical && and logical & is that & evaluates all the
operands regardless of whether their value is now irrelevant. Similarly for logical || and |. This
approach is borrowed from Java.

Conditionals. The language is an expression language, not an imperative language with sequentially
executed statements. Thus, it makes no sense to have the usual if.. .then.. .else... construct.

1. The Ptolemy n expression language uses operator overloading, unlike Java. Although we fully agree that the
designers of Java made a good decision in omitting operator overloading, our expression language is used in sit
uations where compactness of expressions is extremely important. Expressions often appear in crowded dialog
boxes in the user interface, so we cannot afford the luxury of replacing operators with method calls. It is more
compact to say '*2*(PI+ 2i)" rather than "2.multiply(PI.add(2i))," although both will work in the expression lan
guage.
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Sucha construct in Java (andmost imperative languages) depends on sideeffects. However, Java does
have a functional version of this construct (one that returns a value). The syntax for this is

boolean ? valuel : value2

If the boolean is true, valuel is returned, else value2 is retumed. The Ptolemy II expression lan
guage uses this same syntax.

Comments, Anything inside /*...*/ is ignored.

Variables. Expressions can contain references by name to parameters within thescope of the expres
sion. Consider a parameter P withcontainer Xwhich is in turn contained by Y. The scopeof an expres
sionforP includes all theparameters contained byXand Y. The scope is implemented as an instance of
NamedList, which provides a symbol table. Notethata classderived fromParameter maydefine scope
differently.

Constants. If an identifier is encountered in an expression that does not match a parameter in the scope,
thenit mightbea constant thathasbeenregistered as partof the language. Bydefault, the constants PI,
pi, E, e, true,false, i, andj areregistered, butas wewillseelater, thiscaneasily be extended. (The con
stants i andj are complex numbers with valueequal to 0.0 + 1.Oi). In addition, literal stringconstants
are supported. Anything between quotes, is interpreted as a string constant. Numerical values
without decimal points, suchas "10" or "-3" are integers. Numerical values with decimal points, such
as "10.0" or "3.14159" are doubles. Integers followed by the character "1" (el) or "L" are long integers.

Arrays. Arrays arespecified with curlybrackets. E.g.,"{1,2, 3}"is anarray of integers, while "{"x",
"y", "z"}" is an arrayof strings. An array is an orderedlist of tokens of any type, with the only con
straintbeing that the elements all have the same type. Thus, for example, "{1,2.3}" is illegalbecause
the first element is an integer and the second is a double. The elements of the array can be given by
expressions, as in theexample "{2*pi, 3*pi)." Arrays can be nested; forexample, "{(1,2), {3,4,5})"
is an array of arrays of integers.

Matrices. Matrices are specified with square brackets, using commas to separate row elements and
semicolons to separaterows. E.g., "[1,2,3; 4,5,5+1]" gives a two by three integer matrix(2 rows and
3 columns). Note that an array or matrix element can be given by an expression. A row vector can be
given as "[1,2, 3]" and a column vector as "[1; 2; 3]". Some Matlab-style array constructors are sup
ported. Forexample, "[1:2:9]" givesan array of odd numbers from 1to 9, andis equivalent to "[1,3,5,
7,9]." Similarly,"[1:2:9; 2:2:10]" is equivalent to "[1, 3,5,7,9; 2,4,6, 8,10]."

Matrixreferences. Reference to matrices have the form *'name(n, m)" where name is the name of a
matrix variable in scope (or a constant matrix), n is the row index, and m is the column index. Index
numbers start with zero, as in Java, not 1, as in Matlab.

Records. A record token is a composite type where each element is named, and each element can have
a distinct type. Records are delimited by curly braces, with each element given a name. For example,
"{a=i, b="f oo"}" is a record with twoelements, named "a" and"b", withvalues 1 (aninteger) and
"foo" (a string), respectively. The value of a record element can bean arbitrary expression, and records
can be nested (an element of a record token may be a record token).

Functions. The language includes an extensible set of functions, suchas sin(), cos(), etc.The functions
that are built in include all static methods of the java.lang.Math class and the ptolemy.data.expr.Utility-
Functions class. This can easilybe extended by registering another class that includes static methods.
The functions currently available are shown in figures 9.4 and 9.5, with the aigument types and return
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function argument type(s) return type description

abs double double absolute value

abs int int absolute value

abs long long absolute value

acos double double arc cosine

asin double double arc sine

atan double double arc tangent

atan2 double, double double angle of a vector

ceil double double ceiling function

cos double double cosine

exp double double exponential function (e^argument)

floor double double floor function

lEEEremainder double, double double remainder after division

lob double double natural logarithm

max double, double double maximum

max int, int int maximum

max long, long long maximum

min double, double double minimum

min int, int int minimum

min long, long long minimum

pow double, double double first argument to the power of the second

random double random number between 0.0 and 1.0

rint double double round to the nearest integer

round double long round to the nearest integer

sin double double sine function

sqn double double square root

tan double double tangent function

toDegrees double double convert radians to degrees

toRadians double double convert degrees to radians

FIGURE 9.4. Functions available to the expression language from the java.lang.Math class.
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types

One slightly subtle function is the random() function. It takes no arguments, and hence is written
"random ()It returns a random number. However, this function is evaluated only when the expres
sionwithin which it appears is evaluated. The resultof the expression maybe usedrepeatedly without
re-evaluating theexpression. Therandom() function is notcalledagain. Thus,for example, if the value
parameter of the Const actor is set to "random ()then its output will be a random constant; i.e., it
will not change on each firing.

Methods. Everyelementand subexpression in an expression represents an instance of Token (or more
likely, a class derived from Token). The expression language supports invocation of any method of a
given token, as long as thearguments of themethod areof type Token andthereturn type is Token (or
a class derivedfromToken, or something that the expressionparsercan easily convert to a token, such
as a string, double, int,etc.). Thesyntax for this is {token).name{args\ where name is thename of the
method and args is a comma-separated set of arguments. Each argument can itselfbe an expression.
Note that the parentheses around the token are not required, but might be useful for clarity. As an
example, theArrayToken class hasa getElement(int) method, which canbe used as follows:

{1, 2, 3}.getElement(1)

This returns the integer2. Another useful function of array tokenis illustrated by the following exam
ple:

{l, 2, 3}.length0

which returns the integer 3.

The MatrixToken classes have three particularly useful methods, illustrated in the followingexam
ples:

[1, 2; 3, 4; 5, 6] .getRowCount()

which returns 3, and

function argument type(s) return type description

gaussian double, double double Gaussian random variable with the specified mean, and
standard deviation

gaussian double, double, int. int double matrix Gaussian random matrix with the specified mean, stan
dard deviation, rows, and columns

FIGURE 9.5. Functions available to the expression language from the ptolemy.data.expr.Utility-
Functions class. This class is stillat a preliminary stage, and the function it provides will grow
over time.

1. At thistime, in release 1.0, the types must match exactly for theexpression evaluator to work. Thus,"sin(l)"
fails, becausethe argumentto the sin() functionis requiredto be a double.
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[1, 2; 3, 4; 5, 6].getColumnCount()

which returns 2, and

[1, 2; 3, 4; 5, 6] .toArrayO

which returns {1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6). The latter function can be particularly useful for creating arrays using
Matlab-style syntax. For example, to obtain an array with the integers from 1 to 100, you can enter:

[1:1:100] .toArrayO

The get() method of RecordToken accesses a record field, as in the following example:

{a=l, b=2}.get("a")

which returns 1.

Types. The types currently supported in the language are boolean, complex, fixed point, double, int,
long,arrays, matrices, records, andstring. Notethat there is no floator byte.Use double or int instead.
A long is defined by appending an integer with "1" (lower case L) or "L", as in Java. A complex is
defined by appending an "i" or a "j" to a double for the imaginary part.Thisgivesa purely imaginary
complex number which can then leveragethe polymorphic operationsin the Token classes to create a
general complex number. Thus "2 + 3i" will result in the expected complex number. A fixed point
number is defined using the "fix" function, as will be explainedbelow in section9.6.4.

The Token classes from the data package form the primitives of the language. For example the
number 10 becomes an IntToken with the value 10 when evaluating an expression. Normally this is
invisibleto the user. The expression language is object-oriented, of course,so methods can be invoked
on these primitives. A sophisticated user, therefore, can make use of the fact that "10" is in fact an
object to invoke methods of that object.

In particular, the convert() method of the Token class might be useful, albeita bit subtle in how it
is used. For example:

(1.2).convert(1)

creates a DoubleToken with value 1.2, and then invokes its convertO method with argument 1, which
is an IntToken.The convert() method of DoubleToken converts the argument to a DoubleToken, so the
result of this expression is (somewhat surprisingly) 1.0. The convert() method supports only lossless
type conversion(see section9.3.2). Lossy conversion has to be done explicitlyvia a functioncall.

The expression language is extensible.The basic mechanism for extension is object-oriented. The
reflection package in Java is used to recognize methodinvocations and user-defined constants. We also
expect the language to grow over time, so this description should be viewed as a snapshot of its capa
bilities.
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9.5.2 Limitations

The expression language has a rich potential, and only some of this potential has been realized.
Here are some of the current limitations:

• The class ptolemy.data.util.UtilityFunctions containing the utility functions has not yet been fully
written.

• Functions in themath package need tobe supported in much the same way that java.lang.Math is
supported.

• Method calls are currently only allowed on tokens in the ptolemy.data package.
• Statements are not supported. It is not clearthat theyever willbe, sincecurrently the expression

language is strictly functional, and converting it toimperative semantics could drastically change
its flavor.

9.6 Fixed Point Data Type

Ptolemy II includes a preliminary fixed point data type. The FixPoint class in the math package
represents fixed point numbers. The FixToken class encapsulates fixed point data for exchange
between Ptolemy II actors. The precision of fixedpointdata is denoted in twodifferent ways:

(m/n): The total precision of theoutput is m bits,with theinteger parthaving n bits. Thefractional
part thus has m-n bits.

(m.n): The totalprecision of the outputisn + m bits, with the integerpart having m bits,and the
fractional part having n bits.

Werepresenta fixed point value in the expression languageusing the following format:

fix(value, IntegerBits, fractionBits)

Thus, a fixed point value of 5.375 that uses 8 bit precision of which 4 bits are used to represent the
integer part can be represented as:

fix(5,375, 8, 4)

These functions are implemented by the FixPointFunctions class in the ptolemy.data.expr package.
The value can also be a matrix of doubles. The values are rounded, yielding the nearest value repre-
sentable with the specified precision. If the valueto represent is out of range, then it is saturated, mean
ingthatthe maximum or minimum fixed pointvalue is returned, depending on the signof thespecified
value. For example,

fix(5.375, 8, 3)

will yield 3.968758, the maximum value possiblewith the (8/3) precision.
In addition to the fix() function, the expression language offers a quantizeO function. The argu

ments are the same as those of the fix() function, but the retum type is a DoubleToken or DoubleMa-
trixToken instead of a FixToken or FixMatrixToken. This function can therefore be used to quantize
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double-precision values without everexplicitly working with the fixed-point representation.

9.6.1 FixPoint Implementation

Wewill now discusshow the FixPointdata type is implemented in PtolemyII, and how it interacts
with theToken types andexpression parser. Theoverall UML diagram showing classes involved in the
definition of the FixPoint data type is shown in Figure 9.6

9.6.2 FixPoint

The FixPoint type is written from scratch and it uses at it's core the Java package Biglnteger to
represent the finite precision value thatis captured in a FixPoint. Theadvantage of using the Biglnte
ger package is that it makes thisFixPoint implementation truly platform independent and furthermore,
it doesn't put any restrictions on the maximal numberof bits allowed to representa value.

The FixPoint data type uses an innerclass to represent the Biglnteger. The innerclass is used to
keep track of errors as they may occur. These errors are that an overflow or rounding condition
occurred. The innerclass keeps the Biglnteger and error messages together. Besides the Biglnteger
package, the FixPoint classalso relies on the BigDecimal package when converting values from Fix-
Points to doubles and vice versa.

The precisionused in the FixPointdata type is represented by class Precision. This class does the
parsing and validation of the various specification styles we want to support. It stores a precision into
two separate integers. One number represents the numberof integer bits, and the other number repre
sents the number of fractional bits.

A FixPoint is created by supplyinga Biglnteger and a Precision. This seems to be an odd way of
creating FixPoints. That is because the preferred way to create a FixPoint is to use one of the static
quantizer functions in classQuantizer. By selecting eitherthe roundor the truncatemethod, a different
quantizer is chosen to convert a double into a FixPoint.

To change the precisionof a FixPoint, you have to use the specific implementation of round and
truncate. If the change of precision can be accommodated, the FixPoint value isn't changed. If the
change cannot be accommodated, then precisionis changedand an overflowor quantization error may
occur. The way the overflow error is handled is determined by a mode switch.

mode = 0, Saturate: The fixed point value is set, dependingon its sign, equal to the Maximum or
Minimum value possible with the new given precision.

mode = 1, Zero Saturate: The fixed point value is set equal to zero.

9.6.3 FixToken

A FixToken is realized by encapsulating a value of the FixPoint type and by implementing all
methods of super class Token using the methods available for FixPoint. Because FixToken is derived
from Token and ScalarToken, it can consequently be used in every data type polymorphic actors. In a
similar way data type FixMatrixToken is created. It encapsulates an two-dimensional array of fixed
point values.

The FixToken class implements all the methods of Token and ScalarToken. However, one specific
methods has been added: convertToDouble. The conyertToDouble method converts a fixed point value
into a double representation. The getDouble method defined by Token cannot be used since the con-
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version from a FixPoint to a double is not lossless and an exception will be thrown when tried.

9.6.4 Expression Language

To make the FixToken accessible within the expression language, we have added a number of
fixed point specific utility functions. These functions have been registered with theexpression parser,
using its function registration mechanism.
• To create a single FixPoint Tokenusing the expression language;

fix(5.34, 10, 4)

This will create a FixToken. In this case, we try to fit the number 5.34 into a 10bit representation
with4 bitsusedin the integer part. This may leadto quantization errors. By default the round
quantizer is used.

• To create a Matrix with FixPoint values using the expression language:
fix([ -.040609, -.001628, .17853 ], 10, 2)

This will create a FixMatrixToken with 1 row and 3 columns, in which each element is a FixPoint
value with precision (10/2). The resulting FixMatrixToken will try tofit each element of the given
double matrix intoa 10bit representation with 2 bitsused for theinteger part. It uses bydefault the
round quantizer.

• To create a single DoubleToken, which is thequantized version of the double value given, using
the expression language:

(juantize (5.34, 10, 4)

Thiswill createa DoubleToken. Theresulting DoubleToken contains thedouble value obtained by
fitting thenumber 5.34 into a 10bitrepresentation with 4 bits used in the integer part. This may
lead to quantization errors. Bydefault the roundquantizer is used.

• Tocreate a Matrix withdoubles quantized to a particular precision using theexpression language:
quantize([ -.040609, -.001628, .17853 ], 10, 2)

This will create a DoubleMatrixToken with 1 row and 3 columns. The elements of the token are
obtained byfitting the given matrix elements into a 10bit representation with 2 bits used for the
integer part. Instead ofbeing a fixed point value, the values areconverted back totheir double rep
resentation and by default the round quantizer is used.
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Appendix D: Expression Evaluation

The evaluation of an expression is done in two steps. First the expression is parsed to create an
abstract syntax tree (AST) for the expression. Then the AST is evaluated to obtain the token to be
placed in dieparameter. In this appendix, "token" refers to instances of the Ptolemy II token classes, as
opposed to lexical tokens generated when an expression is parsed.

D.I Generating the parse tree

In Ptolemy II the expression parser, called PtParser, is generated using JavaCC andJJTree. Jav-
aCC is a compiler-compiler that takes as input a file containing both the definitions of the lexical
tokens thattheparsermatches andtheproduction rules used forgenerating theparse treeforanexpres
sion. The production rules are specified in Backus normal form (BNF). JJTree is a preprocessor for
JavaCC that enables it to create an AST. The parser definition is stored in the file PtParser.jjt, and the
generated file is PtParser.java. Thus the procedure is

PtParser.jjt \ PtParser.jj ^PtParser.java
JJTree ) • ( JavaCC

Note that JavaCC generates top-down parsers, or LL(k) in parser terminology. This is different
from yacc (orbison) which generates bottom-up parsers, or more formally LALR(l). TheJavaCC file
also differs from yacc in that it contains both the lexical analyzer and the grammarrules in the same
file.

The input expression string is first converted into lexical tokens, which the parser then tries to
match using the production rules for the grammar. Each time the parser matches a production rule it
createsa node object and places it in the abstract syntax tree. The type of node object createddepends
on the production rule usedto match that part of the expression. For example, when the parser comes
upon a multiplication in the expression, it creates an ASTPtProductNode.

The parser takes as input a string, and optionally a NamedList of parameters to which the input
expression can refer. That NamedList is the symbol table. If the parse is successful, it returns the root
node of the abstract syntax tree (AST) for the given string. Bach node object can contain a token,
which represents both the type and value information for that node. The type of the token stored in a
node, e.g.DoubleToken, IntToken etc., represents the typeof the node. Thedatavaluecontained by the
token is the value information for the node. In the AST as it is returned from PtParser, the token types
and values are only resolved for the leaf nodes of the tree.

One of the key properties of the expression language is the ability to refer to other parameters by
name. Since an expression that refers to other parameters may need to be evaluated several times
(when the referred parameter changes), it is important that the parse tree does not need to be recreated
every time. When an identifier is parsed, theparser first checks whether it refers to a parameter within
thecurrent scope. If it doesit creates a ASTPtLeafNode with a reference to thatparameter. Note thata
leafnode canhave a parameter or a token. If it has a parameter then when the token to bestored in this
node is evaluated, it is set to the token contained by the parameter.Thus the AST tree does not need to
be recreated when a referenced parameter changes as upon evaluation it will just get the new token
stored in the referenced parameter. If the parserwascreated by a parameter, the parameter passes in a
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reference to itself in the constructor. Then upon parsing a reference to another parameter, the parser
takes care of registering the parameter that created it as a listener with the referred parameter. This is
how dependencies between parameters getregistered. There is also a mechamsm built into parameters
to detect dependency loops.

If theidentifier does notrefer toa parameter, the parser then checks if it refers toa constant regis
tered with the parser. If it does it creates a node with the token associated with the identifier. If the
identifieris neithera reference to a parameteror a constant, an exception is thrown.

D.2 Evaluating the parse tree

The AST can beevaluated by invoking the method evaluateParseTreeO onthe root node. The AST
is evaluated in a bottom up manner aseach node can only determine its type after the types ofall its
children have been resolved. When thetype ofthetoken stored in theroot node has been resolved, this
token is returned as the result of evaluating the parse tree.

As an example consider the input string 2+ 3.5. The parse tree returned from the parser will look
like this:

Step 1: (rooT)

(sum)

Qi5)intToken(2) DoubleToken(3.5)

which will then get evaluated to this:

Croot) DoubleToken(5.5)Step 2:

Csum)
DoubleToken(5.5)

^^^^ntToken(2) DoubleToken(3.5)

4

Tree evaluation

4

Tree evaluation

and DoubleToken(5.5) will be returned as the result.

Asseen in theabove example, when evaluateParseTreeO is invoked onthe root node, the type and
value of the tokens stored at each node in the tree is resolved, and finally the token stored in the root
node is returned. If an erroroccurs during either thecreation of the parse treeor theevaluation of the
parse tree, an IllegalAigumentException is thrown with a error message about where the error
occurred.

If a node has more thantwochildren, type resolution is done pairwise from the left.Thus"2 + 3 +
"hello"" resolves to 5hello. This is the same approach that Java follows.

Each time theparser encounters a function call, it creates anASTPtFunctionNode. When this node
is being evaluated, it uses reflection to look for that function in the list of classes registered with the
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parser for that purpose. The classes automatically searched are java.lang.Math and
ptolemy.data.expr.UtilityFunctions. To register another class to be searched when a function call is
parsed, call registerFunctionClassO on the parser with the full name of the class to be added to the
function search path.

When a parameter has been informed that another parameter it references changed, the parameter
re-evaluates the parse tree for the expression to obtain the new value when getToken() is called on the
parameter. It isnot necessary toparse the expression again as the relevant leaf node stores a reference
to the referenced parameter, not the token contained in that parameter. Thus at any use, the value ofa
parameter is up to date.

D.2.1 Node types

There arecurrently fourteen node classes used in creating thesyntax tree. Forsome of these nodes
the types of their children are fairly restricted and sotype and value resolution isdone inthe node. For
others, the operators that they represent are overloaded, in which case methods in thetoken classes are
called to resolve thenode type and value (i.e. thecontained token). Bytype resolution we are referring
to the type of the token to be stored in the node.

ASTPtBitwiseNode. This is created when a bitwiseoperation (<&, |, happens. Type resolution occurs
in the node. The & and | operators areonly valid between two booleans, or two integer types. The
operator is only valid betweentwo integer types.

ASTPtLeafNode. This represents the leaf nodes in the AST. The parser will always place either a token
of the appropriate type (e.g. IntToken if"2"is what isparsed) ora parameter ina leafnode. Aparame
ter is placed so that the parse tree can be reevaluated without reparsing whenever the value of the
parameter changes. Notyperesolution is necessary in thisnode.

ASTPtRootNode. Parent class of all the other nodes. As its name suggests, it is the root node of the
AST. It always hasonlyonechild, andits typeandvalue is thatof its child.

ASTPtFunctionNode. This is created when a function is called. Type resolution occurs in the node. It
uses reflection to call theappropriate function withthearguments supplied. It searches theclasses reg
istered with the parser for the function. By default it only looks in java.lang.Math and
ptolemy.data.expr.UtilityFunctions.

ASTPtFunctionalJfNode. This is created when a functional if is parsed. Type resolution occurs in the
node. For a functional if, the first child node must contain a BooleanToken, which is used to chose
which of the other two tokens of the child nodes to store at this node.

ASTPtMethodCallNode. This is createdwhen a method call is parsed. Method calls are currently only
allowed on tokens in the ptolemy.data package. All of the arguments to the method, and the return
type, mustbe of typeToken (or a subclass).

ASTPtProductNode. This is created when a ♦, / or % is parsed. Type resolution does not occur in the
node. It uses the multiplyO, divide() and moduloO methods in the token classes to resolve the nodes
type.

ASTPtSumNode. This is created when a + or - is parsed.Typeresolution does not occur in the node. It
uses the add()and subtractO methods in the tokenclassesto resolve the nodes type.

ASTPtLogicalNode. This is created when a && or|| isparsed. Type resolution occurs in the node. All
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childrennodesmust have tokensof type BooleanToken. The resolvedtype of the node is also Boolean-
Token.

ASTPtRelationalNode. This is created when one of the relational operators(!=, =, >, >=, <, <=) is
parsed.The resolved type of the token of this node is BooleanToken. The "=" and "!=" operators are
overloaded via the equalsO method in the token classes.The other operators are only valid on Scalar-
Tokens. Currently the numbers are converted to doubles and compared, this needs to be adjusted to
take account of Longs.

ASTPtUnaryNode. This is createdwhen a unary negation operator(!, -) is parsed. Type resolution
occurs in the node, with the resulting type being the same as the token in the only child of the node.

ASTPtArrayConstructNode. This is created when an array construction sub-expression is parsed.

ASTPtMatrixConstructNode. This is created when a matrix construction sub-expression is parsed.

ASTPtRecordConstructNode, This is created when a record construct sub-expression is parsed.

D.2.2 Extensibility

The Ptolemy II expression language has beendesigned to be extensible. The mainmechanisms for
extendingthe functionality of the parser is the ability to register new constantswith it and new classes
containing functions that can be called. However it is also possible to add and invoke methods on
tokens, or to even add new rules to the grammar, although both of these options should only be consid
ered in rare situations.

To add a new constant that the parser will recognize, invoke the method registerConstant(String
name. Object value) on the parser.This is a static method so whateverconstantyou add will be visible
to all instances of PtParser in the Java virtual machine. The method works by converting, if possible,
whateverdata the objecthas to a token and storing it in a hashtable indexedby name. By default, only
the constants in java.lang.Math are registered.

To add a new Class to the classes searched for a a function call, invoke the method register-
Class(String name) on the parser. This is also a static method so whatever class you add will be
searched by all instances of PtParser in the JVM. The name given must be the fully qualified name of
the class to be added, for example "java.lang.Math". The method works by creating and storing the
Class object corresponding to the given string. If the class does not exist an exception is thrown. When
a function call is parsed, an ASTPtFunctionNode is created. Then when the parse tree is being evalu
ated, the node obtains a list of the classes it should search for the function and, using reflection,
searches the classes until it either finds the desired function or there are no more classes to search. The

classes are searched in the same order as they were registered with the parser, so it is better to register
those classes that are used frequently first. By default, only the classes java.Lang.Math and
ptolemy.data.expr.UtilityFunctions are searched.
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10.1 Introduction

The Ptolemy II kernel provides extensive infrastructure for creating and manipulating clustered
graphs of a particular flavor. Mathematical graphs, however, are simpler structures that consist of
nodes and edges, without hierarchy. Edges link only two nodes, and therefore are much simpler than
the relations of the Ptolemy II kernel. Moreover, in mathematical graphs, no distinction is made
between multiple edges that may be adjacent to a node, so the ports of the Ptolemy II kernel are not
needed. Alarge number of algorithms have been developed that operate on mathematical graphs, and
many ofthese prove extremely useful insupport ofscheduling, type resolution, and other operations in
Ptolemy II. Thus, we have created the graph package, which provides efficient data structures for
mathematical graphs, and collects algorithms for operating on them. At this time, the collection of
algorithms is nowhere near as complete as in some widely used packages, such as LEDA. But this
package will serve as a repository fora growing suite of algorithms.

The graph package provides basic infrastructure for both undirected and directed graphs. Acyclic
directed graphs, which can beused to model complete partial orders (CPOs) and lattices, are also sup
ported with more specialized algorithms.

The graphs constructed using this package are lightweight, designed for fast implementation of
complex algorithms more than for generality. This makes them maximally complementary tothe clus
tered graphs of the Ptolemy II kernel, which emphasize generality. Atypical use of this package is to
construct a graph that represents the topology ofaCompositeEntity, run a graph algorithm, and extract
useful information from the result. For example, a graph mightbe constructed that represents data pre
cedences, and a topological sort might be used to generate a schedule. In this kind of application, the
hierarchy ofthe original clustered graph is flattened, so nodes in the graph represent only opaque enti
ties.

The architecture of this package is somewhat different from LEDA, in part because of the exist-
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ence of the complementary kernel package. Unlike LEDA, there are nodedicated classes representing
nodes and edges in the graph. The nodes in this package are represented by arbitrary instances of the
JavaObject class, andthegraph topology is stored in a structure similar to anadjacency list.

Thefacilities thatcurrently exist in this package are those that wehave hadmost immediate need
for. Since thetype system ofPtolemy II requires extensive operations onlattices and CPOs, support for
these is better developed than for other types of graphs.

10.2 Classes and Interfaces in the Graph Pack^e

Figure 10.1 shows the class diagram of the graph package. The classes Graph, DirectedGraph and
DirectedAcyclicGraph support graph construction and provide graph algorithms. Currently, only topo-
logical sort and transitive closure are implemented; other algorithms will be added as needed. The
CPOinterface defines the basic CPOoperations, and the class DirectedAcyclicGraph implements this
interface. An instance of DirectedAcyclicGraph is also a finite CPOwhere all the elements andorder
relations are explicitly specified. Defining the CPO operations in an interface allows future expansion
to support infinite CPOs and finite CPOs where theelements are notexplicitly enumerated. The Ine-
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qualityTerm interface andthe Inequality class model inequality constraints overthe CPO. Thedetails
of the constraints will be discussed later. The InequalitySolver class provides an algorithm to solve a
set of constraints. This is used by the Ptolemyn type system,but other uses may arise.

The implementation of the aboveclasses is not synchronized. If multiple threads access a graphor
a set of constraints concurrently, external synchronization will be needed.

10.2.1 Graph

Thisclassmodels a simple undirected graph. Each nodein thegraph is represented by an arbitrary
Javaobject. Themethod add() is usedto adda nodeto the graph, andaddEdge() is usedtoconnect two
nodes in thegraph. Thearguments of addEdgeO aretwo Objects representing two nodes already added
to the graph. To mirror a topology constructed in the kernel package, multiple edges between two
nodesare allowed. Each node is assigneda node ID based on the order the nodes are added.The trans
lation from the node ID to the node Object is done by the _getNodeObject() method, and the transla
tion in the other direction is done by _getNodeId(). Bothmethods are protected. The nodeID is only
used by this class andthederived classes, it is notexposed in any of the public interfaces. Thetopol
ogy is stored in the Vector _graph. The indexes of this Vector correspond to node IDs. Each entry of
_graph is also a Vector, in which a list ofnode IDs are stored. When anedge is added bycalling add
EdgeO with thefirst argument having node IDi and the second having node ID j, anInteger containing
j is added to theVector at the i-thentry of _graph. Forexample, if the graph in figure 10.2(a) is con
nected using thesequence ofcalls: addEdge(nO, nl); addEdge(nO, n2); addEdge(n2, nl), where nO, nl,
n2 are Objects representing thenodes with IDs 0, 1,2, respectively, then the data structure will be in
the form of 10.2(b).

Note that in this undirected graph, the data format is dependent on the order of the two arguments
in the addEdge() calls. Since eachedge is stored only once, this datastructure is not exactly the same
as theadjacency listforundirected graphs, but it is quite similar. This structure is designed to be used
by subclasses that model directed graphs, as well as by this base class. If it appears awkward when
adding algorithms for undirected graph, a new class that derives from Graph may be added in the
future to model undirected graph exclusively, in which case. Graph will provide the basic support for
both undirected and directed graphs.

10.2.2 Directed Graphs

TheDirectedGraph class is derived from Graph. The addEdgeO method in DirectedGraph adds a
directed edge to the graph. Inthis package, thedirection of theedge is said togofrom a lower node to

(a)

FIGURE 10.2. An undirected graph
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a higher node, asopposed to from source to sink, head to tail, etc. The terms lower and higher con
forms with theconvention of thegraphical representation ofCPOs and lattices (the Hasse diagram), so
theycan be consistently usedon bothdirected graphs andCPOs.

The computation of transitive closure is implemented inthis class. The transitive closure is inter
nally stored as a 2-D boolean matrix, whose indexes correspond to node IDs. The entry (i,j) is true if
and only ifthere exists apath from the node with ID i tothe node with ID j. This matrix isnot exposed
atthe public interface; instead, it isused by this class and its subclass to do other operations. Once the
transitive closure matrix is computed, graph operations like reachableNodes can be easily accom
plished.

10.2.3 Directed Acyclic Graphs and CPO

The DirectedAcyclicGraph class further restricts DirectedGraph by not allowing cycles. For per
formance reasons, this requirement is not checked when edges are added to the graph, but is checked
when any ofthe graph operations is invoked. An exception isthrown ifthe graph isfound tobe cyclic.

The CPO interface defines the common operations onCPOs. Themathematical definition of these
operations can befound in[20]. Informal definitions are given in the class documentation. This inter
face is implemented by the classDirectedAcyclicGraph.

Since most of the CPO operations involve thecomparison of two elements, and comparison can be
done in constant time once the transitive closure is available, DirectedAcyclicGraph makes heavy use
of the transitive closure. Also, since most of the operations on a CPO have a dual operation, such as
least upper bound and greatest lower bound, least element and greatest element, etc., the code for the
dual operations can be shared if the order relation on the CPO isreversed. This isdone by transposing
the transitive closure matrix.

10.2.4 Inequality Terms, Inequalities, and the Inequality Solver

The InequalityTerm interface and Inequality and InequalitySolver classes supports the construc
tion of a setof inequality constraints over a CPO and the identification of a member of theCPO that
satisfiesthe constraints. A constraint is an inequality defined over a CPO,whichcan involveconstants,
variables, and functions. As an example, the following is a set of constraints overthe 4-point CPO in
figure 10.3:

a < w

p < xAa

a< p
where ctand p arevariables, and a denotes greatest lower bound. One solution tothis setofconstraints
is a = P = jc.

An inequality term is either a constant, a variable, or a function over a CPO. The InequalityTerm

FIGURE 10.3. A 4-point CPO that also happens to be a lattice.
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interface defines the operations on a term. If a termconsists of a singlevariable, the valueof the vari
ablecan be set to a specific elementof the underlying CPO.The isSettableO method queries whether
the value of a term can be set. It returns true if the term is a variable, andfalse if it is a constant or a
function. The setValueO method is used to set the value for variable terms. The getValue() method
returns the current value of the term, which is a constant if the term consists of a single constant, the
current value of a variable if the term consists of a single variable, or the evaluation of a function based
on the current value of the variables if the term is a function. The getVariablesO method returns all the
variables contained in a term. This method is used by the inequality solver.

The Inequality classcontains twoInequalityTerms, a lessertermandthegreater term. The isSatis-
fiedO method tests whether the inequality is satisfied over the specified CPO based on the current
value of the variables. It returns true if the inequality is satisfied, andfalse otherwise.

TheInequalitySolver class implements an algorithm to determine satisfiability of a setof inequal
ity constraints and to find the solution to the constraints if they are satisfiable. This algorithm is
described in [79]. It is basically an iterative procedure to update thevalueof variables until all thecon
straints are satisfied,or until conflicts among the constraints are found. Some limitationson the type of
constraints apply forthealgorithm to work. Themethod addlnequalityO adds aninequality to thesetof
constraints. TWo methods solveLeastQ and solveGreatest() can be used to solve the constraints. The
former tries to find the least solution, while the latter attempts to find the greatest solution. If a solu
tion is found, these methods return true and the current value of the variables is the solution. The
method unsatisfiedlnequalitiesQ returns an enumeration of the inequalities thatare not satisfied based
on the current value of the variables. It can be used after solveLeastO or solveGreatestO r&tumfalse to
findout which inequalities cannotbe satisfied afterthealgorithm runs. The bottomVariablesO and top-
VariablesO methods return enumerations of the variables whose current values are the bottom or the
top element of the CPO.

10.3 Example Use

10.3.1 Generating A Schedule for A Composite Actor

The following is an example of using topological sortto generate a firing schedule fora Compos-
iteActor of theactor package. Theconnectivity information among the Actors within thecomposite is
translated into a directed acyclic graph, with each node of the graph represented by an Actor. The
schedule is stored in an array,where each element of the array is a reference to an Actor.

Object(] generateSchedule(CompositeActcr composite) {
DirectedAcyclicGraph dag = new DirectedAcyclicGraphO;
// Add all the actors contained in the composite to the graph.
Iterator actors = composite.deepEntityList0.iterator!);
while (actors.hasNext 0) (

Actor actor = (Actor)actors.next0;
dag.add(actor);

}

// Add all the connection in the composite as graph edges.
actors = composite.deepEntityList().iterator();
while (actors.hasNext0) {

Actor lowerActor = (Actor)actors.next0;

// Find all the actors "higher" than the current one.
Iterator outPorts = lowerActor.outputPortListO.iterator!);
while (outPorts.hasNextO) {

HeterogeneousConcurrent Modelingand Design
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lOPort outputPort = (lOPort)outPorts.next{);
Iterator InPorts

outputPort.deepConnectedlnPortList().iterator();
while (inPorts.hasNext(}) {

lOPort inputPort = (lOPort)inPorts.next();
Actor higherActor = (Actor)inputPort.getContainer{);
if (dag.contains(higherActor)) {

dag.addEdge(lowerActor, higherActor);

}
}

}
}
return dag.topologicalSort();

}

10.3.2 Forming and Solving Constraints over a CPO

The codebelowuses two classesimplementing the InequalityTerm interface. They model constant
and variable terms, respectively. The values of these terms are Strings. Inequalities can be formed
using these two classes.

// A constant InequalityTerm with a String Value,
class Constant implements InequalityTerm {

/ construct a constant term with the specified String value,
public Constant(String value) {

_value = value;

/ Return the constant String value of this term,
public Object getValueO {

return _value;

/ Constant terms do not contain any variable, so return an array of size zero,
pxiblic InequalityTerm (J getVariables () {

return new InequalityTerm(0];

/ Constant terms are not settable.
public boolean isSettableO {

return false;

/ Throw cUi Exception on an attempt to change this constant,
public void setValue(Object e) throws IllegalActionBxception {

throw new IllegalActionExceptionCConstant.setValue: This term is a constant.");

/ the String value of this term,
private String value = null;

}

// A variable InequalityTerm with a String value,
class Variable in^lements InequalityTerm {

// Construct a variable InequalityTerm with a null initial value,
public Variable 0 {

}

// Return the String value of this terra,
public Object getValueO {

return _value;

}
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// Return an array containing this variable term,
public InequalityTerm[] getVariables{) {

Inec[ualityTermt] variable = new inequalityTermCl] ;
variable[0] = this;
return variable;

}

// Variable terms are settable.
public boolean isSettableO {

return true;

}

// Set the value of this variable to the specified String.
// Not checking the type of the specified Object before casting for simplicity,
public void setValue(Object e) throws IllegalActionException {

_value = (String)e;
}

private String _value = null;
}

As a simpleexample, the following Java class constructs the 4-point CPO of figure 10.3, forms a
set of constraints with three inequalities, and solves for both the least and greatest solutions. The ine
qualities are a<w\b<a\b<z, where wand z are constants in figure 2.3, anda and b are variables.
// An example of forming and solving inequality constraints,
public class TestSolver {

public static void main(String[] arv) j
// construct the 4-point CPO in figure 2.3.
CPO cpo = constructCPOO ;

// create inequality terms for constants w, z and
// variables a, b.
InequalityTerm tw = new Constant("w");
InequalityTerm tz = new Constant("z");
InequalityTerm ta = new variable 0;
InecpaalityTerm tb = new variable 0;

// form inequalities: a<=w; b<=a; b<=z.
Inequality iaw & new Inequality(ta, tw);
Inequality iba = new Inequality(tb, ta);
Inequality ibz = new Inequality(tb, tz);

// create the solver and add the inequalities.
InequalitySolver solver = new InequalitySolver(cpo);
solver.addlnequality(iaw) ,-
solver.addlnequality(iba);
solver.addlnequality(ibz);

// solve for the least solution
boolean satisfied - solver.solveLeast0;

// The output should be:
// satiafied=true, least solution: a=z b=z
System.out.println("8atisfied=" + satisfied + ", least solution:"

+ " a=" + ta.getValue0 + " b=" + tb.getValueO);

// solve for the greatest solution
satisfied s solver.solveGreatest();

// The output should be:
// satisfiedstrue, greatest solution: a»w b=z
System.out.println("satisfied=" + satisfied + ", greatest solution:"

+ " a=" + ta.getValueO + " b=" + tb.getValueO);
}

public static CPO constructCPOO {
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DirectedAcyclicGraph cpo = new DirectedAcyclicGraphO

cpo.add("w");
cpo.add{"x");
cpo.add{"y") ;
cpo.add("z") ;

cpo.addEdge("x", "w")
cpo.addEdgeCy", "w")
cpo.addBdge("z'', "x")
cpo.addEdge{"z", "y")

return cpo;

Graph Package
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11.1 Introduction

The computation infrastructure provided by the basic actor classes is not statically typed, i.e., the
lOPorts on actors do not specify the typeof tokens thatcan passthrough them. Thiscanbechanged by
giving each lOPort a type. One of thereasons for static typing is to increase thelevel of safety, which
means reducing the number of untrappederrors [17].

In a computation environment, two kinds of execution errors can occur, trapped errors and
untrapped errors. Trapped errors cause thecomputation to stop immediately, butuntrapped errors may
gounnoticed (for a while) and later cause arbitrary behavior. Examples ofuntrapped errors ina general
purpose language are jumping to the wrong address, or accessing data past the end of an array. In
Ptolemy II, the underlying language Java is quite safe, so errors rarely, if ever, cause arbitrary behav
ior.^ However, errors can certainly gounnoticed foranarbitrary amount of time. Asanexample, figure
11.1 shows an imaginary application where a signal from a source is downsampled, then fed to a fast
Fourier transform (EFT)actor, and the transform result is displayed by an actor. Supposethe FFT actor
canaccept ComplexToken at its input, and thebehavior of theDownSample actor is to just pass every

Source (|) ^<j) Samp^ FFT Display

FIGURE 11.1. An imaginaryPtolemyII application

1. Synchronization errors in multi-thread applications are notconsidered here.
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second token through regardless of its type. If the Source actor sends instances of ComplexToken,
everything works fine. But if, due to an error, the Source actor sends out a StringToken, then the
StringToken will pass through the sampler unnoticed. In a more complex system, the time lag between
when a token of die wrong type is sent by an actor and the detection of the wrong type may be arbi
trarily long.

In languages without static typing, such as Lisp and the scripting language Tel, safety is achieved
by extensive run-time checking. In Ptolemy II, if we imitated this approach, we would have to require
actors to check the type of the received tokens before using them. For example, the FFT actor would
have to verify that the every received token is an instance of ComplexToken, or convert it to Complex-
Token if possible. This approach gives the burden of type checking to the actor developers, distracting
them from their development effort. It also relies on a policy that cannot be enforced by the system.
Furthermore, since type checking is postponed to the last possible moment, the system does not have
fail-stop behavior, so a system may generate an error only after running for an extended period of time,
as figure 11.1 shows. To make things worse, an actor may receive tokens from multiple sources. If a
token with the wrong type is received, it might be hard to identify fi-om which source the token comes.
All these make debugging difficult.

To address this and other issues discussed later, we added static typing to Ptolemy II. This
approach is consistent with Ptolemy Classic. In general-purpose statically-typed languages, such as
C++ and Java, static type checking done by the compiler can find a large fraction of program errors. In
Ptolemy II, execution of a model does not involve compilation. Nonetheless, static type checking can
correspondingly detect problems before any actors fire. In figure 11.1, if the Source actor declares that
its output port type is String, meaning that it will send out StringTokens upon firing, the static type
checker will identify this type conflict in the topology.

In Ptolemy II, because models are not compiled, static typing alone is not enough to ensure type
safety at run-time. For example, even if the above Source actor declares its output type to be Complex,
nothing prevents it from sending out a StringToken at run-time. So run-time type checking is still nec
essary. With the help of static typing, run-time type checking can be done when a token is sent out
firom a port. I.e., the run-time type checker checks the token type against the type of the output port.
This way, a type error is detected at the earliest possible time, and run-time type checking (as well as
static type checking) can be performed by the system instead of by the actors.

One design principle of Ptolemy II is that data type conversions that lose information are not
implicitly performed by the system. In the data package, a lossless data type conversion hierarchy,
called the type lattice, is defined (see figure 9,2). In that hierarchy, the conversion from a lower type to
a higher type is lossless, and is supported by the token classes. This lossless conversion principle also
applies to data transfer. This means that across every connection from an output port to an input, the
type of the output must be the same as or lower than the type of the input. This requirement is called
the type compatibility rule. For example, an output port with type Int can be connected to an input port
with type Double, but a Double to Int connection will generate a type error during static type checking.
This behavior is different from Ptolemy Classic, but it should be useful in many applications where the
users do not want lossy conversion to take place without their knowledge.

As can be seen from above examples, when a system runs, the type of a token sent out from an out
put port may not be the same as the type of the input port the token is sent to. If this happens, the token
must be converted to the input port type before it is used by the receiving actor. This kind of run-time
type conversion is done transparently by the Ptolemy II system (actors are not aware it). So the actors
can safelycast the receivedtokens to the type of the input port.This makesthe actor development eas
ier.
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Ousterhout [74] argues that static typing discourages reuse.

"Typing encourages programmers to create a variety of incompatible interfaces,
each interface requires objects ofspecific type and the compilerprevents any other
typesofobjectsfrom being used with the interface, even if that would be useful".

In Ptolemy U, typing does apply some restrictionson the interactionof actors. Particularly, actors can
not be interconnected arbitrarily if the type compatibility rule is violated. However, the benefit of typ
ing should far outweigh the inconvenience caused by this restriction. In addition, the automatic run
time type conversion provided by the system permitsports of different types to be connected (under
the typecompatibility rule), which partlyrelaxes the restriction caused by static typing. Furthermore,
there is one important component in Ptolemy that brings much flexibility to the actor interface, the
type-polymorphic actors.

lype-polymorphic actors (called polymorphic actors in the restof this chapter) are actors that can
acceptmultipletypes on their ports. For example, the DownSample in figure 11.1 does not care about
the typeof token going through it; it works with anytypeof token. In general, the types on some or all
of the portsof a polymorphic actorare notrigidly defined to specific types when theactoris written, so
the actor can interact with other actors havingdifferent types, increasing reusability. In PtolemyClas
sic, the ports on polymorphic actors whose types are not specified are said to have ANYTYPE, but
Ptolemy II uses the term undeclared type, sincethe type on those portscannotbe arbitrary in general.
The acceptable types on polymorphic actors are described by a setof typeconstraints. The static type
checker checks the applicability of a polymorphic actor in a topology by finding specific types for
themthat satisfy the type constraints. This process is calledtype resolution, and the specific typesare
called the resolved types.

In addition to ports. Parameters, which are often used to configure actors, are also typed objects.
By defining a uniform interface for setting up type constraints, Ptolemy II supports type constraints
between Parameters and ports, as well as among ports. This extends the range of type checking to
some of the internal states of actors.

Static typing and type resolution have other benefits in addition to the ones mentioned above.
Static typing helps to clarify the interface of actors and makes them more manageable. Justas typing
may improve run-time efficiency in a general-purpose language by allowing the compiler to generate
specialized code, when a Ptolemy system is synthesized to hardware, type information can be used for
efficient synthesis. Forexample, if the type checker asserts thata certain polymorphic actor will only
receive IntTokens, then only hardwaredealingwith integersneeds to be synthesized.

To summarize, Ptolemy II takesan approach of statictypingcoupled with run-time typechecking.
Lossless datatype conversions during data transfer areautomatically executed. Polymorphic actors are
supported through type resolution.

11.2 Formulation

11.2.1 Type Constraints

In a Ptolemy n topology, the type compatibility rule imposes a type constraint across every con
nection from anoutput port toan input port. It requires that thetype of theoutput port, outType, be the
same as the type of the input port, inlype, or less than inlype under the type lattice in figure 9.2. I.e.,

outType < inType (1)
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This guarantees that information is not lost during data transfer. If both the outType and inType are
declared, the static type checker simply checks whether this inequality is satisfied, and reports a type
conflict if it is not.

In addition to the above constraint imposed by the topology, actors may also impose constraints.
This happens when one or both of the outType and inType is undeclared, in whichcase the actor con
tainingtheundeclared port needs to describethe acceptable types through type constraints. All the type
constraints in Ptolemy II are described in the form of inequalities like the one in (1). If a port has a
declared type, its type appears as a constant in the inequalities. On the other hand, if a port has an
undeclared type, its type is represented by a variable, called the type variable, in the inequalities. The
domain of the type variable is the elements of the type lattice. The type resolution algorithm resolves
the undeclared types subject to the constraints. If resolution is not possible, a type conflicterror will be
reported. As an example of the inequality constraints, consider figure 11.2.

The port on actors A1 has declared type int\ the ports on A3 and A4 have declared type double',
and the ports on A2 have their types undeclared. Let the type variables for the undeclared types be a,
p, and Y, the type constraints from the topology are:

int < a

double < p
y< double

Now, assume A2 is a polymorphic adder, capable of doing addition for integer, double, and complex
numbers, and the requirement is that it does not lose precision during the operation. Then the type con
straints for the adder can be written as:

a<Y

P<Y
Y^ Complex

The first two inequalities constrain the output precision to be no less than input, the last one
requires that the data on the adder ports can be converted to Complex losslessly.

These six inequalities form the complete set of constraints and are used by the type resolution
algorithm to solve for a, p, and y.

This inequality formulation is inspired by the type inference algorithm in ML [66]. There, equali
ties are used to represent type constraints. In Ptolemy II, the lossless type conversion hierarchy natu
rally implies inequality relation among the types. In ML, the type constraints are generated from
program constructs. In a heterogeneous graphical programming environment like Ptolemy II, the sys
tem does not have enough information about the function of the actors, so the actors must present their

doubk

double

FIGURE 11.2. A topology with types.
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type information by either declaring the type on their port, or specify a set of type constraints to
describe the acceptable types on the undeclared ports.

This formulation converts type resolution into a problemof solving a set of inequalities. An effi
cientalgorithm is available to solveconstraints in finite lattices [79], which is described in the appen
dix through an example and in figure 11.3. This algorithm finds the set of most specific types for the
undeclared types in the topologythat satisfy the constraints, if they exist.

As mentioned earlier, the static type checker flags a type conflict error if the type compatibility
rule is violated on a certain connection. There are other kind of type conflicts indicated by one of the
following:

• The set of type constraints are not satisfiable.
• Some type variables are resolved to NaT.
• Some type variables areresolved to anabstract type, such asNumerical in thetype hierarchy.

The first case can happen, for example, if the port on actor A1 in figure 11.2 has declared type
Complex. The second case can happen if an actor does not specify any type constraints on an unde
clared output port. This is due to the nature of the type resolution algorithm where it assigns all the
undeclared types to NaT at the beginning. If the type constraints do not restrict a type variable to be
greater than NaT, it will stay at NaT after resolution. The third case is considered a conflict since an

General

Matnx

BooleanMatnx FixMatrix

Numerical

LxjngMatrix ComplexMatnx

DoubleMaltrix

IntMatrix

Boolean Scalar

Long/ /Complex

Double

NaT

FIGURE 11.3. The Type Lattice
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abstract type does not correspond to an instantiable token class.

To avoid the second case above, any output port must either have a declared type, or some con
straints to force its type to be greater than NaT. This requirement should be easily satisfied on most
actors. A situation that needs some attention is the source actor. A source actor cannot leave its output
port type unconstrained. One way to cope with this is to declare the type at a time after the type infor
mation is known, but prior to type resolution. For example, if the output data is determined by a
parameter set by the user, the parameter can be evaluated during the initialization phase of the execu
tion and the port type can be declared at the end of the initialization, which precedes type resolution.

11.2.2 Run-time I^pe Checking and Lossless I^pe Conversion

The declaredtype is a contractbetween an actor and the PtolemyII system. If an actor declaresan
output port to have a certain type, it asserts that it will only send out tokens whose types are less than
or equal to that type. If an actor declares an input port to have a certain type, it requires the system to
onlysendtokens that areinstances of theclassof that type to that inputport.Run-time typechecking is
the componentin the system that enforces this contract. Whena token is sent out from an output port,
the run-time typechecker finds its type using the run-time type identification (RTTI) capability of the
underlying language (Java), andcompares thetype with thedeclared type of theoutput port. If thetype
of the tokenis not less than or equal to the declared type, a run-time type error will be generated.

As discussed before, type conversion is needed when a token sent to an input port has a type less
thanthe type of theinput portbutis notan instance of theclass of thattype. Since thiskind of lossless
conversion is doneautomatically, an actorcan safely cast a received token to the declared type.On the
other hand, when an actor sends out tokens, the tokens being sent do not have to have the exact
declared output porttype. Any type that is less than thedeclared type is acceptable. Forexample, if an
output porthas declared type double, the actor can send IntToken from that port. Ascan be seen, the
automatic type conversion simplifies the input/output handling of the actors.

Note that even with the convenience provided by the type conversion, actors should still declare
the input types tobe the most general that they can handle and the output types tobethe most specific
type that includes all tokens they will send. This maximizes their applications. In the previous exam
ple, if the actor only sends outIntToken, it should declare the output type to be intto allow the port to
be connected with an input with type int.

If an actor has ports with undeclared types, its type constraints can be viewed as both a require
ment and an assertion from the actor. The actor requires the resolved types to satisfy the constraints.
Once the resolved types are found, they serve the role of declared types at run time. I.e., the type
checking and type conversion system guarantees toonly put tokens that areinstances of theclass of the
resolved type toinput ports, and the actor asserts toonly send tokens whose types are less than orequal
to the resolved type from output ports.

11.3 Structured Types

Structured types include array and record types. The Array type is implemented by ArrayToken.
As described in die Data Package chapter, ArrayToken contains an array of tokens, and the element
tokens can have arbitrary type. For example, an ArrayToken can contain an array of StringTokens, or
an array of ArrayTokens. In the latter case, the ArrayToken can be regarded as a two dimensional
array. RecordToken contains a setof labeled tokens, like the structure in the C language. It is useful for
grouping multiple pieces of related information together.
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In the type* lattice in figure 11.3, array andrecord types are incomparable with all thebase types,
except the top and the bottom elements of the lattice. Note that the lattice nodes Array and Record
actually represent an infinite number of types, so the type lattice becomes infinite.

The orderrelation between two arraytypesis that typeB is lessthan typeA if the element typeof
B is less than the element type of A. This is a recursive deHnition if the element types are structured
types. Forexample, IntArray < Double Array, IntArray Array^ Double Array Array, where IntArray
Arrayis an arrayof array. AndInt ArrayandDouble ArrayArrayare incomparable.

The order relation between two record types follow the standarddepth subtyping and width sub-
typing relations [17]. In depth subtyping, a record type Cis a subtype of a record type D if thetype of
some fields of C is a subtype of the corresponding fields in D. In width subtyping, a record with more
fields is a subtype of a record with less fields. For example, we have:

{name: String, value: Int] < (name: String, value: Double]

{name: String, value: Double, id: Int] < {name: String, value: Double]
Here, we use the {label: type, label: type,...} syntax to denote record types,
lype constraints can be specified between the element type of a structured type and the type of a

Ptolemy object. For example, a type constraint can specify that the type of a port is no less than the
type of the elements of an ArrayToken.

11.4 Implementation

11.4.1 Implementation Classes

All the classes for representing the types and the type lattice are under the data.type package, as
shown in figure 11.4. The Type interface defines the basic operations on a type. BaseType contains a
type-safe enumeration of all the primitive types. The type UNKNOWN corresponds to the bottom ele
ment of the type lattice, it represents a type variable that can be resolved to any type. Arrayiype and
RecordlVpe are derived from an abstract class StructuredType. Each type has a convertQ method to
convert a token lower in the type lattice to one of its type. For base types, this method just calls the
same method in the corresponding tokens. For structured types, the conversion is done within the con
crete structured type classes.

The lypeable interface defines a set of methods to set type constraints between typed objects. It is
implemented by the Variable class in the data.expr package and the lypedlOPort class in the actor
package. lypeConstant encapsulate a constant type. It implements the InequalityTerm interface and
can be used to set up type constraints between a typed object and a constant type.

In the actor package, the Actor interface, the AtomicActor, CompositeActor, lOPort and lORela-
tion classes are extended with TypedActor, TypedAtomicActor, lypedCompositeActor, TypedlOPort
and lypedlORelation, respectively, as shown in figure 11.5. The container for TypedlOPort must be a
ComponentEntity implementing the TypedActor interface, namely, TypedAtomicActor or TVpedCom-
positeActor. The container for TypedAtomicActor and TypedCompositeActor must be a TypedCom-
positeActor. lypedlGRelation constrains that TypedlOPort can only be connected with TypedlOPort.
TypedlOPort has a declared type and a resolved type. Undeclared type is represented by Base-
Type.UNKNOWN. If a port has a declared type that is not BaseType.UNKNOWN, the resolved type
will be the same as the declared type.
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11.4.2 lype Checking and I^pe Resolution

Static type checking is done in the checkiypesO method of TVpedCompositeActor. This method
finds all the connection within the composite by first finding the output ports on deep contained enti
ties, and then finding the deeply connected input ports to those output ports. Transparent ports are
ignored for type checking. For each connection, if the types on both ends are declared, static type
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checking isperformed using the type compatibility rule. Ifthe composite contains other opaque Typed-
CompositeActors, this method recursively calls the checkTypesQ method of the contained actors to
perform type checking down the hierarchy. Hence, ifthis method is called on the top level TypedCom-
positeActor, type checking is performed through out thehierarchy.

Ifa type conflict is detected, i.e., if the declared type at the source end ofa connection is greater
than or incomparable with the type at the destination end of the connection, the ports at both ends of
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FIGURE 11.5. Classes in the actor package that support type checking.
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the connection are recorded and will be returned in a List at the end of type checking. Note that type
checking does not stop after detecting the first type conflict, so the returned List contains all the ports
that have type conflicts. This behavior is similar to a regular compiler, where compilation will gener
ally continue after detecting errors in the source code.

The lypedActor interface has a typeConstraintsQ method, which returns the type constraints of
this actor. For atomic actors, the type constraints are different in different actors, but the lypedAtomi-
cActor class provides a default implementation, which is that the type of any input port with unde
clared type must be less than or equal to the type of any undeclared output port. Ports with declared
types are not included in the default constraints. If all the ports have declared type, no constraints are
generated. This default works for most of the control actors such as commutator, multiplexer, and the
DownSample actor in figure 11.1. In addition, the typeConstraintsQ method also collects all the con
straints from the contained Typeable objects, which are TypedlOPorts and Variables.

The typeConstraintsQ method in TypedCompositeActorcollects all the constraints within the com
posite. It works in a similar fashion as the checkTypesQ method, where it recursively goes down the
containment hierarchy to collect type constraints of the contained actors. It also scans all the connec
tions and forms type constraints on connections involving undeclared types. As with checkTypesQ, if
this method is called on the top level container, all the type constraints within the composite are
returned.

The Manager class has a resolveTypesQ method that invokes type checking and resolution. It uses
the InequalitySolverclass in the graph package to solve the constraints. If type conflicts are detected
during type checking or after type resolution, this method throwsTypeConflictException. This excep
tion contains a List of Typeable objects where type conflicts occur. The resolveTypesQ method is
called inside Managerafter all the mutations are processed. If TypeConflictException is thrown, it is
caughtwithin the Manager and an KemelException is generated to pass the exception information to
the user interface.

Run-time type checking is done in the sendQ method of TypedlOPort. The checking is simply a
comparison of the type of the token being sent with the resolved type of the port. If the type of the
tokenis less thanor equal to the resolved type,typechecking is passed, otherwise, an IllegalActionEx-
ception is thrown.

Type conversion, if needed, is also done in the sendQ method. The typeof the destination port is
the resolved typeof the port containing the receivers that the tokenis sentto. If the tokendoes not have
that type, the convertQ methodon that type is called to perform the conversion.

11.4.3 Setting Up l^pe Constraints

The classInequality in the graph package is used to represent typeconstraints. Thisclasscontains
two objects implementing the InequalityTerm interface, which represent the lesser and greater terms.
InequalityTerm is implemented by inner classes of TypedlOPort, Variable, ArrayType, and Record-
Type,to encapsulatethe type of the port, the variable,and the element typeof structured types. In most
cases, typeconstraintscan be set up easily throughthe methods in the Typeable interface. For example,
to constrain that the type of a port to be no greater than Double:

port.setTypeAtMost(BaseType.DOUBLE);

to constrain that the type of a port to be no less than the type of a parameter:
port.setTypeAtLeast(parameter);

to specifythat a parametercan only contain an ArrayToken, and to constrainthe type of a port to be no
less than the element type of that array:
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parameter.setTypeEquals(new ArrayType(BaseType.UNKNOWN));
ArrayType arrayType = (ArrayType)parameter.getType();
InequalityTerm elementTerm = arrayType.getElementTypeTermO;
port.setTypeAtLeast(elementTerm);

Thesekinds of constraints appear in source actorssuchas Clockand Pulse, where the actoroutputs a
sequenceof values specifiedby an ArrayToken.

In some actors, monotonic functions can help specify less straightforward constraints. The type
resolution algorithm allows the lesser term to be a monotonic function when searching for the most
specific types. That is, constraints in the form f(a) <b are admitted, where f(a) is a monotonic func
tion of a and b can be a constant or a variable. An example of this appears in the AbsoluteValueactor
in theactorlibrary. Here, oneof thetypeconstraints is: If the input typeis not Complex, theoutput type
is the same as the inputtype, otherwise, theoutput type is Double. Thisconstraint canbe expressed as
ffinputlVpe) < outputType, where

f(inputType) = inputType, if ihputType ^ Complex
f(inputType) = Double, if inputType = Complex.

This function is implemented by an inner class FunctionTerm of AbsoluteValue that implements
InequalityTerm. The evaluation is done in the getValue() method of InequalityTerm as:

public Object getValueO {
// _port is the input port
Type inputType = _port.getType();
return inputType == BaseType.COMPLEX ? BaseType.DOUBLE : inputType;

}

Finally, if the methods in lypeable are not sufficient for specifying complicated constraints, or the
default implementation of the typeConstraints() method in the TypedAtomicActor is not appropriate,
this method can be overridden, but this is rarely needed.

11.4.4 Some Implementation Details

The implementationof the structured types is more involved than the base types. This is because
the base types are atomic, but structured types that contain type variables are mutable entities. For
example, the declared typeof a port can be UNKNOWN Array, meaning that it is an arrayof undefined
element type.Aftertype resolution, that type maybe updated to Double Array. Types that are mutable
are variabletypes.The isConstant() methodin Typedetermines if a type containsa type variable. Type
variables are represented by a type initialized to BaseType.UNKNOWN.

When a typedobject is cloned, if its type is a variable structured type, that type must be cloned
because the original and the cloned Typeable objectsmay have different types in the future. Similarly,
when constructing structured types with variable structured types as element types, the element types
must be cloned. However, constant structured types do not need to be cloned. This means that an
instance of a constant StructuredType can be shared by many objects, but an instance of a variable
StructuredType can only have one user. One way to support this is to have bidirectional references
between a variable structured type and its user, and only allowthe type to have one user. But the bidi-
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rectional references make theimplementation complicated, andconsistency is hard to maintain. Abet
ter way is toalways clone the structured type when its container iscloned, orwhen constructing a new
instance ofStructuredlVpe. This is done in the data package. This implementation incurs some redun
dant cloning, but the overhead is small.

Avariable type can beupdated toanother type, provided that the new type is compatible with the
variable type. For example, a type variable a can beupdated toany type, a Array can beupdated toInt
Array. However, a Array cannot be updated toInt. Ifa variable type can be updated toa new type, the
new type iscalled a substitution instance ofthe variable type. This term is borrowed from type litera
ture. Formally, a type isa substitution instance ofa variable type if the former can be obtained by sub
stituting the type variables of the latter to another type. The method isSubstitutionInstance() in Type
does this check.

The updateiypeO method inStnicturedType isused tochange the variable element type ofastruc
tured type. For example, if the types of two ports are IntArray and a Array respectively, and a type
constraint is that the second port is no less than the type of the first, that is, IntArray ^ ot Array, the
type resolution algorithm will change the type ofthe second port toInt Array. This step cannot be done
by simply changing the type reference in the second port to an instance of IntArray, since type con
straints may be set up between a and another typed objects. Instead, updateTypeQ only changes the
type reference for a to Int.

11.5 Examples

11.5.1 Polymorphic DownSample

In figure 11.1, if the DownSample isdesigned todo downsampling for any kind oftoken, its type
constraint isjust samplerin <samplerOut, where samplerin and samplerOut are the types ofthe input
and output ports, respectively. The default type constraints works in this case. Assuming the Display
actor just calls the toString() method of the received tokens and displays the string value in a certain
window, the declared type of its port would be General. Let the declared types on the ports ofFFT be
Complex, theThetype constraints of thissimple application are:

sourceOut < samplerin

samplerin < samplerOut

samplerOut < Complex
Complex < General

Where sourceOut represents the declared type of the Source output. The last constraint does not
involve a type variable, soit isjustchecked by the static type checker and not included intype resolu
tion. Depending on the value ofsourceOut, the ports on the DownSample actor would be resolved to
different types. Some possibilities are:
• If sourceOut = Complex, theresolved types would besamplerin =samplerOut = Complex.
• If sourceOut = Double, the resolved types would be samplerin = samplerOut = Double. At run

time, DoubleTokens sentout from the Source willbe passed to theDownSample actorunchanged.
Before they leave the Downsample actor and are sent tothe FFT actor, they are converted toCom-
plexTokens by the system. The ComplexToken output from the FFT actor are instances ofToken,
which corresponds to theGeneral type, sothey aretransferred to the input of the Display without
change.
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• If sourceOut- String, the set of type constraintsdo not have a solution,a typeConflictException
will be thrown by the static type checker.

11.5.2 Fork Connection

Consider two simple topologies in figure 11.6. where a single outputis connected to twoinputsin
11.6(a) and two outputsare connected to a single input in 11.6(b). Denotethe typesof the portsby al.
a2, a3, bl, b2, b3, as indicated in the figure. Some possibilities of legal and illegal type assignments
are:

• In 11.6(a), if al = Int, a2 = Double, a3 = Complex. The topology is well typed. At run-time, the
IntToken sent out from actor Al will be converted to DoubleToken before transferred to A2, and
convertedto ComplexToken before transferred to A3.This showsthat multiple portswithdifferent
typescan be interconnected as longas the typecompatibility ruleis obeyed.

• In 11.6(b), if bl = Int, b2 = Double, and b3 is undeclared. The the resolved type for b3 will be
Double. If bl - int and b2 = Boolean, the resolved type for b3 will be String since it is the lowest
elementin the type hierarchy that is higherthan both Int and Boolean. In thiscase, if the actor B3
has sometypeconstraints that require b3 to be lessthanString, thentyperesolution is notpossible,
a type conflict will be signaled.

11.6 Actors Constructing Tokens with Structured Types

The SDF domain contains two actors that perform conversion between a sequence of tokens and
an ArrayToken. Typeconstraints in these actors ensure that the typeof the array element is the same as
the type of the sequence tokens. When two SequenceToArray actors are cascaded, the output of the
second actor will be an array of array. Cascading ArrayToSequencewith SequenceToArrayrestores the
sequence. In SequenceToArray, the parameterTokenConsumptionRate of the input port determines the
lengthof the output array, while in ArrayToSequence, the parameter tokenProductionRate of the out
put port specifies the length of the input array. If the ArrayToken received by ArrayToSequence does
not have the correct length, an exception will be thrown.

The actor.lib package contains two actors that assembles and disassembles RecordTokens: Recor-
dAssembler and RecordDisassembler. The former assembles tokens from multiple input ports into a
RecordToken and sends it to the output port, the latter does the reverse. The labels in the RecordToken
are the names of the input ports. Typeconstraintsensure that the type of the record fields is the same as

FIGURE 11.6. Two simple topologies with types.
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the type of the conesponding ports.

Double Array Double Array Array

a Double

source _
Double Array

"Rouble r n r i
Q SequenceToArray Q ^0 SequenceToArray Q—
_J Double^ J L J

Double Array Double

RecorderArrayToSequence(j) ^(^~AiTayToSequence (|)
Double Array Array Double Array Double

FIGURE 11.7. Conversion between sequence and array.
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Appendix E: The Type Resolution Algorithm

The type resolution algorithm starts by assigning all the type variables the bottom element of the
type hierarchy, NaT, then repeatedly updating thevariables to a greater element until all theconstraints
are satisfied, or when the algorithm finds that the set of constraints are not satisfiable. Thekindof ine
quality constraints the algorithm can determine satisfiability are the ones with the greater term (the
right sideof the inequality) being a variable, or a constant. The algorithm allows the left sideof the
inequality to contain monotonic functions of the type variables, butnot the right side. Thefirst stepof
thealgorithm is to divide the inequalities intotwocategories, Cvarand Ccnst. Theinequalities in Cvar
have a variable on the right side, and the inequalities in Ccnsthave a constant on the right side. In the
exampleof figure 11.2, Cvar consistsof:

Int<a

Double < P

a< Y

P<Y
And Ccnst consists of:

Y< Double

Y^ Complex
The repeated evaluations are only doneon Cvar, Ccnstare usedas checksafter the iteration is fin

ished, as we will see later. Before the iteration, all the variables are assigned the value NaT, and Cvar
looks like:

Int < o.{NaT)

Double <^{NaT)

QL{NaT) < y(NaT)

^(NaT)<y(NaT)
Where the current value of the variables are inside the parenthesis next to the variable.

At this point, Cvar is further divided into two sets: those inequalities that are not currently satis
fied, and those that are satisfied:

Not-satisfied Satisfied

Int < a(Na1) aiNaT) < y(NaT)
Double < ^(NaT) ^{NaT) < y(NaT)

Now comes the update step.The algorithm takes out an arbitrary inequality from the Not-satisfied
set, and forces it to be satisfiedby assigningthe variable on the right side the least upper bound of the
values of both sides of the inequality. Assuming the algorithm takes out int < aiNaT), then

a = IntvNaT = Int (2)

Aftera is updated, all theinequalities in Cvarcontaining it are inspected andare switched to either
the Satisfied or Not-satisfied set, if they are not already in the appropriate set. In this example, after
this step, Cvar is:

Not-satisfied Satisfied

Double < ^(NaT) Int < ailnt)
ailnt) < yiNaT) p(Na7) < yiNaT)

The update step is repeated until all the inequalities in Cvar are satisfied. In this example, p and y
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will be updated and the solution is;

OL-Inty Double

Note that there always exists a solution for Cvar. An obvious one is to assignall the variables to
the top element, General, although this solution may not satisfy the constraints in Ccnst. The above
iteration will find the least solution, or the set of most specific types.

Aftertheiteration, theinequalities in Ccnstarechecked basedon thecurrentvalueof the variables.
If all of them are satisfied, a solution to the set of constraints is found.

This algorithm can be viewed as repeated evaluation of a monotonic function, and the solution is
the fixed point of the function. Equation (2)can be viewed as a monotonic function applied to a type
variable. Therepeated update of a\\ thetype variables canbe viewed as theevaluation of a monotonic
function that is thecomposition of individual functions like (2). Theevaluation reaches a fixed point
when a setof typevariable assignments satisfying theconstraints in Cvaris found.

Rehof andMogensen [79] proved that the above algorithm is linear time in the number of occur
rences of symbols in theconstraints, andgave anupper bound on the number of basic computations. In
our formulation, the symbols are type constants and type variables, and each constraint contains two
symbols. So the typeresolution algorithm is linear in the number of constraints.
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12.1 Overview

The plot package provides classes, applets, and applications for two-dimensional graphical display
of data. It is available in a stand-alone distribution, or as part of the Ptolemy II system.

There are several ways to use the classes in the plot package:

• You can use one of several domain-polymorphic actors in a Ptolemy II model to plot data that is
provided as an input to the actor.

You can invoke an executable, ptplot, which is a shell script, to plot data in a local file or on the
network (via a URL).

You can invoke an executable, histogram, which is a shell script, to plot histograms of data in a
local file or on the network (via a URL)

You can invoke an executable, pxgraph, which is a shell script, to plot data that is stored in an
ascii or binary format compatible with the older program pxgraph, which is an extension of
David Harrison's xgraph.

Youcan invoke a Java application, such as PlotMLApplication, by using the j ava program that is
included in your Java distribution.

Youcan use an existing applet class, such as PlotMLApplet, in an HTML file. The applet parame
ter dataurl specifiesthe sourceof plot data. You do not even have to have Ptplot installedon
your server, since you can always reference the Berkeley installation.
You can create new classes derived from applet, frame, or application classes to customize your
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plots. Thisallows youto completely control theplacement of plotson the screen, and to writeJava
code that defines the data to be plotted.

The plot data can be specified in any of three data formats:

• PlotML is an XML extension forplotdata. Its syntax is similar to thatof HTML. XML(extensible
markuplanguage) is an internetlanguage that is growing rapidly in popularity.

• Anolder, simpler textual syntax forplotdata is alsoprovided, although in thelong term, thatsyn
tax is unlikely to bemaintained (it will notnecessarily be expanded to support new features). For
simple data plots, however, it is adequate. Using it for applets has the advantage of making it pos
sible to reference a slightly smaller jar filecontaining thecode, which makes formore responsive
applets.Also, the data files are somewhatsmaller.

• Abinary file format used bypxgraph, is supported byclasses in thecompat package. Formatting
information in pxgraph (andin the compat package) is provided by command-line arguments,
rather than being included with the binary plot data, exactly as in the older program. Applets spec
ify thesecommand-line arguments as an appletparameter(pxgraphargs).

12.2 Using Plots

If $FTII represents the home directory of your plot installation (oryour Ptolemy II installation),
then, $PTII/bin is a directory that contains a number of executables. Three of these invoke plot appli
cations, ptplot, histogram, and pxgraph. We recommend putting this directory into your path so
that theseexecutables can be found automatically from the command line. Invoking the command

ptplot

with no arguments should open a window that looks like that infigure 12.1. You can also specify a file
to plot asa command-line argument. To find outabout command-line options, type

ptplot -help

^ Plolomy plot
Fie B* SpecW

Sample plot

V p\n

e -PW

0 0 0 « 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 1 0

FIGURE 12.1. Resultof invokingptplot on the commandline with no arguments.
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Theptplotcommand is a shell script that invokes the following equivalent command:

java -classpath $PTII ptolemy.plot.plotml.EditablePlotMLApplication

Since it is a shell script, it will work on Unix machines and Windows machines that have Cygwin^
installed.In the same directoryare three Windows versionsthat do not requireCygwin,ptplot, bat,
histogram.bat, and pxgraph.bat, which you can invoke by typing into the DOS command
prompt, for example,

ptplot.bat

These scripts make three assumptions.

• First, j ava is in your path. Type "j ava -version" to verify that the j ava program is in your
path and is working properly

• Second, the environment variable PTUis set to point to the home directory of the plot (or Ptolemy
II) installation. Type"echo %PTII%" in Windows and "echo $PTII" in Unix or Windows with
Cygwin to check this.

• The directory $FTII/bin is in your path. Under Windows without Cygwin, type "echo %PATH%".
Type "type ptplot" in Windows with Cygwin and "which ptplot" in Unix to check this.

In Windows, environment variables and your path are set in the System control panel. You can now
explore a number of features of ptplot.

12.2.1 Zooming and filling

To zoom in, drag the left mouse button down and to the right to draw a box around an area that you
want to see in detail, as shown in figure 12.2. To zoom out, drag the left mouse button up and to the
right. To just fill the drawing area with the available data, type Control-F, or invoke the fill command
from the Special menu. In applets, since there is no menu, the fill command is (optionally) made avail
able as a button at the upper right of the plot.

12.2.2 Printing and exporting

The File menu includes a Print and Export command. The Print command works as you expect.
The export command produces an encapsulated PostScript file (EPS) suitable for inclusion in word
processors. The image in figure 12.3 is such an EPS file imported into FrameMaker.

At this time, the EPS file does not include preview data. This can make it somewhat awkward to
work with in a word processor, since it will not be displayed by the word processor while editing (it
will, however, print correctly). It is easy to add the preview data using the freely available program
Ghostview^. Just open the file using Ghostview and, under the edit menu, select "Add EPS Preview."

Export facilities are also available from a small set of key bindings, which permits them to be
invoked from applets (which have no menu bar) and from the standalone scripts:

1. The 1.1.x version of the Cygwin Toolkit is a freely available package available from
http://sources.redhat.coni/cygwin/

2. Ghostview is available http://www.cs.wisc.edu/-ghost/gsview/
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Control-c: Export the plot to the clipboard.

D: Dump the plot to standard output.

E: Export the plot to standard output in EPS format.
F: Fill the plot.

H or ?: Display a simple help message.

The encapsulated PostScript (EPS) that is produced is tuned for black-and-white printers. In the
future, more formats may supported. Also at this time (JDK 1.3.0under Windows 2000), Java's inter
face the clipboard may not work, so Control-C might not accomplish anything. Note further that with
applets, you mayfind it best to click near the title rather thanclicking inside the graph itselfand then
type the command.

Exporting to the clipboard and to standard output, in theory, is allowedfor applets, unlikewriting
to a file. Thus, these key bindingsprovidea simplemechanism to obtaina high-resolution imageof the
plot froman applet, suitable for incorporation in a document. However, in somebrowsers, exporting to
standard out triggers a security violation. Youcan use Sun's appletviewer instead.

12.2.3 Editing the data

You can modify the data that is plotted by first selectinga data set to modifyusing the Edit menu.
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FIGURE12.2, To zoom in, drag the left mousebuttondown and to the right to drawa boxaroundthe region
you wish to see in more detail.
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then dragging the right mouse button. Figure 12.4 shows the result of modifying one of the datasets
(the one in red on a color display). The modification is carried out by freehand drawing, although con
siderable precision is possible by zooming in. Use the Save or SaveAs command in the File menu to
save the modified plot (in PlotML format).

12.2.4 Modifying the format

You can control how data is displayed by invoking the Format command in the Edit menu. This
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FIGURE 12.3. Encapsulated postscript generated by the Export command in the File menu of ptplot can be
imported into word processors. This figure was imported into FrameMaker.
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FIGURE 12.4. You can modify the data being plotted by selecting a data set and then dragging the right
mouse button. Use the Edit menu to selea a data set. Use the Save command in the File menu to save the

modified plot (in PlotML format).
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brings up a dialog like that at bottom in figure 12.5. At the left is the dialog and the plot before changes
are made, and at the right is after changes are made. In particular, the grid has been removed, the stems
have been removed, the lines connecting the data points have been removed, the data points have been
rendered with points, and the color has been removed. Use the Save or SaveAs command in the File
menu to save the modified plot (in PlotML format). More sophisticated control over the plot can be
had by editing the PlotML file (which is a text file). The PlotML syntax is described below.

The entries in the format dialog are all straightforward to use except the "X Ticks" and "Y Ticks"
entries. These are used to specify how the axes are labeled. The tick marks for the axes are usually
computed automatically from the ranges of the data. Every attempt is made to choose reasonable posi
tions for the tick marks regardless of the data ranges (powers of ten multiplied by 1, 2, or 5 are used).
To change what tick marks are included and how they are labeled, enter into the "X Ticks" or "Y
Ticks" entry boxes a string of the following form;

label position, label position, ...

A label is a stringthat must be surrounded by quotation marks if it contains any spaces. A position is a
number giving the location of the tick mark along the axis. For example, a horizontal axis for a fre
quency domain plot might have tick marks as follows:

^Plolcmy plot
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FIGURE 12.5. You can control

howdata is displayedusingthe Formatcommandin the Edit menu, which bringsup the dialog shownat the
bottom. On the left is before changes are made, and on the right is after.
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XTickS: -PI -3.14159, -PI/2 -1.570795, 0 0, PI/2 1.570795, PI 3.14159

Tick marks could also denote years, months, days of the week, etc.

12.3 Class Structure

The plot package hastwo subpackages, plotml and compat. The core package, plot, contains tool
kit classes, whichare used in Java programs as building blocks. The two subpackages contain classes
that are usable by an end-user (vs. a programmer).

12.3.1 Toolkit classes

Theclass diagram for thecore of the plot package is shown in figure 12.6. These classes provide a
toolkit for constructing plotting applications and applets. The baseclass is PlotBox, which renders the
axes and the title. It extends Panel, a basic container class in Java. Consequently, plots can be incorpo
rated into virtually any Java-based user interface.

The Plot class extends PlotBox with data sets, which are collections of instances of PlotPoint. The
EditablePlot class extends this further by adding the ability to modify data sets.

Live (animated) data plots are supported by the PlotLive class. This class is abstract; a derived
class mustbe created to generatethe data to plot (or collect it from some other application).

The Histogram class extends PlotBox rather than Plot because many of the facilities of Plot are
irrelevant. This class computes and displays a histogram from a data file. The same data file can be
readby thisclassand theotherplot classes, so youcan plotboththe histogram and the rawdata that is
used to generate it from the same file.

12.3.2 Applets and applications

A numberof classes are provided to use the plot toolkitclasses in common ways, but you should
keep in mind that these classes are by no means comprehensive. Many interesting uses of the plot
package involve writing Javacode to create customized user interfaces that include one or moreplots.
The most commonly used built-in classes are those in the plotml package, which can read PlotML
files, as well as the older textual syntax.

Ptplot 5.1, which shipped with Ptolemy II 1.0requires Swing. The easiest way to get Swing is to
install the Java 1.3 Plug-in,which is part of the JRE and JDK 1.3installation. Unfortunately, using the
JavaPlug-in makes the applet HTML more complex. Briefly, there are twosections, oneforMicrosoft
InternetExplorer, the other for NetscapeCommunicator. The following segmentof HTMLis an exam
ple:
<OBJECT classid="clsid:8AD9C840-044E-llDl-B3E9-00805F499D93"

widtho-SOO"

height®"300"
codebase="http://java.sun.coin/products/plugin/1.3/jinstall-13-win32.Ceib#Version=l,3,0,0">

<PARAM NAME="code" VALUE®"ptolemy.plot.PlotMLflpplet">
<PARAM NAME="COdebase" VALUE®"

<PARAM NAME®"archive" VALUE="ptolemy/plot/plotmlapplet.jar">
<PARAM NAME="type" VALUE="application/x-java-applet;version=1.3">
<PARAM NAME®"background" VALUE="#fafOe6">
<PARAM NAME="dataurl" VALUE®"plot.wnl">

<COMMENT>

<EMBED type="application/x-java-applet;versionnl.3"
width®"500"
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vaitous

'fPlotSoxO
+eddLegend{dat8set: bit, legend: Siring)
+eddXTickOabel: String, position: doutrle)
'•«ddYTlck(label: String, position: double)
'fclear(axes: boolean)
4dearljegends0
*e)qgort(out: OutputStream)
«fnPlot()
4getCol^):boolean
'»getColo(8yName(naine; String): Cdor
+getQrid(): boolean
'»getLegend{d8t8set: bit): String
*getMaxin«tmSize(): Dimension
4getMbibnumSlze(): Dimension
fgetPrefenedSizeO: Obnension
*gerntle(): String
+gelXLabelO: String
fgelXljogO: boolean
«getXRan^O: doubleD
•fgetXTIdcBO: VectorO
♦getYLabelO: String
4getYLog(): bootean
^getYRangeO: douUeO
-fgetYTIckaO; Vectorfl
^printtg: G^tiics, (onnat; PageFormat. bidex: Int)
'freedjin: InpiriStream)
-Meadfline: String)
-KoeetAxesO
'feamplePtotO
4«etBacl(gnMnd(co!or: Color)
»setBounds(x: Int. y: bit. width: bit, height: bit)
««etButtons(v{aible: boolean)
tsetForegn>iiid(color: Coior)
tsetQrid(grid: boolean)
«6etLabetFont(lontname: String)
'««etSize<widlh: int, height: bit)
«eefntle(titte: String)
4«etTitieFont(lonbiame: String)
+setWrap<wrap: boolean)
♦eetXlabeKlaM:String)
«setXLAg(tog: boolean)
'fsetXRangetmin : double, max: douirie)
'««etYLabel(label: String)
'teetYLog(log: booieen)
+setYRan^mbi: doulite, max:double)
4write(out: OutputStream)
'»write{out: OutputStream, dtd: String)
'•'Write(out:Writer, dtd; Strbig)
'•writeD8ta(output: PrintWriter)
+writeFonnat(out: Writer)
'fzoomtiowx: double, towy: double, highx; double, highy: double)
S.delerlfNecessarytactioa: Rtmnable)
t_drawPlot(g: Qiaphics, cleaifbst: Itoolsan)
*_drawPoliX(g; Graphics, set: int, x: long, y: long, clip; tMolean)
»_he|p{)
•_parseUne(ib)e: String)
»_setButtonsVisibility(vis: bootean)
t_zooni(x: bit, y: bit)
•_zoomBox(x: ba, y: bit)
t„zoomStait(x: bit, y; int)

Histogram

: various

: various

^ot()
<faddPobtt(d8tasel: Int, x: double, y: double, connected: boolean)
4eddPobttWlthEiTOifiars(ds: bit, x: double, y: double, yLow; double, yKigh ; double, end: boolean)
+cleartdataset: Int)
4erasePoint(dat8set; Int, bidex: Int)
4getConnected(): boolean
+gstlnipulses(): boolean
4getMaitoStyie(); String
-rgetNumDataSelsO: Int
'»«etfiars(on: boolean)
4eelBars(wldth; double, offset: double)
-fsetConnectedfon: boolean)
-fsetConnectedfon; boolean, dataset: bit)
4eetlmpuises(on: boolean)
*eetlmpuises(on: boolean, dataset: int)
'»eetMari(sStyte(style; String)
-reetMarksSlylefs^e: String, dataset: bit)
«eetPointsPeisistence(numPoints: bit)
-fsetReuseOatasetsfon: iMolean)
-tsetXPersistencefpersistence: double)
•_otieckDatasetlndex(dataset: bit)
t.drawBarfg: Graptiics, dataset: int, x: long, y; long, dip; boolean)
»_drawEiT0i6ar(g ; Graphics, dataset: bit x; long, ylow: long, yhigh : long, clip: boolean)
*_drawtmputse(g; Graphics, dataset: bit x: long, y; long, clip: boolean)
t.drawUnefg : Graphics, dataset: Int staitx: long, staity; long, endx: long, endy: long, clip; boolean)
«_drawPlot(g: Graphics, clearfiist: boolean)
»_drawPolnt(g; Graphics, dataset; bit x: long, y: long,dip: boolean)
«j>ai8eUne<tlne; Siring); boolean
».write{output: PrintWriter)

7

4eddPdni{data8et: bit value: double)
4ed(Pdnt(dataset: bit x; doubts, y: double, comeded: bodean)
'I'SetBarsfi^th :douMe, offset: double)
4«etBbiOffset(offset: double)
'»setBinWldth(width: double)
*_checkDatasetlndex(index: bit)
»_dfawBar(g: Graphics, dataset: bit, igxa: long, ypos: long, dip: boolean)

'.redoStack: Stack
'.undoStack: Stack
•_e<fitlJstenef8: Vector

ifiStablePlotO
4eddEdtLlstdier(listener; Edittistener)
'tgetOatafdataset: bit): doubleQO
♦redoO

-KomoveEdttistenefflistener: EditUstener)
«eetEditable(dataset: bit)
Hindoo

FIGURE 12.6, The core classes of the plot package.
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•♦run()
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PlotPoInt

♦x; double

♦y: double
4.y|jowE8: double
'fyKlghEB: double
4€onnectad: bootean

'»erfoiSar; boolean

♦PlotPolntO

PtotLlva

•jjletUveThread: Thread
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'•peuseO
4eetButtons(visible: boolean)
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heights"300"
background="#fafOefi"
codes "ptolemy.plot. PlotML^plet"
codebases"

archives"ptolemy/plot/plotmlapplet.jar"
dataur1s"sinusoids.xml"
pluginspages"http;//java.sun.com/products/plugin/l.3/plugin-install.html">

</C(»1MENT>
<NOEMBED>

No JDK 1.3 support for applet 1
</NOEMBED>
</EKBED>
</OBJECT>

Touse this yourself you will probably need tochange thecodebase anddataurlentries. The first points
to the rootdirectory of the plot insttdlation (usually, the value of the PTII environment variable). The
second points toa file containing data tobeplotted, plus optional formatting information. The file for
mat for the data is described in the next section. The applet is created by instantiating the PlotMLAp-
plet class.

The archive entry contains the name of the jar file that contains all the classes necessary to run a
PlotML applet. The advantage of specifying a jar file is that remote users are likely to experience a
faster download because all the classes come over at once, rather than the browser asking for each
class from the server. A downside of usingjar files in appletsis that if you are modifying the sourceof
Ptplot itself, then you must also update the jar file, or your changes will not appear. A common
workaround is to remove the archive entry during testing.

You canalso easily create your own applet classes that include oneor more plots. Asshown in fig
ure 12.6, the PlotBox class is derived from JPanel, a basic class of the Java Foundation Classes (JFC)
toolkit, also known as swing. It is easy to placea panel in an applet, positioned however youlike, and
to combine multiple panels intoan applet. PlotApplet is a simple classthat addsan instance of Plot.

Creating an application that includes one or more plots is also easy. The PlotApplication class,
shown in figure 12.7, creates a single top-level window (a JFrame), andplaces within it aninstance of
Plot. This class is derived from the PlotFrameclass, which provides a menu that contains a set of com
mands, including opening files, saving the plotted data to a file, printing, etc.

The difference between PlotFrame and PlotApplication is that PlotApplication includes a main()
method, andis designed to be invoked from thecommand line. You can invoke it usingcommands like
the following:

java -classpath $PTII ptolemy.plot.PlotApplication args

However, the classesshownin figure 12.7, whichare in the plot package, are not usually the ones that
an end user will use. Instead, use the ones in figure 12.8. These extend the base classes to support the
PlotML language, described below. Theonly motivation for using thebase classes in figure 12.7 is to
have a slightly smallerjar file to load for applets.

The classes that end users are likely to use, shown in figure 12.8, include:

PlotMLApplet: Anapplet thatcan read PlotML files off the web andrender them.
EditablePlotMLApplet: A versionthat allowseditingof any data set in the plot.
HistogramMLApplet: Aversion that uses theHistogram class to compute and plot histograms.
PlotMLFrame: A top-level window containing a plot definedby a PlotMLfile.
PlotMLApplication: An application that can beinvoked from thecommand line and reads PlotML
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files.

• EditablePlotMLApplication; Anextension thatallows editing of any dataset in theplot.
• HistogramMLApplication: A version thatuses theHistogram class to compute andplothisto

grams.

EditablePlotMLApplication is theclass invoked bytheptplot command-line script. It can open plot
files, edit them, print them, and save them.

12-10

PtotBox

Plot

+PlotFrame<)
'•'PlotFrameftitle: String)
+PlotFiame(t)tle: String, plot; PlotBox)
>S8mplePtot()
t)_8bout()
•_close()
#_6dilFonnat()
a.eiqioitO
»_l»lp()
#_open()
#_print()
•.readjinput: InputStream, base: URL)
#_save()
»_5aveAs()

PlotApplicatlon

Franw

-fPlolAppiicationO
'fPtotApplicationtlitle; String)
+PlotApplteation(plot: PlotB^args;SlringQ)
-t-mainCargs: String)
«_p8rs8Args(): int
»_usageO: String

PlotApplet

+inlt()

•••PlotAppletO
-fnewPlotO: PlotBox
i^plotO: Plot
#_read(tnpul; tnputSlream)
»_8etRotSize(ai^elWI<tth: inl, appletHetphi: Int)

FIGURE 12.7. Core classes supporting applets and applications. Most ofthetime, you will use the classes in
theplotml package, which extend these with theability to read PlotML files.
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com.microstarjcml package

l-fperee(systemtd:Siring,pufaticid: String,strgam ; inpulStream,encoding: String))
j-f«elKandIer(li8ndler: XmiHandler) |
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4PlotlyB._DTD.1; String
«_attributes: Kaslrtable
•_cutrentCharOata: StringBuffer
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j4getCotumnO j

plot package

"h—i PiotApplet

•.connected: boolean
•_currentOataset: int
•.currentPointCount: double

4PloiliaParsarO
4PlotMLP8r8ei(plot: Roi)
•.addPointjconnected: boolean. elamenlName; String)

KistgramMLPareer

4Hi8tegfafnMLParse>(piot: Hblogram)

EdtsMePiotMLAppllcttioa

4E(etafalePtoCMLAppiicationO
4EditablePtotMLAppllcation(aigs: Strlngfl)
4EditablePiotMl.AppHcation(plot:EditabiePlot. args: StringD)

oontigures

EdttiblePlotMtApptet

4EditafaiePiolMl.AppletO

KietognmMLApplet

4lfistog(amMI.AppletO

l^readjin^t: tnputSgeOT);

PlotApplieetlon

|4main(args; StringQ) i
j«_abautO j
Wreadjbase: URL.input: InputStream^

PlotMLApplet

4PtotMLAppletO
»_nev»ParserO: PlotMLParset
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4plotMLApplication(plot:PlotBox.args: Strlngfl)
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fKistogramMlAppticationO
4Hi3togramMLApplication{Brgs: Strlngfl)
4lfistogramW.Appllcation(piol; HbtogrOT, args: Stringfl)

FIGURE 12.8. UMLstatic structurediagramfor the plotmlpackage,a subpackageof plot providingclasses
that read PlotML, an XML extension for specifying plots.
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12.3.3 Writing applets

A plot can be easily embedded within an applet, although there are some subtleties. The simplest
mechanism looks like this:

public class MyApplet extends JApplet {
public void initO {

super.init();
Plot myplot = new Plot();
getContentPane().add(myplot);
myplot.setTitle("Title of plot");

}
}

This places the plot in the center of the applet space, stretching it to till the space available. To control
the size independently of that of the applet, for some mysterious reason that only Sun can answer, it is
necessary to embed the plot in a panel, as follows:

public class MyApplet extends JApplet {
public void initO {

super.init();
Plot myplot = new Plot();
JPanel panel = new JPanel();
getContentPane().add(panel);
panel.add(myplot);
myplot.setSize(500, 300);
myplot.setTitle("Title of plot");

}
}

The setSizeO method specifies the width and height in pixels. You will probably want to control the
background color and/or the border, using statements like:

myplot.setBackground{background color);
myplot.setBorder(new BevelBorder(BevelBorder.RAISED));

Alternatively, you may want to make the plot transparent, which results in the background showing
through:

myplot.setOpaque(false);

12.4 PlotML File Format

Plots can be specified as textual data in a language called PlotML, which is an XML extension.
XML, the popular extensible markup language^ provides a standard syntax and a standard way of
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defining the content within that syntax. The syntax isa subset ofSGML, and is similar toHTML. It is
intended for use on the intemet. Plot classes can save data in this format (in fact, the Save operation
always saves data in this format), and the classes in the plotml subpackage, shown in figure 12.8, can
read datain thisformat. The keyclasses supporting this syntax are PlotBoxMLParser, which parses a
subset of PlotML supported by the PlotBox class, PlotMLParser, which parses the subset of PlotML
supported by the Plot class, and HistogramMLParser, which parses the subset that supports histo
grams.

12.4.1 Data organization

Plotdatain PlotML hastwoparts, onecontaining the plotdata, including format information (how
theplot looks), and theother defining the PlotML language. Thelatter part iscalled thedocument type
definition, or DTD. This dual specification ofcontent andstructure is a key XML irmovation.

Every PlotML file must either contain or refer to a DTD. The simplest way to do this is with the
following file structure:

<?xml version="l.0" standalone="no"?>

<!DOCTYPE model PUBLIC "-//UC Berkeley//DTD PlotML 1//EN"
"http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/xml/dtd/PlotML_l.dtd">

<plot>
format commands...

datasets...

</plot>

Here, "format commands" is a set of XML elements that specify what the plot looks like, and
"datasets" is a set of XML elementsgiving the data to plot. The syntaxfor these elementsis described
below in subsequent sections. The first lineaboveis a required partof anyXMLfile. It asserts the ver
sion of XML that this file is based on (1.0) and states that the file includes external references (in this
case, to the DTD). The second and third lines declare the document type (plot) and provide references
to the DTD.

The references to the DTD above refer to a "public" DTD. The name of the DTD is

-//UC Berkeley//DTD PlotML 1//EN

which follows the standard naming convention of public DTDs. The leading dash indicates that
thisis nota DTD approved by anystandards body. TTie first field, surrounded by double slashes, in the
name of the "owner" of the DTD, "UC Berkeley." The next field is the name of the DTD, "dtd
PlotML i" where the "i" indicates version 1 of the PlotML DTD. The final field, "EN" indicates that
the language assumed by the DTD is English.

In addition to the name of the DTD, the doctype element includes a URL pointing to a copy of
the DTDon the web. If a particular PlotMLtool doesnot haveaccessto a localcopyof the DTD,then
it finds it at thiswebsite.PtPlotrecognizes the public DTD,andusesits ownlocalversion of theDTD,
so it does not need to visit this website in order to open a PlotML file.

An alternative way to specify the DTD is:

<?xml version="l.0" standalone="no"?>

<!doctype plot SYSTEM "DTD location">
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<plot>
format commands...

datasets...

</plot>

Here, the DTD location is a relative or absolute URL.

A third alternative is to create a standalone PlotML file that includes the DTD, The result is rather

verbose, but has the general structure shown below:

<?xml version="l.0" standalone="yes"?>
<!DOCTYPE plot (

DTD information

]>
<plot>

format commands

datasets

</plot>

These latter two methods are useful if you extend the DTD.

The DTD for PlotML is shown in figure 12.9. This defines the PlotML language. However, the
DTDis notparticularly easyto read, so wedefine the language below in a more tutorial fashion.

12.4.2 Configuring the axes

The elements described in this subsection are understood by the base class PlotBoxMLParser.

<title>your Text Here</title>

The title is bracketed by the start element <title> and end element </title>. In XML, end ele
ments are always the sameas the startelement, exceptfor the slash. The DTDfor this is simple:

<!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>

This declares that the body consists of PCDATA, parsed character data.
Labels for the X and Y axes are similar,

<xLabel>your Text Here</xLabel>

<yLabel>your Text Here</yLabel>

Unlike HTML, in XML, case is important. So the element is xLabel not XLabel.

The ranges of the X and Y axes can be optionally given by:

<xRange min="min" max="max"/>
<yRange min="min" max="max"/>

The arguments min and maxare numbers, possiblyincludinga sign and a decimalpoint. If they are not
specified, then the ranges are computed automatically from the data and padded slightly so that
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<IELEMSNT plot (barGraph | bin | dataset | default | noColor 1 noGrid | size | title | wrap | xLabel |
xLog 1 xRange | xTicks | yLabel | ylog | yRange 1 yTicks) *>

<1ELEMENT barGraph EMPTY>
<1ATTLIST barGraph width CDATA #IMPLIED

offset CDATA ftIMPIjIED>

<1ELEMENT bin EMPTy>

<1ATTLIST bin width CDATA #IMPLIED

offset CDATA #IMPLIED>

<{ELEMENT dataset (m | move | p | point)*>
<!ATTL1ST dataset connected (yes | no) #IMPLIED

marks (none | dots | points | various 1 pixels) ((IMPLIED
name CDATA #IMPLIED

stems (yes | no) #IMPLIED>
<1ELEMENT default EMPTY>

<IATTLIST default connected (yes | no) "yes"
marks (none | dots | points | various 1 pixels) "none"
stems (yes | no) "no">

<(ELEMENT noColor EMPTY>

<1ELEMENT noGrid EMPTY>

<(ELEMENT reuseDatasets EMPTY>

<(ELEMENT size EMPTY>

<(ATTLIST size height CDATA OREQUIRED
width CDATA #REQUIRED>

<(ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>

<(ELEMENT wrap EMPTY>
<(ELEMENT xLabel (#PCDATA)>
<(ELEMENT xLog EMPTY>
<(ELEMENT xRange EMPTY>

<[ATTLIST XRange min CDATA #REQUIRED
max CDATA #REQUIRED>

<(ELEMENT xTicks (tick)+>

<(ELEMENT yLabel (#PCDATA)>
<(ELEMENT yLog EMPTY>
<(ELEMENT yRange EMPTY>

<(ATTLIST yRange min CDATA #REQUIRED
max CDATA #REQUIRED>

<(ELEMENT yTicks (tick)+>
<(ELEMENT tick EMPTY>

<(ATTLIST tick label CDATA #REQUIRED
position CDATA #REQUIRED>

<(ELEMENT m EMPTY>

<(ATTLIST m x CDATA #IMPLIED

y CDATA #REQUIRED
lowErrorBar CDATA #IMPLIED

highErrorBar CDATA #IMPLIED>
<(ELEMENT move EMPTY>

<(ATTLIST move X CDATA #IMPLIED

y CDATA #REQUIRED
lowErrorBar CDATA #IMPLIED

highErrorBar CDATA #IMPLIED>
<(ELEMENT p EMPTY>

<(ATTLIST p X CDATA ftlMPLIED
y CDATA ^REQUIRED
lowErrorBar CDATA #IMPLIED

highErrorBar CDATA #IMPLIED>
<(ELEMENT point EMPTY>

<(ATTLIST point X CDATA #IMPLIED
y CDATA OREQUIRED
lowErrorBar CDATA #IMPLIED

highErrorBar CDATA #IMPLIED>

FIGURE 12.9. The document type definition (DTD) for the PlotML language.
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datapoints are not plotted on the axes. The DTD for these looks like:

<!ELEMENT xRange EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST xRange min CDATA #REQUIRED
max CDATA #REQUIRED>

The EMPTY means that the element does not have a separate start and end part, but rather has a final
slash before the closing character "/>"• The two ATTLIST elements declare that min and max
attributes are required, and that they consist of character data.

The tick marks for the axes are usually computedautomatically from the ranges. Every attempt is
made to choose reasonable positions for the tick marks regardless of the data ranges (powers of ten
multiplied by 1,2, or 5 are used).However, they can also be specifiedexplicitly usingelements like:

<xTicks>

<tick labels"laibel" positions"position"/>
<tick label="label" position="position"/>

</xTicks>

A label is a string that replaces the number labelson the axes. A positionis a numbergiving the loca
tion of the tick markalongthe axis. For example, a horizontal axis for a frequency domain plot might
have tick marks as follows:

<xTicks>

<tick label="-PI" positions"-3.14159"/>
<tick label="-PI/2" positions"-1.570795"/>
<tick labels"0" positions"0"/>
<tick labels"Pl/2" position="l.570795"/>
<tick labels"Pl" positions"3.14159"/>

</xTicks>

Tick marks could also denoteyears, months, daysof the week,etc. The relevantDTDinformation is:

<!ELEMENT xTicks (tick)+>

<!ELEMENT tick EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST tick label CDATA #REQUIRED

position CDATA #REQUIRED>

The notation (tick) + indicates that the xTicks element contains one or more tick elements.

If ticksare not specified, then the X and Y axes can use a logarithmic scale with the following ele
ments:

<xLog/>
<yLog/>

The tick labels, which are computed automatically, represent powers of 10. The log axis facility has a
number of limitations, which are documented in "Limitations" on page 12-23.
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By default, tick marks are connected by a light grey background grid. This grid can be turned off
with the following element:

<noGrid/>

Also, bydefault, thefirst tendatasetsareshown each in a unique color. Theuse of colorcanbe turned
off with the element:

<noColor/>

Finally, the rather specialized element

<wrap/>

enables wrapping of the X (horizontal) axis, which means that if a pointis added with X out of range,
its X value will be modified modulo the range so that it lies in range. This command only has an effect
if the X range hasbeen setexplicitly. It is designed specifically to support oscilloscope-like behavior,
where the X value of points is increasing, but the displaywraps it around to left. A point that lands on
the rightedge of the X range is repeated on the left edge to givea better sense of continuity. The fea
ture worksbest whenpointsdo land precisely on the edge, and are plottedfrom left to right,increasing
in X.

You can also specify the size of the plot, in pixels, as in the following example:

<size width="400" height="300">

All of the above commands can also be invoked directly by calling the corresponding public meth
ods from Java code.

12.4.3 Configuring data

Each data set has the form of the following example

<dataset name="grades" marks="dots" connected="no" stems="no">
data

</dataset>

All of the arguments to the dataset elementare optional.The name, if given,will appear in a legend
at the upper right of the plot. The marks option can take one of the following values:
• none: (the default) No mark is drawn for each data point.

• points: A small point identifies each data point.
• dots: A larger circle identifies each data point.
• various: Each dataset is drawn with a unique identifying mark. There are 10 such marks, so they

will be recycled after the first 10 data sets.

• pixels: A single pixel identified each data point.
The connected argument can take on the values "yes" and "no." It determines whether successive
datapoints are connected by a line. The default is that they are. Finally, the stems argument, which
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can also take on the values "yes" and "no," specifies whether stems should be drawn. Stems are lines
drawn from a plotted point down to the x axis. Plots with stems are often called "stem plots."

The DTD is:

<!ELEMENT dataset (m | move | p | point)*>
<lATTLIST dataset connected (yes | no) ttlMPLIED

marks (none | dots | points | various | pixels) #IMPLIED
name CDATA #IMPLIED

stems (yes | no) #IMPLIED>

The default values of these arguments can be changed by preceding the dataset elements with a
default element, as in the following example:

<default connected="no" marks="dots" stems="yes"/>

The DTD for this element is:

<!ELEMENT default EMPTY>

<lATTLIST default connected (yes | no) "yes"
marks (none | dots | points | various | pixels) "none"
stems (yes | no) "no">

If the following element occurs:

<reuseDatasets/>

then datasets with the same name will be merged. This makes it easier to combine multiple data files
that contain the same datasets into one file. By default, this capability is turned off, so datasets with the
same name are not merged.

12.4.4 Specifying data

A dataset has the form

<dataset options>
data

</dataset>

The data itself are given by a sequence of elements with one of the following forms:

<point y="yV'aIue">
<point x="xValue" y="yValue">
<point y="yVaIue" lowErrorBar="low" highErrorBar="higb">
<point x="xValue" y="yValue" lowErrorBar="low" highErrorBar="high">

To reduce file size somewhat, they can also be given as
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<p y="yVaIue">
<p x="xVaIue" y="yValue">
<p y="yVaIue" lowErrorBar="low" highErrorBar="high">
<p x="xValue" y="yValue" lowErrorBar="low" highErrorBar="high">

The first form specifies only a Yvalue. The X value is implied (itis the count ofpoints seen before in
this data set). The second form gives both theX andY values. The third andfourth forms give low and
high error bar positions (error bars are use to indicate a range of values with one data point). Points
given using the syntax above will beconnected by lines if the connected option has been given value
"yes" (or if nothing has been said about it).

Datapoints mayalsobe specified using one of the following forms:

<move y="yValue">
<move x="xValue" y="yValue">
<move y="yValue" lowErrorBar="low" highErrorBar="high">
<move x="xValue" y="yValue" lowErrorBar="low" highErrorBar="high">

<m y="yValue">
<in x="xValue" y="yValue">
<m y="yValue" lowErrorBar="low" highErrorBar="high">
<m x="xValue" y="yValue" lowErrorBar="low" highErrorBar="high">

This causes a break in connected points, if lines are being drawn between points. I.e., it overrides the
connected option for the particular data point being specified, and prevents that point from being
connected to the previous point.

12.4.5 Bar graphs

To create a bar graph, use:

<barGraph width="JbarWidth" offset="JbarOffset"/>

You will also probably want theconnected option tohave value "no." The barwidth is a real num
ber specifying the width ofthe bars in the units of the Xaxis. The barOffset isa real number speci
fying how much the bar of the i-th data setis offset from the previous one. This allows bars to "peek
out" from behind the ones in front. Note that the front-most data set will be the first one.

12.4.6 Histograms

To configure a histogramon a set of data, use

<bin widths"binWidth" offset="binOffset"/>

The binwidth option gives the width of a histogram bin. I.e., all data values within one binwidth
are counted together. The binOffset value is exactly like the barOffset option in bar graphs. It
specifies by how much successive histograms "peek out."

Histograms workonly on Y data; X data is ignored.
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12.5 Old Textual FUe Format

Instances of the PlotBox and Plot classes can read a simple file format that specifies the data to be
plotted. This file format predates the PlotML format, and is preserved primarily for backward compat
ibility. In addition, it is significantly more concise than the PlotML syntax, which can be advanta
geous, particularly in networked applications.

In this older sjmtax, each file contains a set of conunands, one per line, that essentially duplicate
the methods of these classes. There are two sets of commands currently, those understood by the base
class PlotBox, and those understood by the derived class Plot. Both classes ignore commands that they
do not understand. In addition, both classes ignore lines that begin with "#", the comment character.
The commands are not case sensitive.

12.5.1 Commands Configuring the Axes

The following commands are understood by the base class PlotBox. These commands can be
placed in a file and then read via the read() method of PlotBox, or via a URL using the PlotApplet
class. The recognized commands include:
• TitleText: string

• XLabel: string

• YLabel: string

Thesecommands provide a title and labels for the X (horizontal) and Y (vertical) axes. A string is
simply a sequence of characters, possibly including spaces. There is no need here to surround them
with quotation marks, andin fact, if you do, thequotation marks will be included in the labels.

The ranges of the X and Y axes can be optionally given by commands like:
• XRange: min, max

• YRange: min, max

The arguments min and max arenumbers, possibly including a signanda decimal point. If theyare not
specified, then the ranges are computed automatically from the data and padded slightly so that
datapoints are not plotted on the axes.

The tick marks for the axes are usually computed automatically from the ranges. Every attempt is
made to choose reasonable positions for the tick marks regardless of the data ranges (powers of ten
multiplied by 1,2, or 5 areused). However, they canalsobe specified explicitly using commands like:
• XTicks: label position, label position, ...
• YTicks: label position, label position, ...

A label is a string thatmustbe surrounded byquotation marks if it contains anyspaces. A position is
a number giving the location of the tick markalong the axis. For example, a horizontal axis for a fre
quency domain plot might have tick marks as follows:

XTicks: -PI -3.14159, -PI/2 -1.570795, 0 0, PI/2 1.570795, PI 3.14159

Tick marks could also denote years, months, days of the week, etc.

The X and Y axes can use a logarithmic scale with the following commands:
• XLog; on

• YLog: on

The tick labels, if computed automatically, representpowers of 10. The log axis facility has a number
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of limitations, which are documented in "Limitations" on page 12-23.

Bydefault, tick marks are connected bya light grey background grid. This grid can be turned off
with the following command:
• Grid: off

It can be turned back on with

• Grid: on

Also, by default, the first ten data sets are shown each in a unique color. The use of color can be
turned off with the command:

• Color: off

It can be turned back on with

• Color: on

Finally, the rather specialized command
• Wrap: on

enables wrapping of theX (horizontal) axis, which means thatif a point is added with X outof range,
its X value will be modified modulo the range so that it lies in range. This command only has an effect
if the X rangehas been set explicitly. It is designed specifically to support oscilloscope-like behavior,
where the X valueof points is increasing, but the display wraps it around to left.A point that landson
the rightedgeof the X range is repeated on the left edge to givea bettersense of continuity. The fea
ture worksbest whenpointsdo land precisely on the edge, and are plotted fromleft to right, increasing
inX.

All of the above commands can also be invoked directly by calling the corresponding public meth
ods from some Java code.

12.5.2 Commands for Plotting Data

The set of commands understood by the Plot class support specification of data to be plotted and
control over how the data is shown.

The style of marksused to denotea data point is defined by one of the following commands:
• Marks: none

• Marks: points

• Marks: dots

• Marks: various

• Marks: pixels

Here, points are small dots, while dots are larger. If various is specified, then unique marks are
used for the first ten data sets, and then recycled. If pixels is specified, then a single pixel is drawn.
Using no marks is useful when linesconnect the points in a plot,which is done by default. If the above
directive appears before any DataSet directive, then it specifies the default for all data sets. If it
appears after a DataSet directive, then it applies only to that data set.

To disable connecting lines, use:
• Lines: off

To re-enable them, use

• Lines: on

You can also specify "impulses", which are lines drawn firom a plotted point down to the x axis.
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Plots with impulses are often called "stem plots." These are off by default, but can be turned on with
the command:

• Impulses: on

or back off with the command

• Impulses: off

If that command appears before any DataSet directive, then the command applies to all data sets. Oth
erwise, it applies only to the current data set.

To create a bar graph, turn off lines and use any of the following commands:
• Bars: on

• Bars: width

• Bars: width, offset

The width is a real number specifying the width of the bars in the units of the x axis. The offset is a
real number specifying how much the bar of the i-th data set is offset from the previous one. This
allows bars to "peek out" from behind the ones in front. Note that the front-most data set will be the
first one. To tum off bars, use

• Bars: off

To specify data to be plotted, start a data set with the following command:
• DataSet: string

Here, string is a label that will appear in the legend. It is not necessary to enclose the string in quota
tion marks.

To start a new dataset without giving it a name, use:
• DataSet:

In this case, no item will appear in the legend.

If the following directive occurs:
• ReuseDataSets: on

then datasets with the same name will be merged. This makes it easier to combine multiple data files
that contain the same datasets into one file. By default, this capability is turned off, so datasets with the
same name are not merged.

The data itself is given by a sequence of commands withone of the following forms:
• X, y

• draw: x, y

• move: X, y

• X, y, yLowErrorBar, yHighErrorBar
• draw: X, y, yLowErrorBar, yHighErrorBar

• move: x, y, yLowErrorBar, yHighErrorBar

The draw command is optional, so the first two forms are equivalent. The move command causes a
break in connected points, if lines are being drawn between points. The numbers x and y are arbitrary
numbersas supportedby the Doubleparser in Java (e.g. "1.2", "6.39e-15",etc.). If thereare four num
bers, then the last two numbers are assumed to be the lower and upper values for error bars. The num
bers can be separated by commas, spaces or tabs.
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12.6 Compatibility

Figure 12.10 shows a small set of classes in the compat package that support an older ascii and
binary file formats used by the popular pxgraph program (an extension ofxgraph to support binary
formats). The PxgraphApplication class can be invoked by the pxgraph executable in $PTII/bin. See
the PxgraphParser classdocumentation for information about thefile format.

12.7 Limitations

The plotpackage is a starting point, with a number of significant limitations.
• Abinary file format that includes plot format information is needed. This should beanextension

of PlotML, where an external entity is referenced.

• If you zoom infarenough, theplot becomes unreliable. In particular, if the total extent of the plot
is more than ip- times extent of thevisible area, quantization errors canresult indisplaying points
or lines. Notethat iP is over4 billion.

• The log axis facility has a number of limitations. Note that if a logarithmic scale is used, then the
values must be positive. Non-positive values wilt be silently dropped. Further logaxis limita
tions are listed in the documentation of the _gridlnit() method in the PlotBox class.

• Graphscannotbe currentlycopied via the clipboard.
• There is no mechanism for customizing the colors used in a plot.

plot package

Plot

configures

PxgraphParser

#_plot: Plot
+PxgraphPar8er(plot: Plot)
+parseArgs(args: String!])
'fparseArgs(args: StringQ, base: URL)
•i-parsePxgraphargs(args: StringQ, base: URL)
•>-rBad(input: InputStream)

PlotApplet

j-»_read(lnpiit: InpulStream)!

PxgraphApplet

PlotAppBcation

j+main(args: String!]) i
!#_al)out() i
|#_parseArgs(ar9s: String!]) |
I# readtbase: URL, Input:lnputStceam)|

PxgrsphAppOcatlon

•i-PxgraphApplicatlonO
•«-PxgFaphA^licatlon(args: StringQ)
•t-PxgiaphApplication{plot: Plot, args: StringQ)

FIGURE 12.10. The compat package provides compatibility withtheolderpxgraph program.
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13.1 Introduction

Whenthe firstcomputers werebuilt, it was possible to program them, butonly through an arduous
manual process. One of the first pieces of software that was written was a bootloader that simplified
the process of reprogramming those computers. Forexample, the bootloader may load a program into
memory from a floppy drive. The bootloader was the first, simplest form of operating system. It pro
vided infrastructure for abstracting the process of initializing the code of computers. The simplest
operating system merely provides a mechanism for invoking otherprograms.

Later operating system layered services on top of the bootloader that provided more facilities to
ease programming and abstract hardware. Services like file systems, device drivers, and process sched
uling provide mechanisms through which user applications use hardware resources. These services
provide a simple abstraction layer through which many pieces ofcomputer hardware can beaccessed.
These operating systems traditionally provided some sort of command shell, such as DOS or bash. In
some cases, the invocation mechanism takes the form of a graphical user interface, where icons repre
sent files and applications.

Some operating systems also provide more complex application support, such asuser preferences,
application component management, and file toapplication binding. These services attempt tomake it
easier todevelop applications, however they are not strictly necessary fordeveloping applications. For
example, it is fiilly possible to write a Windows application without using the registry, or COM
objects. However, because these services are integrated into the Operating System ata very low level,
using them can be rather tricky. Overwriting the wrong registry entry may prevent the operating sys
tem from working properly. Updating a COM object can prevent other applications from working
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properly. Netscape andInternet Explorer constantly fightoverthe rightto openHTML files. Thediffi
culty arisesbecausetheseservices are built into the operating systemand also imposerequirements on
how applications are managed. These types of services are important when building useable applica
tions, but they are not appropriate for inclusion in a low-level operating system.

Vergil is a set of infirastructure tools that provides these application support services as another
operating system layer. This layer is built on topof the hardware abstraction layerwhile making mini
mal use of the operating system's application support infrastructure. Java is the perfect platform on
which to build these services, since it provides good hardware abstraction on a wide variety of plat
forms, but few services for building applications. We have used the infrastructure to build a design
application for Ptolemy II, but the infrastructure itselfis general. Below we will describe the infra-
structural goals, the architecture, and how we have applied the infi:^structure to the Ptolemy design
application. For information about using the Vergil Application to build a Ptolemy II model, see the
Using Vergil chapter.

13.2 Infrastructure

The goals of building design application infrastructure are somewhat different from the goals of
building a design application. Where an application is often described by the features that it imple
ments or the manipulation that it allows, infrastructure must provide solutions to common problems
withina certainarea. Below we describe the various piecesof Vergil, and howeachone makesit easier
to develop consistent, usable design applications.

13.2.1 Design Artifacts

Thegoal of a design application is thecreation of a particular type of design artifact. Adesign arti
fact is any electronic entity that is created to serve a specific purpose such as a text file, a circuit
design, ora piece of computer software. Design artifacts almost always have a variety of aspects, and
it is usually difficult to display allof these aspects at once. Good examples of this are Microsoft Pow
erPoint presentations. A presentation contains many slides, and each slide can be individually dis
played and manipulated. Bach slide can contain many different kinds of objects (which are often
themselves distinct embedded design artifacts). The presentation itselfcanalsocontain timing, narra
tion and navigation information. The PowerPoint application can change the information displayed to
emphasize a particular aspect of the presentation, such as a particular slide or a slide overview or a
text-only view.

13.2.2 Storage policies

The most basic operation that almost any application must perform is the storage and retrieval of
designs. Most applications store design artifacts as files visible through theoperating system, however
we would like to be somewhat more general and allow design artifacts to be stored in databases or
accessed through theWorld Wide Web. We believe thatURLs aregeneral enough todescribe any such
location. The infrastructure that we would like build for handling files revolves around a storage pol
icy. The storage policy gives a basic set of consistent rules for how design objects are persistently
stored. In plain English, these rules canbesimple, or fairly complex. One example of a simple storage
policy rule might be thatto open a design artifact, the location is specified using a file browser dialog.
A more complex rule couldstate that a design artifact cannot be closed unexpectedly without giving
the user an opportunity to save. Implementing a storage policy in basic infrastructure is goodfor sev-
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eral reasons. First of all, it prevents application writers from being concerned with relatively boring
parts ofanapplication. Secondly, it is very important for application usability that the storage policy be
consistent.

13.2.3 Views

A particular design artifact may have different ways that it can be viewed and manipulated. For
example, an HTML document may be viewed as rendered HTML, or as plain text with HTML
markup. Theinfrastructure that we have built assumes thateach different view of a design artifact is
associated with a toplevel frame. Thecreation of a view is in some respects independent from loading
a file. However, when a design artifact is first opened, a default view must be created for it. Further
more, when the last view of the artifact is destroyed, the artifact should be closed. In this way, the view
(or views) of a design artifact are exactly analogous to the file in which the design artifact is stored.
Whenall of the frames are gone, the file is conceptually 'closed' and not accessible.

This correspondence has some important ramifications in the design of our infrastructure. Since,
from the pointof view of theuserthe frames are thefile, theymust all display consistent data. Further
more, opening a.design artifact a second time should only create a new frame if the artifact is not
already open. If thedesign artifact is already open, thenits views should simply be made visible.

13.3 Architecture

The key to the Vergil infrastructure is a set of classes that representthe differentparts of common
design applications. The common application operationsare then expressedin terms of these classes.
This makes it easy to create new application tools that are integrated with others built with the infra
structure by simply extending a few classes.

13.3.1 Effigies and Tableaux

Each designartifact is represented by an instanceof the Effigy class. Eacheffigy is associated with
a URL, corresponding to the location of the persistent storage of the effigy. Each effigy also has an
identifier, which is the unique string that identifies the effigy. This identifier should be a string repre
sentationof the effigy's URL.Each viewof the designartifact is represented by an instanceof the Tab
leau class contained by the design artifact's effigy. Each tableau is associated with a single frame that
presents information from theeffigy. In somecases, in orderto reuse codefor tableaux, it is sometimes
useful to have an effigy contain other effigies. The static structurediagram for this is shown in figure
13.1.

13.3.2 Effigy Factories

Notice that the Effigy base class does not specify how it represents a particular design artifact.
This is intentional, since we are building infrastructure and do not wish to restrict ourselves to any par
ticular representation. However, at some point the infrastructure will need to create new effigies that
are useful for a particular application. In this situation, the Factory design pattern is appropriate, which
is shown in figure 13.2. An example of how the Effigy and EffigyFactory base classes are used is
shown in figure 13.3. The example shows an effigy and factory appropriate for handling text docu
ments.

The EffigyFactory classcontains two factory methods for creating new effigies. The first factory
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method takes a source URL and is used when opening a file. The second method does not take a source
URL and is used when creating a new blank effigy. These two methods roughly correspond to the
familiar File->Open and File->New operations.

The EffigyFactory base class is also useful for implementing a deference mechanism. The base
class can contain other effigy factories and will defer to the first contained factory that successfully
creates a effigy for a given file. This deferencemechanism allows the factories to be ordered so that a
more specificeffigy (such as one that represents HTML structure) can be checkedbefore a more gen-

Effigy

-t-identifler: StringAttribute
+url: URLAttrlbute

-«-Efflgy(workspace: Workspace)
•fEffigy(contalner: ComposlteEntity, name: String)
-fOtoseTableauxO: boolean
•fgetTableauFactoryO: TableauFactory
•fisModlfiableO: boolean
+isModified(): boolean
•i-setModlfiable(flag: boolean)
-t-setModiried(flag: boolean)
+setTableauFactory(factory: TableauFactory)
•t-showTableaux()
+topEfftgy(): Effigy
-t-writeFile(flle: File)

CompositeEntity

1..n

Figure 13.1 Static structure diagram for effigies and tableaux.

Tableau

+size: StringAttribute
-_frame: _JFrame
-.master: boolean

+Tableau(container: Effigy, name: String)
-rcloseO: boolean
+getFrame(): J Frame
+getTitle(): String
•flsEditableO: boolean
•t-isMaster(); boolean
+setEditable(flag: boolean)
•t-setFrame(frame: J Frame)
•fsetMaster(flag: boolean)
4-setTttle(tltle: String)
+show()

AbstractClass creator AbstractFactory

createe

•fcreateO: AbstractClass

A
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ConcreteClass creator ConcreteFactory

createe

Figure 13.2 Static structure diagram for the Factory pattern.
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eral one (such as an effigy that simply contains a text string).

13.3.3 Tableau Factories

Once an effigy has been created, a frame on the screen doesn't actually exist to represent it yet.
The frame is created by a tableau, and the tableau is created by anotherfactory. The TableauFactory
class implements thesame deference mechanism as theEffigyFactory class. Thestatic stmcture forthe
tableau factory class, along with the related classes from the text example above is shown in figure
13.4.

13.3.4 Model Directory

Alleffigies in the application arecontained (directly, or indirectly in another effigy) in an instance
of theModelDirectory class. The model directory allows entities to be found by identifier. Whenever a
design artifact is loaded from a URL, the model directory is searched first to prevent theartifact from
being loaded again.

13.3.5 Configurations

An instanceof the Configuration class represents the configuration of an application. That config
uration includes not only the directoryof currentlyopen effigies but also the effigy factories and tab
leau factories. The static structure for the Configuration and ModelDirectory classes is show in figure
13.5.

CompositeEntity !

Effigy

EffigyFactory

-i-EffigyFactoiy(workspace: Workspace)
+Effig^actory(container: CompositeEntity. name: String)
•fcanCreateBlankEffigyO: t>ooiean
-tcreateEffigytcontainer: CompositeEntity): Effigy
+createEffigy(container: CompositeEntity, baseURL: URL, uri: URL): Effigy
-HietExtensionfurl: URLt: String

I
! i

f
'

TextEffigySFactory

TextEffigy +Factory(container: CompositeEntity, name: String)

-_doc: Document creator

•t-TextEffigy(workspace: Workspace)
+TextEffigy(container: CompositeEntity, name: String)
•HgetOocumentO: Document
+setDocument(doc: Document)

createe

Figure13.3 Staticstructure that is useful for handling textdocuments.
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13.3.6 TableauFrame

The TableauFrame class uses the above classes to implement a number of common operations.
The intention of this class is that the type-specific subclasses of the Tableau class would create
instances of TableauFrame specialized for displaying particular information. Generally, the Top base
class implements the menus forthese operations and provides some abstract methods that areused for
reading and writing files. The TableauFrame class implements these abstract methods. Fortherest of

TableauFaetory

•fTableauFactory(conta!ner: Configuration, name: String)
•K:reateTableau(effigy: Effigy):Tableau

CompostteEntity

Tableau

"E

r
TextEditoiTableauSFactory creator

TextEdltorTableau

createe

+Factory(container; CompositeEntity, name: String) +TextEditorTableau(container: Effigy, name: String)

Figure 13.4 Static structure ofhow the TableauFaetory class, and an example ofhow tableau factories are
used with text documents.

CompostteEntity I

ModeiDlrectory

Configuration

+Configuration{wotkspace;Workspace)
+createPrimaryTabieau(effigy: Effigy)
•K>penModei(base: URL, in : URL, identifier:String)

•«-ModeiDirectory(container: Configuration, name: String)
4getEffigy(identifier: String): Effigy directory effigyFactory

Effigy I TableauFaetory

EffigyFactory

Tat)leau

0..1createe
l..n

tableauFactory

creator

Figure 13.5 Static structure diagram fortheConfiguration andModelDirectoiy classes.
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thisdocument, thelinebetween theTop andTableauFrame classes is not terribly important, andwillbe
purposefully blurred for sake of clarity. The static structure for the TableauFrame class (and its super
classes) is show in figure 13.6.

13.4 Common operations

The goal of the infrastructure classes above is to implement conunon operations, such as storing
andcreating newdesign artifacts, in a consistent fashion. Theseoperations are (for the mostpart)actu
ally implemented in theTableauFrame base class. Below aredescriptions of each of these operations,
and how they are implemented using the architecture from the previous section.

13.4.1 Opening an Existing Design Artifact

The File->Open menu item first opens a file browser to allow the user to select a URL, and then
uses theConfiguration to open the URL. Theconfiguration firsts checks themodel directory to see if
there is already aneffigy associated thatURL. If there is no such effigy, thentheconfiguration usesits
effigy factory tocreate a new effigy, and then uses its tableau factory to create a tableau fortheeffigy.

Top

#_directory: File
#_fiIeMenu: JMenu
#_fl!eMenuItems: JMenultem[]
#_helpMenu: JMenu
#_helpMenultems: JMenultem[]
#_menuBar: JMenuBar
#_statusBar: StatusBar
-Jile: File
-modified: boolean

+Top()
•fcenterOnScreenO
-t-isModifiedO: boolean
+report(ex: Exception)
+report(message: String)
+repot1(message: String, ex: Exception)
•t-setBacl<ground(background: Color)
-i-setModified(b: boolean)
#_about()
#_addMenus()
#_clear()
#_close(): boolean
#_exit()
#_getName(): String
#_help{)
#_open()
#_openURL()
#_print()
#_read(urt: URL)
#_save(): boolean
#_saveAs(): boolean
if_writeFile(file: File)

<3-

JFrame

StatusBar

-.progress: JProgressBar
-.message: JTextField

JPanel

-t-StatusBarO
•fprogressBarO: JProgressBar
•fsetMessage(message: String)

TalileauFrame

-.tableau: Tableau

-i-RolemyTopO
•i-RolemyTop(tableau: Tableau)
-rgetConfigurationO: Configuration
-»^tDirectory(): ModelDirectory
+getEffigy{): Effigy
•i^etEffigy(model: NamedObj); RolemyEffigy
•^getTableauQ: Tableau
•fsetTableau(tableau: Tableau)
#.addMenus()

Figure 13.6 Staticstructure diagramfor the TableauFrame class.
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Lastly, the tableau is made visible, which results in it creating a frame on the user's screen. The
sequence diagram is shown in figure 13.7. In addition, this first tableau is set to be a master, and it is
set to be editable if the URL represents a writable location.

Altematively, there may already an effigy present in the directory that is associated with the URL
chosen by the user. In this case, the tableaux (if any) contained by the effigy are simply madevisible.
Remember that a single application is capable of opening a wide variety of design artifacts by virtues
of the effigyfactory deference mechanism explainedin section 13.3.2.

13.4.2 Creating a New Design Artifact

Creating a new design artifact using the File->New menu itemis somewhat similar to opening an
existing design artifact. However, only effigy factories thatdeclare that they cancreate a blank effigy
that is not associated with a previous URL may be used. Furthermore, since an application can con
ceivably create different types of blank effigies, it is not possible to use the effigy factory deference
mechanism to determine which effigy factory is used. The user must have another way of specifying
which effigy factory will create the blank effigy. When a TableauFrame is created, the File->New

tiTableau Frame c:Configuration

b:JFileChooser

she wOpenDiak ig()
•

u:URL

openMo jel(u,...)

c.d:ModelDirectory

c.d.e:TextEffigy

c.d.e.tTextTableau

getEffigy(u)

null

createEffl£ y(c.d, u, u)

c.ef:

TextEfflgy$Factory
c.tf:

TextTableauSFactory

new TextE tigy(c.d, e)
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c.d.e

crea(teTableau(c

c.d.e.t

Figure 13.7 Sequence diagram foropening an existing designartifact.

d.e)

new TextT2ibleau(c.d.e
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menu is populated with a menu item foreach possible effigy factory. The name of themenu item is the
same as the name of the effigy factory. The sequence diagram for creating a new design artifact is
shown in figure 13.8.

13.4.3 Saving Changes to a Design Artifact

The TableauFrame class implements menuitemsfor both File->Save and File->Save As.The Save
operation rather simple. If theeffigy is already associated with a URL thatis writable, then theeffigy is
simply written out to that location. Otherwise, the Save As operation is invoked instead. This may
occur if the design artifact was created from scratchas a blank effigy, or if the artifact was loaded by
HTTRThe SaveAs operation is a bit more complicated. The user specifies a destination URLusinga
file chooser, just as when opening a new design. However, before writing the file it is necessary to
check that the URL does not already exist and that the URL is not already open. In these cases, the user
is prompted to be sure that important datais not inadvertently lostby beingoverwritten.

13.4.4 Closing designs and Exiting the Application

The only complexities in implementing these operations are again involved with ensuring that
important data is not lost. In this case, we simply ensure that all designs are closedbefore exitingthe
application, and that a design is not closed withoutattempting to save it first. Both of these cases are
prevented by setting a flag in each effigy whenever it is modified. If the flag indicates that the effigy
has been modified, then the Save operation is invoked before discarding the effigy.

Activating the close operation of a frame only results in the tableau associated with that frame
beingremoved. The tableau's effigyand the other tableauxassociated with that effigy are not generally

t:TableauFrame ciConfjguration

c.d:ModplDirectory

c.d.eiTextEffigy

c.ef:

TextEffigy$Factory

c.d.e.tiTextTableau

c.tf:

TextTableau$Factory

eras teEffigy(c.d

new TextE figy{c.d, e)

c.d.e

area teTableau(c d.e)

new TextTc ibleau(c.d.e

c.d.e.t

Figure 13.8 Sequencediagramfor creatinga new design artifact.
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aifected. There is a subtlety that arises because the application itself exists separately from any visual
representation of it. In other words, a tableau (and therefore a frame) exists for each effigy, but there is
no tableau that simply represents the application as a whole^ The subtlety is that closing all the effi
gies should result in the application exiting. A similar issue occurs for a similar reason with effigies,
and closing all of a tableaux associated with any effigy should result in that effigy being closed.

13.5 Ptolemy Model Visualization

We have used the Vergilinfrastructure to construct several visualizations that are capable of view
ing and manipulatinga Ptolemy model. For the most part, these editors are intended to work with any
ptolemykernel model and are not limited to modelsbased on the Actor packageor a specificdomain.
This is an extremely powerful use of the Ptolemy abstract syntax, since it allows manipulation not only
of executable models (see Chapter FIXME), but also actor libraries (see Figure FIXME) and the Vergil
configuration itself (see Figure 13.5), since they are also based on the Ptolemy Kernel (see Chapter
FIXME). This section serves a dual purpose: it describes not only a usable set of application tools, but
also a welldeveloped example of using the Vergil infrastructure to present multiple views of a design
artifact.

In order to represent a Ptolemy model in Vergil, there must be an effigy that has a reference to it.
The PtolemyEffigy class maintains this reference, and is also responsible for reporting any change
requests (seeChapterFIXME) in the model thatfail. It alsocontains an innerclassthat is an effigy fac
tory and writesout a modelusing MoML(see Chapter HXME). The static structurediagramfor these
classes is shown in Figure 13.9 There is also an accompanying frame class, PtolemyFrame, that is
intended to be used as shown in Figure 13.10.The tableaux that are capable of creating a frame for a
Ptolemy effigy are described in the following sections.

13.5.1 Graph Tableau

The Ptolemygraph editor graphically represents the containedentities,ports, and relationsof any
Ptolemy composite entity. It allows syntax-directed editing of the model and browsing of important
design information, such as Actor source code and HTML documentation. A screen shot is shown in
Figure 13.11. The left hand side provides a palette of available entities and a high-level navigation
window. Entities can be dragged anddropped from the palette. External portsare created by using the
toolbar button, and relations can be created from the toolbar button, or by control clicking on the sche
matic. Links to relations can be created be made by control clicking on a port or a relation. The visual
ization also allows connections directly from one port to another. These links correspond to a relation
that is linked to both ports, but the relation is not explicitly represented itself.

Notethat although the editorallowsany ptolemy model to be edited,it doesdisplay someinforma
tion that is specific to the actor package. For example, ports are rendered differently depending on
whether they are input or output ports, and the multiportsof the Multiply actor are rendered hollow.
The director (in this case, an SDF director) is also displayed as a green box.

The classes used to implement this tableau are shown in Figure 13.12. An instance of Kemel-
GraphFrame is created by the tableau. The KemelGraphFrame class overrides the _createGraphPane
factory method to create the graph editor itself, while most of the user interface components (like

Althoughit is probablygood design practiceto create an initial effigyand tableau that representthe
application and allows the user to open an initial file.
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«interface»

ChangeUstener Effigy

RoiemyEffigy

Effigy Factory

RolemyEffigySFactory

- parser: MoMLParser•_model: NamedObj

+PtolemyEfflgy(workspace: Workspace)
+PtolemyEffigy(container: CompositeEntity, name: String)
+getiyAodelO: NamedObj
+setModel(model: NamedObj)

+Factory(contalner: CompositeEntity, name: String)

model

NamedObj

0..1
blank

ComponentEntity

a component named
"blank" Is cloned to

create a blank effigy.

Figure 13.9 Static Structure for Ptolemyeffigies.

PtolemyEffigy

1..1

1..n

0..1 TableauFrame

Tableau

ConcreteTabieau

1..1

A

PtoiemyFrame

-_model: CompositeActor

+PtolemyTop(model: CompositeActor)
+PtolemyTop(model: CompositeActor, tableau: Tableau)
-i^tModelO: CompositeActor
•i-setModel(model: CompositeActor)

A

0..1 ConcreteTableauFrame

1..1

Figure 13.10 Static structureof the Ptolemygrapheditor.
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menus and the palette window) are created by the GraphFrame base class. This allows the code in
GraphFrame to be reused with a different visual representation, such as the FSM editor described in
Section 13.5.2.

13.5.2 FSM Tableau

The Ptolemy FSM editor graphically represents the the states and transitions of a Ptolemy FSM
domain model. It allows syntax-directed editing of the model, along with links to important design

5̂ nie;/C;/uscrs/neuefMlor/ptn/pto4eTny/dofnafcts/sdF/tb/Spcctrtiwtlgpl:j^'^^^^^j^ .sJQlxJ

File View Edit Graph Help

• 1♦!
I utilities
I director libraiy

IGraphics

SDFO

Waveform

Figure 13.11 Vergil Screenshot.

Tableau

I I
I TableauFrame j

—I

Multiply

Thus composite actor produces a magnitude-only
frequency-domain representation of the input.
The number of inputs required to produce any
output IS 2''order. and the numt>er of outputs
produced will be 2'^order. The output represents
frequenaes from -pi to pi radians per second,
centered at zero frequency.

FFT AbsoluteValueO DB

GraphFrame

PtolemyFrame
•KUtO
•KJOpyO
4getJGraph()
•flayoutGraphO
-••pasteO
+print()
tf_createGraphPane(): GraphPane
#_writeFtle(file: File)

3
3

KemelGraphTableau creator 1..1 KemelGraphFrame

1..1 createe

+_createGraphPane(): GraphPane

A

Figure 13.12 Static structure of the Ptolemy graph editor.
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information, such as Actor sourcecode and HTML documentation. A screen shot is shownin Figure
13.13. States canbe added bycontrol-clicking on theschematic, orby dragging anddropping from the
palette onthe left. Transitions arecreated bycontrol dragging from anexisting state.

Theclasses used to implement thistableau are shown in Figure 13.14. An instance of FSMGraph-
Frame is created by the tableau. The FSMGraphFrame class overrides the _createGraphPane factory

^XliHfile:/C:/users/neuendor/ptIl/ptok!iny/domaihs7ct/demO,

File View Edit Graph Help _ j
_j utilities
_j director libraiy

1actor libraiy
_j Graphics

init

*• o
(

true \ Separate

^ louchcd^^^^^. -

Toget^er ^
♦ 1

♦

♦

^ '̂̂ f_V>STl_\ K_V<-S11_V

Figure 13.13 Vergil Screenshot.

Tableau

/.\

FSMGraphTableau

I I
I TableauFrame |

I
I 1
I 1

7"

creator 1..1

1..1 createe

PtoIemyFrame

FSMGraphFrame

+_createGraphPane(): GraphPane

Figure 13.14 Staticstructure of the Ptolemy FSM grapheditor.
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+cut()
+copy()
•fgetJGraphO
+layoutGraph()
+paste()
+print()
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method to create the grapheditoritself, while mostof the user interface components (like menus and
thepalette window) arecreated bytheGraphFrame base class. Note thesimilarity to theKemelGraph-
Frame class described in section 13.5.1

13.5.3 Tree Tableau

Disregarding the relations between ports, a Ptolemy model is exactly the same as a hierarchical
tree of entities, ports, and attributes. The Tree Editor graphically renders a Ptolemy model in just this
way. It ismost useful when theattributes ofeach object, or the hierarchy of objects needs tobeempha
sized. The current implementation of theTree Tableau only allows browsing of themodel, andis fairly
incomplete. It is built using the swing JTree component, and the same base classes are used to display
the palette in the Graph Editor described in section 13.5.1. The only difference is that the Tree Tableau
uses a FullTreeModel, which includes both entities and attributes, while the palette uses an EntityTree-
Model, which only includes entities. The static structure of the ptolemy.vergil.tree package is shown in
Figure 13.12.

Tableau I RolemyFrame I

TreeTableau

creator
TreeCellRenderer

createe

TreeTableauSTreeFrame

+_createGraphPane(): GraphPane

RolemyTreeCellRenderer PTree

Figure13.15 Staticstructureof the ptolemy.vergil.tree package.
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PART 3:

DOMAINS

The chapters in this part describe existing Ptolemy domains. The domains implement models of com
putation, which aresummarized in chapter 1.Most of these models ofcomputation can beviewed asa
framework for component-based design, where the framework defines the interaction mechanism
between thecomponents. Some of thedomains (CSP, DDE, andPN) are thread-oriented, meamng that
thecomponents implement Java threads. These can beviewed, therefore, asabstractions upon which to
build threaded Java programs. Theseabstractions are mucheasierto use (much higherlevel) than the
raw threads and monitors of Java. Others (CT, DE, SDF) of the domains implement their own schedul
ing between actors, rather than relying onthreads. This usual results in much more efficient execution.
The non-threaded domains are described first, followed by the threaded domains. Within this group
ing, thedomains areordered alphabetically (which is an arbitrary choice). The FSMdomain is in a cat
egory by itself, since in it, the components are not producers and consumers of data, but rather are
states.
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14
CT Domain

Author: Jie Liu

14.1 Introduction

The continuous-lime(CT) domain in Ptolemy II aims to help the design and simulationof systems
thatcan be modeled using ordinary differential equations (ODEs). ODEs are often used to modelana
log circuits, plant dynamics in control systems, lumped-parameter mechanical systems, lumped-
parameter heat flows and many other physical systems.

Let's start with an example. Consider a second order differential system,

mz(t) + bz(t) + kz(t) = u(t) . (I)
y(f) = c • zit)
ziO) = 10,i(0) = 0.

Theequations could be a model foran analog circuit as shown in figure 14.1(a), where z is the voltage

(D R1 (3) R2 (3) R3
irWW-V-aA/W V -^WV

(a) A circuit implementation.

proof-mau

(b) A mechanical implementation.

FIGURE 14.1. Possible implementations of the system equations.
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of node 3, and

m ^ R\ R2 'C\-C2

k = R\ 'C\+R2 'C2

b = 1

R4

CT Domain

(2)

c -
R3 + R4'

Or it could be a lumped-parameter spring-mass mechanical model for the system shown in figure
14.1(b), where z is the position of the mass, m is the mass, k is the spring constant, b is the damping
parameter, and c = 1.

In general, an ODE-based continuous-time systemhas the following form:

X - fix, u, t) (3)
y = g{x, u, t) (4)

^('o) = ^0'

where, re SR, r>tg, areal number, is continuous time. At any time t, xe SR", an n-tuple of real num
bers, is the state of the system; me SR"* is the m-dimensional input of the system; y e SR is the /-
dimensional output of thesystem; i e SR" is the derivative of x with respect to time t, i.e.

dt'
X = (6)

Equations (3), (4), and (5) arecalled the system dynamics, the output map, and the initial condition of
the system, respectively.

For example, for the mechanical systemabove, if we define a vector

xU) =
z{t)

z(t)

then system (1) can be written in form of (3)-(5), like

_1_ 0 1 x{t) + 0

m -k -b 1/m

>'(0 = [c o]^(o

^(0) =

(7)

u(t) (8)

The solution, jc(r), of the set of ODE (3)-(5), is a continuous function of time, also called a wave
form, which satisfies theequation (3)andinitial condition (5). Theoutput of the system is thendefined
as a function of xit) and m(/), which satisfies (4). The precise solution of a set of DDEs is usually
impossible to be found using digital computers. Numerical solutions areapproximations of theprecise
solution. A numericalsolutionof ODEs are usually done by integrating the right-hand side of (3) on a
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discrete set oftime points. Using digital computers tosimulate continuous-time systems has been stud
ied for more than three decades. One of the most well-known tools is Spice [69]. The CT domaindif
fers from Spice-like continuous-time simulators in two ways —the system specification is somewhat
different, and it is designedto interact with other modelsof computation.

14.1.1 System Specification

There areusually two ways to specify a continuous-time system, theconservation-law model and
the signal-flow model [42]. The conservation-law models, like the nodal analysis in circuit simulation
[39] and bond graphs [81] in mechanical models, define systems bytheir physical components, which
specify relations ofcmss and through variables, and conservation laws areused tocompile thecompo
nent relations intoglobal system equations. Forexample, in circuit simulation, the cross variables are
voltages, the through variables are currents, and the conservation laws are Kirchhoff's laws. This
model directly reflects thephysical components of a system, thus is easy to construct from a potential
implementation. The actual mathematical representation of the system is hidden. In signal-flow mod
els, entities in a system are maps thatdefine the mathematical relation between theirinput andoutput
signals. Entities communicate by passing signals. This kind of models directly reflects the mathemati
calrelations among signals, andis more convenient for specifying systems that donothave anexplicit
physical implementation yet.

In the CT domainof Ptolemy II, the signal-flow model is chosenas the interaction semantics. The
conservation-law semantics may be used within an entity to define its I/O relation. There are four
major reasons for this decision:

1. The signal-flow model is more abstract. Ptolemy II focuses onsystem-level design andbehavior
simulation. It is usually the case that, at this stageof a design, usersare working withabstract
mathematical modelsof a system,and the implementation details are unknownor not cared about.

2. Thesignalflow modelis moreflexible and extensible, in the sensethat it is easy to embedcompo
nents that are designedusingother models. For example,a discretecontrollercan be modeledas a
component that internally follows a discrete event model of computation butexposes a continu
ous-time interface.

3. The signalflow model is consistent with other models ofcomputation in Ptolemy II. Mostmodels
of computation in Ptolemy usemessage-passing as theinteraction semantics. Choosing thesignal-
flow model for CT makes it consistent with other domains, so the interaction of heterogeneous
systems is easyto study andimplement. Thisalsoallows domain polymorphic actors to be usedin
the CT domain.

4. The signalflow model is compatible with the conservation lawmodel. For physical systems that
are based on conservationlaws, it is usually possible to wrap them into an entity in the signal flow
model. Theinputs of theentity are theexcitations, likethecurrent on ideal current sources, andthe
outputs are the variables that the restof the system maybe interested in.
The signal flow block diagramof the system (3) - (5) is shownin figure 14.2.The systemdynam

ics (3) is built using integrators with feedback. In this figure, u, x, x, and y, are continuous signals
flowing from one block to the next. Notice that this diagram is only conceptual, most models may
involve multiple integrators^ Time is shared by all components, soit isnot considered as an input. At
any fixed time /, if the "snapshot" values x(r) and «(r) are given, then x(t) and y(t) can be found by

1. Ptolemy n does not supportvectorization in the CT domain yet.
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evaluating/and g, which can be achieved by firing the respective blocks. The "snapshot" of all the sig
nals at t is called the behavior of the system at time t.

The signal-flow model for the example system (1) is shown in figure 14.3. For comparison pur
pose, the conservation-law model (modified nodal analysis) of the system shown in figure 14.1(a) is
shown in (9).

_1_
R\ "^1

_JL± +i. +Cl^
/?1 ^1 R2 dt

0

'R2

-1

0

-^ +—+ C2~ 0
R2 R2 R3 dt R3

'R3

0

i +^ 0
R3 R4

0 0

0

^2 0

^3 0

0

_u

(9)

Bydoing some math, wecan seethat(9) and (8) arein fact equivalent. Equation (9) can beeasily
assembled fromthe circuit, but it is morecomplicated than(8).Notice that in (9) didt is the derivative
operator, which is replaced by an integration algorithm at each time step, and the system equations
reduce to a setof algebraic equations. Spice software is known to have a very good simulation engine
for models in form of (9).
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FIGURE 14.2. A conceptual block diagram for continuous time systems.

G4

1/m

•b/m

G3

•k/m

FIGURE 14.3. The block diagram for the example system.
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14.1.2 Time

One distinct characterizationof the CT model is the continuity of time. This implies that a contin
uous-time system have a behavior at any time instance. Thesimulation engine of theCTmodel should
be able to compute the behavior of the system at any time point, although it may march discretely in
time. In order to achieve an accurate simulation, time should be carefully discretized. The discretiza
tionof time,which appears as integration stepsizes,may be determined by timepoints of interest (e.g.
discontinuities), by the numerical error of integration, and by the convergence in solving algebraic
equations.

Time is also global, which means that all components in thesystem share the same notion of time.

14.2 Solving ODEs numerically

We outline some basic terminologies on numerical ODE solving techniques that are used in this
chapter. This is not a summary of numerical ODE solving theory. For a detailed treatment for ODEs
and theirnumerical solutions, pleasereferto books on numerical solutions for ODEs, e.g. [29].

Not all ODEs have a solution, and some ODEs have more than one solution. In such situations, we
say that the solution is not well defined. This is usually a result of errors in the system modeling. We
restrict our discussion to systemsthat have unique solutions. Theorem 1 in Appendix F states the con
ditions for the existence and uniqueness of solutions of ODEs. Roughly speaking, we denote by D a set
in 9^ which contains at most a finite number of points per unit interval, and let u be piecewise-contin-
uousonSfi-D. Then,for anyfixedu{t), if/is also piecewise-continuous on SR - D, and/satisfies the
Lipschitz condition (see e.g. [29]), then the ODE (3) with the initial condition (5) has a unique solu
tion. The solution is called the state trajectory of the system. The key of simulating a continuous-time
system numerically is to find an accurate numerical approximationof the state trajectory.

14.2.1 Basic Notations

Usually, only the solution on a finite time interval [tQi'/] is needed. Asimulation of the system is
performed on discrete time points in this interval. We denote by

~ {'O''l»^ I'O'♦ (10)

where

ro</i </2< •••<'«<••• <V'

the set of the discrete time points of interest. To explicitly illustrate the discretization of time and the
difference between the precise solution and the numerical solution, we use the following notation in
the rest of the chapter:

• : the «-th time point, to explicitly showthe discretization of time. However, we writer, if the
index n is not important.

• ^[f/» tj\: the precise (continuous) state trajectory from time r, to tj;
• jc(/„): theprecise solution of (3) at time t„;

• X, : the numerical solution of (3) at time ;

• : step size of numerical integration. We also write h if the indexn in the sequence
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is not important. For accuracy reason, h may not be uniform.

• ||jc(^„) - Xj I: the 2-normed difference between the precise solution and the numerical solution at
step niscalled the (global) error atstep n; the difference, when we assume ^are precise,
is called the local error at step n. Local errors are usuallyeasy to estimateand the estimationcan
be used for controlling the accuracy of numerical solutions.
A general wayof numerically simulating a continuous-time system is to compute the stateand the

outputof the system in an increasing orderof . Such algorithms are calledthe time-marching algo
rithms, and, in this chapter, we only consider these algorithms. There are variety of time marching
algorithms that differ on how x, is computed given x,^...x,^ ^. The choice ofalgorithms is applica
tiondependent, andusually reflects the speed, accuracy, andnumerical stability trade-offs.

14.2.2 Fixed-Point Behavior

Numerical ODE solving algorithms approximate the derivative operator in (3) using the history
and the current knowledge on the state trajectory. That is, at time t„, the derivative of x is approxi
mated by a function of x,,..., x, , x, , i.e.

Plugging (3) in this, we get

^,x,) = (13)

Depending on whether x, explicitly appears in (13), the algorithms are called explicit integration
algorithms or implicit integration algorithms. That is,weend upsolving a setof algebraic equations in
one of the two forms:

1 " 'n-l

or

F,(x,....,x) = 0, (15)
O

where and Fj are derived from the time t„, the input m(/„) , the function/, and the history ofx
and X. Solving (14)or (15)at a particular time t„ is calledan iteration of theCT simulation at .

Equation (14) can be solved simply by a function evaluation andan assignment. But the solution
of (15) is thefixed pointofFj, which may notexist, may not beunique, or may notbeable tobefound.
Thecontraction mapping theorem [13] shows the existence anduniqueness of thefixed-point solution,
and provides one way to find it. Given the map F/ that is a local contraction map(generally true for
small enough step sizes) and let an initial guess Oq be in the contraction radius, then a unique fixed
point exists and can be found by iteratively computing:

Oj = F^((5q), 02 = F£(a,), 03 = Fe(C2), ... (16)

Solving both (14)and (15) should be thought of as finding the fixed-point behavior of the system
at a particular time. This means both functions F^ and Ff should be smooth w.r.t. time, during one
iterationof the simulation. This further impliesthat the topologyof the system,all the parameters, and
all the internal states that the firing functions depend on should be kept unchanged. We require that
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domain polymorphic actors to update internal states only in the post fire () method exactly for this
reason.

14.2.3 ODE Solvers Implemented

The following solvershas been implemented in the CT domain.

1. Forward Euler solver:

2. Backward Euler solver:

= Xf + +1' fi.Xf ,Uf »'n +1)

3. 2(3)-order Explicit Runge-Kutta solver

~ ^n+1 + 'n 1'̂ ^)

K2 —^n+1 1^^)

•*/„+! ~ 9^0 3^1 9^2

with error control:

^3 = ^n+r/K.,^n+i) (20)

LTE =

if iLTEl < ErrorToleranee, x, = x, ,, otherwise, fail. If this step is successful, the next
integration step size is predicted by:

h„ +2 - •max{0.5,0.S 'lJ{ErrorTolerance)/\LTE\) (21)

4. Trapezoidal Rule solver:

h
+ V' (-^^ 1) • (22)'n 2

h

Among these solvers, 1) and3) are explicit; 2) and 4) areimplicit. Also, 1)and 2) donot perform
step size control, so are called fixed-step-size solvers; 3) and 4) change step sizes according to error
estimation, so are called variable-step-size solvers. Variable-step-size solvers adapt the step sizes
according to changes of thesystem flow, thus are"smarter" than fixed-step-size solvers.
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14.2.4 Discontinuity

The existence and uniqueness of the solution of an ODE (Theorem 1 in Appendix F) allows the
right-hand side of (3)to be discontinuous at a countable number of discrete points D, which arecalled
the breakpoints (also called the discontinuous points in some literature). These breakpoints may be
caused by the discontinuity of input signal m, or by the intrinsic flow of/. In theory, the solutions at
these points arenot well defined. But the leftand right limits are. So, instead of solving the ODE at
those points, we would actually try to find the left and right limits.

One impact of breakpoints onODE solvers is thathistory solutions are useless when approximat
ing the derivative of x after the breakpoints. The solver should resolve the new initial conditions and
startthe solving process as if it is at a starting point. So, the discretization of time should step exactly
on breakpoints for the left limit, andstartat thebreakpoint again after finding theright limit.

A breakpoint may be known beforehand, in which case it is called a predictable breakpoint. For
example, a square wave source actor knows its next flip time. This information canbe used to control
thediscretization of time. A breakpoint can alsobe unpredictable, which means it is unknown until the
time it occurs. Forexample, anactor thatvaries itsfunctionality when theinput signal crosses a thresh
old can only report a "missed" breakpoint after an integration step is finished. How to handle break
points correctly is a big challenge for integrating continuous-time models with discrete models like DE
and FSM.

14.2.5 Breakpoint ODE Solvers

Breakpoints in theCTdomain arehandled by adjusting integration steps. We use a table to handle
predictable breakpoints, anduse the step size control mechanism to handle unpredictable breakpoints.
Thebreakpoint handling are transparent to users, and the implementation details (provided in section
14.7.4) are only needed when developing new directors, solvers, or event generators.

Sincethe history information is useless at breakpoints, special ODE solvers are designed to restart
the numerical integration process. In particular, wehave implemented the following breakpoint ODE
solvers.

1. DerivativeResolver:

{tx
It calculates the derivative of the current state, i.e. —. This is simply done by evaluation the right-

dt

hand side of (3). Atbreakpoints, this solver is used forthefirst step to generate history information for
explicit methods or one step methods.

2. ImpulseBESolver:

'n+ I
= X. + /?„ +1•JC/ (23)

'ij " + ' 'n ♦ I

X^ = X, -h„.,x*
I* 'n*i t„

The two time points /„ and t* have the same time value. This solver isused for breakpoints at which a
Dirac impulse signal appears.

Notice that none of these solvers advance time. They can only be used at breakpoints.
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14.3 CT Actors

ACTsystem can bebuilt upusing actors in the ptolemy.domains.ct.lib package and domain poly
morphic actors that have continuous behaviors (i.e. allactors that donot implement the SequenceActor
interface). The key actor in CT is the integrator. It serves the unique role of wiring up ODEs. Other
actors in a CT system areusually stateless. A general understanding is that, in a pure continuous-time
model, all the information — the state of the system— is stored in the integrators.

14.3.1 CT Actor Interfaces

In order to schedule the execution of actors in a CT model and to support the interaction between
CT and other domains (which are usually discrete), we provide the following interfaces.
• CTDynamicActor. Dynamic actors areactors that contains continuous dynamics in their I/O path.

Anintegrator is a dynamic actor, and so areall actors thathave integration relations from their
inputs to their outputs.

• CTEventGenerator. Eventgeneratorsare actors thatconvert continuous timeinputsignals to dis
crete output signals.

• CTStatefulActor. Stateful actors are actors that have internal states. The reason to classify this
kindof actoris to support rollback, which may happen when a CT model is embedded in a discrete
event model.

• CTStepSizeControlActor. Step size control actors influence theintegration stepsize by telling
the director whether the current stepis accurate. The accuracy is in the senseof bothtolerable
numerical errors and absenceof unpredictable breakpoints. It may also provide information about
refining a stepsizefor an inaccurate stepand suggesting the next stepsize for an accurate step.

• CTWaveformGenerator. Waveform generators are actors that convert discrete input signals to
continuous-time output signals.

Strictly speaking, event generators andwaveform generators do notbelong to anydomain, but the
CTdomain is design to handle them intrinsically. When building systems, CTparts canalways provide
discrete interface to other domains.

Neither a loop of dynamic actors nor a loop of non-dynamic actors are allowed in a CT model.
They introduce problems about theorder that actors beexecuted. A loop of dynamic actors can beeas
ily broken by a Scale actor with scale 1. A loop of non-dynamic actors builds an algebraic equation.
The CT domain does not support modeling algebraic equations, yet.

14.3.2 Actor Library

1. CTPeriodicalSampler. This event generatorperiodically samples the input signaland generates
events with the valueof the input signal at these time points. The sampling rate is given by the
samplePeriod parameter, which has default value 0.1. The sampling time points, which areknown
beforehand, are examples of predictable breakpoints.

2. CTTHggeredSampler. Thisactorsamples thecontinuous input signal when there is a discrete
event present at the "trigger" input.

3. ContinuousTVansferFunction. A transfer function in the continuous time domain. This actor
implements a transfer function where the single input (m) and single output (y) can be expressed in
(Laplace) transferfunction form as the following equation:
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, m-l, ot-2.

TO _ ^1^ + - +
n - 1 n - 2 .

a,s +a-yS +...+a„Uis)

where m and n are the number of numerator and denominator coefficients, respectively. This actors
has two parameters - numerator and denominator —containing the coefficients of the numerator and
denominator in descending powers ofs. Theparameters aredouble arrays. Theorder of thedenomina
tor (n) mustbe greaterthan or equal to the orderof the numerator (/w).

4. DifferentialSystem. The differential system model implements a system whose behavior is
defined by:

X - f(x, u, t) (25)
y - g(x, M, t)

x(to) = Xq

where x is the statevector, u is the inputvector, andy is theoutput vector, t is the time. Users must
give the name of the variables by filling inthe parameter and add ports with proper names. The actor,
upon creation, has no inputs and no outputs. After creating proper ports, their names can be used in the
expressions of state equations and output equations. The name of the state variables are manually
added by filling in the stateVariableNames parameter.

The state equations and output maps must be manually created by users as parameters. If there are
nstate variables Xj ...jc„ then users need to create nadditional parameters, one for each state equation.
And the parameters must be named as xjjdot, ..., x„_dot, respectively. Similarly, if the output ports
have names y,...y^'then users must create additional r parameters for output maps. These parameters
should be namedy;,..., y^ respectively.

5. Integrator: The integrator for continuous-time simulation. An integrator has one input port and
one output port. Conceptually, the input isthe derivative ofthe output, and an ordinary differential
equation is modeled as an integrator with feedback.

An integrator isadynamic, step-size-control, and stateful actor. To help resolve new states from
previous states,a set of variables are used:

• state and its derivative'. These are the new state and its derivativeat a time point, which havebeen
confirmed by all the step size control actors.

• tentative state and tentative derivative:These are the state and derivative which have not been con
firmed. It isa starting point for other actors toestimate the accuracy of this integration step.

• history: The previous states and derivatives. An integrator remembers the history states and their
derivatives forthe past several steps. Thehistory is used by multistep methods.

An integrator has one parameter: initialState. At the initialization stage ofthe simulation, the state
ofthe integrator isset tothe initial state. Changes of initialState will be ignored after the simula
tion starts, unless the initialize () method of theintegrator iscalled again. The default value of
this parameter is0.0. An integrator can possibly have several auxiliary variables. These auxiliary
variables areused byODE solvers to store intermediate states forindividual integrators.

6. LinearStateSpace. The State-Space model implements a system whose behavior is defined by:
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X = Ax+ Bu (26)

y = Cx + Du

XOq) = Xq

where jc is the state vector, u is the input vector, and y is the output vector. The matrixcoefficients
must have the following characteristics:
• A must be an n-by-n matrix, where n is the number of states.
• B must be an n-by-m matrix, where m is the number of inputs.
• C must be an r-by-n matrix, where r is the number of outputs.
• D must be an r-by-m matrix.

The actor accepts m inputs and generates r outputs through a multiple input port and a multiple
output port. The widths of the ports must match the number of rows and columns in corresponding
matrices, otherwise, an exception will be thrown.

7. ZeroCFOSsingDetector. This is an event generator that monitors the signal coming in from an
input port - trigger. If the trigger is zero, then outputthe tokenfrom the input port. Otherwise,
there is no output.This actor controls the integration step size to accurately resolve the time that
the zero crossing happens. It has a parameter,errorTolerance, which controls how accurately the
zero crossing is determined.

8. ZeroOrderHold. This is a waveform generator that converts discrete events into continuous sig
nals. This actor acts as a zero-order hold. It consumes the token when the consumeCur-

rentEvent () is called. This value will be held and emitted every time it is fired, until the next
time consumeCurrentEvent () is called. This actor has one single input port ,one single output
port, and no parameters.

9. ThresholdMonitor. This actor controls the integration steps so that the given threshold (on the
input) is not crossed in one step. This actor has one input port and one output port. It has two
parameters thresholdWidth and thresholdCenter, which have default value le-2 and 0, respectively.
If the input is within the range defined by the threshold center and threshold width, then a true
token is emitted from the output.

14.3.3 Domain Polymorphic Actors

Not all domain polymorphic actors can be used in the CT domain. Whether an actor can be used
depends on how the intemal states of the actor evolve when executing.
• Stateless actors: All stateless actors can be used in CT. In fact, most CT systems are built by inte

grators and stateless actors.

• Timed actors: Hmed actors change their states according to the notion of time in the model. All
actors that implement the TimedActor interface can be used in CT, as long as they do not also
implement SequenceActor. Timed actors that can be used in CT include plotters that are designed
to plot timed signals.

• Sequence actors: Sequence actors change their states according to the number of input tokens
receivedby the actor and the numberof times that the actor is postfired.SinceCT is a time driven
model, rather than a data driven model, the number of received tokens and the number of postfires
do not havea significantsemantic meaning. So, noneof the sequence actorscan be used in the CT
domain. For example, the Rampactor in PtolemyII changes its state — the next token to emit —
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corresponding to thenumber of times thattheactoris postfired. InCT, thenumber of times thatthe
actoris postfired depends on the discretization of time, which further depend on the choiceof
ODE solversand settingof parameters. As a result, the slope of the ramp may not be a constant,
and thismayleadto verycounterintuitive models. Thesamefunctionality is replaced by a Current-
Time actor and a Scale actor. If sequencebehaviorsare indeed required, event generatorsand
waveform generators may be helpful to convert continuous and discrete signals.

14.4 CT Directors

There are three CT directors — CTMultiSolverDirector, CTMixedSignalDirector, and CTBmbed-
dedDirector. The first one can only serveas a top-leveldirector, a CTMixedSignalDirector can be used
bothat the top-level or insidea composite actor, and a CTEmbeddedDirector can onlybe contained in
a CTCompositeActor. In terms of mixing models of computation, all the directors can execute com
positeactorsthat implement other models of computation, as long as the composite actorsare properly
connected (see section 14.5). Only CTMixedSignalDirector and CTEmbeddedDirector can be con
tained by other domains. The outside domain of a composite actor with CTMixedSignalDirector can
be any discrete domain, such as DE, DT, etc. The outside domain of a composite actor with CTEmbed
dedDirector must also be CT or FSM, if the outside domain of the FSM model is CT. (See also the
HSDirector in the FSM domain.)

14.4.1 ODE Solvers

There are six ODE solvers implemented in the ptolemy.domains.ct.kemel.solver package. Some of
them are specific for handling breakpoints. These solvers are ForwardEulerSolver, BackwardEuler-
Solver, ExplicitRK23Solver, TrapezoidalRuleSolver, DerivativeResolver, and ImpulseBESolver. They
implement the ODE solving algorithms in section 14.2.3 and section 14.2.5, respectively.

14.4.2 CT Director Parameters

The CTDirector base class maintains a set of parameters which controls the execution. These
parameters, shared by all CT directors, are listed in Table 21 on page 12. Individual directors may have
their own (additional) parameters, which will be discussed in the appropriate sections.

Table 21: CTDirector Parameters

Name Description Type
Default

Value

erroiToIerance The upper bound of local errors. Actors that perform integration error control (usually inte
grators in variable step size ODE solving methods) will compare the estimated local error to
this value, if the local error estimation is greater than this value, then the integration step is
considered inaccurate, and should be restarted with a smaller step sizes.

double le-4

initStepSize This is the step size that users specify as the desired step size. For fixed step size solvers, this
step size will be used in all non-breakpoint steps. For variable step size solvers, this is only a
suggestion.

double 0.1

maxlterations This is used to avoid the infinite loops in (implicit) fixed-point iterations, if the number of
fixed-point iterations exceeds this value, but the fixed point is still not found, then the fixed-
point procedure is considered failed. The step size will be reduced by half and the integration
step will be restarted.

int 20
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liable 21: CTDirector Parameters

Name Description Ti^pe
Default

Value

maxStepSize The maximumstep size used in a simulation.This is the upper bound for adjusting step sizes
in variable step-size methods. This value can be used to avoid sparse time points when the
system dynamic is simple.

double 1.0

minStepSize The minimumstep size used in a simulation.This is the lower bound for adjusting step sizes.
If this step size is used and theerrors are still not tolerable,the simulationaborts.This step
size is also used for the first step after breakpoints.

double Ie-5

startTime The start time of the simulation. This is only applicable when CT is the top level domain.
Otherwise, the CT director follows the time of its executive director.

double 0.0

stopTime Thestop timeof thesimulation. This is only applicable whenCT is the top leveldomain.
Otherwise, the CT director follows the time of its executive director.

double Double.

MAX_

VALUE

timeResolution Thiscontrols thecomparison of time. Sincetimein theCTdomain is a double precision real
number,it is sometimesimpossibleto reach or step at a specific time point. If two time points
are within this resolution, then they are considered identical.

double le-10

valueResoIution This is used in (implicit)fixed-point iterations.If in two successiveiterations the difference
of the states is within this resolution, then the integration step is called converged, and the
fixed point is considered reached.

double le-6

14.4.3 CTMultiSolverDirector

A CTMultiSolverDirector has two ODE solvers — one for ordinary use and one specifically for
breakpoints. Thus, besides the parameters in the CTDirector base class, this class adds two more
parametersas shown in Table 22 on page 13.

Table 22: Additional Parameter Tor CTMultiSolverDirector

Name Description TVpe Default Value

ODESolver The fully qualified class name for the
ODE solver class.

string "ptolemy.domains.ci.kemel.solver.ForwardEulerSolver"

breakpointODESolver The fully qualified class name for the
breakpoint ODE solver class.

string "ptolemy.domains.ct.kemel.solver.DerivativeResolver"

A CTMultiSolverDirector can direct a model that has composite actors implementing other models
of computation. One simulation iteration is done in two phases: the continuous phase and the discrete
phase. Let the current iteration be n. In the continuous phase, the differential equations are integrated
from time , to . After that, inthe discrete phase, all (discrete) events which happen at t„ are pro
cessed. The step size control mechanism will assure that noevents will happen between , and /„.

14.4.4 CTMixedSignalDirector

This director is designed to be the director when a CT subsystem is contained in an event-based
system, like DE or DT. As proved in [57], when a CT subsystem is contained in the DE domain, the
CTsubsystem should run ahead of the global time, and beready for rollback. This director implements
this optimistic execution.
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Since the outside domain is event-based, each time the embedded CT subsystem is fired, the input
data are events. In order to convert the events to continuous signals,breakpoints have to be introduced.
So this director extends CTMultiSolverDirector, which always has two ODE solvers. There is one
more parameter used by thisdirector — the runAheadLength, as shown in Table 23on page 14.

Table 23: Additional Parameter for CTMixedSignalDirector

Name Description Type
Defatilt

Value

runAheadLength The maximum lengthof timefor the CTsubsystem to run aheadof theglobaltime. double 1.0

When the CT subsystem is fired, the CTMixedSignalDirector will get the current time x and the
next iteration time x' from the outer domain, and take the min(x - x', /) as the fire end time, where /
is the valueof the parameter maxRunAheadLength. The execution lastsas longas the fire end time is
not reached or an output event is not detected.

This directorsupportsrollback;that is whenthe state of the continuous subsystem is confirmed(by
knowing that no events with a time earlier than the CT current time will be present), the stateof the
systemis marked. If an optimistic execution is known to be wrong, the state of the CT subsystem will
roll back to the latest marked state.

14.4.5 CTEmbeddedDirector

This director is used when a CT subsystemis embedded in another continuous time system, either
directly or through a hierarchy of finite state machines, like in the hybrid system scenario [59]. This
directorcan pass step size controlinformation up to its executive director. Toachieve this, the director
must be contained in a CTCompositeActor, which implements the CTStepSizeControlActor interface
and can pass the step size control information from the inner domain to the outer domain.

This director extends CTMultiSolverDirector, with no additional parameters. A major difference
between this director and the CTMixedSignalDirector is that this director does not support rollback. In
fact, when a CT subsystem is embedded in a continuous-time environment, rollback is not necessary.

14.5 Interacting with Other Domains

The CT domain can interact with other domains in Ptolemy II. In particular, we consider interac
tion among the CT domain, the discrete event (DE) domain and the finite state machine (FSM)
domain. Following circuit design communities, we call a composition of CT and DE a mixed-signal
model, following control and computation communities, we call a composition of CT and FSM a
hybrid system model.

There are two ways to put CT and DE models together, depending on the containment relation. In
either case, event generators and waveform generators are used to convert the two types of signals.
Figure 14.4 shows a DE component wrapped by an event generator and a waveform generator. From
the input/output point of view, it is a continuous time component. Figure 14.5 shows a CT subsystem
wrapped by a waveform generator and an event generator. From the input/output point of view, it is a
discrete event component. Notice that event generators and waveform generators always stay in the CT
domain.

A hierarchical composition of FSM and CT is shown in figure 14.6. A CT component, by adopting
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the eventgeneration technique, can have bothcontinuous and discrete signals as its output. The FSM
can use predicates on these signals, as well as its own input signals, to build trigger conditions. The
actions associated with transitions are usually setting parameters in the destination state, including the
initial conditions of integrators.

14.6 CT Domain Demos

Here are some demos in the CT domain showinghow this domain worksand the interaction with
other domains.

14.6.1 Lorenz System

The Lorenz System (see, for example, pp. 213-214 in [24]) is a famous nonlinear dynamic system
that shows chaotic attractors. The system is given by:

any CT director

Event

Generator
DE

Waveform
Generator

FIGURE14.4. Embedding a DE component in a CT system.

Ui. Waveform
Generator
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FIGURE14.5. Embedding a CT component in a DE system.
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FIGURE 14.6. Hybridsystem modeling.
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x\ = <J(jC2-^i) (27)
X2 —

JC3 = Xi ' X2-b •X^

The system isbuilt by integrators and stateless domain polymorphic actors, as shown infigure 14.7.
The result ofthe state trajectory projecting onto the (xj,X2) plane is shown inhgure 14.8. The ini

tial conditions of the state variables are all 1.0. The default value of the parameters are:
a = 1,A. = 25,b = 2.0.

FIGURE 14.7. Block diagram for the Lorenz system.
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14.6.2 Microaccelerometer with Digital Feedback.

Microaccelerometers are MEMS devices that use beams, gaps, and electrostatics to measure accel
eration. Beams and anchors, separated by gaps, form parallel plate capacitors. When the device is
accelerated in the sensing direction, the displacement of the beams causes a change of the gap size,
which further causes a change of the capacitance. By measuring the change of capacitance (using a
capacitor bridge), the acceleration can be obtained accurately. Feedback can be applied to the beams
by charging the capacitors. This feedback can reduce the sensitivity to process variations, eliminate
mechanical resonances, and increase sensor bandwidth, selectivity, and dynamic range.

Sigma-delta modulation [16], also called pulse density modulation or a bang-bang control, is a dig
ital feedback technique, which also provides the A/D conversion functionality. Figure 14.9 shows the
conceptual diagram of system. The central part of the digital feedback is a one-bit quantizer.

We implemented the system as Mark Alan Lemkin designed [56]. As shown in the figure 14.10,
the second order CT subsystem is used to model the beam. The voltage on the beam-gap capacitor is
sampled every T seconds (much faster than the required output of the digital signal), then filtered by a
lead compensator (FIR filter), and fed to an one-bit quantizer. The outputs of the quantizer are con
verted to force and fed back to the beams. The outputs are also counted and averaged every NT seconds
to produce the digital output. In our example, the external acceleration is a sine wave.

The execution result of the microaccelerometer system is shown in figure 14.11. The upper plot in
the figure plots the continuous signals, where the low frequency (blue) sine wave is the acceleration

FIGURE 14.9. Micro-accelerator with digital feedback
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FIGURE 14.10. Block diagram for the micro-accelerator system.
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input, the high frequency waveform (red) is the capacitance measurement, and the squarewave (green)
is the zero-order hold of the feedback from the digital part. In the lower plot, the dense events (blue)
are the quantized samples of the capacitance measurements, which has value +1 or -1, and the sparse
events (red) are the accumulation and average of the previous 64 quantized samples. The sparse events
are the digital output, and as expected, they have a sinsoidal shape.

14.6.3 Sticky Point Masses System

This sticky point mass demo shows a simple hybrid system. As shown in figure 14.12, there are
two point masses on a frictionless table with two springs attaching them to fixed walls. Given initial
positions other than the equilibrium points, the point masses oscillate. The distance between the two
walls are close enough that the two point masses may collide. The point masses are sticky, in the way
so that when they collide, they will sticky together and become one point mass with two springs
attached to it. We also assume that the stickiness decays exponentially after the collision, such that

.20 0

Go Slop

' Position '

/ Input '
Control

6 6 1C 12 14

RIRTjlT!!
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FIGURE 14.11. Execution result of the microaccelerometer system.

FIGURE 14.12. Sticky point masses system
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eventually the pulling force between the two springs is big enough to pull the point masses apart. This
separation gives the two point masses a new set of initial positions, and they oscillate freely until they
collide again. .

The system model, as shown in figure 14.13, has three levels of hierarchy — CT, FSM, and CT.
The top level is a continuous time model with two actors, a CTCompositeActor that outputs the posi
tion of the two point masses, and a plotter that simply plots the trajectories. The composite actor is a
finite state machine with two modes, separated and together.

In the separated state, there are two differential equations modeling two independently oscillating
point masses. There is also an event detection mechanism, implemented by subtracting one position
from another and comparing the result to zero. If the positions are equal, within a certain accuracy,
then the two point masses collide, and a collision event is generated.This event will trigger a transition
from the separated state to the together state. And the actions on the transition set the velocity of the
stuck point mass based on Law of Conservationof Momentum.

In the together state, there is one differential equation modeling the stuck point masses, and
another first order differential equation modeling the exponentially decaying stickiness. There is
anotherexpression computing the pullingforce betweenthe two springs. The guard conditionfrom the
togetherstate to the separated state compares the pullingforce to the stickiness. If the pullingforce is
bigger than the stickiness, then the transition is taken.The velocities of the two separatedpoint masses
equal to their velocities beforethe separation. The simulation result is shownin figure 14.14, where the
position of the two point masses are plotted.

CTMuttiSolverDlroctor

HSDi rector

CTEmtieddedDirector
P:-P1

CTEmbeddedDlrector

( V*,-I*

I

k-*(y, - Inyim,

FIGURE 14.13. Modeling sticky point masses.
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FIGURE 14.14. The simulation result of the sticky point masses system.
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14.7 Implementation

The CT domain consists of the following packages, ct.kerael, ct.kemel.util, ct.kerael.solver, and
ct.lib, as shown in figure 14.15.

14.7.1 ct.kernel.util package

The ct.kemel.util package provides a basic data structure —TotallyOrderedSet, which is used
to store breakpoints. The UML for this package is shown in figure 14.16. A totally ordered setis a set
(i.e. noduplicated elements) in which the elements are totally comparable. This data structure is used
to storebreakpoints since breakpoints are processed in theirchronological order.

14.7.2 ctkernel package

The ct.kemel package is the key package of the CT domain. It provides interfaces to classify
actors, scheduler, director, and a base class for ODE solvers. The interfaces are used by the scheduler
to generate schedules. The classes, including the CTBaseintegrator class and the ODESolver

ct.kemel L

ct.lib

CTPeriociicaiSampter
CTTriggeredSampler
ContlnuousTransferFunetion
DifterentialSysteiTi
Integrator
LinearStateSpace
ThreshoMMonitor
ZeroCrossingOetector
ZoroOrdorHokj

BreakpolntOOESolver
CTBaselntegrator
CTComposlteActor
CTOirector

CTDynamlcActor
CTEmbeddedOlrector
CTEventOonomtor

CTMixedSignalOirector
CTMuttiSolverOirector

CTScheduler

CTSingleSolverOirector
CTStatefulAetor
CTStepSlzeControlActor
CTTranaperentOirector
CTWavefofmQonerator
NumericalNonconvergeException
OOESolver

FIGURE 14.15. The packages in the CT domain.
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FIGURE 14.16. UML for ct.kemel.util package.
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class,are shown in figure 14.17. Here, we use the delegation and the strategy designpatterns [33][28]
in the CTBaseIntegrator and the ODESolver classes to support seamlessly changing ODE solvers
without reconstructing integrators. The execution methods of the CTBaseintegrator classare dele
gated to theODESolver class, andsubclasses of ODESolver provide theconcrete implementations of
these methods, dependingon the ODE solving algorithms.

CT directors implement the semantics of thecontinuous timeexecution. Asshown in figure 14.18,
directors that are used in different scenarios derive from the CTDirector base class. The CTSched-
uler class provides schedules for the directors.

Thect.kemel.solver package provides a setof ODEsolvers. Theclasses areshown in figure 14.19.
In order for the directorsto chooseamongODE solversfreely duringthe execution, the strategydesign
pattem is used again. A director class talks to theabstract ODESolver base class and individual ODE
solver classes extend the ODESolver to provide concrete strategies.

14.7.3 Scheduling

This section and the following three sectionsprovide technical details and design decisions made
in theimplementation of theCTdomain. These details areonly necessary if the readers want to imple
ment new directors or ODE solvers.

In general, simulating a continuous-time system (3)-(5) by a time-marching ODE solver involves

CTOiractor
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•fFixedStepSolverO
•»Fixe<fStepSolvef(n: Strlnp)

+ForwardEulerSolver()
•i-ForwartlEulefSolveriws: Workspace)
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ExpUc[tRK23Solver
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+ExpticitRK23SolverO
»ExplicitRK23Solver(ws: Workspace)

•fBackwardEulerSolverO
4BackwardEulerSotver(ws; Workspace)
#_lsConverged(); boolean
#_setConvergence(value; boolean): void
#_voteFotConvergence(vote : boolean): void

ImputseBESolver

TrapezoldalRuleSolver
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•••Tr8pezoldalRuleSotver(ws; Workspace)
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»_setConvergence(vakje: txxrlean); void
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I .Interface. |
iBreskpolntODESotveri

•••ImpulseBESolverO
■♦■lmpulseBESolver(ws: Workspace)

.Derivath/eResolverO

.DerlvallveRe80lver(w: Workspace)

FIGURE 14.19. UML for ct.kernel.solver package.
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FIGURE 14.17. UML for ct.kemel package, actor related classes.
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FIGURE 14.18. UML for ct.kemel package, director related classes.
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the following execution steps:

1. Given thestate ofthesystem ...x, at time points to..-_ i. if the current integration step size
is h, i.e. compute the new statex, using the numerical integration algorithms.
During the application ofan integration algorithm" each evaluation ofthe^a, t)function is
achieved by the following sequence:

• Integrators emit tokens corresponding to a;

• Source actors emit tokens corresponding to b\

• The current time is set to t;

• The tokens are passed through the topology (in a data-driven way)until they reach the integrators
again. The returned tokens are ^1^^ ^^ =f(a, b, t).

2. After thenew state x^ iscomputed, test whether this step is successful. Local truncation error and
unpredictable breakpoints are the issuesto be concerned with, sincethosecouldlead to an unsuc
cessful step.

3. If thestepis successful, predict the nextstepsize.Otherwise, reduce the stepsizeandtry again.
Due to the signal-flow representation of the system, the numerical ODE solving algorithms are imple
mented as actor firings and token passings under proper scheduling.

The scheduler partitions a CT systeminto two clusters: the state transition cluster and the output
cluster. In a particular system, these clusters may overlap.

The state transition cluster includes all the actors that are in the signal flow path for evaluating the
/ function in (3). It starts from the source actors and the outputs of the integrators, and ends at the
inputsof the integrators. In other words, integrators, and in general dynamic actors, are used to break
causality loopsin the model. A topological sortof the clusterprovides an enumeration of actors in the
order of their firings.This enumeration is called the state transition schedule. After the integrators pro
duce tokens representing x,, oneiteration of the state transition schedule gives the tokens representing
Xt = /(Xp u(t)y t) back to the integrators.

The output cluster consists of actors that are involved in the evaluationof the output map g in (4).
It is also similarlysortedin topological order.The output schedulestarts from the sourceactors and the
integrators, and ends at the sink actors.

For example, for the system shown in figure 14.3, the state transition scheduleis
U-G1-G2-G3-A

where the order of Gi, G2, and G3 are interchangeable. The output schedule is
G4-Y

The event generating schedule is empty.

A special situation that must be taken care of is the firing order of a chain of integrators, as shown
in figure 14.20. For the implicit integration algorithms, the order of firings determines two distinct
kinds of fixed point iterations. If the integrators are fired in the topological order, namely Xj —> X2 in
our example, the iteration is called the Gauss-Seidel iteration. That is, X2 always uses the new guess
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from ATj in this iterationfor its new guess.On the other hand, if theyare fired in the reversetopological
order, the iterationis called the Gauss-Jacobi iteration, where X2 uses the tentativeoutput from JCj in
the last iteration for its new estimation. The two iterations both have their pros and cons, which are
thoroughly discussed in [71]. Gauss-Seidel iteration is considered faster in the speed of convergence
than Gauss-Jacobi. For explicit integration algorithms, where the new states x, are calculated solely
from thehistory inputs up to ,, the integrators must be fired in theirreverse topological order. For
simplicity, the scheduler of the CT domain, at this time, always returns the reversed topological order
of a chain of integrators. This order is considered safe for all integration algorithms.

14.7.4 Controlling Step Sizes

Choosing the right time points to approximate a continuous time system behavior is one of the
major tasks of simulation. There are three factors that may impact the choice of the step size.

• Error control. For all integration algorithms, the local error at time r„ is defined as a vector norm
(say,the 2-norm) of the differencebetween the actual solution jc(r„) and the approximation x,
calculated by the integration method, given that the last step is accurate. That is, assuming

•*/ =x(/„_i)then•n-l " •

= <28)

It can be shown that by carefully choosing the parameters in the integration algorithms, the local
error is approximately of the p-th order of the step size, where p, an integer closely related to the
number of/function evaluations in one integration step, is called the order of the integration algo
rithm, i.e. £, ~ 0{{t„ -t„_^i'). Therefore, in order toachieve an accurate solution, the step size
should be chosen to be small. But on the other hand, small step sizes means long simulation time.
In general, the choice of step size reflects the trade-off between speed and accuracy of a simula
tion.

• Convergence. The local contraction mapping theorem (Theorem 2 in Appendix F) shows that for
implicit ODE solvers, in order to find the fixed point at t„, the map Fj{ ) in (15) must be a (local)
contraction map, and the initial guess must be within an £ ball (the contraction radius) of the solu
tion. It can be shown that Fj{ ) can be made contractive if the step size is small enough. (The
choice of the step size is closely related to the Lipschitz constant). So the general approach for
resolving the fixed point is that if the iteratingfunction Fj{ ) does not converge at one step size,
then reduce the step size by half and try again.

• Discontinuity. At discontinuous points, the derivatives of the signals are not continuous, so the
integration formula is not applicable. That means the discontinuous points can not be crossed by
one integration step. In particular, suppose the current time is t and the intended next time point is
t+h. If there is a discontinuous point at / + 8, where b<h, then the next step size shouldbe
reduced to r + 8. For a predictable breakpoint, the director can adjust the step size accordingly
before starting an integration step. However for an unpredictablebreakpoint, which is reported
"missed" after an integration step, the director should be able to discard its last step and restart
with a smaller step size to locate the actual discontinuous point.

Notice that convergence and accuracy concerns only apply to some ODE solvers. For example,
explicit algorithms do not have the convergence problem, and fixed step size algorithms do not have
the error control capability. On the other hand, discontinuity control is a generic feature that is inde
pendent on the choice of ODE solvers.
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14.7.5 Mixed-Signal Execution

DE inside CT.

Since time advances monotonically in CT and events are generated chronologically, the DE com
ponent receives input events monotonically in time. In addition, a composition of causal DE compo
nents is causal [50], so the time stamps of the output events from a DE component are always greater
than or equal to the global time. From the view point of the CT system, the events produced by a DE
component are predictable breakpoints.

Note that in the CT model, finding the numerical solution of the ODE at a particular time is seman-
tically an instantaneous behavior. During this process, the behavior of all components, including those
implemented in a DE model, should keep unchanged. This implies that the DE components should not
be executed during one integration step of CT, but only between two successive CT integration steps.

CT inside DE.

When a CT component is contained in a DE system, the CT component is required to be causal,
like all other components in the DE system. Let the CT component have local time t, when it receives
an input event with time stamp x. Since time is continuous in the CT model, it will execute from its
local time t, and may generate events at any time greater or equal to t. Thus we need

t>x (29)

to ensure causality. This means that the local time of the CT component should always be greater than
or equal to the global time whenever it is executed.

This ahead-of-time execution implies that the CT component should be able to remember its past
states and be ready to rollback if the input event time is smaller than its current local time. The state it
needs to remember is the state of the component after it has processed an input event. Consequently,
the CT component should not emit detected events to the outside DE system before the global time
reaches the event time. Instead, it should send a pure event to the DE system at the event time, and wait
until it is safe to emit it.

14.7.6 Hybrid System Execution

Although FSM is an untimed model, its composition with a timed model requires it to transfer the
notion of time from its external model to its internal model. During continuous evolution, the system is
simulated as a CT system where the FSM is replaced by the continuous component refining the current
FSM state. After each time point of CT simulation, the triggers on the transitions starting from the cur
rent FSM state are evaluated. If a trigger is enabled, the FSM makes the corresponding transition. The
continuous dynamics of the destination state is initialized by the actions on the transition. The simula
tion continues with the transition time treated as a breakpoint.
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Appendix F: Brief Mathematical Background

Theorem 1. [Existence and uniqueness of the solution of an ODE] Consider the initial
value ODE problem

i=/(jc,/) . (30)

^('o) = ^0

If/satisfies the conditions:

1. [Continuity Condition] LetD be the setof possible discontinuity points; it maybe empty. Foreach

fixed Xe 51" and m€ SR'", the function /:5R\ D SR" in (30) is continuous. And Vx e D, the

left-hand and right-hand limit/(x, u, x") and/(x, a, x^) are finite.

2. [Lipschitz Condition] There is apiecewise continuous bounded function k:^ SR ^ ,where SR"*"
is the set ofnon-negative real numbers, such that Vr e 5^, V^, ^ e 9t", Vm e 5?

\m,^,t)-M,u.t)\\<k{tM-Q. (31)

Then, for each initial condition (ro,Xo) cSR xSR" there exists a unique continuous function

\|/: 51 SR" such that,

V('o) ~ -^0

and

¥(0 =/(V(0,"(0,0 V/€51\D. (33)

This function i|/(f) is called the solution through (/q,

♦

Theorem2. [ContractionMappingTheorem.] If F:SR" -»5t" isa local contraction map at
jc with contraction radius e, then there exists a unique fixed point of F within the e ball centeredat x.

I.e. there exists aunique a e 51", j|a - xl ^ £, such that a = F(o). And Voq € 5?", ||ao - x{| <e, the
sequence

o, = F(ao), ^2 = F(a,), = FfOj), ... (34)

converges to a.
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15.1 Introduction

The discrete-event (DE) domain supports time-oriented models of systems such as queueing sys
tems, communication networks, and digital hardware. In this domain, actors communicate by sending
events^ where an event is a data value (a token) and a timestamp. A DE schedulerensures that events
are processed chronologically according tothis time stamp byfiring those actors whose available input
events are the oldest (having the earliest time stamp of all pending events).

A key strength in our implementation is that simultaneous events (those with identical time
stamps) are handled systematicily and deterministically. Asecond key strength is that the global event
queue uses an efficient structure that minimizes the overhead associated with maintaining a sorted list
with a large number of events.

15.1.1 Model Time

In theDE model of computation, time is global, in thesense that all actors share the same global
time. The current time of the model is often called the model time or simulation time to avoid confu
sion with current real time.

Asin most Ptolemy II domains, actors communicate by sending tokens through ports. Ports can be
input ports, output ports, orboth. Tokens are sent by an output port and received by all input ports con
nected to theoutput port through relations. When a token is sent from anoutput port, it is packaged as
anevent and stored in a global event queue. Bydefault, thetime stamp of anoutput is themodel time,
although specialized DE actors can produce events with future time stamps.

Actors may also request that they befired at some time in the future by calling the fireAt() method
of the director. This places apureevent (one with a time stamp, butnodata) ontheevent queue. Apure
event can bethought ofas setting analarm clock to beawakened inthe future. Sources (actors with no
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inputs)are thus able to be fired despitehaving no inputsto triggera firing. Moreover, actors that intro
ducedelay(outputs have largertime stamps thanthe inputs) can use thismechanism to schedule a fir
ing in the future to produce an output.

In the global eventqueue, events are sorted basedon their timestamps. An eventis removed from
the global event queue when the modeltimereaches its time stamp,and if it has a data token, then that
token is put into the destination input port.

At any point in the execution of a model, the events stored in the global event queue have time
stamps greater than or equal to the model time. The DE director is responsible for advancing (i.e.
incrementing) the model time when all events with time stamps equal to the current model time have
been processed (i.e. the global event queue only contains events with time stamps strictly greater than
the current time). The current time is advanced to the smallest time stamp of all events in the global
event queue.

15.1.2 Simultaneous events

An important aspect of a DE domain is the prioritizing of simultaneous events. This gives the
domain a dataflow-like behavior for events with identical time stamps. It is done by assigning a depth
to each actor and a microstep to each phase of execution within a given time stamp. Each depth is a
non-negative integer, uniquely assigned; i.e. no two actors are assigned the same depth.

The depth of an actor determines the priority of events destined to that actor, relative to other
events with the same time stamp and the same microstep. The highest priority events are those destined
to actors with the lowest depth.

Consider the simple topology shown in figure 15.1. Assume that actor Yis not a delay actor, mean
ing that its output events have the same time stamp and microstep as its input events (this is suggested
by the dotted arrow). Suppose that actor X produces an event with time stamp x. That event is avail
able at ports B and D, so the scheduler could choose to fire actors Yor Z. Which should it fire? Intu
ition tells us it should fire the upstream one first, Y, because that firing may produce another event with
time stamp x at port D (which is presumably a multiport). It seems logical that if actor Z is going to get
one event on each input channel with the same time stamp, then it should see those events in the same
firing. Thus, if there are simultaneous events at B and D, then the one at B will have higher priority.

The depths are determined by a topological sort of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the actors.
The DAG of actors follows the topology of the graph, except when there are declared delays. Once the
DAG is constructed, it is sorted topologically.This simply means that an ordering of actors is assigned
such that an upstream actor in the DAG is earlier in the ordering than a downstream actor. The depth of
an actor is defined to be its position in this topological sort, starting with zero. For example, in figure
15.1, X will have depth 0, Ywill have depth 1, and Z will have depth 2.

In general, a DAG has several correct topological sorts. The topological sort is not unique, mean-

FIGURE 15.1. If there are simultaneous events at B and D, then the one at B will have higher priority
because it may trigger another simultaneous event at D.
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ing that the depths assigned to actors are somewhat arbitrary. But an upstream actor will always have a
lower depth than a downstream actor, unless there is an intervening delay actor. Thus, given simulta
neous input events with the same microstep, an upstream actor will always fire before a downstream
actor. Such a strategy ensures that the execution is deterministic, assuming the actors only communi
cate via events. In other words, even though there are several possible choices that a scheduler could
make for an ordering of firings, all choices that respect the priorities yield the same results.

There are situations where constructing a DAG following the topology is not possible. Consider
the topology shown in figure 15.2. It is evident from the figure that the topology is not acyclic. Indeed,
figure 15.2depictsa zero-delay loop where topological sort cannotbe done.The directorwill refuse to
run the model, and will terminate with an error message.

The TimedDelay actor in DE is a domain-specific actor that asserts a delay relationship between
its input and output.Thus, if we insert a TimedDelay actor in the loop, as shown in figure 15.3, then
constructing the DAG becomesonce again possible. The TimedDelay actor breaks the precedences.

Note in particular that the TimedDelay actor breaksthe precedences even if its delayparameter is
set to zero. Thus, the DE domain is perfectly capable of modelingfeedback loops with zero time delay,
but the modelbuilderhas to specify the orderin whicheventsshouldbe processed by placing a Timed-
Delay actor with a zero value for its parameter.

15.1.3 Iteration

At each iteration, after advancing the current time, the director chooses all events in the global
eventqueuethathavethe smallest time stamps, microstep, and depth (tested in thatorder). The chosen
events are then removed from the global event queue and their data tokens are inserted into the appro
priate inputports of thedestination actor. Then, thedirector iterates thedestination actor; i.e. it invokes
prefireO, fire(), and postfire(). All of these events are destined to the same actor, since the depth is
unique for each actor.

A firing may produce additional events at thecurrent model time (theactorreacts instantaneously,
or has zew delay).There also may be otherevents with time stampequal to the current modeltime still
pending on the event queue. The DE director repeats the above procedure until there are no more

•f
4

FIGURE 15.2. An example of a directed zero-delay loop.

T Delay T

FIGURE 15.3. A Delay actor can be used to break a zero-delay loop.
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events with time stamp equal to the current time. This concludes one iteration of the model. An itera
tion,therefore, processes all events on theeventqueue with the smallest timestamp.

15.1.4 Getting a Model Started

Before one of the iterations described above can be run, there have to be initial events in the global
event queue. Actors may produce initial pure events or regular output events in their initialize()
method. Thus, to geta model started, at leastoneactormust produce events. Allthedomain-polymor
phic timed sources described in the Actor Libraries chapter produce pure events, sothese canbeused
in DE. We can define the start time to be the smallest time stamp of these initial events.

15.1.5 Pure Events at the Current Time

An actorcalls fireAtO to schedule a pureevent. The pureevent is a request to the scheduler to fire
the actor sometime in the future. However, the actor may choose to call fireAt() with the time argu
ment equal to the current time. In fact, the preferred method for domain-polymorphic sourceactors to
get started is to have code like the following in their initializeOmethod:

Director director = getDirector();
director.fireAt(this, director.getCurrentTime());

This will schedule a pureeventon the eventqueue withmicrostep zeroand depth equal to thatof the
calling actor.

An actor may also call fireAtO with the current time in its fire() method. This is a request to be
refired later in the current iteration. This is managed by queueing a pure event with microstep one
greater than the currentmicrostep. In fact, this is only situation in which the microstep is incremented
beyond zero.

15.1.6 Stopping Execution

Execution stops when one of these conditions become true:

• The current time reaches the stop time,set by calling the setStopHmeO methodof the DE director.
• The global event queue becomes empty.

Eventsat the stop timeare processed beforestopping the model execution. The execution endsby call
ing the wrapupO method of all actors.

It is also possible to explicitly invoke the iterateO method of the manager for some fixed number
of iterations. Recall that an iteration processes all events with a given time stamp, so this will run the
model through a specified number of discrete time steps.

15.2 Overview of The Software Architecture

The UML static structure diagram for the DE kernel package is shown in figure 15.4. For model
builders, the important classes are DEDirector, DEActorand DEIOPort. At the heartof DEDirector is
a global event queue that sorts events according to their time stamps and priorities.

The DEDirector uses an efficient implementation of the global event queue, a calendar queue data
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FIGURE 15.4. UML static structure diagram for the DE kernel package.
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Structure [12]. The time complexity for this particular implementation is 0(1) in both enqueue and
dequeue operations, in theory. This means that the time complexity for enqueue anddequeue opera
tions is independent of the number of pending events in the global event queue. However, to realize
this performance, it isnecessary for thedistribution ofevents tomatch certain assumptions. Our calen
darqueue implementation observes events as they aredequeued and adapts the structure of the queue
according to their statistical properties. Nonetheless, the calendar queue structure will notprove opti
malfor all models. Forextensibility, alternative implementations of theglobal eventqueuecanbe real
ized by implementing the DEEventQueue interface and specifying the event queue using the
appropriate constructor for DEDirector.

The DEEvent class carries tokens through the event queue. It contains their time stamp, their
microstep, and the depth of the destination actor, as well as a reference to the destination actor. It
implements the java.lang.Comparable interface, meaning that any two instances of DEEvent can be
compared. The private iimerclassDECQEventQueue.DECQComparator, which is provided to the cal
endarqueue at the timeof its construction, performs the requisite comparisons of events.

The DEActor classprovides convenient methods to access time,sincetimeis an essential partof a
timed domain like DE. Nonetheless, actors in a DE model are not required to be derived from the
DEActor class. Simply deriving from TypedAtomicActor gives you the same capability, but without
the convenience. In the latter case, time is accessible through the director.

The DEIOPort class is be used by actors that are specialized to the DE domain. It supports annota
tions that inform the scheduler about delays through the actor. It also provides two additional methods,
overloaded versions of broadcast() and send(). The overloaded versions have a second argument for
the time delay,allowingactors to send output data with a time delay (relativeto current time).

Domain polymorphic actors, such as those described in the Actor Libraries chapter, have as ports
instances of TypedlOPort, not DEIOPort, and therefore cannot produce eventsin the future directly by
sendingit throughoutput ports. Note that tokenssent through TypedlOPort are treatedas if they were
sent through DEIOPort with the time delay argumentequal to zero. Domain polymorphic actors can
produce events in the future indirectly by using the fireAtO method of the director. By calling fireAt(),
the actorrequests a refiring in the future. The actorcan thenproduce a delayed eventduringthe refir-
ing.

15.3 The DE Actor Library

The DE domain has a small library of actors in the ptolemy.domains.de.lib package, shown in figr
ure 15.5. These actors are particularly characterized by implementing both the TimedActor and
SequenceActor interfaces. These actors use the current model time, and in addition, assume they are
dealing with sequences of discrete events. Some of them use domain-specific infrastructure, such as
the convenience class DEActor and the base class DETransformer. The DETransformer class provides
in input and outputport that are instances of DEIOPort. The Delay and Serveractors use facilities of
theseports to influence the firing priorities. TheMerge actormerges events sequences inchronological
order.

15.4 Mutations

The DE director tolerates changes to the model during execution. The change should be queued
using requestChange(). While invoking those changes, the method invalidateScheduleO is expected to
be called, notifying the director that the topology it used to calculate the priorities of the actors is no
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longer valid. This will result in the prioritiesbeing recalculated the next time prefireOis invoked.
An example of a mutation is shown in figures 15.6and 15.7. Figure 15.7defines a class that con

structs a simple model in its constructor. The model consists of a clock connected to a recorder. The
method insertClockO creates an anonymous inner class that extends ChangeRequest. Its execute()
method disconnects the two existing actors, creates a new clock and a merge actor, and reconnects the
actors as shown in figure 15.6.

When the insertClockQ method is called, a change request is queue with the top-level composite
actor, which delegates the request to the manager. The managerexecutes the request after the current
iteration completes. Thus, the change will always be executed between non-equal time stamps, since
an iteration consists of processing all events at the current time stamp.

Actors that are added in the change requestare automatically initialized. Note, however, one sub-
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tlety.The next to last line of the insertClock() methodis:

_rec.input.createReceivers();

This method call is necessary because theconnections of therecorder actorhavechanged, but sincethe
actor is not new, it will not be reinitialized. Recall that the preinitialize() and initialize() methods are
guaranteed to be calledonly once, andone of the responsibilities of the preinitializeO method is to cre
ate the receivers in all the input portsof an actor. Thus, whenever connections to an input port change
during a mutation, the mutation code itself must call createReceivers() to reconstruct the receivers.
Note that this will result in the loss of any tokens that might already be queued in the preexisting
receiversof the ports. It is becauseof this possibleloss of data that the creationof receivers is not done
automatically. The designerof the mutation shouldbe aware of the possibleloss of data.

There is one additional subtlety about mutations. If an actor produces events in the future via
DEIOPort, then the destination actor will be fired even if it has been removed from the topology by the
time the execution reaches that future time. This may not always be the expected behavior. The Delay
actor in the DE library behaves this way, so if its destination is removed before processing delayed
events, then it may be invokedat a time when it has no container. Most actors will toleratethis and will
not cause problems.But some might have unexpected behavior. To prevent this behavior, the mutation
that removes the actor should also call the disableActorO method of the director.

15.5 Writing DE Actors

It is very common in DE modeling to include custom-built actors. No pre-defined actor library
seems to provesufficient for all applications. For the most part, writing actors for theDE domain is no
different than writing actors for any other domain. Some actors, however, need to exercise particular
control over time stamps and actor priorities. Such actors use instances of DEIOPort rather than Type-
dlOPort. The first section below gives general guidelinesfor writing DE actors and domain-polymor
phic actors that work in DE. The second sectionexplains in detail the priorities,and in particular, how
to write actors that declare delays. The final section discusses actors that operate as a Java thread.

15.5.1 General Guidelines

The points to keep in mind are:

• When an actor fires, not all ports have tokens, and some ports may have more than one token. The
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FIGURE 15.6. Topology before and after mutation for the example in figure 15.7.
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time stamps of the events that contained these tokens are no longer explicitly available. The cur
rent model time is assumed to be the time stamp of the events.

If the actor leaves unconsumed tokens on its input ports, then it will be iterated again before model

package ptolemy.domaiiis.de. lib.test;

import ptolemy.kernel.util.*;
import ptolemy.kernel.*;
import ptolemy.actor.*;
import ptolemy.actor.lib.*;
import ptolemy.domains.de.kernel.*;
import ptolemy.domains.de.lib.*;

public class Mutate {

public Manager manager;

private Recorder _rec;
private Clock _clock;
private TypedCompositeActor _top;
private DEDirector _director;

public Mutate() throws IllegalActionException,
NameDuplicationException (

_top = new TypedCompositeActor0;
_top.setName("top");
manager ° new Manager();
_director = new DEDirector();
_top.setDirector(_director);
_top.setManager(manager);

_clock = new Clock(_top, "clock");
_clock.values.setExpressionC (1.0)") ;
_clock. offsets. setExpressionC [0.0]") ;
_clock.period.setExpress ion("1.0");
_rec = new Recorder{_top, "recorder");
_top.connect(_clock.output, _rec.input);

}

public void insertClock() {
// Create eui anonymous inner class
ChangeReguest change = new ChangeRequest(_top, "test2")

public void _execute() throws IllegalActionException,
NameDuplicationException {

_clock.output.unlin)tAll0 ;
_rec. input. unl in)cAl 10;
Clock clock2 = new Clock(_top, "clock2");
clock2.values.setExpression("(2.0)");
clock2.offsets.setExpression("(0.5)");
clock2.period.setExpression("2.0");
Merge merge = new Merge(_top, "merge");
_top.connect(_clock.output, merge.input);
_top.connect(clock2.output, merge.input);
_top.connect(merge.output, _rec.input);
// Any pre-existing input port whose connections
// are modified needs to have this method called.
_rec.input.createReceivers();
_director.invalidateSchedule();

}
);
_top.requestChange(change);

FIGURE15.7. An exampleof a class thatconstructs a model and thenmutates it.
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time is advanced. This ensures that the current model time is in fact the time stamp of the input
events. However, occasionally, an actor will want to leave unconsumed tokens on its input ports,
and not be fired again until there is some other new event to be processed. To get this behavior, it
should return false from prefire(). This indicates to the DE director that it does not wish to be iter
ated.

If the actor returnsfalse from postfireO, then the director will not fire that actor again. Events that
are destined for that actor are discarded.

When an actor produces an output token, the time stamp for the output event is taken to be the cur
rent model time. If the actor wishes to produce an event at a future model time, one way to accom
plish this is to call the director's fireAt() methodto schedulea future firing, and then to produce
the token at that time. A second way to accomplish this is to use instances of DEIOPort and use the
overloaded send() or broadcast() methods that take a time delay argument.
The DEIOPortclass (see figure 15.4)can produceevents in the future, but there is an important
subtlety with usingthese methods. Once an event has beenproduced, it cannotbe retracted. In par
ticular, even if the actor is deleted before model time reaches that of the future event, the event will
be delivered to the destination. If you use fireAtO instead to generate delayed events, then if the
actor is deleted (or returnsfalse fi^om postfireO) before the future event, then the future event will
not be produced.

By conventionin PtolemyII, actors update their state only in the postfireO method. In DE, the
fireOmethodis only invokedonce per iteration,so there is no particularreasonto stick to this con
vention.Nonetheless, we recommend that you do in case your actor becomes useful in other
domains. The simplestway to ensure this is follow the following pattern.For each state variable,
such as a private variable named _count,

private int _count;

create a shadow variable

private int _countShadow;

Then write the methods as follows:

public void fireO {
_countShadow = _count;
... perform some computation that may modify _countShadow ...

}
public boolean postfireO {

_count = _countShadow;
return super.postfire{);

}

This ensures that the state is updated only in postfireO.

In a similarfashion, delayed outputs (produced by eithermechanism) should be produced only in
the postfireOmethod, since a delayed outputs are persistent state. Thus, fireAt() should be called
in postfireO only, as should the overloaded send() and broadcastO of DEIOPort.
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15.5.2 Examples

Simplified DelayActor. An example of a domain-specific actor for DE is shown in figure 15.8. This
actor delays input events by some amount specified by a parameter. The domain-specific features of
the actor are shown in bold. They are:

• It uses DEIOPort rather than TypedlOPort.

• It has the statement:

input.delayTo(output);

This statementdeclares to the director that this actor implements a delay from input to output. The
actor uses this to break the precedences whenconstructing the DAG to find priorities.

• It uses an overloaded send() method, which takes a delay argument, to produce the output. Notice
that theoutput is produced in thepostfireO method, since by convention inPtolemy II,persistent
state is notupdated in thefire() method, but rather is updated in thepostfireO method.

package ptolemy.domains.de.lib.test;

import ptolemy.actor.TypedAtomicActor;
import ptolemy.domains.de.kernel.DEIOPort;
import ptolemy.data.DoubleToken;
import ptolemy.data.Token;
in^iort ptolemy.data.expr.Parameter;
import ptolemy.actor.TypedCompositeActor;
import ptolemy.kemel.uti1.II1egalActionException;
import ptolemy.kernel.util.NameDuplicationException;
import ptolemy.kernel.util.Workspace;

public class SimpleDelay extends TypedAtomicActor {

public SimpleDelay(TypedCompositeActor container. String name)
throws NameDuplicationException, IllegalActionException

super (container, name) ,-
input = new DEIOPort{this, "input", true, false);
output = new DEIOPort(this, "output", false, true);
delay = new Parameter(this, "delay", new DoubleToken(1.0));
delay.setTypeEguals(DoubleToken.class);
input.delayTo(output);

public Parameter delay;
public DEIOPort input;
public DEIOPort output;
private Token _currentInput;

public void fireO throws IllegalActionException
currentlnput = input.get(O);

public boolean postfireO throws IllegalActionException {
output.sendCO, _currentlnput,

((DoubleToken)delay.getToken()).doubleValueO);
return super.postfireO ;

FIGURE 15.8. A domain-specificactor in DE.
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Server Actor. The Server actor in the DE library (see figure 15.5) uses a rich set of behavioral proper
ties of the DE domain. A server is a process that takes some amount of time to serve "customers."
Whileit is serving a customer, other arriving customers haveto wait. This actor can have a fixedser
vice time (set via the parameter serviceTime, or a variable service time, provided via the input port
newServiceTime). A typical use would be to supply random numbers to the newServiceTime port to
generaterandomservicetimes.These times can be provided at the same time as arriving customers to
get an effectwhere each customerexperiences a different, randomly selectedservice time.

The (compacted) code is shownin figure 15.9. This actor extendsDETransformer, which has two
public members, input and output^ both instances of DEIOPort. The constructor makes use of the
delayToO method of these ports to indicate that the actor introduces delay between its inputs and its
output.

The actor keeps track of the time at which it will next be free in the private variable
_nextTimeFree. This is initialized to minus infinity to indicate that whenever the model begins execut
ing, the server is free. The prefire() method determines whether the server is free by comparing this
private variable against the current model time. If it is free, then this method returns true, indicating to
the scheduler that it can proceed with firing the actor. If the server is not free, then the prefire() method
checks to see whether there is a pending input, and if there is, requests a firing when the actor will
become free. It then returns false, indicating to the scheduler that it does not wish to be fired at this
time. Note that the prefire() method uses the methods getCurrentTimeO and fireAtO of DEActor,
which are simply convenient interfaces to methods of the same name in the director.

The fire() method is invoked only if the server is free. It first checks to see whether the newSer
viceTime port is connected to anything, and if it is, whether it has a token. If it does, the token is read
and used to update the serviceTime parameter.No more than one token is read, even if there are more
in the input port, in case one token is being provided per pending customer.

The fire() method then continues by reading an input token, if there is one, and updating
_nextTimeFree.The input token that is read is stored temporarily in the private variable _currentlnput.
The postfireO method then produces this token on the output port, with an appropriate delay. This is
done in the postfire() method rather than the fire() method in keeping with the policy in Ptolemy II that
persistent state is not updated in the fire() method. Since the output is produced with a future time
stamp, then it is persistent state.

Note that when the actor will not get input tokens that are available in the fire() method, it is essen
tial that prefireO return false. Otherwise, the DE scheduler will keep firing the actor until the inputs are
all consumed, which will never happen if the actor is not consuming inputs!

Like the SimpleDelay actor in figure 15.8, this one produces outputs with future time stamps,
using the overloaded sendQ method of DEIOPort that takes a delay argument. There is a subtlety asso
ciated with this design. If the model mutates during execution, and the Server actor is deleted, it cannot
retract events that it has already sent to the output. Those events will be seen by the destination actor,
even if by that time neither the server nor the destination are in the topology! This could lead to some
unexpected results, but hopefully, if the destination actor is no longer connected to anything, then it
will not do much with the token.

15.5.3 Thread Actors

In some cases, it is useful to describe an actor as a thread that waits for input tokens on its input
ports. The thread suspends while waiting for input tokens and is resumed when some or all of its input
ports have input tokens. While this description is functionally equivalent to the standard description
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pacKage ptoiemy.domains.de.lit);
inport statements ...
public class Server extends DETransformer {

public DBIOPort newServiceTime;
public Parameter serviceTime;

private Token _currentInput;
private double _nextTiroeFree = Double.NEGATIVE_INPINITY;

public Server(TypedCompositeActor container. String name)
throws NameDuplicationException, IllegalActionException {

super(container, name);
serviceTime = new Parameter{this, "serviceTime", new DoubleToken(l,0));
serviceTime.setTypeEquals(BaseType.DOUBLE);
newServiceTime = new DBIOPort(this, "newServiceTime", true, false);
newServiceTime.setTypeEquals(BaseType.Double);
output.setTypeAtLeast(input);
input.delayTo(output);
newServiceTime.delayTo(output);

}

... attributeChangedO, cloneO methods ...

public void initialize() throws IllegalActionException {
super.initialize 0;
_nextTimeFree = Double.NEGATIVE INFINITY;

)

public boolean prefireO throws IllegalActionException {
DEDirector director = (DEDirector)getDirector();DEDirector dir = (DEDirector)getDirector()

if (director.getCurrentTimeO >= _nextTimeFree) {
return true;

} else {
// Schedule a firing if there is a pending token so it can be served,
if (input.hasToken(0)) {

director.fireAt(this, nextTimeFree);

}

return false;

}

public void fireO throws IllegalActionException {
if (newServiceTime.getWidthO > 0 && newServiceTime.hasToken(0)) {

DoubleToken time = (DoubleToken)(newServiceTime.get(0));
serviceTime.setToken(time);

if (input.getWidthO > 0 && input.hasToken(0)) {
_currentlnput = input.get(0);
doiible delay = ((DoubleToken)serviceTime.getToken()) .doubleValueO ;
_nextTimeFree = ((DEDirector)getDirector()).getCurrentTimeO + delay;

} else {
_currentInput = null;

}
}

public boolean postfireO throws IllegalActionException {
if ( currentlnput 1= null) {

double delay = ((DoubleToken)serviceTime.getToken()).doubleValue();
output.send(0, currentlnput, delay);

}
retium super.postfireO ;

}

FIGURE 15.9. Code for the Server actor.For more details, see the source code.
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explained above, it leverages on the Java multi-threadinginfrastructureto save the state information.
Consider the code for the ABRecognizer actor shown in figure 15.10. The two code listings imple

ment two actors with equivalent behavior. The left one implements it as a threaded actor, while the
right one implements it as a standard actor. We will from now on refer to the left one as the threaded
description and the right one as the standard description. In both description, the actor has two input
ports, inportA and inportB, and one output port, outport. The behavior is as follows.

Produce an output event at outport as soon as events at inportA and inportB occurs
in that particular order, and repeat this behavior.

Note that the standard description needs a state variable state, unlike the case in the threaded
description. In general the threaded description encodes the state information in the position of the
code, while the standard description encodes it explicitly using state variables. While it is true that the
context switching overhead associated with multi-threading application reduces the performance, we
argue that the simplicity and clarity of writing actors in the threaded fashion is well worth the cost in
some applications.

The infrastructure for this feature is shown in figure 15.4. To write an actor in the threaded fashion,
one simply derives from the DEThreadActor class and implements the run() method. In many cases,
the content of the run() method is enclosed in the infinite *while (true)' loop since many useful
threaded actors do not terminate.

The waitForNewInputsO method is overloaded and has two flavors, one that takes no arguments
and another that takes an lOPort array as argument. The first suspends the thread until there is at least
one input token in at least one of the input ports, while the second suspends until there is at least one
input token in any one of the specified input ports, ignoring all other tokens.

In the current implementation, both versions of waitForNewInputsO clear all input ports before the
thread suspends. This guarantees that when the thread resumes, all tokens available are new, in the
sense that they were not available before the waitForNewInputO method call.

public class ABRecognizer extends DEThreadActor {
StringToken msg = new StringTokenCSeen AB*);

// the run method is invoked when the thread
// is started,
public void runO {

while (true) {
waitForNewlnputs 0;
if (inportA.hasToken(O)) {

lOPortd nextinport s {inportB},-
waitForNewlnputs(nextinport);
outport.broadcast(msg);

}

}
}

public class ABRecognizer extends DEActor {
StringToken msg b new StringToken("Seen AB")

// We need an explicit state variable in
// this case,
int state = 0;

public void fireO {
switch (state) {

case 0:

if (inportA.hasToken(0)) {
state = 1;

break;

}
case 1:

i f (inportB.hasToken(0)) {
state = 0;

outport.broadcast(msg);

}

FIGURE 15.10. Code listings for two style of writing the ABRecognizer actor.
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The implementation also guaranteesthat betweencalls to the waitForNewInputs() method, the rest
of the DE modelis suspended. This is equivalentto sayingthat the sectionof code betweencalls to the
waitForNewInputO method is a critical section. One immediate implication is that the result of the
methodcalls that check the configuration of the model (e.g. hasToken() to check the receiver) will not
be invalidated duringexecutionin the critical section.It also meansthat this shouldnot be viewedas a
way to get parallelexecutionin DE. For that, considerthe DDE domain.

It is important to note that the implementation serializes the execution of threads, meaning that at
any given time there isonly onethread running. When a threaded actor is running (i.e. executing inside
its run()method), all other threaded actors and the director are suspended. It will keeprunning until a
waitPorNewInputsQ statement is reached, where the flow of execution will be transferred backto the
director. Note that the director thread executes all non-threaded actors. This serialization is needed
because the DE domain has a notion of global time, which makes parallelism much more difficult to
achieve.

Theserialization is accomplished by theuseof monitor in theDEThreadActor class. Basically, the
fire() method of the DEThreadActor class suspends thecalling thread (i.e. thedirector thread) until the
threaded actor suspends itself (by calling waitForNewInputs()). One key point of this implementation
is that thethreaded actors appear justlike anordinary DEactor to the DEdirector. TheDEThreadActor
base class encapsulates the threaded execution and provides the regular interfaces to the DE director.
Therefore thethreaded description canbe used whenever an ordinary actorcan, which is everywhere.

The code shown infigure 15.11 implements therun method of a slightly more elaborate actor with
the following behavior:

Emitan outputO as soonas two inputs A and B haveoccurred. Resetthisbehavior
each time the input R occurs.

Futurework in this area may involveextending the infrastructure to support various concurrency con
structs, suchas preemption, parallel execution, etc. It might also be interesting to explore newconcur
rency semantics similar to thethreaded DE, butwithout the 'forced' serialization.

15.6 Composing DE with Other Domains

One of the major concepts in Ptolemy II is modeling heterogeneous systems through the use of
hierarchical heterogeneity. Actors on the same level of hierarchy obey the same setof semantics rules.
Inside some of these actors may beanother domain with a different model of computation. Thismech
anism is supported through the use of opaque composite actors. An example is shown in figure 15.12.
The outermost domain is DE and it contains seven actors, two of them are opaque and composite. The
opaque composite actors contain subsystems, which inthis case are in the DE and CT domains.

15.6.1 DE inside Another Domain

The DE subsystem completes one iteration whenever the opaque composite actor is fired by the
outer domain. One of the complications in mixing domains is in the synchronization of time. Denote
the current time of the DE subsystem by ti„„gr the current time of the outer domain by tauter An
iteration of theDEsubsystem is similar toaniteration ofa top-level DEmodel, except that prior to the
iteration tokens are transferred fromthe portsof the opaque composite actorsinto the portsof the con
tained DE subsystem, and after the end of the iteration, the director requesting a refire at the smallest
time stamp in the event queue of the DE subsystem.
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The first of these is done in the transferlnputsO method of the DE director. This method is
extended from its default implementation in theDirector class. Theimplementation in theDEDirector
classadvances the current timeof the DE subsystem to the current timeof the outerdomain, thencalls
super.transferlnputs(). It is done in order to correctly associate tokens seen at the input ports of the
opaque composite actor, if any, with events at thecurrent timeof theouterdomain, toH/en these
eventsinto the global eventqueue. This mechanism is, in fact, how the DE subsystem synchronize its
current time, with the current time of the outer domain, ro„^g^(Recall that the DE director
advances timeby looking at the smallest timestampin the eventqueue of the DE subsystem). Specifi
cally,before the advancement of the current time of the DE subsystemtinner is less than or equal to the
touter advancement is equal to the

Requesting a refiring is done in the postfireO method of the DE director by calling the fireAtQ
method of the executive director. Its purpose is to ensure that events in the DE subsystemare processed

public void runO {
try {

while (true) {
// In initial state..
waitForNewInputs{);
i£ (R.hasTo)cen{0)) {

// Resetting.,
continue;

}
if (A.hasToken(O)) {

// Seen A..
lOPortO ports = {B,R};
waitForNewInputs(ports);
if (!R.hasTo)(en(0)) {

// Seen A then B..
0.broadcast (new DoubleTo)<en(l.O));

lOPortd ports2 = {R};
waitForNewInputs(ports2);

} else {
// Resetting
continue;

}
} else if (B.hasTo)cen(O)) {

// Seen B..
lOPortl] ports = {A,R};
waitForNewInputs(ports);
if (!R.hasTo)cen(0)) {
// Seen B then A..
0. broadcast (new DoubleTolcen (1.0));

IOPort[] ports2 = jR};
waitForNewInputs(ports2);

} else {
// Resetting
continue;

}
} // while (true)

} catch (IllegalActionException e) {
getManagerO.notifyListenersOfExcepcion(e);

)

FIGURE 15.11. The run() method of the ABRO actor.
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on time with respect to the current time of the outer domain, tauter
Note that if the DE subsystem is fired due to the outer domain processing a refire request, then

theremay not be any tokensin the input port of the opaquecomposite actor at the beginning of the DE
subsystem iteration. In that case, no new events with time stamps equal to will be put into the
global event queue. Interestingly, in this case, the time synchronization will still work because
will be advanced to the smallest time stamp in the global event queue which, in turn, has to be equal

tauter because wealways request a refire according to thattime stamp.

15.6.2 Another Domain inside DE

Dueto its nature, theopaque composite actoris opaque andtherefore, as far as theDEDirector is
concerned, behaves exactly like a domain polymorphic actor. Recall that domain polymorphic actors
are treatedas functions with zero delay in computation time. To produceevents in the future, domain
polymorphic actors request arefire from the DE director and then produce the events when itis refired.
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FIGURE 15.12. Anexample ofheterogeneous and hierarchical composition. TheCTsubsystem andDE
subsystem are inside anoutermost DE system. This example isdeveloped byJieLiu [S?].
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16.1 Purpose of the Domain

The synchronous dataflow (SDF) domain is useful for modeling simple dataflow systemswithout
complicated flow of control, such as signal processing systems. Under the SDF domain, the execution
order of actors is statically determined prior to execution. This results in execution with minimal over
head, as well as bounded memory usage and a guarantee that deadlock will never occur. This domains
is specialized, and may not alwaysbe suitable. Applications that requiredynamicscheduling could use
the process networks (PN) domain instead, for example.

16.2 Using SDF

There are three issues that must be addressed when using the SDF domain;

• Deadlock

• Consistency of data rates

• The value of the iterations parameter

This section will present a short description of these issues. For a more complete description, see
section 16.3.

16.2.1 Deadlock

Consider the SDF model shown in figure 16.1. This actor has a feedback loop from the output of
the AddSubtract actor back to its own input. Attempting to run the model results in the exception
shown at the right in the figure. The director is unable to schedule the model because the input of the
AddSubtract actordepends on data from its own output. In general, feedback loops can result in such
conditions.
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The fix for such deadlock conditions is to use the SampleDelay actor, shown highlighted in figure
16.2.This actor injects into the feedback loop an initial token, the value of which is given by the initia-
lOutputs parameter of the actor. In the figure, this parameter has the value {0}. This is an arraywith a
single token,an integerwith value0. A double delay with initial values 0 and 1can be specified using
a two element array, such as {0, 1}.

It is important to note that it is occasionally necessary to add a delay that is not in a feedback loop
to match the delay of an in input with the delay around a feedback loop. It can sometimes be tricky to
see exactly where such delays should be placed without fully considering the flow of the initial tokens
described above.

Display

AddSubtract

FIGURE 16.1. An SDF model that deadlocks.

Display

Actors remain that cannot be scheduled;

.deadlockAddSubtract

.deadlockOisplay

Dismiss Display Stacklrace

AddSubtract SampleDela

initlalOutputs:

Commit i Add Remove EditStyles Cancel

FIGURE 16.2. The model of figure 16.1 corrected with an instance of SampleDelay in the feedback loop.
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16.2.2 Consistency of data rates

Consider the SDF model shown in figure 16.3. The model is attempting to plot a sinewave and its
downsampled counterpart. However, thereis an error because the numberof tokens on eachchannel of
the input port of the plotter can neverbe made the same. The DownSample actor declares that it con
sumes 2 tokens using the tokenConsumptionRate parameter of its input port. Its output port similarly
declares that it produces only one token, so there will onlybe halfas many tokens being plotted from
the DownSample actor as from the Sinewave.

The fixedmodel is shown in figure 16.4, whichuses two separate plotters. When the model is exe
cuted, the plotter on the bottom will fire twice as often as the plotter on the top, since must consume
twice as many tokens. Notice that the problem appears because one of the actors (in this case, the
DownSample actor) produces or consumes more than one token on one of its ports. One easy way to
ensure rateconsistency is to useactors thatonly produce andconsume onetoken at a time. This special
case is known as homogeneous SDF. Note that actors like the Sequence plotter which do not specify
rate parameters are assumed to behomogeneous. Formore specific information about the rate parame-

DownSample

SequencePlotterSinewave

No solution exists forthe balance equations.

Graph is not consistent underthe SDF domain

Dismiss Display Stacklrace

FIGURE 16.3. An SDF model with inconsistent rates.

DownSample SequencePlotter

SequencePlotter3Sinewave

FIGURE 16.4. Figure 16.3modifiedto haveconsistentrates.
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ters and how they are used for scheduling, see section 16.3.1.

16.2.3 How many iterations?

Onefinal issue when using the SDFdomain concerns the value of the iterations parameter of the
SDF director. In homogeneous models one token is usually produced for every iteration. However,
when token rates other than one are used, more than one interesting output value may be created for
each iteration. For example, consider figure 16.5 which contains a model that plots the Fast Fourier
Transform of the input signal. The important thing to realize about this model is that the FFT actor
declares that it consumes 256 tokens from its input port and produces 256 tokens from its output port,
corresponding to an order 8 FFT. This means that only one iteration is necessary to produce all 256
values of the FFT.

Contrast this with the model in figure 16.6. This model plots the individual values of the signal.
Here 256 iterationsare necessaryto see the entire input signal, sinceonly one output value is plottedin
each iteration.

16.3 Properties of the SDF domain

SDF is an untimed model of computation. All actors under SDF consume input tokens, perform
theircomputation andproduce outputs in one atomic operation. If an SDFmodel is embedded within a
timed model, then the SDF model will behave as a zero-delay actor.

In addition, SDF is a statically scheduled domain. The firing of a composite actor corresponds to a

16-4

SDF

Pulse FFT SequencePlotterS

FIGURE 16.5. A modelthat plotsthe Fast FourierTransform of a signal.Onlyone iteration mustbe exe
cuted to plot all 256 valuesof the FFT,since the FFT actorproducesandconsumes 256 tokenseach firing.

SDF

Pulse SequencePlotterS

FIGURE 16.6. A model that plots the values of a signal. 256 iterations must be executed to plot the entire
signal.
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single iteration of the contained(16.3.1) model. An SDF iterationconsistsof one executionof the pre-
calculated SDF schedule. The schedule is calculated so that the number of tokens on each relation is

the same at the end of an iteration as at the beginning. Thus, an infinite number of iterations can be
executed, without deadlock or infinite accumulation of tokens on each relation.

Executionin SDF is extremely efficientbecauseof the scheduled execution. However, in order to
execute so efficiently, some extra information must be given to the scheduler. Most importantly, the
data rates on each port must be declared prior to execution. The data rate represents the number of
tokens produced orconsumed on a port during every firing^ In addition, explicit data delays must be
addedto feedback loops to prevent deadlock. At the beginning of execution, and any time these data
rates change, the schedule must be recomputed. If this happens often, then theadvantages ofscheduled
execution can quickly be lost.

16.3.1 Scheduling

Thefirst step in constructing the schedule is to solve the balance equations [53]. These equations
determine the numberof timeseach actorwill fire duringan iteration. Forexample, considerthe model
infigure 16.7. This model implies the following system ofequations, where ProductionRate and Con-
sumptionRate are declared properties of each port, and Firings is a property ofeach actor that will be
solved for:

FiringsiA)XProductionRate(Al) = Firings(B) XConsumptionRate(Bl)

FiringsiA) XProductionRate(A2) = FiringsiC) XConsumptionRate(C\)

Firings(C) x ProductionRateiCl) = Firings(B) XConsumptionRate(B2)

These equations express constraints that the number of tokens created ona relation during aniteration
is equal to the number of tokens consumed. These equations usually have an infinite number of lin
early dependent solutions, and theleast positive integer solution for Firings ischosen asthe^rwg vec
tor, or the repetitions vector.

The second step in constructing an SDFschedule is dataflow analysis. Dataflow analysis orders
the firing of actors, based on the relations between them. Since each relation represents the flow of
data, the actor producing data must fire before theconsuming actor. Converting these data dependen
cies to a sequential list of properly scheduled actors is equivalent to topologically sorting the SDF
graph, if the graph isacyclic^. Dataflow graphs with cycles cause somewhat ofa problem, since such

1 Di

-—4
A

J
jy

FIGURE 16.7. An example SDF model.

1. Thisis known as multirate SDF, where arbitrary ratesareallowed. Notto beconfused with homogeneous SDF,
where the data rates are fixed to be one.
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graphs cannot be topologically sorted. In order to determine which actor ofthe loop to fire first, adata
delay must be explicitly inserted somewhere in the cycle. This delay is represented by an initial token
created by one ofthe output ports in the cycle during initialization ofthe model. The presence ofthe
delay allows the scheduler to break the dependency cycle and determine which actor in the cycle to fire
first. In Ptolemy 11. the initial token (or tokens) can be sent from any port, as long as the port declares
aninitProduction property. However, because this is such a common operation inSDF, the Delay actor
(see section 16.5) isprovided that can be inserted ina feedback look tobreak the cycle. Cyclic graphs
not properly annotated with delays cannot be executed under SDF. An example ofacyclic graph prop
erly annotated witha delayis shown in figure 16.8.

In some cases, a non-zero solution to thebalance equations does notexist. Such models aresaidto
be inconsistent, and cannot be executed under SDF. Inconsistent graphs inevitably result in either
deadlock or unbounded memory usage forany schedule. As such, inconsistent graphs are usually bugs
in the design ofa model. However, inconsistent graphs can still be executed using the PN domain, if
the behavior is truly necessary. Examples of consistent and inconsistent graphs are shown in figure
16.9.

16.3.2 Hierarchical Scheduling

So far, we have assumed that the SDFgraph is not hierarchical. The simplest way to schedule a
hierarchical SDF model is flatten the model to remove the hierarchy, and then schedule the model as
usual. This technique allows the most efficient schedule tobe constructed for a model, and avoids cer
tain composability problems when creating hierarchical models. In Ptolemy II, amodel created using a
transparent composite actor todefine the hierarchy is scheduled inexactly this way.

Ptolemy n also supports a stronger version ofhierarchy, inthe form ofopaque composite actors. In
this case, the hierarchical actor appears tobenodifferent from the outside than anatomic actor with no

E4

01: SDI- d'lC-ClCr

FIGURE 16.8. Aconsistent cyclic graph, properly annotated with delays. Aone token delay is represented
by a black circle. E3 isresponsible for setting the tokenlnitProduction parameter on itsoutput port, and creat
ing the two tokens during initialization. This graph can beexecuted using the schedule El, El, E2, E3, E3.

2. Note thatthetopological sortdoes notcorrespond toa unique total ordering over theactors. Furthermore, espe
cially inmultirate models it may bepossible tointerleave the firings ofactors that fire more than once. This can
result inmany possible schedules that represent different performance trade-offs. We anticipate that future
schedulers will beimplemented totake advantage ofthese trade-offs. For more information about these trade
offs, see [47].
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hierarchy. The SDF domain does not have any information about the contained model, other than the
rate parameters that may be specified on the ports of the composite actor. The SDF domain is designed
so that it automatically sets the rates of external ports when the schedule is computed. Most other
domains are designed (conveniently enough) so that their models are compatible with default rate
properties assumed by the SDF domain. For a complete description of these defaults, see the descrip
tion of the SDFScheduler class in section 16.4.2.

16.4 Software Architecture

The SDF kernel package implements the SDF model of computation. The structure of the classes
in this package is shown in figure 16.10.

16.4.1 SDF Director

The SDFDirector class extends the StaticSchedulingDirector class. When an SDF director is cre
ated, it is automatically associated with an instance of the default scheduler class, SDFScheduler. This
scheduler is intended to be relatively fast, but not designed to optimize for any particular performance
goal. The SDF director does not currently restrict the schedulers that may be used with it. For more
information about SDF schedulers, see section 16.4.2.

The director has a parameter, iterations, which determines a limit on the number of times the
director wishes tobe fired ^ After the director has been fired the given number oftimes, itwill always
return false in its postfire() method, indicating that it does not wish to be fired again. The iterations
parameter must contain a non-negative integer value. The default value is an IntToken with value 0,
indicating that there is no preset limit for the number of times the director will fire. Users will likely

nr
01. SDF env'Cloi
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1 B1
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FIGURE 16.9. Two models, with each port annotated with the appropriate rate properties. The model on the
top is consistent,and can be executed usingthe scheduleA, A, C, B, B. The modelon the bottom is inconsis
tent because tokens will accumulate between ports C2 and B2.

1. This parameter acts similarly to the Time-to-Stop parameter in Ptolemy Classic.
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specify a non-zero value inthe director of the toplevel composite actor asthe number oftoplevel itera
tions of the model.

The SDF directoralso has a vectorizationFactor parameterthat can be used to requestvectorized
execution of a model. This parameter suggests thatthedirector modify theschedule so thatinstead of
firing each actoronly once, it is fired vectorizationFactor times using the vectorized iterate method.
Thespecified factor serves only asa suggestion, and thedirector is free to ignore it or to usea different
factor. The vectorizationFactor parameter must contain a positive integervalue. The default value is
an IntToken with valueone, indicating that no vectorization shouldbe done. Note that vectorizing the
execution of a model is not necessarily possible if the model contains feedback cycles. At the very
least, it is likely that the data delay specified for any cycle must be increased (possibly changing the
meaning of the model).
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FIGURE 16.10. The static stmcture of the SDF kernel classes.
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The newReceiverO method in SDF directors is overloaded to return instances of the SDFReceiver
class. This receiver contains optimized method for reading and writing blocks of tokens. For more
information about SDF receivers, see section 16.4.3.

16.4.2 SDF Scheduler

The basic SDFScheduler derives directly from the Scheduler class. This scheduler provides
unlooped, sequential schedules suitable for use on a single processor. No attempt is made to optimize
the schedule by minimizing data buffer sizes, minimizing the size of the schedule, or detecting paral
lelism to allow execution on multiple processors. We anticipate that more elaborate schedulers capable
of these optimizations will be added in the future.

The scheduling algorithm is based on the simple multirate algorithm in [53]. Currently, only single
processor schedules are supported. The multirate scheduling algorithm relies on the actors in the sys
tem to declare the data rates of each port. The data rates of ports are specified using three parameters
on each port named tokenConsumptionRate, tokenProductionRate^ and tokenlnitProduction. The pro
duction parameters are valid only for output ports, while the consumption parameter is valid only for
input ports. If a parameter exists that is not valid for a given port, then the value of the parameter must
be zero, or the scheduler will throw an exception. If a valid parameter is not specified when the sched
uler runs, then default values of the parameters will be assumed, however the parameters are not then
created^

After scheduling, the SDF scheduler will set the rate parameters on any external ports of the com
posite actor. This allows a containing actor, which may represent an SDF model, to properly schedule
the contained model, as long as the contained model is scheduled first. To ensure this, the SDF director
forces the creation of the schedule after initializing all the actors in the model. This mechanism is illus
trated in the sequence diagram in figure 16.11.

Disconnected graphs. SDF graphs should generally be connected. If an SDF graph is not connected,
then there is some concurrency between the disconnected parts that is not captured by the SDF rate
parameters. In such cases, another model of computation (such as process networks) should be used to
explicitly specify the concurrency. As such, the current SDF scheduler disallows disconnected graphs,
and will throw an exception if you attempt to schedule such a graph. However, sometimes it is useful
to avoid introducing another model of computation, so it is possible that a future scheduler will allow
disconnected graphs with a default notion of concurrency.

Multiports. Notice that it is impossible to set a rate parameter on individual channels of a port. This is
intentional, and all the channels of an actor are assumed to have the same rate. For example, when the
AddSubtract actor fires under SDF, it will consume exactly one token from each channel of its input
plus port, consume one token from each channel of its minus port, and produce one token the single
channel of its output port. Notice that although the domain-polymorphic adder is written to be more
general than this (it will consume up to one token on each channel of the input port), the SDF sched
uler will ensure that there is always at least one token on each input port before the actor fires.

Dangling ports. All channels of a port are required to be connected to a remote port under the SDF
domain. A regular port that is not connected will always result in an exception being thrown by the

1. The assumed values correspond to a homogeneous actor with no data delay. Input ports are assumed to have a
consumption rate of one,outputportsare assumed to havea production rateof one, and no tokensare produced
during initialization.
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scheduler. However, the SDF schedulerdetects multiports that are not connectedto anything (and thus
have zero width). Such ports are interpreted to have no channels, and will be ignored by the SDF
scheduler.

16.4.3 SDF ports and receivers

Unlike most domains,multirateSDF systemstend to produceand consume large blocks of tokens
duringeachfiring. Sincetherecanbe significant overhead in datatransport for these largeblocks, SDF
receivers are optimized for sending and receiving a block of tokens en masse.

The SDFReceiver class implements the Receiver interface. Instead of using the FIFOQueue class
to store data, which is based on a linked list structure, SDF receivers use the ArrayFIFOQueue class,
which is based on a circular buffer. This choice is much more appropriate for SDF, since the size of the
buffer is bounded, and can bedetermined statically^

arCompositeActor

a.d:SDFDirector a.prlOPort

s1 :SDFScheduler

initializeO

etSchedulei

sc2:

Schedule

initialize!)

setRates

a.b;CompositeActor

a.b.d:SDFDirector a.b.p:IOPort

s2:SDFScheduler

initializeO

ge tRates

etSchedule

sol:

Schedule

setRates

FIGURE 16.11. The sequence of method calls during scheduling of a hierarchical model.

1. Although the buffer sizes can be statically determined, the current mechanism for creating receivers does not
easily support it. The SDF domain currently relies on the buffer expanding algorithm that the ArrayFIFOQueue
uses to implement circular buffers of unbounded size. Although there is some overhead during the first iteration,
the overhead is minimal during subsequent iterations (since the buffer is guaranteed never to grow larger).
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The SDFIOPort class extends the lypedlOPort class. It exists mainly for convenience when creat
ing actors in the SDF domain. It provides convenience methods for setting and accessing the rate
parameters used by the SDF scheduler.

16.4.4 ArrayFIFOQueue

The ArrayFIFOQueue class implements a first in, first out (FIFO) queue by means of a circular
array buffer^ Functionally it is very similar to the FIFOQueue class, although with different enqueue
and dequeue performance. It provides a token history and an adjustable, possibly unspecified, bound
on the number token it contains.

If the boundon the size is specified,then the array is exactly the size of the bound. In other words,
the queue is full when the array becomes full. However, if the bound is unspecified, then the circular
buffer is given a small starting size and allowed to grow. Whenever the circularbuffer fills up, it is
copiedinto a new bufferthat is twice the original size.

16.5 Actors

Most domain-polymorphic actors canbe used under theSDFdomain. However, actors thatdepend
on a notion of timemaynot workas expected. Forexample, in thecaseof a TimedPlotter actor, all data
will be plotted at time zero when used in SDF. In general, domain-polymorphic actors (such as
AddSubtract) are written to consume at most one token from each input port and produce exactly one
token on each output port duringeach firing. UnderSDF, such an actor will be assumedto have a rate
of oneon eachport, andtheactorwillconsume exactly one token from eachinput portduring eachfir
ing. There is oneactor thatis normally only used in SDF: theDelay actor. Thedelay actor is provided
to make it simple to build models with feedback, by automatically handling the tokenlnitProduction
parameter and providing a way to specify the tokens that are created.

Delay
Ports: input (Token), output (Token).
Parameters: initialOutputs (ArrayToken).

During initialization, create a token ontheoutput foreachtoken in theinitialOutputs array. During
each firing, consumeone token on the input and produce the same token on the output.

Adding an array of objects to an ArrayFIFOQueue is implemented using thejava.lang.system.arraycopy
method. Thismethod is capable of safely removing certain checks required by theJavalanguage. OnmostJava
implementations, this issignificantly faster than a hand coded loop forlarge arrays. However, depending onthe
Java implementation it could actually beslower for small arrays. The cost is usually negligible, butcan be
avoided when the size of the array is small and known when the actor is written.
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17.1 Introduction

Finite state machines (FSMs) have been used extensively in designing sequential control logic.
There are two major reasons behind their use. First, FSMs are a very intuitive way to capturecontrol
logic and makeit easier to communicate a design. Second, FSMs have been the subject of a long his
toryof research work. Many formal analysis and verification methods have beendeveloped for them.

In theirsimple flat form, FSMmodels havea keyweakness: thenumber of states in an FSMmodel
can get quite laige evenfor a moderately complex system. Such models quickly become chaotic and
incomprehensible when one tries to model a system having many concurrent activities. The problem
can be solved by introducing hierarchical organization into FSM models and using them in combina
tion withconcurrency models. DavidHarelfirst usedthis approach whenhe introduced theStatecharts
formalism [34].

The Statecharts formalism extends the conventional FSM model in three aspects: hierarchical
decomposition of states, concurrent composition of FSMs in a synchronous-reactive fashion, and a
broadcastcommunication mechanism betweenconcurrentcomponents. Whilehow these extensions fit
together was notcompletely specified in [34], Harel's work stimulated a lotof interest in the approach.
Consequently, there isa proliferation ofvariants of the Statecharts formalism [7], each proposing adif
ferent wayto make theextensions fit intoa monolithic model. Unfortunately, in all these variants FSM
is combined with a particular concurrency model. The applicability of the resulting models is often
limited.

Based on thePtolemy philosophy of hierarchical composition of heterogeneous models of compu
tation, the *charts^ formalism [31] allows embedding hierarchical FSMs within a variety of concur
rency models. If tight synchronization is possible and desirable, then FSMs can be composed by the

1. Pronounced "starcharts."The star represents a wildcard thatcan be interpreted as matching multipleconcur
rency models.
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synchronous-reactive model. If the system has a global notion of time and components communicate
by time-stamped events, then FSMs can be composed by the discrete-event model. The rest of this
chapter focuses on how the FSM domain in Ptolemy II supports the *charts formalism.

17.2 Building FSMs in Vergil

An FSM model is contained by an instanceof FSMActor. The FSM model reacts to inputs to the
FSM actor by making state transitions. Actions such as sending tokens to the outputports of the FSM
actor can be associated with state transitions. In this section, we show how to construct and run a
model with an FSM actor in Vergil.

17.2.1 Alternate Mark Inversion Coder

Altemate Mark Inversion (AMI) is a simple digital transmission technique that encodes a bit
stream on a signal line as shown below:

1010010111010

+V

•V

The 0 bits are transmitted with voltage zero. The 1 bits are transmitted alternately with positive and
negative voltages. Onaverage, theresulting waveform will have noDCcomponent.

Wecan model an AMI coder with a two-state FSM shown in figure 17.2.To construct a Ptolemy II
model containing this coder, follow these steps:

1. Start Vergil, open a graph editor by selecting File ->New ->Graph Editor.

2. From utilities in the palette onthe left, drag an FSM actor to the graph. Rename the FSM actor
AMICoder.

3. Right click on AMICoder, select Configure Ports. Add an input port with name in and an output
port with name out to AMICoder.

4. Right click on AMICoder, select Look Inside. This will open an FSM editor for AMICoder. Note
that the ports ofAMICoder are placed at the upper left comer of the graph panel.

5. From the palette on the left, drag a state to the graph, rename it Positive. Drag another state tothe
graph, rename it Negative.

6. Control-drag from the Positive state to the Negative state tocreate a transition.

7. Double clickon the transition. Thiswillbring up the dialog boxshown in figure 17.1 for editing
the parameters of the transition.

8. Set guardExpression to in == l, and outputActions to out = l.

9. Createa transition from the Positivestate back to itselfwithguardexpression in == 0 and output
action out = 0.

10. Create a transition from theNegative state backto itselfwith guard expression in == 0 and out
put action out = 0.
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guardE3cpr0sslon:jin== i
outpiMctons: lout= 1

setMtjons:

preemptive:

Remove Edit Styles

FIGURE 17.1. The dialog box for editing parameters of a transition.

11. Create a transition from the Negative state to the Positive state with guard expression in == 1
and output action out = -l.

12. Right click on the background of the graph panel. Select Edit Parameters from the context menu.
This will bring up the dialog box for editing parameters of AMICoder. Set initialStateName to
Positive.

13. The construction of AMICoder is complete. It will look like what is shown in figure 17.2.

14. Return to the graph editor opened in step 1.

15. Drag a Pulse actor (from actor library, sources), a SequencePloiler (from actor library, sinks), and
an SDF director (from director library) to the graph.

16. Connect the actors as shown in figure 17.3.

17. Edit parameters of the Pulse actor: set indexes to {o, i, 2, 3, 4, 5}; set values to
{0, 1, 1, 1, 0, l}.

File View Edit Graph Help

lo B

in = = 0

out = C

FIGURE 17.2. Vergil FSM editor showing the AMICoder.
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SDF

Pulse SequencoPlotter

HGURE 17.3. An SDF model with the AMICoder.

18. The model construction is complete.

19. Select View -> Run Window from the menu. Set director iterations to 6 and execute the model. For
a better display ofthe result, open the setplot format dialog box, unselect connect and use various
marks.

17.3 The Implementation of FSMActor

The FSMActor-related classes in the FSM kernel package are shown in figure 17.4.
TheFSMActor class extends the CompositeEntity class andimplements the TypedActor interface.

An FSM actor contains states and transitions. The State class is a subclass of ComponentEntity. A
State has two ports: incomingPort, which links to incoming transitions to the state, and outgoingPort,
which links totransitions going out from the state. The Transition class is a subclass ofComponentRe-
lation. A transition links to exactly two ports: the outgoing port of its source state, and the incoming
port of its destination state.

17.3.1 Guard Expressions

The guard ofa transition isspecified by its guardExpression string attribute. Guard expressions are
parsed and evaluated using the Ptolemy II expression language (see the Data chapter for details).
Guard expressions should evaluate to a boolean value. Atransition isenabled if its guard expression
evaluates to true. Parameters of the FSM actor and input variables (defined below) can be used in
guard expressions.

Input variables represent the status and input value for each input port of the FSM actor. If the
input port is a single port, two variables are used: a status variable named porfVame_isPresent, and
a value variable named portName. If the input port isa multiport ofwidth n,2nvariables are used, two
foreach channel: a status variable named portName_channelIndex_isPresent, and a value variable
named portName_channellndex. The status variables will have boolean value true ifthere isa token at
the corresponding input, orfalse otherwise. The value variables have the same type as the correspond
ing input, and contain the token received from the input, ornull ifthere is no token. All input variables
are contained by the FSM actor.

In the following examples (and the examples in the next section), we assume that the FSM actor
has two input ports: a single port ml and a multiport in2 ofwidth 2; an output port out that isa multi-
port of width 2; and a parameter param.
• Guard expression: in2_0 + in2_l > lO. If the inputs from the two channels ofport in2 have a

total greater than 10, the transition isenabled. Note that ifone orboth channels ofport in2 do not
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have a token when this expressionis evaluated,an exceptionwill be thrown.
• Guard expression: inl_isPresent && inl > param. If there is input from port inl and the

valueof the input is greaterthanparanty the transition is enabled.

17.3.2 Actions

A transition can have a set of actions that produce output tokens or set parameters of the FSM
actor. Tomake FSM actors domain polymorphic (see section 3.5), especially forthem tobeoperational

•Interface.

TypwMctor I CompositeEnttty j

T

.InltlalStateNanie: StringAttribute
*_currentState: State
lt_lnputVariat)leMap; Map
atastChosenTransition: Transition

j

jcomponenlflelatloi^

-j
£

Transition

'fguanlExpression; StringAttribute
.outputActions; OutputActionsAttribute
.setActions: CommltActionsAttribute
.reset: Parameter (BooleanToken)
.preemptive; Parameter (BooleanToken)
.triggerExpressioo: Strin^ttrit>ute
.Transltion(container: FSMActor, name: String)
-lOhotceActionUstO: List
'fcommitActionListO: List
.destinationStateO: State
-tgetQuardExpressionO: String
'.getLatrelO; String
'tgetTriggeiExpressiORO: String
-fisEnatriectO: boolean
'MsPreemptiveO: boolean
'fisTriggeredO: boolean
.set6ua(dExpresslon(e)g>ression: String)
.setTriggeiExpression(exprasslon: String)
.souroeStateQ: State

.FSMActorO

.FSMActortwoilcspace: Woil<space)

.FSMActorfcontainer; Compo^eEntity. name: String)

.currantStateO: State

.getlnltialStateO: State

.resetO
*_ctioc6eTransition<transitlonUst; List); Transition
«_commitLastCtiosenTransitionO
«_crBateInpiitVari8t)las(port: Ty^lOPort)
t_isRefinenientOutput(poit; TypecllOPort, channet: int): boolean
v.removelnputVariableslporf; TyperflOPorf)
»_setlnputVariables(port: TypediOPoft. ctiannei: lot)

StrtngAttributa

0..1

IComponentEntity

t:

State

-fincomingPort: ComponentPorf
'MutgoingPoit: ComponentPorf
.relinementName: aringAttribute
-t^ateicontainer: GompositeEntity, name; String)
'tgetRefinementO: Typ^ctor
-•nonpreemptiyeTiansitionListO: List
.preemptiveTransiticnListQ: List

•Interface*
ChotcoAcOon

OutputAetionaAitribiite

'fOutputActIonsAttribute(trBnsitlon: Transition, name String)

f-

E
Action

-tActionltransitlon: Transition, name: String)
+exeaite()

AbttmetAeUonaAttrtbuta

•Interface-

CommttAction

-•AbstractAcbonsAttiaxrfeitransition: Transition, name: String)
'»execute()
»_gotDestination(nem0: String); NamgdObj

CommltAetionsAtblbute

•.CommltActionsAttributeitransitlon: Transition, name: String)

FIGURE 17.4. The UML static structure diagram of FSMActor-related classes.
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in domains having fixed-point semantics, two kinds of actions are defined: choice actions and commit
actions. Choice actions do not modify the extended state' of the FSM actor. They are executed when
the FSM actor is fired and the containing transition is enabled. Commit actions may modify the
extended state of the FSM actor. They are executed in postfire() if the containing transition was
enabled in the last firing of the FSM actor. Two marker interfaces are definedin the FSM kernel pack
age: ChoiceAction, which is implemented by all choice action classes, and CommitAction, imple
mented by all commit action classes.

A transition has an outputActions attribute which is an instance of OutputActionsAttribute. The
OutputActionsAttribute classallows the user to specify a listof semicolon separated output actions of
the form destination = expression. The expression can use parameters of the FSM actor and
input variables. The destination is either a portname, in which case the result token from evaluating
theexpression is broadcast to all channels of the port, or of the form portName (channelindex), in
which case the result tokenis sent to the specifiedchannel.Output actionsare choiceactions.
• outputActions: out = inl_isPresent ? inl : 0.Broadcast the input from port mi, or0 if

there is no input from inl, to the two channels of out.
• outputActions: out (0) = param; out(l) = param + i. Send the value ofparamtothe first

channel of out, and the value of param plus 1 to the second channel.
A transition has a setActions attribute which is an instance of CommitActionsAttribute. The Com-

mitActionsAttribute classallows theuserto specify a list of semicolon separated commit actions of the
form destination = expression. Theexpression canuse parameters of the FSM actorandinput
variables. The destination is a parameter name.

• setActions: param = param + (inl_isPresent ? inl ; 0). Theinput values from portmi
are accumulated in param.

It is worth noting that parameter values are persistent. If not properly initialized, the parameter t in the
above example will retain itsaccumulated value from previous model executions. Auseful approach is
to build the FSM model such that the initial state has an outgoing transition with guard expression
true, and use the set actions of this transition for parameter initialization.

17.3.3 Execution

The methods that define the execution of an FSM actor are implemented as follows:
• preinitialize (): createreceivers and inputvariables for eachinputport;set current stateto

the initial state as specifiedby the initialStateName attribute.
• initialize {): perform domain-specific initialization by calling the initialize(Actor) method of

the director. Notethat in the example given in section 17.2.1, the director willbe the SDFdirector.
• prefire (): alwaysreturn true. An FSM actor is always ready to fire.
• fire 0 : set the values of input variables; choose theenabled transition among theoutgoing tran

sitions of the current state; execute the choice actions of the chosen transition.

• postfire (): execute thecommit actions of thelastchosen transition; change state to thedestina
tion state of that transition.

Non-deterministic FSMs are not allowed^. The fire() method checks whether there is more than one

1. The extended state of an FSM actor is the current state of the state machine it contains plus the set of current val
ues of its parameters.

2. This may change in future developments.
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FIGURE 17.5. A modal model example.

enabled transition from the current state. An exception is thrown if there is. In the case when there is
no enabled transition, the FSM will stay in its current state.

17.4 ModalModels

The FSM domain supports the ♦charts formalism with modal models. The concept of modal model
is illustrated in figure 17.5. M is a modal model with two operation modes. The modes are represented
by states of an FSM that controls mode switching. Each mode has a refinement that specifies the
behavior of the mode. InPtolemy II, a modal model' is constructed ina typed composite actor having
the FSM director as local director. The composite actor contains a mode controller (an FSM actor) and
a set of actors that model the refinements. The FSM director mediates the interaction with the outside

domain, and coordinates the execution of the refinements with the mode controller.

17.4.1 A Schmidt Trigger Example

In this section, we will illustrate how to build a modal model in Ptolemy II with a simple Schmidt
trigger example. The output from the Schmidt trigger will move from -1.0 to 1.0 when its input
becomes greater than 0.3, and will move back to -1.0 once its input becomes less than -0.3.

1. Open a Vergil graph editor. From utilities, drag a typed composite actor to the graph, rename it
SchmidtTrigger. Add an input port named in and an output port named out to it.

2. Look inside SchmidtTrigger. This will open a graph editor for it. In this graph editor, drag an FSM
actor to the graph, rename it Controller. Drag a typed composite actor to the graph, rename it
RefinementP. Drag another typed composite actor to the graph, rename it RefinementN.

3. Add an input port named in to Controller. Add an output port named out for both RefinementP and
RefinementN.

4. Look inside Controller. This will open an FSM editor for it. In this FSM editor, construct a two-
state FSM as shown in figure 17.6. Set the reset parameter of both transitions to true. Set refine
ment name of state P to RefinementP. Set refinement name of state N to RefinementN. Set ini

tial state name of Controller to n.

1. The current software architecture that supports modal models is experimental. A new approach based on higher
order functions is in progress.
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in > 0.3

in « -0.3

FIGURE 17.6. The mode controller for SchmidtTrigger.

5. Back to the graph editor for SchmidtTrigger. Look inside Refinement?.Build a model for it as
shown in figure 17.7. Set the value of Const to i. 0. Edit parametersof Pulse: set indexes to
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4},and values to {-2.0, -1.6, -1.2, -0.8, -0.4}.

6. Backto the grapheditor for SchmidtTrigger. LookinsideRefinementN. Build a modelfor it as
shownin figure 17.7. Set the valueof Const to -1. o. Edit parameters of Pulse: set indexesto
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, and values to {2.0, 1.6, 1.2, 0.8, 0.4}.

7. Backto the grapheditorfor SchmidtTrigger. Dragan FSM director to the graph. Set its controller-
Name to Controller. Connect the actors as shown in figure 17.8.

8. Backto the graph editoropened in step 1.Buildthe model as shown in figure 17.9. The model
generates an inputsignal (a sinusoid plusGaussian noise) for the SchmidtTrigger andplots itsout
put. Editparameters of Ramp: set init to -Pl/2, and step to Pl/20. Editparameters of Gaussian:
set standardDeviation to 0.2.

9. Run the model for 200 iterations. A sample result is shown in figure 17.10.

SDF Const

t:

out

Pulse
AddSubtract

FIGURE 17.7. Model for the refinements in SchmidtTrigger.

Controller FSM

ReftnementP

out

RefinementN ♦

FIGURE 17.8. The SchmidtTrigger modal model.
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Ramp TrigFunction
SDF

SchmidtTrigger

Gaussian
AddSubtract

I
SequencePlotter

FIGURE 17.9. The top-level model with the SchmidtTrigger.

U
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

xlO

FIGURE 17.10. Sample result of the model shown in figure 17.9.

17.4.2 Implementation

The classes in the FSM kernel package that support modal models are shown in figure 17.11. The
execution of a modal model is summarized below.

Director FSMActor

controller

0..1

FSMDlrector

•roontrollerName: StringAttrfbute

'fFSMDirectofO
+FSMDirector(worksp8ce: Workspace)
+FSMDirector(container: ComposlteEntity, name: String)
•»getContro(Ier(); FSMActor
#_currentLocalReceivers(port: lOPort): ReceivefQD

0..1

j ^

1..1 1 ! ComposlteAetor • g i

FIGURE 17.11. FSM kernel classes that support modal models.
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When a modal model is fired:

1. The FSM directortransfersthe input tokensfrom the outsidedomainto the modecontrollerand to
the refinement of its current state.

2. Thepreemptive transitions from thecurrent stateof the mode controller are examined. If there is
an enabled transition, execute the choice actions of the transition, go to step 5.

3. Fire the refinement of the current state,

4. Thenon-preemptive transitions from thecurrent state ofthemode controller areexamined. If there
is an enabled transition, execute the choice actions of the transition,

5. Any output token produced bythe mode controller or the refinement is transferred to the outside
domain.

To make a transition preemptive, set its preemptive parameter to true. The mode controller does not
change state during successive firings in one iteration in order to support outside domains that iterate
to a fixed point. In postfireO, if there is an enabled transition in the latest firing:

1, Execute the commit actions of the transition,

2, Set the current state of the mode controller to the destination state of the transition,

3, If the value of the reset parameter of the transition is true, the refinement ofthedestination state is
initialized,

17.4.3 Applications

Hybrid System Modeling. An HSDirector class that extends the FSMDirector class is created for mod
eling hybrid systems with FSMs and continuous-time (CT) models. An example ispresented insection
14,6,3, Execution control is discussed in section 14,7,6,

Communication Protocol Modeling. Hierarchical FSMs are used to model protocol control logic. The
timing characteristics of the communication channel are captured by discrete-event (DE) models. We
have applied this approach tothe alternating bit protocol. The detailed models can be found inthe FSM
domain demo directory (SFTII/ptolemy/domains/fsm/demo/ABF),
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18.1 Introduction

The communicating sequential processes (CSP) domain in Ptolemy II models a system as a net
work of sequential processes that communicate by passing messages synchronously through channels.
If a process is ready to send a message, it blocks until the receiving process is ready to accept the mes
sage. Similarly if a process is ready to accept a message, it blocks until the sending process is ready to
send the message. This model of computation is non-deterministic as a process can be blocked waiting
to send or receive on any number of channels. It is also highly concurrent.

The CSP domain is based on the model of computation (MoC) first proposed by Hoare [40][41] in
1978. In this MoC, a system is modeled as a network of processes communicate solely by passing mes
sages through unidirectional channels. The transfer of messages between processes is via rendezvous,
which means both the sending and receiving of messages from a channel are blocking: i.e. the sending
or receiving process stalls until the message is transferred. Some of the notation used here is borrowed
from Gregory Andrews' book on concurrent programming [4], which refers to rendezvous-based mes
sage passing as synchronous message passing.

Applications for the CSP domain include resource management and high level system modeling
early in the design cycle. Resource management is often required when modeling embedded systems,
and to further support this, a notion of time has been added to the model of computation used in the
domain. This differentiates our CSP model from those more commonly encountered, which do not typ
ically have any notion of time, although several versions of timed CSP have been proposed [38]. It
might thus be more accurate to refer to the domain using our model of computation as the 'Timed
CSP" domain, but since it can be used with and without time, it is simply referred to as the CSP
domain.
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18.2 Using CSP

There are two basic issues that must be addressed when using the CSP domain:

• Unconditional vs. conditional rendezvous

• Time

18.2.1 Unconditional vs. Conditional Rendezvous

The basic communication statements send() and get() correspond to rendezvous communication in
the CSP domain. Because of the domain framework, fact that a rendezvous is occurring on every com
munication is transparent to the actor code. However, this rendezvous is unconditional; an actor can
onlyattempt to communicate on oneport at a time. Torealize the full powerof theCSPdomain, which
allows non-deterministic rendezvous, it is necessary to write custom actors that use the conditional
communication constructs in the CSPActor base class. There are three steps involved:

1) Create a ConditionalReceive or ConditionalSend branch for each guarded communication state
ment, depending on the communication. Pass each branch a unique integer identifier, starting from
zero, when creating it.

2) Pass the branches to the chooseBranchO method in CSPActor. This method evaluates the
guards, anddecides which branch gets to rendezvous, performs therendezvous and returns theidenti
fication number of the branch that succeeded. If all of Ae guards were false, -1 is returned.

3) Execute the statements for the guarded communication that succeeded.

A sample template for executing a conditional communication is shown in figure 18.1. This tem
plate corresponds to theCDO construct in CSP, described in section 18.3.2. In creating the Condition
alSend and ConditionalReceive branches, the first argument represents the guard. The second and third

boolean continueCDO = true;

while (continueCDO) {
// step 1:
ConditionalBranchO branches = new ConditionalBranch[#branchesRequiredl
// Create a ConditionalReceive or a ConditionalSend for each branch
// e.g. branches[0] = new ConditionalReceive((guard), input, 0, 0);

// step 2:
int result = chooseBranch(branches);

// step 3:
if (result == 0) {

// execute statements associated with first branch
} else if (result ==1) {

// execute statements associated with second branch.
) else if ... // continue for each branch ID

} else if (result »= -1) {
// all guards were false so exit CDO.
continueCDO = false;

} else {
// error

}

FIGURE 18.1. Template for executing a CDO construct.
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arguments represent the port and channel tosend orreceive the message on. The fourth argument isthe
identifier assigned to thebranch. The choice of placing the guard in the constructor was made to keep
the syntax ofusing guarded communication statements tothe minimum, and tohave the branch classes
resemble the guarded communication statements they represent as closely as possible. This can give
riseto thecasewhere theToken specified in a ConditionalSend branch may notyetexist, but this has
no effectbecause oncethe guard is false, the token in a ConditionalSend is neverreferenced.

Thecode forusing a GIF is similar to thatin figure 18.1 except that thesurrounding while loop is
omittedand the case when the identifier returned is -1 does nothing. At some stage the steps involved
in using a GIF or a GDO may be automated using a pre-parser, but for now the user must follow the
approach described above.

Figure 18.2 shows some actual codebased on thetemplate above thatimplements a buffer process.
This process repeatedly rendezvous on its input portandits output port, buffering the data if the read
ingprocess is not yetready for the writing process. It is worth pointing outthat if most channels in a
model are buffered in this way, it may be more reasonable to create the modelin the PN domainwhich
implicitly has an unbounded bufferon every channel.

18.2.2 Time

The GSP domain does not currently use the fireAtO mechanism to model time. If an actor wishes
be delayed a certain amount of timeduring execution of the model, it mustderive from GSPActor. each
process in the GSPdomain is able to delayitself,eitherfor some periodfromthe currentmodeltimeor
until the next occasion time deadlock is reached at the current model time. The two methods to call are

delayO and waitForDeadlock(). If a processdelays itself for zero time from the current time, the pro-

boolean guard = false;
boolean continueCDO s true;
CondltionalBranch[] branches ° new ConditionalBranch(2];
while (continueCDO) (

// step 1
guard = {_size < depth);
branches[0] - new ConditionalReceive(guard, input. 0, 0);
guard = (_size > 0);
branches[1] = new ConditionalSend(guard, output, 0, 1, _buffer[_readFroral)

// step 2
int successfulBranch = chooseBranch(branches);

11 step 3
if (successfulBranch as 0) {

_size++;
_buffer [_writeTo] = branches[0] .getTo)cen() ;
_writeTo = ++_writeTo % depth;

} else if (successfulBranch == i) {
_size--;
_readFrom = ++_readFrom %depth;

} else if (successfulBranch == -1) {
// all gueirds false so exit CDC
// Note this cannot happen in this case
continueCDO = false;

} else {
throw new TerminateProcessException(getName() + +

"branch id returned during execution of CDO.");

}

FIGURE 18.2. Code used to implement the buffer process described in figure 18.1.
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cess will continue immediately. Thus delay(0.0) is not equivalent to waitForDeadlockO
As far as each processis concerned, time can only increase whileit is blocked waiting to rendez

vous or when it is delayed. A processcan be aware of the current model time, but it should only ever
affect the model time by delayingits execution, thus forcing time to advance. The method setCurrent-
Time() shouldnever be called froma process.However, if no processes are delayed, it is possibleto set
the model time by calling the setCurrentTimeO method of the director. However, this method is
presentonly for composingCSP with other domains.

By default every model in theCSPdomain is timed. Touse CSP without a notion of time, simply
do not use the delayO method. Theinfrastructure supporting time does notaffect themodel execution
if this method is not used. For more information about the semantics of Timed CSP models, see section
18.3.4

18.3 Properties of the CSP Domain

At the core of CSP communication semantics are two fundamental ideas. First is the notion of
atomic communication and second is the notion of nondeterministic choice. It is worth mentioning a
related model of computation known as the calculus of communicating systems (CCS) that was inde
pendently developed byRobin Milner in 1980 [65]. The communication semantics of CSP are identi
cal to those of CCS.

18.3.1 Atomic Communication: Rendezvous

Atomic communication is carried out via rendezvous and implies that the sending and receiving of
a message occur simultaneously. During rendezvous both the sending and receiving processes block
until theother side is ready tocommunicate; the act of sending and receiving is indistinguishable activ
ities since one can not happen without the other. A real world analogy to rendezvous can befound in
telephone communications (without answering machines). Both the caller and callee must be simulta
neously present for a phone conversation to occur. Figure 18.3 shows the case where one process is
ready to send before the other process is ready to receive. The communication of information in this
way can be viewed as a distributed assignment statement.

Process A Process B

progress send(B, msg)

blocked

transfer of data

t

FIGURE 18.3. Illustrating how processes block waiting to rendezvous

receive(A, var)

/ •

\

>
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The sending process places somedata in the message that it wants to send. The receiving process
assigns the data in the message to a local variable. Of course, the receiving process may decide to
ignore thecontents of themessage andonly concern itselfwith thefact thata message arrived.

18.3.2 Choice: Nondeterministic Rendezvous

Nondeterministic choice provides processes with the ability to randomly select between a set of
possible atomic communications. We refer to this ability as nondeterministic rendezvous and herein
lies much of the expressiveness of the CSP modelof computation. The CSP domainimplements non-
deterministic rendezvous via guarded communication statements. A guarded communication state
ment has the form

guard; conununication => statements;

Theguard is only allowed to reference localvariables, and its evaluation cannotchangethe stateof the
process. For example it is not allowed to assign to variables, only reference them. The communication
must be a simple send or receive, i.e. another conditional communication statement cannot be placed
here. Statements can contain any arbitrary sequence of statements, including more conditional commu
nications.

If the guard is false, then the communication is not attempted and the statements are not executed.
If the guard is true, then the communication is attempted, and if it succeeds, the following statements
are executed. The guard may be omitted, in which case it is assumed to be true.

There are two conditional communication constructs built upon the guarded communication state
ments: CEF and CDO. These are analogous to the //" and while statements in most programming lan
guages. They should be read as "conditional if and "conditional do". Note that each guarded
communication statement represents one branch of the CIF or CDO. The communication statement in
each branch can be either a send or a receive, and they can be mixed freely.

CIF: The form of a CIF is

CIF {
G1;C1 => SI;

[]
G2;C2 => S2;

[]

}

For each branch in the CIF, the guard (G7, G2,...) is evaluated. If it is true (or absent, which
implies true), then the associated communication statement is enabled. If one or more branch is
enabled, then the entire construct blocks until one of the communications succeeds. If more than one
branch is enabled, the choice of which enabled branch succeeds with its communication is made non-
deterministically. Once the successful communication is carried out, the associated statements are exe
cuted and the process continues. If all of the guards are false, then the process continues executing
statements after the end of the CIF.

It is important to note that, although this construct is analogous to the common (/"programming
construct, its behavior is very different. In particular, all guards of the branches are evaluated concur-
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rently, and the choiceof whichone succeeds doesnot depend on its position in the construct. The nota
tion "[]" is used to hint at the parallelism in the evaluation of the guards. In a common if, the branches
are evaluated sequentially and the first branch that is evaluated to true is executed. The CIF construct
alsodepends on thesemantics of theconununication between processes, andcanthusstalltheprogress
of the tiuread if none of the enabled branches is able to rendezvous.

CDO: The form of the CDO is

CDO {
G1;C1 => SI;

[]
G2;C2 => S2;

[]

}

The behavior of the CDO is similar to the CIF in that for each branch the guard is evaluated and
the choice of which enabled communication to make is taken non-deterministically. However, the
CDO repeats the process of evaluating and executing the branches until all the guards return false.
When this happens theprocess continues executing statements after theCDO construct.

An example use ofa CDO isinabuffer process which can both accept and send messages, but has
tobeready todoboth atany stage. The code for this would look similar tothat infigure 18.4. Note that
in this case both guards can never be simultaneously false so this process will execute the CDO for
ever.

18.3.3 Deadlock

A deadlock situation is one in which none of the processes can make progress: they are all either
blocked trying to rendezvous or they are delayed (see the next section). Thus, two types of deadlock
can be distinguished:

real deadlock - all active processes are blocked trying to communicate

time deadlock - all active processes are either blocked trying tocommunicate orare delayed, and at
least one processes is delayed.

18.3.4 Time

In the CSP domain, time is centralized. That is, all processes in a model share the same time,
referred to as thecurrent model time. Each process canonly choose to delay itselffor some period rel
ative to the current model time, or a process can wait for time deadlock to occur at thecurrent model
time. In both cases, a process is said to be delayed.

When a process delays itself for some length of time from the current model time, it is suspended

CDO {
(room in buffer?); receive(input, beginningOfBuffer) => update pointer to beginning of buffer;

(messages in buffer?); 8end(output, endOfBuffer) => update pointer to end of buffer;
}

FIGURE 18.4. Example of how a CDOmightbe used in a buffer
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until time has sufficiently advanced, at which stage it wakes up and continues. If the process delays
itself for zero time, this will have no effect and the process will continue executing.

Aprocess can also choose todelay itsexecution until the next occasion a time deadlock is reached.
The process resumes atthe same model time atwhich itdelayed, arid this isuseful as a model can have
several sequences of actions at thesame model time. The next occasion time deadlock is reached, any
processes delayed in this manner will continue, and time will not be advanced. An example of using
time in this manner can be found in section 18.5.2.

Time may be advanced when all the processes are delayed or are blocked trying to rendezvous,
andat leastoneprocess is delayed. If oneor moreprocesses are delaying untila time deadlock occurs,
these processes arewoken upand time is not advanced. Otherwise, the current model time is advanced
just enough to wake up at leastone process. Notethat thereis a semantic difference between a process
delaying forzerotime, which will have noeffect, anda process delaying until thenextoccasion a time
deadlock is reached.

Note also that time,as perceived by a single process, cannot change during its normal execution;
onlyat rendezvous points or when the process delays can time change. A process can be aware of the
centralized time, but it cannot influence the current model time except by delaying itself. The choice
for modeling timewasin part influenced by Pamela [30], a run timelibrary that is usedto model paral
lel programs.

18.3.5 Differences from Original CSP Model as Proposed by Hoare

The model of computation used by the CSP domain differs from the original CSP [40] model in
two ways. First, a notion of time has been added. The original proposal had no notion of time, although
there have been several proposals for timed CSP [38]. Second, as mentionedin section 18.3.2,it is pos
sible to use both send and receive in guarded communication statements. The original model only
allowed receives to appear in these statements, though Hoare subsequently extended their scope to
allow both communication primitives [41].

One final thing to note is that in much of the CSP literature, send is denoted using a "!", pro
nounced "bang", and receive is denoted using a "?", pronounced "query". This syntax was what was
used in the original CSP paper by Hoare. For example, the languages Occam [15] and Lotos [23] both
follow this syntax.In the CSP domain in Ptolemy II we use send and get, the choice of which is influ
enced by the desire to maintain uniformity of syntax across domains in Ptolemy II that use message
passing. This supports the heterogeneity principle in Ptolemy II which enables the construction and
inter-operability of executable models tiiat are built under a variety of models of computation. Simi
larly, the notation used in the CSP domain for conditional communication constructsdiffers from that
commonly found in the CSP literamre.

18.4 The CSP Software Architecture

18.4.1 Class Structure

In a CSP model, the director is an instance of CSPDirector. Since the model is controlled by a
CSPDirector, all the receivers in the ports are CSPReceivers. The combination of the CSPDirector and
CSPReceivers in the ports gives a model CSP semantics. The CSP domain associates each channel
with exactly one receiver, located at the receiving end of the channel. Thus any process that sends or
receives to any channel will rendezvous at a CSPReceiver. Figure 18.5 shows the static structure dia-
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gram of thefive main classes in the CSPkernel, anda few of theirassociations. These are theclasses
that provide all the infrastructureneeded for a CSP model.

CSPDirector: This gives a model CSP semantics. It takes care of starting all the processes andcon
trols/responds to both real and time deadlocks. It also maintains and advances the model time when
necessary.

CSPReceiver: This ensures that communication of messages between processes is via rendezvous.

CSPActor: This adds the notionof time and the ability to perform conditional communication.

ConditionalReceive, ConditionalSend: This is used to construct the guarded communication state
ments necessary for the conditionalcommunicationconstructs.

18.4.2 Starting the model

The director creates a thread for each actor under its control in its initializeO method. It also
invokes the initializeO method oneach actor at this time. The director starts thethreads in its prefireO
method, and detects and responds to deadlocks in its fire() method. The thread for each actor is an
instance of ProcessThread, which invokes the prefire(), fireQ and postfireO methods for theactor until
it finishes or is terminated. It then invokes the wrapupQmethod and the thread dies.

Figure 18.7 shows the code executed by the ProcessThread class. Note that itmakes no assumption
about the actor it isexecuting, soitcan execute any domain-polymorphic actor aswell asCSP domain-
specific actors. In fact, any other domain actor that does not rely on the specifics ofits parent domain
can be executed in the CSP domain by the ProcessThread.

18.4.3 Detecting deadlocks:

For deadlock detection, the director maintains three counts:

• the number ofactive processes which are threads that have started but have not yet finished
• the number ofblocked processes which is the number ofprocesses that are blocked waiting toren

dezvous, and

director. initializeO =>

create a thread for each actor

update count of active processes with the director
call initializeO on each actor

director.prefire 0 => start the process threads =>
calls actor.prefireO
calls actor.fire0

calls actor.postfireO
repeat.

director.fire0 => handle deadlocks until a real deadlock occurs,

director.postfire 0 =>
return a boolean indicating if the execution of the model should continue for another iteration

director.wrapupO => terminate all the processes =>
calls actor.wrapup0
decrease the count of active processes with the director

FIGURE 18.6. Sequence of steps involved insetting upandcontrolling themodel.
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FIGURE 18.5. Static structure diagram for classes in the CSP kernel.
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• the number of delayed processes, which is the number of processes waiting for time to advance
plus the number of processes waiting for time deadlock to occur at the current model time.
When the number of blocked processes equals the number of active processes, then real deadlock

has occurred and the fire method of the director returns. When the number of blocked plus the number
of delayed processesequals the number of active processes, and at least one process is delayed, then
time deadlockhas occurred. If at least one processis delayedwaitingfor time deadlockto occur at the
current model time, then the director wakes up all such processes and does not advance time. Other
wise the director looks at its list of processes waiting for time to advance, chooses the earliest one and
advances time sufficiently to wake it up. It also wakes up any other processes due to be awakened at
the new time. The director checks for deadlock each occasion a process blocks, delays or dies.

For the director to work correctly, these three counts need to be accurateat all stagesof the model
execution, so when they are updated becomes important. Keeping the active count accurate is rela
tively simple; the director increases it when it starts the thread, and decreases it when the thread dies.
Likewise the count of delayed processes is straightforward; when a process delays, it increases the
count of delayed processes, andthedirector keeps track of when to wake it up. Thecount is decreased
when a delayed process resumes.

However, due to the conditional communication constructs, keeping the blocked count accurate
requires a littlemore effort. Fora basic sendor receive, a process is registered as being blocked when
it arrives at the rendezvous point before the matching communication. The blocked count is then
decreased by one when the corresponding communication arrives. However what happens when an
actor is carrying outa conditional communication construct? In this case the process keeps track of all
of the branches for which the guards were true,and whenall of thoseare blockedtryingto rendezvous,
it registers the process as being blocked. When one of the branches succeeds with a rendezvous, the
process is registered as being unblocked.

public void run() {
try {

boolean iterate true;

while (iterate) {
// container is checked for null to detect the termination
// of the actor,
iterate ° false;
if ((Entity)_actor).getContainerO != null && _actor.prefire())

_actor.fire();
iterate « actor.postfireO ;

}
}

} catch (TerminateProcessException t) {
// Process was terminated early

) catch (lllegalActionException e) {
_niauiager.fireExecutionError(e);

} finally {
try {

_actor.wrapup();
} catch (IllegalActionExeption e) {

_memager.fireExecutionError(e);
}
director.decreaseActiveCount 0;

FIGURE 18.7. Code executed by ProcessThread.run().
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18.4.4 Terminating the model

A processcan finish in one of two ways:either by returningfalse in its piefire()or postfireO meth
ods, in which case it is said to have finished normally, or by being terminated early by a TerminatePro-
cessException. For example,if a sourceprocessis intendedto sendten tokensand then finish, it would
exit its fireO method after sending the tenth token, and return false in its postfireO method. This causes
the ProcessThread, see figure 18.7, representing the process, to exit the while loop and execute the
finally clause. The finally clause calls wrapupO on the actor it represents, decreases the count of active
processes in the director, and the thread representing the process dies.

A TerminateProcessException is thrown whenever a process tries to communicate via a channel
whose receiver has its finished flag set to true. When a TerminateProcessException is caught in Pro
cessThread, the finally clause is also executed and the thread representing the process dies.

To terminate the model, the director sets thefinished flag in each receiver. The next occasion a pro
cess tries to send to or receive from the channel associated with that receiver, a TerminateProcessEx
ception is thrown. This mechanism can also be used in a selective fashion to terminate early any
processes that communicate via a particular channel. When the director controlling the execution of
the model detects real deadlock, it returns from its fire() method. In the absence of hierarchy, this
causes the wrapupO method of the director to be invoked. It is the wrapupO method of the director that
sets the finished flag in each receiver. Note that the TerminateProcessException is a runtime exception
so it does not need to be declared as being thrown.

There is also the option of abruptly terminating all the processes in the model by calling termi-
nate() on the director. This method differs from the approach described in the previous paragraph in
that it stops all the threads immediately and does not give them a chance to update the model state.
After calling this method, the state of the model is unknown and so the model should be recreated after
calling this method. This method is only intended for situations when the execution of the model has
obviously gone wrong, and for it to finish normally would either take too long or could not happen. It
should rarely be called.

18.4.5 Pausing/Resuming the Model

Pausing and resuming a model does not affect the outcome of a particular execution of the model,
only the rate of progress. The execution of a model can be paused at any stage by calling the pause()
method on the director. This method is blocking, and will only return when the model execution has
been successfully paused. To pause the execution of a model, the director sets a paused flag in every
receiver, and the next occasion a process tries to send to or receive from the channel associated with
that receiver, it is paused. The whole model is paused when all the active processes are delayed, paused
or blocked. To resume the model, the resume() method can similarly be called on the director This
method resets the paused flag in every receiver and wakes up every process waiting on a receiver lock.
If a process was paused, it sees that it is no longer paused and continues. The ability to pause and
resume the execution of a model is intended primarily for user interface control.

18.5 Example CSP Applications

Several example applications have been developed which serve to illustrate the modeling capabili
ties of the CSP model of computation in Ptolemy II. Each demonstration incorporates several features
of CSP and the general Ptolemy II framework. The applications are described here, but not the code.
See the directory $PTII/ptolemy/domains/csp/demo for the code.
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The first demonstration, dining philosophers, serves as a natural example of core CSP communica
tion semantics. This demonstration models nondeterministic resource contention, e.g., five philoso
phers randomly accessing chopstick resources. Nondeterministic rendezvous serves as a natural
modeling tool for this example. The secondexample, hardware bus contention, models deterministic
resource contention in the context of time. As will be shown, the determinacy of this demonstration
constrains the natural nondeterminacy of the CSP semantics and results in difficulties. Fortunately
these difficulties can be smoothlycircumvented by the timing model that has been integratedinto the
CSP domain.

18.5.1 Dining Philosophers

Nondeterministic ResourceContention. This implementation of the diningphilosophers problemillus
trates both time and conditional communication in the CSP domain. Five philosophers are seated at a
table with a large bowl of food in the middle. Between each pairof philosophers is onechopstick, and
to eat, a philosopher needs both the chopsticks beside him. Each philosopher spends his life in the fol
lowing cycle: thinks fora while, gets hungry, picks upone ofthechopsticks beside him, then the other,
eatsfora while and puts thechopsticks down on the table again. If a philosopher tries to grab a chop-
stick butit is already being used by another philosopher, then thephilosopher waits until that chopstick
becomes available. Thisimplies thatno neighboring philosophers caneat at the same time andat most
two philosophers can eat at a time.

The Dining Philosophers problem was first proposed by Edsger W. Dijkstra in 1965. It is a classic
concurrent programming problem that illustrates thetwo basic properties ofconcurrent programming:

Liveness. Howcan we design the program to avoid deadlock, where noneof thephilosophers can
make progress because eachis waiting for someone elseto do something?

Fairness.How canwedesign theprogram to avoid starvation, where oneof the philosophers
couldmakeprogress but doesnot because others always go first?

This implementation uses an algorithm that lets each philosopher randomly chose which chopstick to
pick up first (via a CDO), and all philosophers eat and think at the same rates. Each philosopher and
each chopstick isrepresented by aseparate process. Each chopstick has tobeready to be used by either
philosopher beside it at any time, hence the use ofa CDO. After it isgrabbed, it blocks waiting for a
message from the philosopher that is using it. After a philosopher grabs both the chopsticks next to
him, he eats for a random time.This is represented by calling delayO with the random interval to eat
for. The same approach is used when a philosopher is thinking. Note that because messages are passed
byrendezvous, the blocking ofa philosopher when it cannot obtain a chopstick isobtained for free.

o o
o

FIGURE 18.8. Illustration of the dining philosophers problem.

o

= chopstick

= philosopher
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Thisalgorithm is fair, as any timea chopstick is notbeingused, andbothphilosophers try to use it,
theybothhavean equalchance of succeeding. However this algorithm doesnotguarantee the absence
of deadlock, and if it is let run long enough this will eventuallyoccur. The probability that deadlock
occurs sooner increases as the thinking times are decreased relative to the eating times.

18.5.2 Hardware Bus Contention

Deterministic Resource Contention. This demonstration consists of a controller, N processors and a
memory block, as shown in Figure 18.9. At randomly selected points in time, each processor requests
permission from the controllerto access the memoryblock.The processors each have prioritiesassoci
ated with them and in cases where there is a simultaneous memory access request, the controller grants
permission to the processor with the highest priority. Due to the atomic nature of rendezvous, it is
impossible for the controller to check priorities of incoming requests at the same time that requests are
occurring. To overcome this difficulty, an alarm is employed. The alarm is started by the controller
immediately following the first request for memory access at a given instant in time. It is awakened
when a delay block occurs to indicate to the controller that no more memory requests will occur at the
given point in time. Hence, the alarm uses CSP's notion of delay blocking to make deterministic an
inherently non-deterministic activity.

18.6 Technical Details

18.6.1 Rendezvous Algorithm

In CSP, the locking point for all communication between processes is the receiver. Any occasion a
process wishes to send or receive, it must first acquire the lock for the receiver associated with the
channel it is communicating over. Two key facts to keep in mind when reading the following algo
rithms are that each channel has exactly one receiver associated with it and that at most one process
can be trying to send to (or receive from) a channel at any stage. The constraint that each channel can
have at most one process trying to send to (or receive from) a channel at any stage is not currently
enforced, but an exception will be thrown if such a model is not constructed.

The rendezvous algorithm is entirely symmetric for the put() and the get(), except for the direction
the token is transferred. This helps reduce the deadlock situations that could arise and also makes the
interaction between processes more understandable and easier to explain. The algorithm controlling
how a get() proceeds is shown in figure 18.10. The algorithm for a put() is exactly the same except that

Memory Controller Alarm

Processor Processor

FIGURE 18.9. Illustration of the Hardware Bus Contention example.
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putandgetareswapped everywhere. Thus it suffices toexplain what happens when a get() arrives at a
receiver, i.e. whena process tries to receive from the channel associated withthe receiver.

When a get() arrives at a receiver, a put() is either already waiting to rendezvous or it is not. Both
the get() and put() methods are entirely synchronized on the receiver so they cannot happen simulta
neously (only one thread can possess a lock at any given time). Without loss of generality assume a
get() arrives before a put(). The rendezvous mechanism isbasically three steps: a get() arrives, a put()
arrives, the rendezvous completes.

CheckAndWait m—No

get arrives

put waiting?

put waiting - false

rendezvouscompiete »fal^^

rxitifyAIi

rendezvous

compiete?

Yes

FIGURE 18.10. Rendezvous algorithm.
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(1) When the get() arrives, it sees that it is first and sets a flag saying a get is waiting.It then waits
on the receiver lock while the flag is still true,

(2) Whena putQarrives, it sets the getWaiting flag to false, wakesup any threadswaiting on the
receiver (including the get), sets the rendezvousComplete flag to false and then waits on the
receiver while the rendezvousComplete flag is false,

(3) The thread executing the get() wakes up, sees that a put() has arrived, sets the rendezvousCom
plete flag to true, wakesup any threads waitingon the receiver, and returns thus releasing the lock.
The thread executing the put() then wakes up, acquires the receiver lock, sees that the rendezvous
is complete and returns.

Following the rendezvous, the state of the receiver is exactly the same as before the rendezvous
arrived, and it is ready to mediate another rendezvous. It is worth noting that the final step, of making
sure the second communication to arrive does not return until the rendezvous is complete, is necessary
to ensure that the correct token gets transferred. Consider the case again when a get() arrives first,
except now the put() returns immediately if a get() is already waiting. A put() arrives, places a token in
the receiver, sets the get waiting flag to false and returns. Now suppose another put() arrives before the
get() wakes up, which will happen if the thread the put() is in wins the race to obtain the lock on the
receiver. Then the second put() places a new token in the receiver and sets the put waiting flag to true.
Then the get() wakes up, and returns with the wrong token! This is known as a race condition, which
will lead to unintended behavior in the model. This situation is avoided by our design.

18.6.2 Conditional Communication Algorithm

There are two steps involved in executing a GIF or a CDO: first deciding which enabled branch
succeeds, then carrying out the rendezvous.

Built on top ofrendezvous:
When a conditional construct has more than one enabled branch (guard is true or absent), a new thread
is spawned for each enabled branch. The job of the chooseBranchO method is to control these threads
and to determine which branch should be allowed to successfully rendezvous. These threads and the
mechanism controlling them are entirely separate fi'om the rendezvous mechanism described in section
18.6.1, with the exception of one special case, which is described in section 18.6.3. Thus the condi
tional mechanism can be viewed as being built on top of basic rendezvous: conditional communication
knows about and needs basic rendezvous, but the opposite is not true. Again this is a design decision
which leads to making the interaction between threads easier to understand and is less prone to dead
lock as there are fewer interaction possibilities to consider.

which branch should succeed? )

^ ^ ~T
rendezvous

FIGURE 18.11. Conceptual view of how conditional communication is built on top of rendezvous.
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Choosing which branch succeeds.
The manner in which the choice of which branch can rendezvous is worth explaining. The choose-
BranchO method in CSPActor takes an array of branches as an argument. If all of the guards are false,
it returns -1, which indicates that all the branches failed. If exactly one of the guards is true, it performs
the rendezvous directly and returns the identification number of the successful branch. The interesting
case is when more than one guard is true. In this case, it creates and starts a new thread for each branch
whose guard is true. It then waits, on an internal lock, for one branch to succeed. At that point it gets
woken up, sets a finished flag in the remaining branches and waits for them to fail. When all the
threads representing the branches are finished, it returns the identification number of the successful
branch. This approach is designed to ensure that exactly one of the branches created successfully per
forms a rendezvous.

Algorithm used by each branch:
Similar to the approach followed for rendezvous, the algorithm by which a thread representing a
branch determines whether or not it can proceed is entirely symmetrical for a ConditionalSend and a
ConditionalReceive. The algorithm followed by a ConditionalReceive is shown figure 18.12. Again
the locking point is the receiver, and all code concerned with the communication is synchronized on
the receiver. The receiver is also where all necessary flags are stored.

Consider three cases.

(1) a ConditionalReceive arrives and a put is waiting.

In this case, the branch checks if it is the first branch to be ready to rendezvous, and if so, it is goes
ahead and executes a get. If it is not the first, it waits on the receiver. When it wakes up, it checks
if it is still alive. If it is not, it registers that it has failed and dies. If it is still alive, it starts again by
trying to be the first branch to rendezvous. Note that a put cannot disappear.

(2) a ConditionalReceive arrives and a conditionalSend is waiting

When both sides are conditional branches, it is up to the branch that arrives second to check
whether the rendezvous can proceed. If both branches are the first to try to rendezvous, the Condi
tionalReceive executes a get(), notifies its parent that it succeeded, issues a notifyAll() on the
receiver and dies. If not, it checks whether it has been terminated by chooseBranch(). If it has, it
registers with chooseBranch() that it has failedand dies. If it has not, it returns to the start of the
algorithm and tries again. This is because a ConditionalSend could disappear. Note that the parent
of the first branch to arrive at the receiver needs to be stored for the purpose of checking if both
branches are the first to arrive.

This part of the algorithm is somewhat subtle. When the second conditional branch arrives at the
rendezvous point it checks that both sides are the first to try to rendezvous for their respective pro
cesses. If so, then the ConditionalReceive executes a get(), so that the conditionalSend is never
aware that a ConditionalReceive arrived: it only sees the get().

(3) a ConditionalReceive arrives first.

It sets a flag in the receiver that it is waiting, then waits on the receiver. When it wakes up, it
checks whether it has been killed by chooseBranch. If it has, it registers with chooseBranch that it
has failed and dies. Otherwise it checks if a put is waiting. It only needs to check if a put is waiting
because if a conditionalSend arrived, it would have behaved as in case (2) above. If a put is wait
ing, the branch checks if it is the first branch to be ready to rendezvous, and if so it is goes ahead
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and executes a get. If it is not the first, it waits on the receiver and tries again.

18.6.3 Modification of Rendezvous Algorithm

Consider the case when a conditional send arrives before a get. If all the branches in the condi
tional communication that the conditional send is a part of are blocked, then the process will register
itself as blocked with the director. Then the get comes along, and even though a conditional send is
waiting, it too would register itself as blocked. This leads to one too many processes being registered
as blocked, which could lead to premature deadlock detection.

To avoid this, it is necessary to modify the algorithm used for rendezvous slightly. The change to

Case 1 Case 3 Case 2

Rstum

Yoo

ilmt branch

Rolum

No

FIGURE 18.12. Algorithm used to determine if a conditional rendezvous branch succeeds or fails
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the algorithmis shown in the dashed ellipse in figure 18.13. It does not affect the algorithm except in
the case when a conditional send is waiting when a get arrives at the receiver. In this case the process
that calls the get should wait on the receiveruntil the conditional send waitingflag is false. If the con
ditional send succeeded, and hence executed a put, then the get waiting flag and the conditional send
waiting flag should bothbe false and the actorproceeds through to the thirdstep of the rendezvous. If
the conditional send failed, it will have reset the conditional send waiting flag and issued a notifyAll()
on the receiver, thus waking up the get and allowing it to properly wait for a put.

The samereasoning alsoapplies to the casewhen a conditional receive arrives at a receiver before
a put.
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FIGURE 18.13. Modification of rendezvousalgorithm, section 18.6.3,shown in ellipse.
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Author: John S. Davis II

19.1 Introduction

The distributed discrete event (DDE) model of computation incorporates a distributed notion of
time into a dataflow style of communication. Time progresses in a DDE model when the actors in the
model execute and communicate. Actors in a DDE model communicate by sending messages through
bounded, FIFO channels. Time in a DDE model is distributed and localized, and the actors of a DDE
model each maintain their own local notion of the current time. Local time information is shared

between two connected actors whenever a communication between said actors occurs. Conversely,
communication between two connected actors can occur only when constraints on the relative local
time information of the actors are adhered to.

The DDE domain is based on distributed discrete event processing and leverages a wealth of
researchdevoted to this topic. Several tutorialpublications on this topic exist in [19][27][43][67]. The
DDE domain implements a specific variant of distributed discrete event systems (DDES) as
expoundedby Chandyand Misra [19]. Whilethe DDEdomainhas similarities with DDES,the distrib
uted discrete event domain serves as a framework for studying DDES with two special emphases. First
we consider DDES from a dataflow perspective; we view DDE as an implementation of the Kahn data
flow model [45] with distributed time added on top. Second we study DDES not with the goal of
improvingexecutionspeed (as has beenthe case traditionally). Insteadwe studyDDESto learn its use
fulness in modeling and designing systems that are timed and distributed.

19.2 Using DDE

The DDE domain is typed so that actors used in a model must be derived from ptolemy/actor/
TypedAtomicActor. The DDEdomain is designed to usebothDDEspecific actors as wellas polymor
phicactors. DDEspecific actors take advantage of DDEActor and DDEIOPort which are designed to
provide convenient support for specifying timein theproduction andconsumption of tokens. TheDDE
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domain also has special restrictions on how feedback is specified in models.

19.2.1 DDEActor

The DDE model of computation makes one very strong assumption about the execution of an
actor: all inputports of an actor operating in a DDE model must be regularly polled to determine
which inputchannelhas the oldestpendingevent. Anyactor that adheres to this assumption can oper
ate in a DDEmodel. Thus,many polymorphic actors found in ptolemy/actor/Dib, gui] are suitable for
operation in DDE models. Forconvenience, DDEActor was developed to simplify the construction of
actors that have DDE semantics. DDEActor has three key methods as follows:

getNextToken(). This method polls each input port of an actor and returns the (non-Null) token that
represents theoldest event. This method blocks accordingly as outlined in section 19.3.1 (Conununi-
cating Time).

getLastPorti). This method returns the input lOPort from which the last (non-Null) token was con
sumed. Thismethod presumes thatgetNextToken() is being usedfor token consumption.

19.2.2 DDEIOPort

DDEIOPort extends TypedlOPort with parameters for specifying time stamp values of tokens that
arebeing sent to neighboring actors. Since DDEIOPort extends TypedlOPort, use of DDEIOPorts will
not violate the type resolution protocol. DDEIOPort is not necessary to facilitate communication
between actors executing in a DDE model; standard TypedlOPorts aresufficient in most communica
tion. DDEIOPorts become useful when the time stamp to be associated with an outgoing token is
greater than the current time of the sending actor. Hence, DDEIOPorts are only useful in conjunction
with delay actors (see "Enabling Communication: Advancing Time" onpage 19-3, for a definition of
delayactor). Mostpolymorphic actors available for Ptolemy 11 are not delay actors.

19.2.3 Feedback Topologies

In order to execute feedback topologies that will not deadlock, FeedBackDelay actors must be
used. FeedBackDelay is found in the DDE kernel package. FeedBackDelay actors do not perform
computation, but instead increment the time stamps of tokens that flow through them by a specified
delay. The delay value of a FeedBackDelay actor must bechosen to be less than the delta time of the
feedback cycle in which the FeedBackDelay actor is contained. Elaborate delay values can be speci
fied byoverriding the getDelayO method insubclasses of FeedBackDelay. An example of such can be
found in ptolemy/domains/dde/demo/LocalZeno/ZenoDelay.java.

A difficulty found in feedback cycles occurs in the initialization of a model's execution. In figure
19.1 we see that even if ActorB is a FeedBackDelay actor, the system willdeadlock if the firstevent is
created by A since C will block on an event from B. To alleviate this problem a special time stamp

Actor B

Actor D

Actor A Actor C

FIGURE 19.1. Initializing Feedback Topologies
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value has been reserved: PrioritizedTimedQueue.IGNORE. When an actor encounters an event with a
time stamp of IGNORE (an ignore event), the actor will ignore the event and the input channel it is
associated with. The actor then considers the other input channels in determining the next available
event. After a non-ignore event is encountered and consumed by the actor, all ignore events will be
cleared from the receivers. If all of an actor's input channels contain ignore events, then the actor will
clear all ignore events and then proceed with normal operation.

The initialize method of FeedBackDelay produces an ignore event. Thus, in figure 19.1, if R is a
FeedBackDelay actor, the ignore event it produces will be sent to C's upper input channel allowing C
to consume the first event of A. The production of null tokens and feedback delays will then be suffi
cient to continue execution from that point on. Note that the production of an ignore event by a Feed
BackDelay actor serves as a major distinction between it and all other actors. If a delay is desired
simply to represent the computational delay ofa given model, a FeedBackDelay actor should not be
used.

The intricate operation of ignore events requires special consideration when determining the posi
tion of a FeedBac^elay actor in a feedback topology. A FeedBackDelay actor should be placed so
that the ignore event it produces will be ignored in deference to the first real event that enters a feed
back cycle. Thus, choosing actor D as a FeedBackDelay actor in figure 19.1 would not be useful given
that the first real event entering the cycle is created by A.

19.3 Properties of the DDE domain

Operationally, the semantics of the DDE domain can be separated into two functionalities. The
first functionality relates to how time advances during the communication of data and how communi
cation proceeds via blocking reads and writes. The second functionality considers how a DDE model
prevents deadlock due to local time dependencies. The technique for preventing deadlock involves the
communication of null messages that consist solely of local time information.

19.3.1 Enabling Communication: Advancing Time

Communicating Tokens. A DDE model consists of a network of sequential actors that are connected
via unidirectional, bounded, FIFO queues. Tokens are sent from a sending actor to a receiving actor by
placing a token in the appropriate queue where the token is stored until the receiving actor consumes it.
If a process attempts to read a token from a queue that is empty, then the process will block until a
token becomes available on the channel. If a process attempts to write a token to a queue that is full,
then the process will block until space becomes available for more tokens in that queue. Note that this
blocking read/write paradigm is equivalent to the operational semantics found in non-timed process
networks (PN) as implemented in Ptolemy II (see the PN Domain chapter).

If all processes in a DDE model simultaneously block, then the model deadlocks. Deadlock that is
due to processes that are either waiting to read from an empty queue, read blocks, or waiting to write to
a full queue, write blocks, then we say that the model has experienced non-timed deadlock. Non-timed
deadlock is equivalent to the notion of deadlock found in bounded process networks scheduling prob
lems as outlined by Parks [75]. If a non-timed deadlock is due to a model that consists solely of pro
cesses that are read blocked, then we say that a real deadlock has occurred and the model is terminated.
If a non-timed deadlock is due to a model that consists of at least one process that is write blocked,
then the capacity of the full queues are increased until deadlock no longer exists. Such deadlocks are
called artificial deadlock, and the policy of increasing the capacity of full queues was shown by Parks
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to guarantee the execution of a model in bounded memory whenever possible.

Communicating Time. Each actor in a DDE model maintains a local notion of time. Any non-negative
real number may serve as a valid value of time. As tokens are communicated between actors, time
stampsare associated witheach token. Whenever an actorconsumes a token,the actor's current timeis
set to be equal to that of the consumed token's time stamp. The time stamp value applied to outgoing
tokens of an actor is equivalent to that actor's output time. For actors that model a process in which
there is delaybetweenincomingtime stampsand corresponding outgoingtime stamps, then the output
time is alwaysgreater than the current time; otherwise, the output time is equal to the current time. We
refer to actors of the former case as delay actors.

For a givenqueue containing timestamped tokens, the timestamp of the first token currently con
tained by the queue is referred to as the receiver time of the queue. If a queue is empty, its receiver
timeis the valueof the timestampassociated withthe last token to flow through thequeue, or 0.0 if no
tokens havetraveled through thequeue. Anactormayconsume a tokenfrom an inputqueuegiventhat
the queue has a token available andthe receiver timeof thequeue is less thanthe receiver times of all
other inputqueues contained by the actor. If the queue with the smallest receiver time is empty, then
the actor blocks until this queue receives a token, at which time the actor considers the updated
receiver time in selecting a queue to read from. The last time of a queue is the time stamp of the last
token to be placed in thequeue. If no tokens have beenplaced in the queue, thenthe last timeis 0.0

Figure 19.2 shows three actors, each with three input queues. Actor A has two tokens available on
the top queue, no tokensavailable on the middle queue and one token available on the bottomqueue.
The receiver timesof the top, middle andbottom queueare respectively, 17.0,12.0and 15.0. Sincethe
queue with the minimum receiver time (the middle queue) is empty, A blocks on this queue before it
proceeds. In thecaseof actorB, the minimum receiver time belongs to the bottom queue. Thus, Bpro
ceeds by consuming the token found on thebottom queue. After consuming thistoken, Bcompares all
of its receiver times to determine which token it can consume next. Actor C is an example of an actor
thatcontains multiple input queues with identical receiver times. Toaccommodate this situation, each
actor assigns a unique priority to each input queue. Anactor canconsume a token from a queue if no
other queue has a lower receiver time andif allqueues that have an identical receiver time also have a
lower priority.

Eachreceiver hasa completion time that is set during the initialization of a model. Thecompletion
time of thereceiver specifies thetime afterwhich the receiver will no longer operate. If thetime stamp
of the oldest token in a receiverexceedsthe completion time, then that receiverwill becomeinactive.

19.3.2 Maintaining Communication: Null Tokens

Deadlocks can occur in a DDE model in a form that differs from the deadlocks described in the
previous section. This alternative form of deadlock occurs when an actor read blocks on an input port
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FIGURE 19.2. DDE actors and local time.
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even though it containsother ports with tokens. The topologyof a DDE modelcan lead to deadlockas
read blocked actors wait on each other for time stamped tokens that will never appear. Figure 19.3
illustrates this problem. In this topology, consider a situation in which actor A only creates tokens on
its lower output queue. This will lead to tokens being created on actor Cs output queue but no tokens
will be created on S's output queue (since B has no tokens to consume). This situation results in D read
blocking indefinitely on its upper input queue even though it is clear that no tokens will ever flow
throughthis queue.The result: timeddeadlock!The situationshownin figure 19.3is only one example
of timed deadlock. In fact there are two types of timed deadlock:aadfeedback.

Figure 19.3 is an example of feedforward deadlock. Feedforward deadlock occurs when a set of
connected actors are deadlocked such that all actors in the set are read blocked and at least one of the

actors in the set is read blocked on an input queue that has a receiver time that is less than the local
clock of the input queue's source actor. In the example shown above, the upper input queue of B has a
receiver time of 0.0 even though the local clock of A has advanced to 8.0.

Feedback deadlock occurs when a set of cyclically connected actors are deadlocked such that all
actors in the set are read blocked and at least one actor in the set, say actor X, is read blocked on an
input queue that can read tokens which are directly or indirectly a result of output from that same actor
(actor X). Figure 19.4 is an example of feedback timed deadlock. Note that B can not produce an output
based on the consumption of the token timestamped at 5.0 because it must wait for a token on the
upper input that depends on the output of B\

Preventing Feedforward Timed Deadlock. To address feedforward timed deadlock, null tokens are
employed. A null token provides an actor with a means of communicating time advancement even
though data {real tokens) are not being transmitted. Whenever an actor consumes a token, it places a
null token on each of its output queues such that the time stamp of the null token is equal to the current
time of the actor. Thus, if actor A of figure 19.3, produced a token on its lower output queue at time
5.0, it would also produce a null token on its upper output queue at time 5.0.

If an actor encounters a null token on one of its input queues, then the actor does the following.
First it consumes the tokens of all other input queues it contains given that the other input queues have
receiver times that are less than or equal to the time stamp of the null token. Next the actor removes the
null token from the input queue and sets its current time to equal the time stamp of the null token. The
actor then places null tokens time stamped to the current time on all output queues that have a last time
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FIGURE 19.3. Timed deadlock (feedforward).
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FIGURE 19.4. Timed Deadlock (Feedback)
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that is less then the actor's current time. As an example, if B in figure 19.3consumesa null token on its
input witha time stampof 5.0 then it wouldalso produce a null tokenon its outputwith a timestamp
of 5.0.

The result of using null tokens is that time information is evenly propagated through a model's
topology. The beauty of null tokens is that they inform actors of inactivity in other components of a
model without requiring centralized dissemination of this information. Given the use of null tokens,
feedforward timed deadlockis preventedin the executionof DDE models. It is importantto recogmze
that null tokens are usedsolelyfor the purposeof avoiding deadlocks. Null tokensdo not represent any
actual components of the physical system being modeled. Hence, wedo not think of a null token as a
real token. Furthermore, the production of a null token that is the direct result of theconsumption of a
null token is not considered computation from the standpoint of the system being modeled. Theideaof
null tokens was first espoused by Chandy and Misra [19].

Preventing Feedback Timed Deadlock. We address feedback timed deadlock as follows. All feedback
loops are required to have a cumulative time stamp increment that is greater than zero. Inother words,
feedback loops arerequired tocontain delay actors. Peacock, Wong and Manning [76] have shown that
a necessary condition for feedback timed deadlock is that a feedback loop must contain no delay
actors. The delay value (delay = output time - current time) of a delay actor must bechosen wisely; it
must be less then the smallest delta time of all other actors contained in the same feedback loop. Delta
time is the difference between the time stamps of a tokenthat is consumed by an actorand the corre
sponding token that is produced in direct response. If a system being modeled has characteristics that
prevent a fixed, positive lower bound on delta time from being specified, then our approach can not
solve feedback timed deadlock. Such a situation is referred to as a Zeno condition. An application
involving anapproximated 2^nocondition is discussed in section 19.5 below.

The DDE software architecture provides one delay actor for use in preventing feedback timed
deadlock: FeedBackDelay. See "Feedback Topologies" on page 19-2 for further details about this
actor.

19.3.3 Alternative Distributed Discrete Event Methods

The field of distributed discrete event simulation, also referred to as parallel discrete event simula
tion (PDES), has been an active area of research since the late 1970's [19][27][43][67][76]. Recently
there has been a resurgence ofactivity [5][6][11]. This is due in part to the wide availability ofdistrib
utedframeworks for hosting simulations andthe application of parallel simulation techniques to non-
research oriented domains. Forexample, several WWW search engines arebased on network of work
station technology.

The field of distributed discrete event simulation can be cast into two camps that are distinguished
by the blocking read approach taken by the actors. One camp was introduced by Chandy and Misra
[19][27] [67][76] and is known as conservative blocking. The second camp was introduced by David
Jefferson through the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Time Warp system and is referred to as the optimistic
approach [43][27]. Incertain problems, the optimistic approach executes faster than the conservative
approach, nevertheless, the gains inspeed result insignificant increases inprogram memory. The con
servative approach does not perform faster than the optimistic approach but it executes efficiently for
all classes of discrete event systems. Given the modeling semantics emphasis of Ptolemy II, perfor
mance (speed) is not considered a premium. Furthermore, Ptolemy II's embedded systems emphasis
suggests that memory constraints are likely. For these reasons, the implementation found in the DDE
domain follows the conservative approach.
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19.4 The DDE Software Architecture

For a model to have DDE semantics, it must have a DDEDirector controlling it. This ensures that
the receivers in the ports are DDEReceivers. Each actor in a DDE model is under the control of a
DDEThread. DDEThreads contain a TimeKeeper that manages the local notion of time that is associ
ated with the DDEThread's actor.

19.4.1 Local Time Management

The UML diagram of the local time management system of the DDE domain is shown in figure
19.5 and consists of PrioritizedTimedQueue, DDEReceiver, DDEThread and TimeKeeper. Since time
is localized, the DDEDirector does not have a direct role in this process. Note that DDEReceiver is
derived from PrioritizedTimedQueue. The primary purpose of PrioritizedTimedQueue is to keep track
of a receiver's local time information. DDEReceiver adds blocking read/write functionality to Priori
tizedTimedQueue.
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FIGURE 19.5. Key Classes for Locally Managing Time,
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When a DDEDirector is initialized, it instantiates a DDEThread for each actor that the director
manages. DDEThread is derived from ProcessThread. The ProcessThread class provides functionality
that is common to all of the process domains (e.g., CSP, DDE and PN). The directors of all process
domains (including DDE) assign a single actor to each ProcessThread. ProcessThreads takeresponsi
bility of their assigned actor's execution by invoking the iteration methods of the actor. The iteration
methods are prefire(), fire() and postfireO; ProcessThreads also invoke wrapupO on the actors they
control.

DDEThread extends the functionality of ProcessThread. Upon instantiation, a DDEThread creates
a TimeKeeper object and assigns this object totheactor that it controls. TheTimeKeeper gets access to
each of the DDEReceivers that the actor contains. Each of the receivers can access the TimeKeeper
and through the TimeKeeper the receivers can then determine their relative receiver times. With this
information, thereceivers arefully equipped toapply theappropriate blocking rules as they getandput
time stamped tokens.

DDEReceivers use a dynamic approach to accessing the DDEThread and TimeKeeper. To ensure
domain polymorphism, actors (DDE orotherwise) do not have static references tothe TimeKeeper and
DDEThread that they are controlled by. To ensure simplified mutability support, DDEReceivers do
not have a static reference to TimeKeepers. Access to the local time management facilities is accom
plished via the Java Thread.currentThreadO method. Using this method, a DDEReceiver dynanucally
accesses the thread responsible for invoking it. Presumably the calling thread is a DDEThread and
appropriate steps are taken if it is not. Once the DDEThread is accessed, the corresponding Time-
Keeper can be accessed as well. The DDE domain uses this approach extensively in DDERe-
ceiver.put(Token)and DDEReceiver.get().

DDEReceiver.put(Token) isderived from the Receiver interface and isaccessible by all actors and
domains. To facilitate local time advancement, DDEReceiver has a second put() method that has a
time argument: DDEReceiver,put(Token, double). This second DDE-specific version ofput() is taken
advantage of without extensive code by using Thread.currentThreadO. DDEReceiver.putO is shown
below:

public void put(Token token)^ {
Thread thread = Thread.currentThread();

double time = _lastTime;
if{ thread instanceof DDEThread ) {

TimeKeeper timekeeper = ((DDEThread)thread).getTimeKeeper();
time = timekeeper.getOutputTime0;}

}
put ( token, time )^

Similar uses of Thread.currentThreadO are found throughout DDEReceiver and DDEDirector. Note
that while Thread.currentThreadO can bequite advantageous, it means that if some methods are called
by an inappropriate thread, problems may occur. Such an issue makes code testing difficult.

19.4.2 Detecting Deadlock

The otherkernelclassesof the DDE domain are shown in figure 19.6. The purpose of the DDEDi
rector is todetect and (ifpossible) resolve timed and/or non-timed deadlock of the model it controls.

1. DDEReceiver.put(Token) isequivalent tothe put() signature ofthe ptolemy.actor.Receiver interface.
2. Polymorphic actors need not beaware ofDDE-specific code such asDDEReceiver.put(Token, Double).
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Whenever a receiver blocks, it informs the director. The director keeps track of the number of active
processes, and the number of processes that are eitherblocked on a reador write. Artificial deadlocks
are resolved by increasing the queue capacity of write-blockedreceivers.

Note the distinction between internal and external read blocks in DDEDirector's package friendly
methods. The current release of DDE assumes that actors that execute according to a DDE model of
computation are atomicrather than composite. In a future Ptolemy II release, composite actorswill be
facilitated in the DDE domain. At that time, it will be important to distinguish internal and external
read blocks. Until then, only internal read blocks are in use.

19.4.3 Ending Execution

Execution of a model ends if either an unresolvable deadlock occurs, the director's completion
time is exceeded by all of the actors it manages, or early termination is requested (e.g., by a user inter
face button). The director's completion time is set via the public stopTime parameter of DDEDirector.
The completiontime is passed on to each DDEReceiver. If a receiver's receiver time exceeds the com
pletion time, then the receiver becomes inactive. If all receivers of an actor become inactive and the
actor is not a source actor, then the actor will end execution and its wrapupO method will be caUed. In
such a scenario, the actor is said to have terminated normally.

Early terminations and unresolvable deadlocks share a common mechanism for ending execution.
Each DDEReceiver has a boolean _terminate flag. If the flag is set to true, then the receiver will
throw a TerminateProcessException the next time any of its methods are invoked. TerminatePro-
cessExceptions are part of the ptolemy/actor/process package and ProcessThreads know to end
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FIGURE 19.6. Additional Classes in the DDE Kernel.
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an actor's execution if this exception is caught. In the case of unresolvabledeadlock, the _tenninate
flag of all blocked receivers is set to true. The receivers are then awakened from blocking and they
each throw the exception,

19.5 Example DDE Applications

To illustrate distributed discrete event execution, we have developed an applet that features a feed
back topology and incorporates polymorphic aswell asDDE specific actors. The model, shown in fig
ure 19.7, consists of a single source actor (ptolemy/actor/lib/Clock) andan upper and lower branch of
four actors each. The upper and lower branches have identical topologies and are fed an identical
stream of tokens from the Clock source with the exception that in the lower branch ZenoDelay
replaces FeedBackDelay.

As with all feedback topologies in DDE (and DE) models, a positive time delay is necessary in
feedback loops toprevent deadlock. If the time delay of a given loop is lower bounded byzero butcan
not beguaranteed tobe greater than a fixed positive value, then a Zeno condition occurs inwhich time
will not advance beyond a certain point even though the actors of the feedback loop continue to exe
cute without deadlocking. ZenoDelay extends FeedBackDelay and is designed so that a Zeno condi
tion will be encountered. When executionof the model begins, both FeedBackDelay and ZenoDelay
are used to feed back null tokens into Wire so that the model does not deadlock. After local time
exceeds a preset value, ZenoDelay reduces itsdelay sothat the lower branch approximates a Zeno con
dition.

Incentralized discrete event systems, Zeno conditions prevent progress in theentire model. This is
true because the feedback cycle experiencing the Zeno condition prevents time from advancing in the
entire model. In contrast, distributed discrete event systems localize Zeno conditions as much as is
possible based on the topology ofthe system. Thus, aZeno condition can exist in the lower branch and
the upper branch will continue its execution unimpeded. Localizing Zeno conditions can be useful in
large scale modeling in which a Zeno condition may not be discovered until a great deal of time has
beeninvested in execution of the model. In such situations, partial datacollection may proceed priorto
correction of the delayerror that resulted in the Zeno condition.

FeedBackDelay

Wire DoubleFork

Clock

Wire DoubleFork

ZenoDelay

FIGURE 19.7. Localized Zeno condition topology.
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20.1 Introduction

The process networks (PN) domain in Ptolemy II models a system as a networkof processes that
communicate with each other by passing messages through unidirectional first-in-first-out (FIFO)
channels. A processblocks when trying to read from an empty channeluntil a messagebecomesavail
able on it. This model of computation is deterministic in the sense that the sequence of values commu
nicated on the channels is completely determined by the model. Consequently, a process network can
be evaluated using a complete parallel or sequential schedule and every schedule in between, always
yielding the same output results for a given input sequence.

PN is a natural model for describing signal processing systems where infinite streams of data sam
ples are incrementally transformed by a collectionof processesexecutingin parallel.Embedded signal
processing systems are goodexamples of such systems. They are typically designed to operate indefi
nitely with limited resources. This behavior is naturally described as a process network that runs for
ever but with bounded buffering on the communication channels whenever possible.'

PN can also be used to model concurrency in the various hardware components of an embedded
system. The original process networks model of computation can model the functional behavior of
these systemsand test them for their functional correctness, but it cannot directly model their real-time
behavior. To address the involvement of time, we have extended the PN model such that it can include
the notion of time.

Some systemsmight displayadaptivebehaviorlike migrating code, agents,and arrivalsand depar
tures of processes. To support this adaptive behavior, we providea mutationmechanism that supports
addition, deletion, and changing of processes and channels. With untimed PN, this might display non-

1. In general, bounded buffers cannot beensured foran arbitrary process network. An important partof thedesign
of a process network concerns showing that the buffers are, in fact,bounded. Synchronous dataflow models are
an importanttype of processnetwork whichalways have bounded buffers.
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determinism, while with timed-PN, it becomes deterministic.

The PN model of computation is a superset of the synchronous dataflow model of computation
(see the SDFDomain chapter). Consequently, any SDFactorcanbe usedwithin thePN domain. Simi
larly any domain-polymorphic actor can be used in the PN domain. However, the execution of the
model is very differentfrom SDF, since a separateprocessis createdfor each of actor. These processes
are implemented as Java threads [72].

20.2 Using PN

There are two issues to be dealt with in the PN domain:

• Deadlock in feedback loops

• Designing actors

20.2.1 Deadlock in Feedback Loops

Feedback loops must behandled in much the same way as in the SDF actor. One of the actors in
thefeedback loop must create a number of tokens inits feedback loop inorder tobreak thedata depen
dency. Just like in the SDF domain, the SampleDelay actor can be used for this purpose. Remember,
howeverthat the PN domain doesnot (andcannot) statically analyzethe modelto determine the size of
the delay necessary in the feedback loop. It is up to the designer of the model to specify the correct
amount of delay.

20.2.2 Designing Actors

Because of theway thePNdomain is implemented, it is notpossible foranactor tocheck if datais
present on aninput port. The hasToken() method always returns true indicating that a token is present,
and if a token is not actually present, then the get() method will block until one becomes available.
This allows models to execute deterministically. However, actors that take inputs from more than one
input can often be difficult to write. The common way of creating such an actor is similar to the way
the Select actor works. Another input is read first, and thedata from that portdetermines which input
port to read from.

20.3 Properties of the PN domain

Two important properties of thePN domain implemented in Ptolemy II are thatprocesses commu
nicate asynchronously (by ordered queues) and that the memory used in the communication is
bounded. The PN domain in Ptolemy n can be used withor without a notion of time.

20.3.1 Asynchronous Communication

Kahn andMacQueen [44][45] describe a model of computation where processes are connected by
communication channelsto form a network. Processes producedata elementsor tokens and send them
along a unidirectional communication channel where they are stored ina FIFO queue until thedestina
tion process consumes them. This is a form ofasynchronous communication between processes. Com
munication channels are the only method processes may use to exchange information. A set of
processes thatcommunicate through a network of FIFOqueues defines a program.
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Kahn andMacQueen require thatexecution of a process be suspended when it attempts to getdata
from anempty input channel {blocking reads). Hence, a process may notpoll a channel forpresence or
absence of data. At any given point, a process is either doing some computation (enabled) or it is
blocked waiting for data{read blocked) on exactly one of its input channels; it cannot wait for data
from more than one channel simultaneously. Systemsthat obey this model are determinate; the history
of tokens produced onthecommunication channels does notdepend ontheexecution order. Therefore,
the results produced by executing a program are not affected by the scheduling of the various pro
cesses.

In case all the processes in a model are blocked while trying to read from some channel, then we
have a real deadlock', none of the processescan proceed.Real deadlockis a programstate that happens
irrespective of theschedule chosen to schedule theprocesses in a model. This characteristic is guaran
teed by the determinacy property of process networks.

20.3.2 Bounded Memory Execution

The high levelof concurrency in process networks makes it an ideal match for embedded system
software andfor modeling hardware implementations. A characteristic of these embedded applications
and hardware processes, is that they are intendedto run indefinitely witha limitedamountof memory.
Oneproblemwithdirectly implementing the Kahn-MacQueen semantics is that bounded memory exe
cution of a process network is not guaranteed, evenif it is possible. Hence, bounded memory execution
of processnetworksbecomescrucial for its usefulness for hardwareand embeddedsoftware.

Parks [75] addresses this aspect of process networks and provides an algorithm to make a process
network application execute in bounded memory whenever possible. He provides an implementation
of the Kahn-MacQueen semantics using blocking writes that assigns a fixed capacity to each FIFO
channel and forces processes to block temporarily if a channel is full. Thus a process has now three
states; running {executing), read blocked, or write blocked and a process may not poll a channel for
either data or room.

In addition to the real deadlock described above, the introduction of a blocking write operation can
cause an artificial deadlock of the process network. In this situation, all the processes in a model are
blocked and at least one process is blocked on a write. However unlike after real deadlock, a program
can continue after artificial deadlock by increasing the capacity of the channels on which processes are
write blocked. In particular. Parks chooses to increaseonly the capacityof the channel with the small
est capacityamongthe channelson whichprocessesare writeblocked.This algorithmminimizes over
all requiredmemoryin the channelsand is used in the PN domainto handledartiftcialdeadlock.

20.3.3 Time

In real-time systems and embedded applications, the real time behavior of a system is as important
as the functional correctness. Process networks can be used to describe the functional properties of a
system, but cannot describe temporal properties since the basic model lacks the notion of time. One
solution is to use some other timed model of computation, such as DE, for describing temporal proper
ties. Another solution is to extend the process networks model of computation with a notion time, as
we have done in Ptolemy II. This extension is based on the Pamela model [30], which was originally
developed for modeling the performance of parallel systemsusingDykstra's semaphores.

In the timed PN domain, time is global. All processes in a model share the same time, which is
referred to as the current time or model time. A process can explicitly wait for time to advance, by
delaying itself for somefixedamountof time. Afterbeing suspended for the specified amount of time.
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the process wakes upand continues to execute. If the process delays itselffor zero time then the pro
cess simply continues to execute.

In the timedPN domain, timechanges onlyat specific moments andneverduring the execution of
a process. The time observed by a process can only advance when it is in one of the following two
states:

1. Theprocess is delayed andis explicitly waiting for time to advance {delay block).

2. Theprocess is waiting fordatato arrive ononeof its input channels {read block).
When allthe processes ina program are inone of these two states, then the program is ina state of

timed deadlock. The fact thatat least oneprocess is delayed, distinguishes timed deadlock from other
deadlocks. When timed deadlock is detected, the current time is advanced until at least one process can
awakenfrom a delay block and the model continuesexecuting.

20.3.4 Mutations

The PN domain tolerates mutations, which are run-time changes in the model structure. Normally,
mutations are realized as change requests queued with themodel. In PN there is nodeterminate point
where mutations can occur other than a real deadlock. However, being able to perform mutations at
this point is unlikely asa real deadlock might never occur. For example, a model with even one non-
terminating source never experiences a real deadlock. Therefore mutations cannot be performed at
determinate points since the processes in the network are not synchronized. Executing mutations at
arbitrary times introduces non-determinism inPN, since the state of the processes is unknown.

In timed PN, however, the presence of timed deadlock provides a regular point at which the state
of execution can be determined. This means that mutations in timed PN can be made deterministically.
Implementation details are presented laterin section 20.4.

20.4 The PN Software Architecture

The PN domain kernel is realized inpackage ptolemy.domains.pn.kemel. The structure diagram of
the package is shown in figure .20.1.

20.4.1 BasePNDirector

This class extends the ProcessDirector base class to add Kahn process networks (PN) semantics.
This director does not support mutations ora notion oftime. It provides only a mechanism toperform
blocking reads and writes using bounded memory execution whenever possible.

This director is capable of handling both real and artificial deadlocks. Artificial deadlock is
resolved as soon as it arises using Parks's algorithm as explained in section 20.3.2. Real deadlock,
however, cannot behandled locally and must rely onthe external environment to provide more data for
execution to continue.

20.4.2 PNDirector

PNDirector extends the BasePNDirector to handle mutations locally. This is only an optimization,
since it allows a mutation to execute faster than it would otherwise, and does not add any interesting
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expressive capability to the model. Most importantly, the mutation is non-deterministic andcan hap
pen at any point during the executionof the model.

20.4.3 TimedPNDirector

TimedPNDirector extends the BasePNDirector to introduces a notion of global time to the model.
It also provides for deterministic execution of mutations. Mutations are performed at the earliest
timed-deadlock that occurs after they are queued. Sinceoccurrenceof timed-deadlock is deterministic,
performing mutations at this point makesmutations deterministic.

20.4.4 PNQueueReceiver

The PNQueueReceiver implements the ProcessReceiver interface and contains a FIFO queue to
represents a process network communications channel. Thesereceivers are alsoresponsible for imple
mentingthe blockingreads and blocking writes through the get() and put() methods.

When the get() method is called, the receiver first checks if a FIFO queue has any tokens. If not,
then it reports to the directorthat the reading thread is blocked waiting for data. It also sets an internal
flag to indicate that a thread is read blocked. Then the reading thread is suspended until some other
thread puts a token into the FIFO queue. At this point, the flag of the receiver is reset to false, the
director is notified that a process has unblocked, the reading process retrieves the first token from the
FIFO queue and execution continues.

The put() methodof the receiverworks similarly by first checking whetherthe FIFOqueue is full

jCompositePFOcessDirectorl

T

BasePNDirector

-t-BasePNDirector()
+BasePNOirector(workspace: Workspace)
+BasePNDirector(container: CompositeActor, name: String)
+addProcessLJstener(fistener: PNProcessListener)
•>-ramoveProcessUstener(Iistener: PNProcessListener)

TT

PNOirector TimedPNDirector

FIGURE 20.1. Static structure of the PN kernel.
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to capacity. If so, it reports to the director that the writing thread is blocked waiting for space in the
queue. It also sets aninternal flag to indicate that a thread is write blocked. The writing thread blocks
until some other thread gets a tokenfrom the FIFO queue, or the size of the queueis increased by the
director because the network reached an artificial deadlock. In either case, the director is notified that a
writing process unblocks and the internal flag is reset. The writing thread is reawakened and its token
is placed into the receiver.

20.4.5 Handling Deadlock

Every time anactor in PN blocks, the count of blocked actors is increased. If the total number of
actors blocked or paused equals the total number of actors active in the simulation, a deadlock is
detected.On detection of a deadlock, if one or more actorsare blockedon a write, then this is an artifi
cial deadlock. The channel withthe smallest capacity among all the channels withactors blocked on a
write is chosen and its capacity is incremented by 1. This implements the bounded memory execution
as suggested by [75]. Ifareal deadlock isdetected, then the fire() method ofthe director returns, allow
ing a containing model to present more data tothe inputs of the process network.

20.4.6 Finite Iterations

An important aspect ofPtolemy II is that the firing ofan actor, oran entire model isguaranteed to
complete. In the process domains the end ofa firing occurs when deadlock is reached. The deadlock
can be realor timed deadlock. However, in a process network real deadlock may never actually hap
pen. In this case, in order tomanually stop execution ortoexecute mutations there needs tobe away to
halt all the executing threads inthe network. This ishandled by the stopFireO method ofthe executable
interface. The process director implements this method toset a flag ineach process which causes the
process to pause. Note that as with most domains, it isnot possible to simply call the wrapupO method
of theprocess director, since thefire method hasnotyetreturned.
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Glossary

abstract syntax A conceptualdata organization,cf. concrete syntax.
action methods The methods initializeQ, prefireQ, fire(), postfireQ,and wrapupOin

the Executable interface.

actor An executable entity. This was called a block in Ptolemy Classic.
anytype The Ptolemy Classic name for undeclared type.
applet A Java programthat is downloaded from a web serverby a browser

and executed in the client's computer (usually within a plug-in for the
browser). An applet has restricted access to local resources for secu
rity reasons.

application A Java programthat is executedas an ordinaryprogramon a host
computer. Unlike an applet, an application can have full access to
local resources such as the file system.

atomic actor A primitive actor. That is, one that is not a composite actor. This was
called a star in Ptolemy Classic.

attribute A named property associated with a named object in Ptolemy II. Also,
in XML, a modifier to an element,

block The Ptolemy Classic name for an actor.

browser A program that renders HTML and accesses the worldwide web using
the HTTP protocol.

channel A path from an output port to an input port (via relations) that can
transport a single stream of tokens.

clustered graph A graph with hierarchy. Ptolemy II topologies are clustered graphs.

code generation Translation of a model into efficient, standalone software for execu
tion autonomously from the design environment. Code generation was
a major emphasis of Ptolemy Classic. We are developing a code gen
eration facility for Ptolemy II, but it is not included in the current
release. For more information, see [87].

composite actor An actor that is intemally composed of other actors and relations. This
was called a galaxy in Ptolemy Classic.

concrete syntax A persistent representation of a data organization, cf. abstract syntax.

connection A path from one port to another via relations and possibly transparent
ports. A connection consists of one or more relations and two or more
links.

container An object that logically owns another. A Ptolemy II object can have at
most one container.

dangling relation A relation with only input ports or only output ports linked to it.
data polymorphism Ability to operate with more than one token type.
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deep traversals Traversals of a clusteredgraph that see throughtransparent cluster
boundaries (transparent composite entities and ports),

disconnected port A port with no relation linked to it.
director An object that controls the execution of a model or an opaque com

posite entity according to some model ofcomputation.
domain An implementation of a modelof computation in Ptolemy II and

Ptolemy Classic.

domain polymorphism Abilityto operateunder morethan one model of computation.
element In XML, a portionof a document consisting of a begin tag, a body,

and an end tag.

entity A node in a Ptolemy II clustered graph. Also, in XML, a named text
segment.

execution One invocation of initializeO, followed by any number of iterations,
followed by one invocation of wrapupC).

executive director From theperspective ofanactor inside anopaque composite actor, the
director of the container of the opaque composite actor.

galaxy The Ptolemy Classic name for a composite actor.
immutable property Aproperty ofanobject that is setupwhen the object is constructed

and that cannot be changed during the lifetime of the object.
iteration Oneinvocation of prefireO, followed byanynumber of invocations of

fireO, followed by one invocationof postflre().
link An association between a port and a relation.

manager Thetop-level controller fortheexecution of a model.
model Acomplete Ptolemy II application. This was called a universe in

Ptolemy Classic.

model ofcomputation The rules that govern theinteraction, communication, and control
flow of a set of components.

MoML Modeling markup language, an XML dialect for specifying compo
nent-based designs such those in Ptolemy II.

multiport Aport that can send orreceive tokens over more than one channel.
opaque For a composite entity ora port, anattribute that indicates that the

inside should not be visible from the outside. That is, deep traversals
of the topology do not see through an opaque boundary,

opaque composite actor... Acomposite actor with a local director. Such anactor appears to the
outside domain to be atomic, but internally is composed of an inter
connection of other actors. This was called a wormhole in Ptolemy
Classic.

package Acollection ofclasses that forms a logical unit and occupies one
directory in the source code tree.

parameter An attribute with a value. This was called a state inPtolemy Classic.
particle The Ptolemy Classic namefor a token.
port Anamed interface of anentity to which connections bemade.
Ptolemy Classic AC++ software system for construction ofconcurrent models and
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implementation through code generation.

Ptolemy II A Java software system for construction andexecution of concurrent
models.

Ptolemy Project A research project at Berkeley that investigates modeling, simulation,
and design of concurrent, networked, embedded systems.

relation An object representing an interconnection between entities.
resolved type A type for a port that is consistentwith the typeconstraintsof the

actor and any port it is connected to. It is the result of type resolution.
servlet A Java program that is executed on a web server and that produces

results viewed remotely on a web browser.

star The Ptolemy Classic name for an atomic actor.

state The Ptolemy Classic name for a parameter.

subpackage A packagethat is logicallyrelated to a parent packageand occupiesa
subdirectory within the parent package in the source code tree.

tag In XML, a portion of markup having the syntax <tagname>.
token A unit of data that is communicated by actors. This was called a parti

cle in Ptolemy Classic.

topology The structure of interconnections between entities (via relations) in a
Ptolemy II model. See clustered graph.

transparent For an entity or port, not opaque. That is, deep traversals of the topol
ogy pass right through its boundaries,

transparent composite actor
A composite actor with no local director.

transparent port The port of a transparent composite entity. Deep traversals of the
topology see right through such a port.

type constraints The declared constraints on the token types that an actor can work
with.

type resolution The process of reconciling type constraints prior to running a model.

undeclared type Capable of working with any type of token. This was called anytype in
Ptolemy Classic.

universe The Ptolemy Classic name iovdi model.

width of a port The sum of the widths of the relations linked to it, or zero if there are
none.

viidth of a relation The number of channels supported by the relation.

wormhole The Ptolemy Classic name for an opaque composite actor.
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Symbols
-inUML 1-21
!in CSP 18-7
#inUML 1-21
&quot 5-8
♦charts 1-6
+ inUML 1-21
? in CSP 18-7
©exception 4-20
@param 4-20
_createModel() method of PtolemyApplet 6-8
_createView() method of PtolemyApplet 6-8
_execute() method

ChangeRequest class 7-20
.manager member 6-4
_newReceiver() method

lOPort class 8-8
_toplevel member 6-4
.workspacemember 6-4

A

absolute type constraint 4-5
AbsoluteValue actor 3-10
abstract class 1-23
abstract semantics 1-11, 1-12, 1-14
abstract syntax 1-11, 1-12, 1-13, 1-14, 1-19, 5-
4, 7-1, G-1
abstract syntax tree 9-19
abstraction 5-5, 7-7
acos 3-12
acquaintances 8-2
action 1-10
action methods 4-10, 8-13, G-1
activeprocesses 18-8
actor 8-11, G-1
Actor interface 1-13, 8-11, 8-12
actor libraries 1-16, 6-10
actor library 2-28
actorpackage 1-11, 3-2, 8-2
actor.gui package 1-17, 6-2
actor.gui.style package 1-17
actor.lib package 1-17, 3-2, 4-5
actor.Iib.conversions package 1-17
actor.lib.gui package 1-17, 3-8
actor.lib.javasound packages 1-17
actor.lib.logic package 1-17
actor.process package 1-11, 8-20, 8-21
actor.sched package 1-11, 8-20
actor.util package 1-11, 8-9, 8-10
actors 1-4,4-1, 8-1, 8-2
acyclic directed graphs 10-1

add() method
Token class 9-3

addChangeListenerO method
NamedObj class 7-20

addExecutionListenerO method
Managerclass 8-18

AddSubtract actor 2-31, 3-10, 3-23, 3-24, 16-9
addToScopeO method

Variable class 9-10
ADL 1-3
ADS 1-2

advancing time
CSP domain 18-7

aggregation association 7-2
aggregation UML notation 1-23
allowLevelCrossingConnectO method

CompositeEntity class 7-10
analogcircuits 1-5
analog electronics 1-1
Andrews 18-1
animated plots 12-7
anonymous inner classes 15-7
ANYTYPE 11-3
anytype G-1
anytype particle 1-19
applet 5-2, G-1
applets 5-1, 12-4

usingplot package 12-1
appletviewer 12-4
appletviewer command 6-6
application 6-7, G-1
application framework 8-1
applications 5-1
arc 5-4, 7-2
architecture 1-3
architecture description languages 1-3
architecture design language 1-3
archive 6-10
archive applet parameter 12-9
arithmetic operators 9-3
arithmetic operators in expressions 9-10
ArrayAppend actor3-16
arraycopy method 16-11
ArrayElement actor 3-16
ArrayExtractactor 3-16
ArrayFIFOQueue class 16-10, 16-11
ArrayLength actor 3-16
arraysin expressions 9-11
ArrayToken class 9-3, 11-6
ArrayToSequence actor3-16
ArrayTypeclass 11-7



artificial deadlock 19-3, 20-3
asin 3-12
associations 1-23
AST 9-19
ASTPtBitwiseNode class 9-21
ASTPtFunctionallfNode class 9-21
ASTPtFunctionNode class 9-20, 9-21
ASTPtLeafNode class 9-21
ASTPtLxjgicalNode class 9-21
ASTPtMethodCallNode class 9-21
ASTPtProductNode class 9-21
ASTPtRelationalNode class 9-22
ASTPtRootNode class 9-21
ASTRSumNode class 9-21
ASTPtUnaryNode class 9-22
asynchronous communication 8-9, 20-2
asynchronous message passing 1-7, 8-3
atan 3-12
atomic actions 1-4
atomic actor G-1
atomic communication 18-4
AtomicActorclass 1-13, 8-11, 8-12
ATTLISTinDTD 12-16
attribute G-1
Attributeclass 7-6, 9-6
attributeChangedO method

NamedObj class4-7, 9-9
Poisson actor 4-8

attributeListO method
NamedObj class 7-6

attributes 1-13, 1-21, 9-6
attributes in XML 5-8
attributeTypeChangedO method

NamedObj class 9-9
audio 1-17
audio files 3-16
audio library 3-16
AudioCapture actor 3-17
AudioPlayer actor3-17
AudioReader actor 3-17
AudioWriter actor 3-17
Autocorrelation actor 3-20
Average actor 3-10, 4-11, 4-13, 4-14

B

background applet parameter 6-1
Backus normal form 9-19
balance equations 16-5
bangin CSP 18-7
BarGraph actor3-7
barGraph element

PlotML 12-19
Bars command 12-22
base class 1-22
BaseType class 5-15
BaseType.NAT 11-7
BDF 1-7
Bernoulli 4-13
Bernoulliactor 3-5, 4-12
bidirectional ports8-5, 8-11
bin directory 5-1
bin element

PlotML 12-19
binary format

plotfiles 12-1
bison 9-19
BitsToInt actor 3-14
bitwise operators inexpressions 9-10
Blackman-Tukey algorithm 3-20
block G-1
block diagram 1-9
block diagrams 1-11
block-and-arrow diagrams 1-4
blocked processes 18-8
blocking reads 19-3, 20-3
blocking receive 18-1
blocking send 18-1
blocking writes 19-3, 20-3
BNF 9-19
body ofanelement inXML 5-8
boolean dataflow 1-7
BooleanMatrixToken class 9-2
BooleanToken class 9-2
bottom-up parsers 9-19
bounded buffering 20-1
bounded memory 16-1, 20-3
boundedness 1-7
broadcastOmethod 8-5

DEIOPort class 15-6, 15-10
browser 5-2, G-1, G-3
bubble-and-arc diagrams 1-4
buffer 8-9
bus 8-3
bus contention 18-12
buswidths andtransparent ports 8-8
busses, unspecified width 8-6

c

C 1-2
C++ 1-2
calculus of communicating systems 1-4, 18-4
calendar queue 1-5, 1-11, 15-4



CalendarQueue class8-10, 8-11
CartesianToCompIex actor3-14
CartesianToPolar actor 3-14
CCS 1-4, 18-4
CD audio 3-16
CDATA 5-12
CDO 18-5,18-15
ceil 3-15
Chandy 19-1
change listeners 7-19
change request 5-27
change requests 20-4
changeExecutedO method

ChangeUstener interface 7-19
changeFailedO method

ChangeUstener interface 7-19
ChangeUstener interface 7-21
ChangeRequest class 7-19, 7-20, 15-7
channel 8-2, G-1
channels 4-2
checkTypesO method

TypedCompositeActor class 11-8
chooseBranchQ method

CSPActor class 18-2
Chopactor 3-12
CIF 18-3, 18-5, 18-15
circular buffer 16-11
class attribute in MoML 5-8
class diagrams 1-21
class element 5-17
class names 1-25,4-17
classpath 6-5
clipboard 12-4
Clock actor 3-5, 11-11
Clock class 6-4
cloneO method

NamedObj class 7-11
Object class 4-9, 9-3
Scale actor 4-9

cloning 7-11
cloning actors 4-9
clustered graph G-1
clustered graphs 1-13, 1-19, 5-4, 7-1
code duplication 4-1
codegeneration G-1
codebase applet parameter 12-9
coding conventions 4-16
coinflips3-5
Color command 12-21
comments 4-17
comments in expressions 9-11

communicating sequential processes 1-4, 1-14, 18-
1
communication networks 15-1
communication protocol 8-2, 8-8
communications library 3-17
Commutator actor 3-12, 3-20
Comparable interface 15-6
Comparator actor 3-14
compat package 12-2, 12-23
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